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education and multicultural education, by offering a new way of looking at curriculum and
curricular practices, and by providing new evaluation criteria that others can use to examine
the impact of curriculum and curricular practices on teaching and learning.

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

"Who am I?" ,.. "Why am I here?" ... "Where am I going?" ... These are
universal questions which plague every human being at some point in their lives, queries so
entwined in the lived experiences of humanity as to become "cliche." Yet, the real import of
these questions in the academic realm does not truly emerge until we consider the sociohistorical frame (Vygotsky, 1978; Freire. 1997: Schutz, 1964) that each student brings to
her/his studies.
One would think that by the time a student reaches the doctoral stage of study, these
questions would have long ago been answered. However, during my first weeks as a
doctoral student at a "mainland" university this question arose repeatedly and in many
different contexts as the reality set in of having chosen a very "western" context in which
to study the very "non-western" problem of low literacy among local Hawaiian children
(U.S. Department of Education. Office of Educational Research and Improvement. National
Center for Education Statistics, 1999; Kojima, 1999; Kua, 1999; Barayuga. 1997. 1999;
Kakesako, 1999). As I poured over studies, texts and articles describing literacy practices in
such places as "a Midwestern city in the United States of America." I began to wonder
whether any of what I learned would transfer successfully to the small, rural, mostly
indigenous town in Hawaii where I had taught for the past 20 years. Would "miscue
analysis" (Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987) and "reader response" (Rosenblatt, 1978)
work as well in Hana, Maui as it did on the mainland? As T struggled with the issue of
contextuality, I began to notice that this journey was not a solitary one.
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Approximately 20% of the graduate students in the Department of Culture and
Literacy Studies' come from outside the United States (CLS Annual Report, 2000). and
another 34% represent American minority communities. The remaining 46% of Culture
and Literacy Studies students, while categorized as "White" by university demographic
standards, also represent a diverse spectrum of age, socio-economic, cultural and geographic
perspectives. These students bring a wide variety of leaching and learning experiences with
them to this course of study. I wondered how graduate students, particularly those from
non-dominant cultural perspectives, deal with contradictions between the educational
pedagogics of their home communities and the inquiry-based, liberatory pedagogics
espoused by our department. I wanted to learn what it was like for students from diverse
cultures to be studying education at a predominantly White, American university, so that I
could better understand how culture and personal history impact a person's learning.
Because schooling experiences play a pivotal role in the construction of one's identity
(Lortie, 1975), I also wanted to understand how educational systems support educators in
constructing their identity, philosophy and pedagogy ~ as teachers and as leamers ~ within
the school and professional setting. Banks (1998), Butt, Raymond. McCue and Yamagishi
(1992), Finkelstein (1998), Nelson (1992), Reddy (1996) and others have noted the close
connections between a teacher's own schooling and life experiences and a teacher's
philosophy of teaching and classroom pedagogical praxis. The implications of such a
connection when faced with a predominantly White, middle class teaching force and an
increasingly diverse student population have attracted the attention of Banks (1997. 1998)
Delpit (1995), Howard (1999), Benham (2000), Anyon (1997), Ladson-B tilings (1995),

' With the exception of Hana, Maui all place, department, institution, and people
names are pseudonyms.
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question of what to do and how to respond when one "doesn't know what to do and how to
respond." "We can't teach what we don't know," states Howard (1999). If this is true,
then the need for institutionalized multiculturalization of teaching practices becomes even
more

important in the face of increasingly diverse student populations.

WHAT IS CULTURE?

What is culture? One paradox of multicultural education is that in order to define
multicultural,

we must first define culture. However, this is no easy task, as it is possible to

find nearly as many definitions for culture as there are theorists who write about it. For
example, Geertz (1983) views culture as "shared patterns that set the tone, character, and
quality of people's lives" (p. 23). While Banks (1997) imagines culture to be in the
"values, symbols, interpretation and perspectives held by a group of people" (p. xiv). Can
culture be considered a "design for living," as Shannon suggests? Or is it simply the way
groups of people think and talk together, as Reck (1935, 1979) has stated? The idea that
our experiences and perceptions of the present are strongly impacted by our past social,
cultural and historical environment and experiences has been noted by a number of theorists
representing varied perspectives, including Garfinkel (1967), Vygotsky (l978)Smith (1997.
1998), and Freire (1996, 1997, 1998). For the purposes of this dissertation. I am choosing
to define individual culture as the sum of the perspectives expressed by Geertz, Banks, and
Shannon above. Likewise, my consideration of the departmental culture was framed
primarily by the definition proposed by Reck (1935, 1979), whose notion history being
created by the way the group thinks and talks together is consistent with the interactive
processes involved in curriculum which are the focus of this dissertation.
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LIVING AND LEARNING IN A BORROWED CONTEXT

When I first began my doctoral studies, nothing made sense. I often found myself
"surprised by reality" (Smith, 1993) in this new context. My socio-historical perspective,
which was developed in a predominantly indigenous environment, no longer fit the
situations I was encountering. Freire (1996) postulates that being uprooted, living and
learning in a "borrowed context," we "re-write" our past in an attempt to make sense of
the social, cultural and historical past from the perspective of this new location. Central to
Freire's (1997) pedagogy of liberation is the concept of generative themes, which he
describes as "the concrete representation of many...ideas, values, concepts, and hopes, as
well as the obstacles which impede the people's full humanization (p. 82)." In our efforts
to "attend to our business in a borrowed context," (p. 79) the perception and recognition of
these themes in our lives ~ particularly those related to "historical, cultural, and political
lessons" (p. 79) ~ are changed by our being in a borrowed context. We can liken the
position of the foreign or minority graduate student to the stranger described in the work of
Schutz (1964). Like me. they are now the immigrant who, having arrived in a host society,
have found that what they took for granted as knowledge about life is "unreliable if not
false." (Smith, 1997, p. 37)
The sociohistorical theories proffered by Freire, Schutz and others challenge my
current perceptions and recollections of the past. Has my perception of who I am and how I
practiced as a teacher been reconstructed as I attempt to draw on the past to make sense of
the present? Luzio-Locket (1998) examines the nature of the foreign student's background
and experience and its relevance in establishing an appropriate framework for provision in
academic and personal spheres in her attempt to identify, from the perspective of the
individual, how and why "self might be affected during this transition period of "living in
a borrowed context." She finds that a "squeezing effect," in which the "self is
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influenced and affected by the particular situation or experience, applies both to cognitive
and affective domains of the individual. The generative themes which emerge from our
daily lives are embedded in sign and tools of our environment, but our perception and
recollection of our environment changes in response to our presence in a borrowed context.
What effect does context have on our perceptions of our curricular experiences?

HOW MULTICULTURAL ARE WE?

An important goal of multicultural education is to improve race
relations and to help all students acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills
needed to participate in cross-cultural interactions and personal, social, and
civic action that will help to make our nation more democratic and just.
(Banks. 1997, p. vii)
How multicultural is teacher education, and how are we attracting and preparing
teachers to embody the goals elucidated by Banks and others? As the nation's public
school systems serve a population which is increasingly ethnically, culturally, socially,
economically and politically diverse, there has been concern over the ability of a mostly
middle-class, mostly White teacher force to meet the needs of all students (Gregorian,
2(X)l). Although originally concerned with the attributes and preparedness of the classroom
teacher, recently the concern has shifted to higher education, and the ability of teacher
education programs to adequately prepare teachers for a diverse classroom (Vacarr. 2001).
In scrutinizing teacher education curricula, however, it is necessary, as we have done in K-12
classrooms (Zeichner & Liston, 1996; Goodson, 1992; Barab, Bamett & Squire, 2000;
Granello, Hothersoll &. Osborne, 2000; Birchak et al, 1998), to give as much attention to the
practitioners whose "territory" this is as to the methods and materials which they use. This
study considers the notion of multiculturalism in academia fi'om several different
perspectives.
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SETTING

Zephyr University is a large, research-oriented, land grant university in a rapidly
expanding southwestern city of approximately 700,000. This study centers around the
graduate curriculum in education in the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies (CLS),
one of seven departments in the School of Teaching and Education. The School of Teaching
and Education (STE) is one of 31 colleges which comprise the university system's main
campus. Although organizationally a part of the School of Teaching and Education, the
Department of Culture and Literacy Studies maintains strong, active collaborations and coteaching agreements with several departments in other colleges at the university, among
them Anthropology. Native Heritage Studies, and the interdisciplinary Teaching of Second
Languages Program (TSL). CLS currently maintains one of the largest doctoral programs
in the university, with approximately 100 enrolled doctoral and as many masters students,
although the teaching faculty is one of the smallest among graduate departments within the
university (Zephyr Factbook, 2000-2001). The nationally acclaimed Native Language
Development Institute (NLDI) is a part of Culture and Literacy Studies.
In 2000, the latest year for which data is available. Culture and Literacy Studies
ranked seventh out of 59 graduate departments in the number of Graduate Student Credit
Hours (SCH's), logging 1,180 SCH's for Fall, 2000 (Zephyr Factbook, 2000-2001). One
of seven departments within the School of Teaching and Education, Culture and Literacy
Studies (CLS) came into existence in the late 1980s when the School of Teaching and
Education underwent a major restructuring. The original CLS faculty came from a variety of
departments in and outside of the School of Teaching and Education, and it was this event
which gave CLS its interdisciplinary focus, an orientation which has continued to the
present day. The length of service of tenure-track faculty in the department (and its
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predecessors) ranges from two years to over 30 years. With the exception of one faculty
member who joined the departmentin Spring, 2000, all other tenure-track faculty have been
with the department for at least ten years. It is important to note that the department has lost
several tenure track positions over the past few years despite a steadily increasing
enrollment. While this trend is not the topic of this investigation, it may have bearing on
some of the results and is therefore worth mentioning.
Known campus-wide as the department that "does multicultural education,"
approximately 20% of CLS's graduate students come from foreign countries (CLS Annual
Report, 2000). Here the term "foreign" to indicate students from outside the United States
reflects both an ideological perspective and the self-descriptive terminology used by the
students themselves. Morris (1969) has defined "foreign" as "located away from one's
native country" (p. 514). "Foreign" as used in this manuscript reflects the political and
historical ideologies which have shaped some of the experiences and perspectives of this
area of study. Consistent with demographic categories established by the university, this
reference includes students from Guam and Puerto Rico. It should also be noted that in
conversations with students from outside the United States, it was commonly reported that
both "foreign" and "minority" were terms that applied only to their identities as
constructed in the borrowed context of the United States.
Minority students also comprise approximately 34% of the department's U.S.
enrollment, and a large majority of all Culture and Literacy Studies students are women
(78% in 2000). Throughout this dissertation, "minority" refers the university's
characterization of American-bom non-White students even though, at 46%, American-bom
White students actually comprised a numerical minority of the CLS enrollment in 2000.
As with "foreign," my usage of the term "American" is consistent with Morris's
1969 definition, "of, or relating to, or characteristic of the United States of America, its
people, culture, government, or history"(p. 42). Although technically the term "American"
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could be used as broadly as to refer to the entire geographic regions of North, Central and
South America, like the term "foreign" which has been discussed previously, "American"
as used in this dissertationreflects the political and historical ideologies which have shaped
some of the experiences and historical perspectives of the participants and of this area of
study.
The CLS student body was also unique in that a great number of those enrolled
were part-time students who worked full-time as teachers in area schools, and the average
age of CLS graduate students was well above the university norm. Thus, this department
had since its inception been uniquely situated to wrestle with concept of "multicultural
education" and just what it means to have an institutionalized multicultural orientation
toward teaching and learning.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

"By showing institutions in the process of transformation, history
alone makes it possible to abstract the structure which underlies the many
manifestations and remains permanent throughout a succession of events.
(Levi-Strauss, 1967, p. 22)
This is the story of an institution in transformation. Or, more accurately, this is the
story of one department's journey toward institutionalizing a multicultural curriculum, and
how that journey relates to the department's role as an agent of change in an institution
undergoing transformation.
In the mid-1980s massive restructuring of the School of Teaching and Education
took place, and in the subsequent turmoil, many of those in the Language Arts Department
either left the university or transferred to other colleges within the university in search of a
more "philosophically friendly" (Abby, 3/21/01) academic setting in which to work.
Those from the former Language Arts Department who stayed in the School of Teaching
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and Education found a iiome in the newly organized interdisciplinary Culture and Literacy
Studies which is the setting for this investigation. In this context "interdisciplinary" refers
to the character of the department whose faculty come from a variety of disciplines
including educational psychology, anthropology, sociology, linguistics, bilingual education,
teaching of English, literature, reading and language arts, and educatrional foundations, in
addition to reading and English. However, CLS was not one of the identified
Interdisciplinary Programs within the university system.
In 1989, Culture and Literacy Studies embarked on a three-year training and
development project under the auspices of Title VII of the Bilingual Education Act. Project
MECCA was a federally funded Title VII Training, Development and Improvement
Program Grant which was initiated for the purpose of institutionalizing Multiculturalization
of Education Curriculum and Curricular Activities affecting teaching, research and service
in teacher preparation programs. The specific goals of Project MECCA were: (I) to
promote analysis and revision of department courses to reflect a greater emphasis on
multicultural education; (2) to facilitate co-teaching experiences between those faculty with
more and those with less experience in multicultural education: (3) to develop a model for
the integration of multicultural and second language acquisition knowledge and
methodology into courses in other divisions of the college; (4) to develop a specialization
and certification in ESL/Bilingual Education for the Master of Teaching degree program
being proposed for the college; (5) to develop a mechanism for disseminating information
and resources in multicultural education to department faculty members and (6) to the
School of Teaching and Education faculty members (Diaz, 1992). The project, which was
funded for two years, met with widely acclaimed success, and it was during this period that
the CLS "Statement of Principles of Multicultural Education" was adopted.
At the same time that the department was internally engaged in a period of self-study
and transformation, factors external to the department were strongly impacting the efforts to
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effect curricular change. In 1991, the arrival of a new Dean to head the School of Teaching
and Education signaled the beginning of a series of changes in staffing and funding policies
that were to directly and indirectly impact Culture and Literacy Studies. For example,
despite a steadily increasing student enrollment, the Culture and Literacy Studies faculty
roster waned from a one-time high of 16 tenure-track positions in 1991 to only 7 tenuretrack positions in 2001, as faculty who retired or moved on to other institutions were not
replaced. In the late 1990s, changes in the state certification requirements for classroom
teachers resulted in a reconfiguration of the CLS student body, as the number of students
seeking master's degrees dropped sharply while the number of doctoral students continued
to rise. In November 2000, state voters passed legislation calling for a significant change in
the instructional delivery system for Limited English Proficient K-I2 students, a change
which directly and indirectly impacted the bilingual education focus in Culture and Literacy
Studies. Slaughter (1997) suggests that these types of relationships are rarely considered in
curricular transformation, and that "even when relationships between the curricula and the
world external to academe are addressed, scholars usually focus on abstract models or very
broad connections, not locating or closely examining the mechanisms of mediation" (p. 2).
Despite all of these factors, the philosophy and orientation of Culture and Literacy
Studies has remained decidedly "multicultural," and as of Spring 2000, foreign and
minority students comprised more than half of the CLS student body (Zephyr Factbook.
2000-2001).

INCEPTION OF THE STUDY

In 1998,1 conducted the first of a series of mini-inquiries designed to help me better
understand the dynamics of "doing multiculturalism" in academe. Sparked by my own
experiences of cultural discontinuity (Artiles, Harry, Reschly & Chinn, 2002) in department
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classrooms, the primary impetus for conducting these inquiries was the repeated comments
from among the foreign and minority students who comprised approximately 54% of the
department, that although the coursework was engaging and often "cutting edge," it did not
really address their issues and perspectives. Taking a phenomenological approach, I
formally and informally interviewed foreign and minority students about their experiences
in the department. This, of course, led to more questions as seeming contradictions arose
between the espoused philosophy of the department and the reported experiences of
students. Was it really a multicultural curriculum, I wondered? If so. how multicultural was
it?
One of the components of Project MECCA was an evaluation, conducted between
Fall 1989 and Spring 1991, of the Culture and Literacy Studies curriculum.. The
curriculum evaluation examined three major dimensions of the multicultural curriculum, as
conceptualized by Cortes (1990, I99I): content (Fishman, 1991), process (Banks. 1998:
Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; Philips, 1983; Sleeter, 1993; and others), and orientation (Ruiz,
1989; Nieto, 1999,2000). [t posed the questions: To what extent do our curricular
practices reflect a multicultural orientation towards education? How explicit is the
multicultural content of the curricula? How diverse is the process of the curricula?
In Fall of 2000,1 began a follow-up investigation into the multicultural nature of the
curriculum of Culture and Literacy Studies. Using both qualitative and quantitative
measures, I examined the syllabi of all courses taught in the year 2000 for evidence of
"institutionalized multiculturalization," which was originally defined in Project MECCA
(Diaz, 1992) as "integration of multicultural and second language acquisition knowledge
and methodology across the curriculum"(p. 5). Data were then compared with the data
from the earlier Project MECCA curriculum analysis.
Initial data from the follow-up analysis indicated that a simple textual analysis of
materials would not provide a "complete picture" of what transpired within the department
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representations of curriculum and achievement with the interactive and highly relational
nature of the curriculum delivery.
This study took a three-pronged approach to the analysis of curriculum. First, it
used traditional process/product methodology to quantitatively and qualitatively examine
and analyze the content of course syllabi, texts and other resources. Simple quantitative
analysis (sum, percentage, percent change, percent difference) were used to compare the
2000 syllabi to the 1990 syllabi. Multicultural content and focus were determined using the
criteria established for the original curriculum analysis conducted by Project MECCA
(Diaz, 1992). Second, in an attempt to illuminate what can be discovered about student
perceptions of curriculum and curricular practices through the narratives of individual
students, the phenomenological process of focused life histories and constant comparative
thematic analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was used to look closely at the extent to which
culture and history impact a student's perception and experience of a multicultural
curriculum. The study examined curriculum from a third perspective when, again using
constant comparative methodology. Slaughter's (1997) suggested relationship of social
movement theory to post-secondary curriculum development was explored by linking the
themes emerging from the narrative professional life histories of professors to concepts and
practices reflected in their course syllabi.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study seeks to situate the multicultural Culture and Literacy Studies curriculum
within the larger social context with which it interacts, and examine its impact from the
multiple perspectives of the faculty, students, and institutional curricular structures. The
over-arching questions being addressed are (I) How is a multicultural orientation towards
education reflected in curriculum and curricular practices of one interdisciplinary
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graduate department in education, and (2) what are the implications of this study for
institutionalizing multicultural curricula and practices in higher education?
Just as multiculturalism has been defined as a process by the professors and students of
Culture and Literacy Studies, the unpacking of "what multiculturalism in curriculum is" —
what it looks like, sounds like, and feels like — is a process. My own process of gradually
coming to understand curriculum as transaction from a multicultural orientation is reflected
in the three-part organization of this dissertation. Although this inquiry has been primarily
conducted under the auspices of my dissertation research, it is impossible not to
acknowledge the truly collaborative nature of the project, for this was in essence a
departmental "self-study" in which faculty, students and staff participated. The
Department faculty and students contributed significantly to the design and implementation
of project activities, data analysis, and theoretical framework, and because of that the use of
"we" to describe our new understandings is most apropros. Thus each part includes its
own literature review, to reflect how we become aware of and connect to new
understandings, new bodies of thought, new theories as we move through the process. Each
part includes a discussion, to reflect our understandings at that point in the study, again
demonstrating the process of evolving understandings and ways of knowing about
multiculturalism. Specifically, each phase of the study focuses upon the following
questions;

PHASE I: How Multicultural Are We?
I)

What is the evidence of institutionalization of multicultural knowledge and
methodology in the curriculum?
a)

How explicit is the multicultural content of the curricula?

b)

How diverse is the process of the curricula?

c)

How open is the curriculum to negotiation and adaptability to meet the needs
of diverse students?

d)

Comparing 1989-1991 to 2000, how have the classroom practices of Culture
and Literacy Studies faculty related to diversity of perspective within the
curriculum and instructional delivery changed over the past decade?

PHASE II: How Are We Multicultural?
What are students' perceptions and experiences of a multicultural curriculum, as
expressed through personal narrative?
What is the relationship between curriculum and the social lives of university
faculty?

PHASE 111: Multiculturalism — Where do we go from here?
How is curricular innovation and reform mediated by the larger socio-cultural
context?
a)

How is the relationship between curricular innovation and reform and the
social lives of university faculty mediated by the larger socio-cultural
context?

b)

How are the curriculum and curricular practices of one department
influenced by its context within the college, the university, the community,
and society?

How can the results of this study be used to facilitate curricular innovation and
reform related to a multicultural and anti-racist culture of teacher education?
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The final discussion attempts to integrate all three phases of inquiry, and place them
in the larger context of education and schooling in general, particularly with an emphasis on
post-secondary education. It considers the ramifications of the findings in relation to
current and historical trends in student participation and completion in post-secondary
education.

ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS

This dissertation is organized into nine chapters. Chapter one presents an overview
of the events and reflections leading up to the study, and the development of the research
questions. Chapter two provides a conceptual framework for the three-phase research
methodology, and gives an overview of the methodology used throughout the study.
Phase I of the study is presented in chapter three, which begins by providing a
theoretical framework for the process-product analysis of curriculum using textual data. It
then describes the specific questions used in the data analysis and the data collection and
analysis techniques. Chapter three concludes with a discussion of the findings from the
process-product analysis and introduces the questions arising from those fmdings that led
to the conceptualization of the second phase of the study.
Phase II of the study is presented in four chapters. Chapter four describes the
theoretical framework for the use of phenomenological data as a curriculum analysis tool.
Chapter five exanunes and discusses the data from the student perception and experience
surveys and the faculty needs assessment surveys. Chapter six begins by providing further
theoretical framing for the use of life histories in the examination of curriculum. It then
presents the life histories of the six student participants and discusses the findings from
these data. Chapter seven presents and discusses the data firom the faculty life history
interviews.
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Phase III of the study is presented in chapter eight. The chapter begins by
providing a theoretical framework for the use of social movement theory as a curriculum
analysis tool. The data analysis technique of constructed conversations is then described in
detail. The chapter then presents the data related to specific emergent themes in a series of
constructed conversations. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the themes emerging
from the constructed conversations and compares those findings with the findings from
earlier phases of the study.
The final chapter of the dissertation summarizes the findings from each of the three
phases of study, discusses implications for theory, research and practice indicated by the
research, and presents conclusions based upon the research.
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CHAPTER TWO
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH DESIGN

This institutional case study looks at the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies
(CLS), one department in the School of Teaching and Education at Zephyr University, a
major American research university in the Southwest. The study is descriptive in that it
seeks to define "what is" in terms of the multicultural curriculum. The phenomenological
component of the study focuses on the perceptions and experiences of the participants, and
the interpretations that they give to those perceptions and experiences. The direction of the
project, the specific activities and the analysis have been guided primarily by expressed
faculty and student interests, so in that sense this study is approached from the "radical
subjectivist" (Rossman and Rallis, 1998) perspective. The faculty and students of the
department have been actively involved in the project design and interpretation of data, and
the study focuses upon the participants' own interpretation of their life histories as they
connect to the CLS curriculum (Moustakas, 1994; Rossman & Rallis, 1998). Finally, the
study has a comparative and replicative component because, using the same methodology
and data collection instruments, the changes in course content and methodology are
examined over time by comparing the current data to data collected in the earlier curriculum
study of the same departmenL
Using both qualitative and quantitative measures, the primary focus of examination
is the integration of multicultural knowledge and methodology into the CLS curricula, as
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described earlier. As this is partly a replication study, every effort was made to utilize the
same criteria and methodology for data selection, data collection, and data analysis as
utilized in the original Project MECCA (Cortes, 1992). However, some additional criteria
and procedures were necessary to reflect the changes in educational theory and praxis in the
decade between 1990 and 2000.

Three Phases Of Inquirv
The study was divided into three phases, each pertaining to a specific set of research
questions and data sources. The first phase examined the multicultural nature of the CLS
curriculum from a process-product perspective by quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing
the syllabi for all courses taught during one calendar year. The second phase used written
surveys and in-depth, focused interviews with faculty and students to focus upon faculty's
and students' perspectives of the multicultural CLS curriculum. The third phase of the
study explored Slaughter's (1997) suggested relationship of social movement theory to
post-secondary curriculum development by linking the themes emerging from the narrative
professional life histories of professors to concepts and practices reflected in their course
syllabi, and to the larger social and professional context.
In some instances, the same set of data are used for more than one study phase,
although the procedure for analysis of the data differs. For example, in Phase II faculty
narratives and course syllabi were examined for themes related to content, process and
orientation. In Phase HI the same data were examined again from the perspective of social
movement theory for connections to the larger sociocultural and professional context.
For the purposes of quantitative analysis related to the project purpose, data were
drawn primarily from existing archival sources such as previous course syllabi and other
course documents, course lists, and department employment and enrollment rosters. These
data were examined for 1989, the year of the inception of the original Project MECCA
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study, and 2000. the follow-up data year. Qualitative data generated in the form of faculty
and student interviews and written and oral surveys, were also examined for the years 1989 1991, and 2000.

FRAMEWORK FOR METHODOLOGY

Ethnography in Education
This is a micro-ethnographic study (Rossman and Rallis, 1998). Ethnography
seeks to study human behavior in social contexts, social interaction, and the ways in which
the environmental contexts impose restraints on inter-action. It examines the meaning that
social actors in contexts assign to their own behavior and to the behavior of others, and the
ways in which people organize information relevant to their behavior in social contexts.
Because much of behavior is guided by applying tacit, usually undeclared rules.
ethnography tries to understand how individuals emotionally load their cultural knowledge,
thereby assigning priorities that are not a direct function of the taxonomic ordering of that
cultural knowledge. Spindler and Spindler (1987) describe an approach to ethnographic
study of educational settings that combines elements from ecological, ethnoscientific.
semiotic, and psychodynamic (interactionist) perspectives. Important requirements of their
approach are careful and systematic recoding of observations, constant interactions between
observation and interview, sensitivity about and respect for the people one is observing and
explanation of behavior in situations must be from the participant's point of view.

Phenomenological and Constructivist Perspective
This is a phenomenological study, approached firom the "radical subjectivist"
(Rossman and Rallis, 1998) perspective, in which the focus is upon the participants' own
interpretation of their life histories. Phenomenology focuses upon the lived experiences of
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selection of narrative life histories as the primary source or data also reflects my strong
belief in the power of our own stories to mediate our interaction with the world, to
communicate our knowledge to the world, and to transform our understandings of ourselves
and the world comes from a life-long process of storying which is imbedded in my culture
and history.
By incorporating already existing data in the form of documentary transcripts and
scholarly accounts of past events into the research design, I have added a retrospective
component to this descriptive analysis, much in the same manner and for the same purposes
as that used by Jansen (1999) in his study of post-apartheid school curriculum in South
Africa. Furthermore, the choice to focus this investigation primarily on new and
retrospective interview data reflects my strong belief in the power of personal narrative to
transform an educational environment into self-affirming, self-generative place where the
full diversity of the students and faculty are actively and purposefully integrated into all
aspects of classroom life.

Process-Product Analysis of Curriculum
Much of contemporary teacher evaluation research has been conducted from a
process-product paradigm (Lavely, & Berger, 1996). Lavely and Berger found these
studies illustrated the relationship between teacher behavior and students' academic
achievement. In their review of teacher effectiveness research from the 1970s and 1980s,
Brophy and Good (1986) noted the consistently reported relationship between teacher
instructional practice and student achievement. Greenwood and Arreaga-Mayer (1994)
used a process-product design to identify effective teacher-developed instructional
procedures for general practice with remedial and special education students. Berliner
(1990) noted that '•(p)rocess-product research is the way that the criteria-of-effectiveness
approach is carried out in research on teaching" (p. 341). Consistent with this notion, the
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Project MECCA evaluation of curriculum focused upon the format and process of a course.
Citing the considerable literature on preferred learning styles of different cultural groups,
investigators felt that such methodology would inform them about the inclusion in
curriculum of a variety of styles of learning, which they felt was an important dimension of
multicultural education.

PARTICIPANTS

For this study the primary participants were faculty and graduate students of CLS.
All participants were adults overage 21 who were actively engaged in graduate-level
coursework in CLS, either as professors or as students, during the calendar year 2000
(January I. 2000 through December 31. 2000). The estimated age range of participants was
25-75. A purposive sampling method (Barbour. 2001; Curtis & Gesler, 2(XX)) was used to
identity potential study participants, based upon criteria established for each phase of the
study. However, participation was on a purely voluntary basis. Thus, participant recruitment
was also based upon their willingness to be interviewed or surveyed. In order to ensure
protection of participants from any possible coercion to participate, in all cases the initial
contact with participants was made through an intermediate source such as announcements
at faculty meetings, open postings on department listservs, or posted invitations for focus
groups.
Because the characteristics and criteria and consent process varied for each phase of
the study, a more detailed discussion of participants and their selection will be included in
the methodology sections for each research phase
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Recruitment of Women and Minority Participants
The focus of this project is the multicultural nature of the curriculum. I therefore
anticipated that participants would self-select themselves based upon their interest in
multicultural education and the specific needs of ethnically and culturally diverse students.
While this did not guarantee participation of minorities and women, minorities represent
30% of the department's student body and women represent a large majority of CLS
students. Furthermore, past experience with research on similar topics indicated that selfselecting respondents for this type of study are more likely to represent a minority. In fact, it
became necessary to ensure that males and majority (Anglo) students were represented
among the participants. This trend and its impact on the particular data set will be discussed
further in each section as it becomes relevant.

DATA SOURCES

The primary sources of data for this study were course syllabi, faculty needs
assessments and student perception surveys conducted as part of a departmental self-study
process, and formal interviews. Data also included archived materials from the original
Project MECCA curriculum study, email/reflective dialogue with colleagues and professors,
researcher journal, member-checking, field notes and transcriptions from member-checking
sessions. Statistical data for the department and the university relating to student and
faculty demographics, budget, and course enrollment were collected from Zephyr University
websites, which are in the public domain.
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Primary Data Sources
Course Syllabi and Related Documents
This study examines the syllabi for all CLS-numbered courses offered during the
calendar Year 2000, which includes the Spring 2000, Pre-Summer 2000, Summer 12000.
Summer 11 2000 and Fall 2000 enrollment periods. EDUC-numbered courses taught by
CLS faculty are also included in the analysis. Internships and Independent Study course
sections are excluded. Syllabi related documents such as reading lists, bibliographies, class
assignment or class engagement descriptions, or other material produced and disseminated
by the professor are also examined. Student-produced course materials are not included in
the analysis.

Formal Interviews
Three to four in-depth, focused interviews were conducted with each primary
participant, using an adaptation of Seidman's (1998) three-interview, focused format. Each
interview was designed to last 60-90 minutes, although the actual time varied from interview
to interview and across participants. Interview topics were divided to four consecutive parts,
although in actual discussion topics were covered as they arose. The first interview topic
was a focused life-history which included details of the participant's youth and schooling
experiences, and reflections upon the meanings of these experiences. Part two focused upon
details of each participant's teaching and learning experiences and reflection upon the
political context within which those experiences occurred. In part three, participants were
asked to reflect upon the meaning of information uncovered in the previous sessions,
focusing upon the larger political and professional climate. Part four was designed as a
formal member-checking session, in which participants were invited to review — and
comment upon ~ all of the previously generated transcripts, and the categories and themes
which arose from those dialogs. Ail interviews were fairly unstructured, with questions
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used primarily as guidelines to elicit information. (See Appendix A for Interview
Guidelines.) Generally several topics were addressed within the same interview session, and
most topics were addressed more than once.

Additional Data Sources
Project MECCA Archival Data
In order to compare the results of the current study with those of the original
MECCA analysis, archived data from MECCA was one of the data sets used. For the most
part, the reports generated from the original analysis were used as the data source for
comparison, although re-analysis of some data was performed for the purposes of validating
the current procedures for analysis of, and findings from, new data. With the permission of
MECCA Principal Investigator Dr. Elida Diaz, the Project MECCA Program Performance
Report, prepared and submitted in Spring 1992, was used to provide a historical foundation
for this study, and to provide a data analysis structure to replicate. The findings presented
in the 1992 report also served as data for the purposes of comparison between the year
2000 syllabi and the earlier syllabi.

Faculty Needs Assessment
In 1989, Project MECCA developed a written survey to assess faculty needs related
to the project goal of institutionalizing multiculturalism across the curriculum. This needs
assessment was repeated for the syllabi analysis replication study which took place in Fall,
2000 as a part of the coursework for CLS 640, Multicultural Education and Social Justice.
Data from the 1989-91 and 2000 surveys will be used as secondary sources to assist with
triangulation of findings from the primary sources.
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Student Perception Surveys
In order to cross-correlate the information gained from syllabi analysis about
integration of multicultural knowledge and methodology, MECCA surveyed CLS graduate
students about their own experiences in these classes. This student survey was repeated for
the syllabi analysis replication study which took place in Fall, 2000 as a part of the
coursework for CLS 640, Multicultural Education and Social Justice. Data from the 198991 and 2000 surveys were used to assist with triangulation of findings from the primary
sources.

Interviews with MECCA Investigators and Participants
Initial interviews, email correspondence, and telephone calls with participants and
investigators of the original Project MECCA were conducted in order to gather data to assist
with the development of a research design and protocol. MECCA Coordinator Dr. Elida
Diaz, MECCA Investigator and Research Associate Dr. Ruth Ann Vega. MECCA
Investigator and Faculty Cohort Participant Dr. George Cortes, and MECCA Faculty
Cohort Participant Dr. Ellen Donahue. Dr. Sarah Mills was also interviewed regarding the
content and organization of faculty interviews conducted by her Influential Readings
students. Dr. Mills was also an MECCA Faculty Cohort Member, although this topic was
not covered in her interview.

Observation and Co-Participation in Classroom Activities
As colleagues in the doctoral program in CLS, researcher and participant were coenrolled in several classes during the course of the study. Because one of the original
tensions which led to the investigation was "How do students from other cultures adjust to
the western-style teaching and theories of the department?" field notes were taken relating
to the interaction and participation of the participant. These observations were conducted
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with the full knowledge and permission of the participant, and provided some data for
furllicr discussion during the interviews. However, in consideration for the privacy of
professors and other classmates, no direct quotes or specific discussion of class content or
participation is included in this report.

Email/Reflective Dialogue
Periodically, I initiated dialogue with professors and other colleagues regarding
theoretical and philosophical questions which arose during the course of a study. These
discussions were conducted via email. During these reflective discussions, the identity of all
study participants were kept confidential, as were the specific details of the study. The main
purpose of the email dialogue was to further my own understanding of theoretical and
curricular concepts related to the study. In some cases, colleagues provided valuable
cultural information which assisted in more authentic analysis of data. For example, a
discussion regarding the distinctions between the terminologies "communism" and
"Marxism" in another study helped provide context for several conversations with the
participant related to cultural and national identity.

Influential Readings Student Interviews with CLS Faculty ("Summaries^
During the Fall Semesters of 1997, 1998, and 2000, doctoral students participating
in the Influential Readings seminar interviewed CLS and other faculty about their
recommendations for a "must read" book list for graduate students in education. Many of
the interview summaries included information pertaining to the ideological stance of the
professors, as they explained their book choices. This data set will provide additional
information for the third curricular dimension. Multicultural Orientation. Since these
interviews were not available for the MECCA analysis, they were not considered in the
comparative analysis of data.
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Researcher Journal
Throughout the study, I kept a journal detailing observations and anecdotal
infontialion, in^pressions, questions and reflections related to the study. This information
was shared with the participants during collaborative conversations and during memberchecking.

Field Notes
Field notes, which include observations, impressions, were taken for all study-related
activities. In some cases, field notes were dictated immediately following the activities and
transcribed later. All notes, recordings and transcriptions were generated by the researcher.

Statistical Data
Statistical data were obtained from the online database maintained by the Zephyr
University Office of Decision and Planning Support. Relevant budget data will be obtained
from the Zephyr University Budget for pertinent Fiscal Years, which is available for
inspection at the Special Collections Room of the university Main Library.

DATA COLLECTION

Data for this study were collected at various intervals between November, 1998 and
April, 2002. All formal interviews and collaborative conversations were audiotaped and
transcribed verbatim. Field notes firom co-participant class sessions were taken long-hand
during the course of the class sessions. Email dialogue was saved and printed as originally
constructed. Syllabi and other textual data were obtained from the CLS archives.
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OVERVIEW OF DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

Data were analyzed using several different methods, in a process which began with
the first data collected and continued recursively throughout the study as new data became
available. In general, the following analysis procedures were used:

Analysis of Svllabi and other Text Data
All text data from course syllabi, faculty surveys and student surveys were analyzed
using a variety of quantitative and qualitative methods. First, all quantifiable data was
entered into a spreadsheet database in Microsoft Excel. Next, simple quantitative measures
(sum, percentage) were applied to each variable to provide a descriptive context for further
comparison. Then, data from the 2000 syllabi were compared to data from the 1989-1991
syllabi to discover the percent change over time for each variable. Statistical tests for
significance were not included in the final analysis of quantitative data due to the subjective
nature of the scoring rubrics, although mean and standard deviation were included. All
narrative data contained in the syllabi and related materials (such as narrative course
descriptions) were examined using the constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss,
1967), which is detailed in the next few paragraphs. Categories and themes arising from the
analysis of syllabi narrative data were determined separately from categories and themes
arising from the analysis of interview and survey data. In the final phase of analysis of all
data, the categories and themes were compared across data sets, as detailed later in this
section.

Project MECCA Multiculturalization Profile (MMP)
In order to compare the overall content of 2000 syllabi to the overall content of the
1989-1991 syllabi, the MMP was utilized in two formats. First, all syllabi collected for
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2000 were placed on a grid and scored according to the MMP guidelines (Appendix D).
However, due to the subjective nature of the numerical scores assigned, syllabi were then
scored for the same criteria using a modified grid which counted only the "presence" or
"absence" of specific multicultural traits in the syllabi or course design. (Appendix C). In
most cases, discussion referring to the MMP results refers to the modified MMP results.

Analysis of Interview Data
Narrative data from faculty and student interviews were analyzed using a variety of
methods in a process which began with the first data collected and continued recursively
throughout the project as new data became available. First, all interview data were
transcribed verbatim and entered into a word-processing document using Microsoft Word.
Transcripts were marked with continuous line numbers that did not repeat.

Thematic Analysis Using Constant Comparative Method
[ began with a thematic analysis of transcripts and audiotapes from faculty and
student interviews using the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Maykut
& Morehouse, 1994). Categories arising from the interview data were generated by a
recursive process that captured the specifics of participant responses. Analysis proceeded
in several phases. First, I identified categories arising from the interviews and collaborative
conversations. For the most part, categories were inscribed with words or phrases from
participant responses so that the character of the categories was consistent with the message
each participant sought to convey. These words and phrases became the generative themes.
Next, I reviewed the same portion of data at a micro level to code and confirm the generative
patterns derived fi-om the first review. Then, I examined all emerging patterns and organized
them into clusters according to similarities. This information was placed on a categorical
grid to which the specific examples given by each participant for each category were entered
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according to the three general topics which we discussed: family (life history) and
schooling, teaching and ideology, and CLS perceptions and experiences. From there,
categories were collapsed into major themes, with each theme being identified by a quote
from the participant's own words if possible. Finally, conclusive statements regarding each
theme were organized according to each of the research questions.

Modified Key Word Count Analysis
Following the thematic analysis described above, I performed a modified version of
the Key Word Count Analysis (Wellington, 1999) developed in earlier work for the
purpose of examining linguistic patterns in narrative data. A word-search was performed
using the "key word" function of Microsoft Word, in order to identify frequently recurring
words and phrases in the participants' narratives. Because the guidelines for identification
of multicultural content, process and orientation were defined by Project MECCA as the
presence of specific terms, I included the list of MECCA-identified "multicultural" terms
in the key-word search analysis. Following the key word search, I grouped the high
frequency words and phrases by category, and then further grouped the categories into
themes. The categories and themes arising from the Key Word Count were then compared
with the categories and themes generated from thematic analysis of each participant's
narrative.
Normally the comparison of themes and categories described above would focus
upon aspects relating to linguistic relativity (Whorf, 1941; Sapir, 1949, Wierzbiecka. 1997).
However, the interviews for this study focused primarily upon lived experiences related to
professional and and learning engagements, and detailed ethnographic data sufficient to
perform such an analysis were not collected, particularly from professors. The Key Word
Count analysis for linguistic relativity depends heavily upon large amounts of ethnographic
data to correlate findings. Furthermore, the protocol was not developed for use with
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Recursive Analysis Process
Analysis proceeded in several phases beginning with the first data collected and
continuing recursively until the final data had been analyzed. This procedure was first
applied separately to each student and professor case, then cumulatively to all narrative data.

Member-Checking
Member-checking occurred in formal and informal sessions, in which the
participants read the transcripts, commented on my analysis as the researcher,, and offered
their own interpretations of data. Informal conversations about topics raised in the data also
took place throughout the study time frame. During these conversations, the participants
offered their own views of the themes emerging from the data collected, and were invited to
comment on categories and themes arising from researcher analysis. Notes and
transcriptions of member-checking sessions were reviewed for additional data, and filed for
future use.

Collaborative Conversations
Throughout the course of the study I met regularly with my research supervisor and
advisor. I also had occasion to meet with various other faculty whose syllabi are part of the
data set for analysis. In a process which Hollingsworth (1992) calls collaborative
conversation we talked about the data and shared impressions from preliminary analyses.
The conversations were also used to elicit additional descriptive or background data related
to any curriculum or teacher pedagogy which needed clarification.

Use of Testimonial and Anecdotal Data
It is important to note that, with the exception of the course syllabi and related data
and the online statistical data, data collected and used for this study are primarily testimonial
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or anecdotal in nature, as reported on surveys or related in interviews by participants.
Although efforts were made to verify dates of reported events in CLS history, for the most
part, the timeline was considered as presented by participants. As one of the primary goals
of the research was to develop an intrinsic understanding of the "culture" of the department
as perceived by those who experience it, the participants' words are accepted as not needing
verification. That is, the participants are acknowledged as the experts of their own
perspectives. It was possible, however, to check for intemal consistency of reported events
by triangulating data among and between participant narratives. Rosenblatt (1995) states
that transaction designates "an on-going process in which the elements or factors are. one
might say, aspects of a total situation, each conditioned by and conditioning the other" (p)
From here on, then, "discourse" is considered as encompassing the entire human transactive
experience, and the import of personal story is examined from that perspective (Gee, 1999).

Redundancy of Data
Due to the fairly narrow scope of topics discussed and the large volume of d ata
collected, at some point the information from new data became "redundant" (Coffey and
Atkinson, 1996). At that point, data was transcribed and reviewed, but only new information
was coded for theme and category.

TIMELINE

This study began with a series of mini-inquiries in Fall, 1998 and Spring, 1999
during which informal conversations/interviews with students and faculty took place.
Collection of textual data began in November, 2000, and continued through Spring, 2001 as
data became available. Formal faculty and student interviews were conducted in 2001 and
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2002. Formal data analysis began with the first textual data collected in November, 2000,
and continued through Spring, 2002.

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW

According to the guidelines published by Zephyr University's Human Subjects
Protection Program, this project meets the criteria for "research activities involving minimal
risk to human subjects," and was conducted with the approval of the university's Human
Subjects Committee (Institutional Review Board) under regulations issued by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services [45 CFR Part 46.110(b)|.

RESEARCHER INVOLVEMENT

I have been an active student member of the CLS community since embarking on
my doctoral program of study in Fall 1998. The preliminary analysis of course syllabi in
Fall 2000 was conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a CLS course
focusing on Multicultural Education and Social Justice. However, the notion for this study
grew out of my long-term research agenda, which focuses upon the institutionalization of
multicultural orientation and practices at all levels of the educational system and in multiple
communities. This study was conducted as a doctoral student dissertation project, and was
not funded or otherwise materially supported by CLS, although departmental permission to
conduct this investigation, access to documents and personnel for the purposes of gathering
data, and incredible amounts of social support were freely given.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The findings reported from this study are limited by the availability of syllabi and
supporting data for courses taught in 1989-91 and 2000, as for some courses these data are
unavailable. Furthermore, since the majority of narrative data obtained are from the
testimony provided by participants, details of past events are based primarily on their
recollections. Magaret Nelson (1992) cautions that even when recall is accurate, "there may
be enormous incentives for distorting representations of the past," (p. 185), and
recommends combining interview data with written accounts. Such cross-correlation of
findings is included in the final analysis. A review of official documents, as well as
comparison of these data with those collected from the testimony of other faculty, could
further validate the accounts of historical events, and could lead to impottant insights which
would have made some data more meaningful.
Results of this study may further be limited by the inclusion of only currently active
faculty and students as participants. It is possible that students and faculty who do not meet
this criteria, such as those who have left the department or the university for reasons other
than graduation or retirement, could have provided additional data and a different perspective
which is not represented in the results of this study.
Finally, my position as a doctoral student in the Department of Culture and Literacy
Studies did pose several challenges. Extremely rigorous procedures were necessary to
ensure confidentiality of those who participated in the student survey, and the inability to
follow-up on the original survey distribution significantly impacted the collection of data
from that source. The problems associated with finding "White" student volunteers for
participation may also have been related to my highly visible position within the department
as a person of color and as a strong and vocal advocate for minoritized students. In fact, one
of the White student participants reported "relief when I began the first conversation by
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stating that the interview process was not intended as continuation of any discussions we
may have had in class, rather that it was intended as an opportunity for me to learn about her
schooling and teaching history and to listen to her thoughts and ideas about multicultural
education.
Perhaps the most significant challenge was the one which resulted from the seeming
"role reversal" which was embodied in the participation of faculty as participants in a
student study analyzing the curriculum and curricular practices of the department in which
they worked. Even though the study was defined as descriptive in nature and many of the
study activities were conducted as a part of a concurrent departmental self-reflective process,
the appearance of a student "evaluating" her teachers could often not be avoided.
Furthermore, some information that would normally have been sought in the course of a life
history interview was not solicited due to the impropriety of such inquiries from a student to
faculty. Rossman and Rallis (1998) refer to these dynamics as "micropolitics" (p. 54) and
note that the power dynamics inherent in all social settings related to power of position, race,
gender and a variety of other interactional factors are "often the most salient and yet
difficult for the qualitative researcher" (p. 54). Despite these challenges, however. a/Lof the
faculty in CLS actively supported this project in every way possible, and the faculty
participants themselves provided invaluable guidance in helping me to navigate the
limitations our relative roles presented without appropriating control of the study.
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PHASE I: HOW MULTICULTURAL ARE WE?
A Process/Product Analysis of Curriculum and Curricular Practices

CHAPTER THREE

In 1989 - 1991, CLS participated in the Project MECCA, which was initiated for the
purpose of institutionalizing Multiculturalization of Education Curriculum and Curricular
Activities affecting teaching, research and service in teacher preparation programs. One
component of Project MECCA was the analysis of course syllabi for evidence of
multicultural content, resources, and methodology. My inquiry undertook to replicate the
1989-1991 course syllabi analysis for courses offered during the calendar year 2000.
The syllabi analysis conducted in Phase I of this study utilizes traditional
process/product methodology to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the content of
course syllabi, texts and other resources for CLS courses taught during the calendar year
2000. Additionally, it compares the results from the 2000 analysis to the earlier analysis
conducted in 1989-1991, in an attempt to discover the long-term effect of faculty
participation in the Faculty Development components of Project MECCA. This inquiry,
which represented the first phase of the examination of the CLS curriculum, addressed the
research questions:

1)

What is the evidence of institutionalization of multicultural knowledge and
methodology in the curriculum?
a)

How explicit is the multicultural content of the curricula?

b)

How diverse is the process of the curricula?
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c)

How open is the curriculum to negotiation and adaptability to meet the needs
of diverse students?

d)

How have the classroom practices of CLS faculty related to diversity of
perspective within the curriculum and instructional delivery changed over the
past decade? (comparing 1989-1991 to 2000)

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
An important goal of multicultural education is to improve race
relations and to help all students acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and
skills needed to participate in cross-cultural interactions and personal,
social, and civic action that will help to make our nation more democratic
and just. (Banks, 1997, p. vii)

Project MECCA was designed around the premise that in order to teach students to
know, to care, and to act (Banks, 2000), faculty must be appropriately educated (Diaz,
1992). If. posited the Project investigators, faculty are trained to know and to care about
meeting the diverse needs of their students, they will act by offering a fully integrated
multicultural curriculum. This, in tum, will prepare teachers to know and care about
providing a multicultural environment for their students, and to act by establishing a
sensitive and receptive environment, and employing diverse resources and class activities to
meet the diverse needs of all their students.

Curriculum Analvsis: A Process-Product Approach
Taking a process-product approach to the examination of curriculum, the curriculum
evaluation executed as a part of Project MECCA focused primarily upon the syllabi and
other textual representations. MECCA investigators examined three major dimensions of
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the multicultural curriculum, as conceptualized by Cortes (1990, 1991): content (Fishman,
1991), process (Banks, 1998; Philips, 1983; Sleeter, 1993; Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; and
others), and orientation (Nieto, 1999, 2000; Ruiz, 1989).

Multicultural Content
Citing the tendency toward "thingification" (Fishman, 1991) of multicultural
education, wherein a classroom is judged to be multicultural if it includes or displays items
normally associated with other cultures such as pinatas, Indian pottery, or Chinese
calendars, etc., Cortes (1989) questioned the effectiveness of such practices in promoting
changes in attitude like those called for by Banks in the passage quoted above. Using
examples such as videos, books, films, and guest speakers, Cortes asserted that
thingification was as common in university classrooms as it was in elementary classrooms.
Desiring to steer away from the "thingification" model of multicultural education. Project
MECCA investigators adopted a process whereby multiculturalism in curriculum was
assessed by looking for key terms, topic and concepts associated with a multicultural focus
in the written literature which described the various courses. Project MECCA identified the
following terms used in course titles and course topics as consistent with a focus on
multiculturalism:
I)

Multicultural

2)

Bilingual

3)

Literacy/Children's Literature

4)

(Critical) Pedagogy

5)

Culture

6)

(Second) Language acquisition

7)

Biliteracy

8)

Art
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9)

Ethnicity

10)

Technology

Multicultural Process
Banks (1998) posits that "a curriculum that incorporates only the knowledge, values,
experiences, and perspectives of mainstream powerful groups marginalizes the experiences
of students of color and low-income students" (p. 21). Likewise, the preferred learning
styles of different cultural groups has been the subject of much research (Philips, 1983:
Tharp and Gallimore, 1988; and others). While MECCA did not itself focus upon this
issue, it considered the possibility that there are a variety of styles and that some students
tend to prefer certain styles over others as indicative that employing a variety of learning
styles is an important aspect of multicultural education (Ruiz, 1991). Acting on the premise
that transaction with minority intellectual knowledge and methodology (Sleeter, 1993)
would lead to the production of new knowledge and development of new methodology that
incorporates those minority perspectives, MECCA developed the second criteria for
curriculum evaluation to focus upon classroom processes.

Multicultural Orientation
A significant challenge facing educators in the coming century is
how to respect and acknowledge the community cultures and knowing of
students while helping to construct a democratic public community with an
overarching set of values to which all students will have a commitment and
with which all will identify. An important goal of teacher education should
be to identify teacher education candidates who are able to acquire the
knowledge, skills and perspectives needed to become insiders within the
commimities in which they teach. (Banks, 1998, pp. 20-21).

The framework for Project MECCA called for a "hard-nosed" multiculturalism in
our university classes. Positing that multiculturalism "is not just 'about' some content; it
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does not merely offer 'perspectives' on topics; it is an orientation to life, one that values
diversity of viewpoints and experiences and sees people from different cultural traditions as
valuable contributors to the experience of school and society" (Cortes, 1989, p. 3),
MECCA'S stated belief was that "all education, all courses, are (at least potentially)
multicultural." (Cortes. 1989) "If we think about it," states Cortes, "universities, real
universities, are self-consciously multicultural experiences. It is a shame these days that we
have to fight the university to bring it to realize that." (1989. p. 4)
What progress has been made in this "battle" with the misconceptions of
institutional academia related to multiculturalism? How multicultural are we? To what
extent do our curricular practices reflect a multicultural orientation towards education? How
explicit is the multicultural content of the curricula? How diverse is the process of the
curricula? How receptive is it to ideas and processes from other perspectives? "To educate
citizens for the next century," said Banks (1998), "it is also important to revise the school
curriculum in substantial ways so that it reflects the nations new, emerging national identity
and describes the process of becoming an American" (p. 21).
This inquiry used process-product methodology to examine the multiculturalism
reflected in the CLS curriculum.

INQUIRY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Design
This inquiry was designed as a follow-up to the syllabi analysis conducted in 19891991 under the auspices of Project MECCA. As this was a replication study, every effort
was made to utilize the same criteria and methodology for data selection and data collection
that was utilized in the original Project MECCA (Cortes, 1992). To the maximum extent
possible, the inquiry sought also to replicate the methodology for data analysis used in the
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General Course Description
The purpose of the original analysis of general course descriptions was to determine
the extent to which the course descriptions highlighted multicultural aspects, whether the
syllabus utilized specific topics, terms, or concepts in the course description related to
multicultural education, and whether the course titles reflected a multicultural emphasis.
Questions asked were:

1.(a)

To what extent does the course description highlight the multicultural
aspects of the course?

L(b)

How many specific topics/terms/concepts are used in the course
description identifiable as or related to multicultural education?

1.(c)

Does the course title reflect a multicultural emphasis?

For the original MECCA analysis, course titles and course descriptions were
deemed to reflect a multicultural emphasis if they included one or more of the following
terms: multicultural, bilingual, literacyAiterature, pedagogy, culture/cultural, and language
acquisition. Although technology and art were not identified as key terms prior to the
MECA analysis, both terms were discussed extensively in the research findings as
indicators of multicultural focus. Therefore, technology and art were include included in the
list of key terms for the 2000 syllabi analysis. In the analysis of 2000 syllabi, the terms
biliteracy, immigration, global, social justice, critical, and Spanish were also deemed to be
reflective of multicultural focus. The addition of new terms to the identification criteria
reflected the changing nature of the field of education.
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Course Format
Course formal was defmed as the extent to which specific processes related to
multicultural education, for example, the inclusion of or concern with learning and
communication styles, were detailed in the syllabus. It also considered whether the course
was student-directed. That is, were students leading class discussions or/and were students
able to course content in any way? Finally, it looked at the amount of time devoted to
individual or group work, and the use of outside resources such as films, tapes, or guest
lecturers on multicultural topics. Questions asked were:

2.(a)

What specific processes related to multicultural education (e.g.,
inclusion of/concem with various leaming or commuication styles)
are detailed in the syllabus?

2.(b)

To what extent is the course student-directed?

2.(c)

What is the ratio of individual to group work?

2.(d)

What use is there of films/tapes/guest speakers on multicultural
topics?

The previously delineated list of terms was used to evaluate multicultural topics of
external resources.

Course Evaluation
This aspect of the analysis looked at the extent to which grading or evaluation was
directed at individual versus group work, the degree of choice available to students in class
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projects, and consideration of alternative forms of evaluation such as dialogue journals,
papers-in-progress, ungraded examinations, and the like. Questions asked were:

3.(a)

What evaluation process is directed specifically at group work?

3.(b)

What room is the for student choice in class projects?

3.(c)

What provision is made for formative evaluation (e.g.. dialogue
journals, papers-in-progress. ungraded examinations, etc.)?

For these questions, data were collected in two formats. First, each syllabus was
scaled according to the criteria established in 1992. Second, a list of all evaluation
processes/activities and all student assignment choices was generated for use in later
thematic analysis.

Course Topics
The purpose of the Course Topic Evaluation was to examine the amount of time
given to multicultural topics, and the specific topics covered. As with the Course Evaluation,
two forms of data were collected. Again, each syllabus was scaled according to the 1992
criteria, followed by a listing of all multicultural topics which were mentioned in the
syllabus. Questions asked were:

4.(a)

What percentage of time in the course is given to the consideration
of multicultural topics?
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acquisition, biliteracy, immigration, global, social justice, critical, Spanish, technology, and
art; or if they were works written by authors from emerging populations, including women
and minorities.

Participants and Consent
Syllabi of all Department of Culture and Literacy Studies courses were included in
the syllabus analysis. Since the evaluation dealt solely with a textual analysis, faculty
participation was limited to provision of the syllabi and bibliographies for courses offered
during any term in the calendar year 2000. Since these documents are regularly made
available to the general public, specific informed consent was not deemed necessary.
However, in keeping with the departmental culture of collaboration, and given my position
as a student who would be in some ways "evaluating" professor work, I wanted some
indication of faculty consent before proceeding. Consent was determined by consensus,
through a third party, in the following manner:
Dr. Ellen Donahue, who was the Department Head, presented the study proposal to
faculty for their consideration and possible approval at a department meeting, where faculty
were able to discuss it and ask questions outside of my presence. It was made clear to
faculty that they could elect not to participate, and that such a decision would be conveyed to
me without prejudice and no specifics would be given. However, the proposal to replicate
the MECCA syllabi analysis met with wide interest, and was approved.

Data Sources
Interviews with MECCA Investigators and Participants:
Background Information and Data Access
Since inidal reports about a previously conducted curriculum evaluation were
somewhat sketchy, more background information was needed. Initial interviews, email
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Project MECCA Final Report
With the permission of Dr. Diaz the Project MECCA Program Performance Report,
prepared and submitted in Spring 1992, was used to provide a historical foundation for the
current inquiry, and to provide a data analysis structure to replicate. The findings presented
in the 1992 report also served as data for the purposes of comparison between the year
2000 syllabi and the earlier syllabi.

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Coding of Instructors
Each instructor was assigned an alphabetical code for the purposes of syllabi coding
only. Codes for tenure-track professors consisted of a single, upper-case letter of the
alphabet such as A,B,C and so on. Codes for adjunct professors and/or clinical instructors
consisted of double, upper-case letters of the alphabet such as AA, BB, CC and so on.
Codes for graduate teaching assistants consisted of triple lower-case letters of the alphabet
such as aaa, bbb, ccc and so on. Each code consisted of only one letter, used the appropriate
number of times. Codes were randomly assigned so that there was no correlation between
the real names or their alphabetic order. Letters which could be easily confused (I, L, and Y)
were not used. Instructors who had a pseudonym due to being primary participants in
another phase of the study were identified by their pseudonym so that later correlation
between their narrative data and their syllabi data would be possible. Instructors who may
have been mentioned once or twice in the study but whose connection to any particular
course was not relevant to this investigation were given alphabetic codes based upon their
academic status. In addition to academic status, instructors were categorized by genderHowever, no further categorization - such as by race, ethnicity, or national origin ~ was
performed as this information was not available from the syllabus or other textual
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documents used for this inquiry. It has been previously noted that CLS boasts the highest
proportion of minority and of female faculty in the university, so further examination of this
aspect seemed far less important than examination of academic status, which did have some
bearing on the fmdings.

Identification of Multicultural Terms and Topics
When the first syllabi analysis was performed in 1992 by Project MECCA
investigators, multicultural focus in course title, course topic, and course descriptions were
determined by the presence or absence of a defined set of terms. In order to provide a basis
for comparison with the earlier data, I adopted the same methodology for identification of
multicultural terms and topics in the 2000 syllabi.
Project MECCA identified the following terms used in course titles and course
topics as consistent with a focus on multiculturalism:
I)

Multicultural

2)

Bilingual

3)

Literacy/Children's Literature

4)

(Critical) Pedagogy

5)

Culture

6)

(Second) Language acquisition

7)

biliteracy

8)

art

9)

Ethnicity

10)

technology
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Following a preliminary "read-through" of the 2000 syllabi, I elected to add to the
MECCA list the following terms which reflected emerging directions or terminology in the
field of multicultural education between 1990 and 2000:
11)

international

12)

diversity

13)

global

14)

immigration

15)

minority

16)

women

17)

Spanish

18)

social justice

19)

emerging populations

20)

under-represented

With the exception of the analysis of course texts which will be described later, this
list of 20 terms comprise the scoring guide for all aspects of the syllabi analysis pertaining
to identification of specific multicultural focus or emphasis, as described in the following
sections.

Modified MECCA Multiculturalization Profile (MMP)
Developed in 1991 for the initial assessment of course syllabi, the MECCA
Multiculturalization Profile (MMP) provides a scaled method for assessing the level of
multicultural content, process and orientation reflected in course syllabi. Scaling was
generally of three types: "yes/no" for binary characteristics, I-100 for finite measure such
as the percentage of class time devoted to specific activities, and I-10 for qualitative
characteristics such as low or high incidence of multicultural topics discussed. In some
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instances, I modified the scoring rubric slightly in order to provide more definitive results.
In order to compare the over-all content of 2000 syllabi to the over-all content of the 19891991 syllabi, the MMP was utilized in two formats, a binary scoring rubric and a scaled
scoring rubric.

Syllabi Analvsis Using Binary MMP Rubric
Due to the subjective nature of the numerical scores assigned, syllabi were then
scored for the same criteria using a modified grid which counted only the "presence" or
"absence" of specific multicultural traits in the syllabi or course design (Appendix C). In
this scoring model, a syllabus was given a checkmark for each parameter which was Judged
to be present, and no checkmark for parameters which were judged to be absent. No
indication of quantity or quality was assigned to this scoring rubric. In most cases,
discussion referring to the MMP results refers to the Binary MMP results.

Syllabi Analysis Using Modified MMP Scaled Rubrics
Because the original MECCA MMP rubric used numerical indicators for most of
the parameters evaluated, syllabi 2000 were also scored using a scaled rubric (Appendix D)
so that results could be compared to the 1992 numerical results. All syllabi collected for
2000 were placed on a grid and scored according to the Modified MMP guidelines (See
Appendix B). The MMP examined syllabi for each of the following five parameters: (I)
Course Description; (2) Course Format; (3) Course Evaluation; (4) Course Topics; and
(5) Course Readings. The analysis procedures for each of the five parameters are detailed
in the following sections.
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Analysis of Course Descriptions
Because this parameter was specifically designed by MECCA as the inclusions of
the identified list of terms or concepts, only the terms defined by MECCA or added in the
initial updating of terms as discussed earlier were used to determine "reflection of
multicultural focus" for course titles and general course descriptions. In the formative
evaluation (e.g., binary — is this trait present or not present), scoring consisted of "1" for
any trait which was present and "0" for any trait which was not present. For the normative
evaluation, a scale of "1" to "10" was used in replication of the MECCA scale used to
score the same traits. A score of"!" represented the lowest possible value, meaning
"low" or "few," and a score of "10" represented the highest possible value, meaning
"high" or "many." Assignment of scores based upon the scale were primarily subjective,
aided by an informal "counting" of trait frequency. Occasionally I re-scored an earlier
syllabi to insure that my scoring was consistent across all 79 syllabi. Because the original
scale did not include a value of "0," even syllabi wherein a trait was not present at all
received a score of "1."

Analvsis of Course Format
Questions 2a, 2c and 2d were scored using the I-to-10 scale described previously.
However, for question 2b, 'To what extent is the course student directed?" It became clear
that this parameter was inscribed not only by the number of student-directed activities, but
also by the amount of time devoted to each of those activities. For example, one syllabus
may have only indicated one student-directed activity, which was repeated at every class
session, while another syllabus listed three student-directed activities, which each only
appeared once during the term. Thus, it was necessary to consider these two factors jointly,
and I accomplished this by deriving a numerical value between I and 100, representing the
percent of time students might spend in student-directed activities, and dividing it by 10 to
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data to the 1992 data for the same trait. A score of "I" represented the lowest possible
value, meaning "low" or "few," and a score of "10" represented the highest possible
value, meaning "high" or "many." Assignment of scores based upon the scale were
primarily subjective, aided by an informal "counting" of trait frequency. Occasionally I rescored an earlier syllabi to insure that my scoring was consistent across all 79 syllabi.
Because the original scale did not include a value of "0," even syllabi wherein a trait was
not present at all received a score of"!" for the purposes of comparison with the 1992
data.
In the formative evaluation, question 4(b) was not scored since in a binary format it
was identical to question 4(a). In the normative evaluation for question 4(b), a syllabus
received one point for each multicultural topic that was listed on the agenda for discussion.
A topic was scored only the first time it appeared. Although most classes listed 16 or less
meeting dates during a semester, some syllabi listed more than one topic per class meeting
for discussion and thus received scores higher than 16.

Analysis of Course Readings
For the analysis of course readings, three data sources were used. First, the title of
the texts were evaluated using the list of 20 terms identified earlier. A text was assumed to
have a multicultural focus if the title had a multicultural focus. If the text title did not meet
the criteria for having a multicultural focus, then the table of contents and, finally, the
introduction of the text were evaluated for reflection of multicultural focus. A text was
deemed to have a multicultural focus if that focus could be determined based upon the tide,
table of contents, or introduction. For both the formative and normative evaluation of syllabi,
a course received a score of "1" for question 5(a) if at least one multicultural text was listed
among the required texts, and a score of"!" for question 5(b) if at least one multicultural
text was listed among the recommended texts. For both questions 5(a) and 5(b), a score of
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"0" was assigned if no multicultural tests were listed for that parameter. Due to the volume
of text resources, it was not possible to evaluate each text further.
For question 5(c) a syllabus received a score of"!" if a bibliography was provided
and the provided bibliography listed at least one multicultural source. A syllabus that did
not meet both criteria received a score of "0."
In addition to evaluation for multicultural content, I replicated the 1992 MECCA
evaluation by evaluating each text for author source. Minority authors were defined as
"one not from the dominant culture, whether male or female." (Diaz, p. 11) Minority
status was determined by the author biography or, if that was not available, by performing
an internet search for author biographic information. Surname alone was not considered
indicative of minority status.
"Female" in itself was not considered as a minority for the purposes of this
analysis due to the fact that the prevalence of sources by female authors was examined
separately. For both the formative and normative evaluations, a syllabus received a minority
author score of"!" if the primary author on at least one text resource met the definition of
"minority." Likewise, a syllabus received a female author score of "1" if the primary
author on at least one text resource was female. The percentage of courses with sources by
female and/or minority authors was determined by dividing the total number of syllabi by
the number of syllabi reflecting this trait. Syllabi with no texts listed were coded as "0" for
both traits.

Thematic Analysis of Svllabi
The thematic analysis of syllabi data was performed after the analysis of narrative
data which was collected in the second phase of this study. While the results of all analysis
of syllabi are presented in this chapter, it should be noted that due to the nature of syllabi
construction, I elected to use a modified Key Word Count (Wellington, 1999) protocol
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(Appendix E) as the methodology for thematic analysis. The traditional Key Word Count is
performed using generative terms which have emerged from thematic analysis of data using
constant comparative methodology, as described in Chapter Two. In this instance. I elected
to base the initial Key Word Count on the list of descriptive terms already identified by
Project MECCA, and to then perform a thematic analysis of terms that arose from the Key
Word Count process.

Coding Of Syllabi For Key Words
Using Microsoft Excel, I arranged a grid with the course number for each syllabus
on the X, or horizontal axis, and the list of 20 descriptive terms, in alphabetical order, on the
Y. or vertical axis. Terms were entered in boldface type to differentiate them from additional
terms that I might add to the list later. Taking the first syllabus. I then placed a tally mark
next to each term that appeared in the body of the syllabus. Because words used in titles
were to be evaluated separately, I excluded titles from the key word count. After coding for
all words on the given list, I added to the list any other terms appearing in the syllabus
which, based upon my knowledge of the field and review of current literature, appeared to
indicate a focus on topics related to multiculturalism. New terms were added in plain type
to differentiate them from the bold face original terms. Again, a tally mark was entered for
each time one of the terms on the list appeared. Finally, I re-sorted the list of terms in
alphabetical order. Throughout the process, words and their derivatives were grouped
together as one term. For example, "culture" and "cultural" were counted together, as
were "diverse" and "diversity." Terms which, used in conjunction with another term,
carried different meanings were not grouped. For example, "critical literacy" was not
grouped with "critical pedagogy," and both were grouped separately from "critical" used
independently, which was grouped with "critically."
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For the second syllabus, I began coding with the given list of terms and the new
terms generated from the first syllabus. Again, I tallied all terms that appeared, added and
tallied any new terms that appeared, and resorted the list in alphabetical order. After coding
the final syllabus, I went back to syllabus #1, re-coding it for any of the terms which had
appeared in later syllabi. This process was repeated until all syllabi had been coded for the
entire list of terms. Finally, all tallies for each term on the newly generated list were added to
arrive at a total key word count for that term.

Further Modification of Key Word Count
The initial key word count revealed that results of such a count are significantly
skewed by the vocabulary usage of the instructor and by the specific course topic. For
example, in the syllabus for the course entitled "Teaching with New Technologies," the
term "technology" was used 16 time, but this did not necessarily indicate that technology
was a primary focus of the department. In the course "Foundations of Bilingual
Education," the term "bilingual" was used 19 times, reflecting the same association
between course title and term usage in the syllabus. The totals resulting from the initial tally
were so inconsistent with the qualitative analysis of the syllabi that I decided to modify the
Key Word Count. Instead of marking the terms with a quantitative tally, I used a binary
tally method where in a term received one point for each course syllabus it appeared in,
regardless of the number of times it appeared. The modified Key Word Count of all terms
used which reflected a focus on multiculturalism is listed in order of frequency of courses
which used the term, not fi-equency of terms used.
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Coding of Syllabi For Emerging Themes
After all syllabi had been coded for key words and phrases, I grouped the words and
phrases by category, and then further grouped categories by general themes. At that point,
some categories were combined or listed as sub-categories.

Coding of Syllabi for Interaction
About 10 syllabi into the analysis process, I realized that although the MMP asked
how many processes were directed at multiple ways of knowing, it did not ask what specific
processes were used. Since interaction was emerging as a theme in both the faculty surveys
and the student and faculty interviews. I decided to keep a list of all the different
engagements students were asked to participate in for evaluation. Consequently. I also
listed all engagements which were listed but not considered in evaluation.

RESULTS

Who Teaches CLS Classes
During the year 2000,47 instructors taught 80 CLS-numbered classroom-based
courses. Ten of these instructors were tenure-urack faculty. Twenty-four of the instructors
were adjunct faculty, and 13 were graduate teaching assistants. Table 3.1 shows the number
of instructional faculty teaching each academic term by academic status:
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TABLE 3.1.

NUMBER OF INSTRIJCTORS BY TYPE

Instructor
Category

No. of
Instructors

TENUR&TRACK
FACUL^

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS
TE4CH»K^
SPRING
2000

SUMMER
2000

FALL 2000

10

9

0

6

%

21.3%

37.5%

0.0%

19.4%

ADJUNCT
FACULTY

24

9

11

18

%

51.1%

37.5%

73.3%

58.1%

OTA'S

13

6

4

7

%

27.7%

25.0%

26.7%

22.6%

TOTALS

47

24

15

31

-

NOTE; In some cases, courses are co-taught by a combination of
instructors from more than one category. Figures in all categories
include co-teaching instructors.
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Although tenure track faculty represented only 21.3% of the instructional faculty,
they taught 46.7% of the courses offered during Spring semester and 35.5% of the courses
offered during Fall semester. The percent of instructional faculty by academic status is
based on the number of total faculty, not the percent of full-time equivalent (FTE) for
instructional faculty as FTE data were not available for this study. No tenure-track faculty
offered courses during the Summer 2000 terms. Of the 10 tenure-track faculty, seven
taught two courses each during the Spring term. Six tenure-track faculty taught during the
Fall term, five teaching two courses each. The sixth tenure-ttack faculty member taught one
course during Fall 2000.
Adjunct faculty taught 10 courses in Spring 2000. 14 courses in Summer 2000, and
14 courses in Fall 2000. With one exception, all nine of the adjuncts teaching in Spring
2000 taught one course each. One instructor taught two courses. During the Summer term,
8 of the 11 adjunct instructors taught one course each and 3 of the adjunct instructors taught
two courses each. Adjuncts taught 77% of the courses offered during the summer. In the
Fall, 18 adjuncts taught 14 courses, including three courses where two or three adjuncts
team-taught with other adjuncts or with tenure-track faculty. Between Spring 2000 and Fall
2000 CLS lost three tenure-track faculty; one retired and two relocated. This could account
for the increase in courses offered by adjunct faculty between Spring 2000 and Fall 2000.
Fall semester was the only term in which any courses were team-taught.
Graduate teaching assistants taught six courses in each of Spring and Fall terms,
and four courses during Summer term. These courses were limited primarily to
reading/classroom methods courses. No graduate teaching assistant taught more than one
course in any given term. Table 3.2 shows the number of courses taught each semester by
instructor academic status:

TABLE 3.2.

Instructor
Category

No. of
Instructors

TENURE-TRACK
FACUtTV

FACULTY COURSE LOADS BY TYPE

SPRING
2000

SUMMER
2000

10

14

0

11

25

21.3%

46.7%

0.0%

35.5%

31.6%

24

10

14

14

38

%

51.1%

33.3%

77.8%

45.2%

48.1%

GTA'S

13

6

4

6

16

%

27.7%

20.0%

22.2%

19.4%

20.3%

TOTALS

47

30

18

31

79

ADJUNCT
FACULTY
'

FALL 2000 TOTAL

NOTE: In order to prevent duplicate counting of courses, those courses which are co
taught are counted according to the highest ranking instructor.
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FINDINGS

From the analysis of general course descriptions, course format, evaluation, topics,
and readings 12 impressions were found regarding the data. In this section, each
impression found will be presented in relationship to the related analysis question.

General Course Description
Finding # I: Course Titles
There has been a significant- increase in the number of CLS Courses with Titles
which reflect a multicultural emphasis. In 1989-1991. only 49.3% of the 86 CLS courses
offered had titles reflecting a multicultural emphasis. Of 86 courses offered between Spring
2000 and Fall 2000,66 courses, or 76.7%, had titles meeting these criteria, an increase of
27.4%.

Finding #2: Specific Multicultural Focus Areas
There has been an increase in the number of specific multicultural focus areas for courses
with titles reflecting a multicultural emphasis. In addition to a general increase in the
prevalence of titles reflecting a multicultural emphasis, there was also an increase in the

-In this paper "significant" is used merely as a descriptive — rather than quantitative -term.
Although many of the data are expressed in numerical terms, these data have been derived through primarily
qualitative measures and because of that, no statisucal conclusions can reasonably be made from such a
small sample. It is possible, however, that repeated use of the same assessment instrument over time and
with large and varied samples might eventually lead to construction of valid statistical conclusions from
said data.
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number of multiculturally specific terms represented in course titles. Terms present in 2000
that were not present in 1989-1991 were: biliteracy, immigration, global, social justice,
critical. Spanish, technology, and art. It cannot be determined from the current available data
whether the increase in specific multicultural terminology in course titles actually reflects an
increase in courses with a specific multicultural focus, or whether it simply represents a
change in course titles. Table 3.3 shows the number of courses with titles reflecting a
multicultural emphasis, by year of examination.

TABLE 3.3.

COURSES WITH TITI.F.S REFi.ECRINN A MUI.TICULTURAL EMPHASIS

Courses with Titles Reflecting a Multicultural Emphasis

Years (# of academic terms)

Project MECCA
1989-1991(6)

MECCA Fellow-lip
Study
2000(3)

Number of Syllabi Examined

69

79

34

66

49.30%

76.70%

Number of Courses
With Titles Reflecting*
A Multicultural Emphasis
% of Courses
With Titles Reflecting*
A Multicultural Emphasis

'^'multicultural, bilingual, literacy/literature, pedagogy, culture/cultural, language
acquisition (1992)... biliteracy. immigration, global, social justice, critical.
Spanish, technology, art (2000)
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Course Readings
Sixty-nine syllabi were examined for multicultural sources listed in the course
bibliography. In some cases, professors listed course readings within the agenda of course
topics. These listed were treated as part of the course bibliography even if they were not
actually listed in the bibliography. All readings listed by the professor were included if
enough information was provided to identify a listing as distinct from any other. However,
in many instances, readings were omitted due to lack of complete information; for example,
often the only information given was the last name of a primary author. Additional course
bibliographies provided by the professor were included. Bibliographies provided by
students, as in text sets provided by Children's Literature students, were not included.
Some syllabi referred to a provided bibliography that was not made available for this study.
Six hundred thirteen different citations by 509 authors were listed, representing
approximately 70% of the readings assigned as required or recommended. With the
exception of some texts used by the Children's Literature courses, only one text. Affirming
Diversity (Nieto, 1999) was listed for three or more different courses. Only 21 authors had
2 or more different references listed. Table 3.4 shows the number of citations listed for the
21 most frequently referenced authors:
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Finding #3: Specific Multicultural Sources
There has been a significant increase in the number of courses with specific
multicultural sources listed in the bibliography. In 1989 - 1991, only 27 of 69 syllabi
examined included specific multicultural sources in the bibliographies. In 2000, 35 of 53
syllabi, or 66%, met this criteria, reflecting an increase of 26.9%. Table 3.5 shows the
number of courses with specific multicultural sources in the bibliography, by year of course
offering:

TABLK 3.5.

COURSES WITH S PECIFIC MULTICULTURAL SOURCES IN BIBLIOC;R,\PHY

Courses with Specific Multicultural Sourccs in Bibliopraphv

Project MECCA
1989-1991(6)

MECCA Follow-Up
Study
2000(3)

Number of Syllabi Examined

69

63

Number of CoursesWith
Specific Multicultural Sources
In Bibliography

27

45

% of CoursesWith
Specific Multicultural Sources
In Bibliography

39.13%

71.43%

Years (# of academic-terms)

""multicuitural. bilingual, litenicy/literature. pedagogy, culture/cultural, language
acquisition (1992)
biliteracy. immigration, global, social justice, critical.
Spanish, technology, art (2000)
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Finding #4: Female Authors
A large majority of course syllabi in 2000 included sources by female authors listed
in the bibliography. Of 53 syllabi examined in 2000, 36 syllabi, or 68%, included sources
by female authors. It is not possible to compare this data to the 1989 - 1991 findings at this
time due to the lack of data from the earlier study. Table 3.6 shows the number of courses
with sources by female and minority authors listed in the bibliography.
TABI.R 3.6.

COURSES WITH SOURCES BY FEMAT.E AND MINOKITY A DTHORS IN BIBMOGRAPHY

Courses with Sources bv Female and Minority Authors in
Bibliography

Years (# of academicterms)

Project MECCA
1989-1991(6)

MECCA Follow-Up
Study
2000(3)

Number of Syllabi Examined

69

63

% of Courses with
Sources by Female Authors
in Bibliography

-2

74.6%

% of Courses with
Sources by Minority Authors
in Bibliography

—2

2— not measurable for 1989-1991.

(47)

47.6%
(30)
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terms. Although some course sections were taught by graduate teaching and research
assistants and adjunct faculty, the overall course load per full-time faculty in the Department
of Culture and Literacy Studies had increased significantly. It is widely believed (e.g.,
Goodson, 1992; Hubbard and Power, 1993; Lortie, 1975; Zeichner and Liston. 1996) that
institutional change in academic environments is unlikely to occur if teachers are not
provided with appropriate time and resources. While this study did not concern itself
specifically with this finding, it is mentioned here because of the possible impact of such an
increase in course load upon attempts to achieve a fully integrated multicultural curriculum.

Course Topics
Finding #8: Course Topics in Readings Methods Courses
The courses reflecting the least integration of multicultural texts and/focus in
curricula were courses related to the teaching of reading. As stated in the Project MECCA
Program Performance Report (Diaz. 1992), and bearing in mind that there may be specific
course content requirements for some curricular areas, no conclusions should be drawn
from this finding without further investigation which should include, among other things,
interviews with pertinent faculty to obtain more information regarding the rationale for
source selections. However, as mentioned earlier, many of the reading methods courses
were taught by adjunct faculty and graduate teaching assistants. This also could have had
an impact on the text selection, although since this study focused primarily upon tenuretrack faculty I did not scrutinize this possibility more closely.

Finding #9: Multicultural Focus in Courses Taught by Graduate Teaching Assistants
When examined by instructor status, the course with the highest amount of explicit
emphasis on multicultural topics were courses taught by graduate teaching assistants. Of
16 courses taught by GTAs in 2000, 14, or 88%, received a score of six or higher on a scale
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of I (low) to 10 (high) with respect to integration of multicultural topics. In fact, only the
courses taught by 3 of the 10 tenure-track professors scored higher in topics of
multicultural focus than the graduate teaching assistants. Part of this fmding could be
related to the very explicit nature of the teaching syllabi of GTAs. Another factor is
undoubtedly related to the mentoring received by GTAs. Both the GTAs involved in the
Children's Literature courses and those involved in the Content Area Literacy courses meet
regularly with their faculty mentors, and in many instances their syllabi are reviewed prior to
the start of the semester.

Finding 10: Multicultural Focus in Courses Taught bv Adjunct Professors
When examined by instructor status, the courses with the least amount of emphasis
on multicultural topics were courses taught by adjunct instructors. Of 38 courses taught by
adjunct instructors, 22, or 58%, received a score of four or less on a scale of 1 (low) to 10
(high) with respect to integration of multicultural topics. Of these, nine received a score of
1, the lowest score possible. Although I hesitate to make definitive judgment about this
finding due to lack of in-depth data related to adjunct professors, based upon the contrast
between this finding and the finding of high multicultural focus in graduate teaching
assistant courses, one possible reason may be the lack of consistent professional
development and/or mentoring provided to adjunct faculty.

Course Format
Finding #11: Student Choice in Assignments and Engagements
Nearly every syllabus indicated some opportunity for student choice in course
assignments, course readings, or class interactions. However, choices tended to be limited
to (1) topics for papers of other written assignments, (2) topic or text for group presentation,
and (3) choice of workgroup. This finding does not coincide with my personal experience
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of CLS courses, a contradiction which leads me to wonder whether some student choice is
more impUcit than explicit in the course structure. For example, although the syllabi of only
one professor stated this, it has been the practice on occasion for other faculty to allow
students to utilize course projects to further their own research or publication agenda. The
concept of implicit versus explicit multicultural focus will be discussed further in Phase II
as it relates to data from faculty interviews.

Course Evaluation
Finding #12: Formative Evaluation and Group Work
All 79 syllabi were examined for specific references to types of assignments or
participation that would be considered in the determination of a student's grade for the
course. In addition to characterizing the format and nature of each evaluation component as
"formative" or "normative. I looked at the extent to which grading or evaluation was
directed at individual versus group work, and the degree of choice available to students in
class projects. Seventy-eight of 79 syllabi listed both individual and group activities as part
of the course format, but only eleven assigned a specific portion of the grade to group
participation activities. All syllabi listed written assignments such as term papers or
research projects as the major determinant of a student's grade, however, 29 of the syllabi
also noted grade consideration given to formative assignments such as reflective or reading
journals. Individual oral presentations (book talks, paper presentations, symposia) were
given grading consideration in 47 of the syllabi. Only one syllabus, a website design
course, made no reference to group activities.
In all, 37 different assignments or activities were listed as part of course format. In
some cases, engagements that were very similar, such as learning logs and dialogue journals,
were grouped together in one category. The most fi:equently cited form of evaluation was
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attendance, which was listed on 75 of 79 syllabi as part of the requirement for grading. All
four courses with syllabi not listing attendance were taught by the same professor.
In general, while syllabi listed group activities and formative types of assignments as
part of the course format, grading consideration was assigned primarily to traditional types
of assignments such as course projects and term papers. However, this fmding was not
consistent with the grading processes reported by interviewed faculty or the experiences of
grading reported by interviewed students. This discrepancy will be further discussed later.

DISCUSSION

Textbook and Svllabi Analvsis Results
The results of the 2000 textbook and syllabi analysis provide some interesting
comparisons with the 1990 data. First, there has been a notable increase in the number of
courses with titles which reflect a multicultural emphasis (76.7% in 2000 vs. 49.3% on
1990), as well as an increase in the number of courses with a specific multicultural content
focus. There has also been an increase in the number of courses with specific multicultural
sources listed in the bibliography (66% in 2(X)0 vs. 39% in 1990). A large majority of
course syllabi in 2000 included sources by female (68%) and minority (47%) authors listed
in the bibliography, a characteristic which was too small to be measured in 1990. Sources
by minority authors are far less represented in the syllabi of department courses than any
other source examined. Although 67% of the courses examined included sources with
specific multicultural content in their bibliography, only 47% were found to include sources
by minority authors. This suggests that a large percentage of the texts with a multicultural
focus are actually written by "majority" authors, and this ttend is certainly worth examining
more closely, as it raises another issue related to multicultural texts, that of "Who should
write for whom?" (Banfield and Wilson; Hansen, 1990; Mikkelsen, 1998; Taxel, 1995).
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Does the increase in the use of multiculturally focused texts point to an increase in
•'integration of multicultural and second language acquisition knowledge and methodology
into the curricula"? While the syllabi reveal that clearly a great deal of progress was made
in the last decade with respect to focus upon specific multicultural content and inclusion of
multicultural sources in class curricula in the past decade, how much of that multicultural
orientation is reflected in the perceived experiences of the students enrolled?

Technology Integration as a Multicultural Integration Tool
One aspect of curricula that has changed significantly in the past decade is the use
of technology in the university classroom. Technology was not addressed at all in the 1991
report. However, in the initial review of syllabi for the year 2000. the presence of
technology is significant. What is the impact of technology on multiculturalism? A.mong
other things, technology allows access to an enormous diversity of learning materials, points
of view, and data. It accommodates a great diversity of abilities and learning styles, making
access to certain parts of the curricula more accessible. However, as more and more
technology is used, the disparity between access for those who have technology and those
who do not also grows. Does technology facilitate cultural diversity, or does it provide yet
another form of cultural bias that will ultimately result in further disenfranchisement of
some individuals? My own personal experience with difficulty in finishing coursework
when technology access was impaired indicates that this question needs careful
consideration.

Is Technology Really A Multicultural Tool?
Another finding related to technology integration speaks specifically to the
categorization of technology as a multicultural tool. In the thematic analysis of terms related
to multiculturalism, one noticeable difference between technology-focused courses and
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other CLS courses was that, although as a group these courses seemed to attend to varied
instructional strategies as a function of learning style, only one of the syllabi in this group
actually mentioned multiculturalism or any of the other identified "multicultural"
descriptors. In fact, very little mention made of any "perspective" at all, a distinction which
led me to assume that since perspective was not marked in those syllabi, the represented
perspective must have been the "dominant" or "unmarked" one. As a result of this
finding, I question the inclusion of technology as a multicultural descriptor.

The Nature of Curricula in Reading Methods Courses
The preliminary analysis reported in this paper indicate that courses whose major
focus is on the teaching of reading or reading methodology appear to reflect the least
amount of integration of multicultural knowledge and methodology. This raises the issue of
the validity of process/product research such as this (Doyle, in press). My doubts about the
veracity of this finding are in large part driven by my knowledge of at least two professors
who have taught a large portion of the reading methods courses over the past decade: Drs.
Leslie and Sylvia Cantor. These are two very high profile, specific cases where the paperand-pencil analysis directly contradicts the industry knowledge of their work as pioneers in
the area of reading and culture, or the cultural aspects of reading. This leads me to wonder
whether assessments such as this one and that performed as part of MECCA must be
accompanied by some other qualitative methodology in order to present a truly accurate
picture of what is taking place in a course curriculum. Another possibility is that, as Cortes
(1989) stated in his original framework, this could be an issue of "knowledge about" versus
"knowledge by acquaintance." However, it is impossible to make any conclusive statements
regarding this mater without further investigation.
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The Validity of Process/Product Research in this Field of Study
The seeming discrepancies between what is known about some of the reading
course professors' pedagogical beliefs and practices and what is found through a textual
analysis of course syllabi raises again the issue of the validity of the selected research
design for studying institutional practices in a university department. For example, do the
numerical results do not seem to reflect the personal experiences reported by foreign and
minority students? While the textual analysis of syllabi reveals that we have clearly made a
great deal of progress in the last decade with respect to focus upon specific multicultural
content and inclusion of multicultural sources in class curricula in the past decade, how
much of that multicultural orientation would also be reflected in the perceived experiences of
the students enrolled? In making such an assessment in an environment that is so heavily
dependent upon relational models, perhaps such aspects of interaction as conversation style
(Philips, 1993) and linguistic relativity (Boas, 1911; and Sapir. 1949) must also be
considered. Although the linguistic focus of the Key Word Count (Wellington, 1999) was
omitted from this inquiry due to lack of sufficient data, inclusion of the full protocol in
future investigations of curriculum from a phenomenological perspective seems warranted.
The importance of contextuality in interpreting an individual's perceptions and
experiences of schooling is at the heart of this debate. It has been noted that the
process/product type of research frequently conducted in education often results in seeming
discrepancies between what is known about some teachers' pedagogical beliefs and
practices and what is found through a textual analysis which is so common in the field
(Berliner, 1990; Brophy, 1976; Brophy and Good, 1986; Wong, 1995). Often, numerical
results do not seem to reflect the personal experiences of the students (Wellington, 1998,
1999,2000), or the perceptions of the teachers, parents, and community (Doyle, in press;
Hubbard and Powell, 1989; Luzio-Locket, 1998). This of course raises the issue of the
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validity of the selected research designs for studying institutional practices in education,
where service delivery is primarily a relational model.
The execution of curriculum is largely a socially mediated, transactive process
between teacher, student, and text (Rosenblatt, 1995). Hammersley and Atkinson (1990)
state that "the social world cannot be understood in terms of causal relationships because
human actions are based upon, or infused by, social meanings" (p. 7). Linda Krieger
(1995) states that "because we so readily assume that people have privileged access to the
content of their own thought processes, we may easily overlook the significance of this
assumption of decision-maker self-awareness" (p. 1186). Doyle (in press) posits that
although educational policy is often driven by process/product research employing
quantitative measures similar to those reflected in this work, such findings rarely present a
true picture of what actually happens in a classroom because context cannot really be
measured in numerical terms. "Effectiveness," states Doyle, "is not viewed as a context free
property of teaching behavior. It is, rather, a local achievement constructed under immediate
and particular circumstances. To teach effectively, teachers need to understand local
circumstances and how they might be arranged in alternative ways to foster students'
thinking" (p. 21). This is also true of evaluating the effectiveness of institutionalized
multicultural practices within the university curriculum.
While many may agree that effectiveness is locally determined, the institution of
schooling has continued to utilize "context-free" methodologies to measure the
effectiveness of schooling. Much of the debate over language policies, for example, has
been directly related to the performance of various groups on standardized tests (Crawford,
1990). In the school district where I taught in 2000-2001, teacher assessment was in large
part based upon the results of my students on the state and standardized tests. Brennan et
all (2(X)1) have recendy argued that the reliance on standardized testing, which regularly
produces evaluative information which differs firom that of the classroom teachers, to
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determine outcomes, results in at-risk and low-achieving students faring even worse in areas
such as promotion and graduation. Yet, these types of objective representations of
knowledge construction continue to drive public education. Wong (1995) posits that
perhaps the "obviousness" often associated with findings from a process-product
evaluation of effective curriculum results largely from the manner in which such
investigations are designed, wherein the findings are largely predetermined by the questions
posed. Wong advocates for a more sociocultural approach to the study of education in
order to truly understand the dynamics involved.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of textbook data for CLS graduate courses offered during the calendar
year 2000 clearly indicates that since the initial study was completed in 1991. there has been
a dramatic increase in the use of texts with a multicultural focus. At the same time, the initial
process/product assessment of the curriculum did not seem to truly reflect student
perceptions and experiences of the curriculum as reported to me for several previous inquiry
projects. Does an increase in the use of multiculturally focused texts point to an increase in
integration of multicultural and second language acquisition knowledge and methodology
into the curricula? This question could not be answered simply with the data provided by
the textbook analysis. The issues raised by the process-product analysis of syllabi
suggested that further examination of the curriculum was needed, and that analysis should
include such qualitative components as student and faculty interviews and/or surveys.
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NEW QUESTIONS

Does the increase in use of multicultural materials reflect an increase in the
integration of multicultural and second language acquisition knowledge and methodology
into the curricula? Does a quantitative increase in the integration of multicultural and
second language acquisition knowledge and methodology into the curricula reflect a
qualitative increase in the perception by students of integration of multicultural and second
language acquisition knowledge and methodology into the curricula, as reported in student
questionnaire? The second phase of this study will consider whether the increase in use of
multicultural materials reflects an increase in the integration of multicultural and second
language acquisition knowledge and methodology into the curricula, and how such a
quantitative increase in the integration of multicultural and second language acquisition
knowledge and methodology into the curricula is qualitatively perceived by students.
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PHASE H: HOW ARE WE MULTICULTURAL?
A Phenomenological Examination of the Professional Lived Experiences
of Faculty and Students

CHAPTER FOUR: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Any real change implies the breakup of the world as you have always
known it. the loss of all that gave you identity, the end of safety. And at such
a moment, unable to see and not daring to imagine what the future will bring
forth, you cling to what you knew ... or thought you knew, to what you
possessed or dreamed that you possessed. Yet it is only when you are able,
without bitterness or self-pity, to surrender a dream that you have long
cherished, or a privilege that you have long possessed, that you are set free ..
. that you have set yourself free ... for higher dreams, for greater privilege.
(Baldwin, 1961. p. 117)

BACKGROUND

What exactly is multicultural education? If CLS is, as it claims to be, a
multiculturalized curriculum, then what are the characteristics that make it so? The
contradiction as I considered these questions was not merely the academic experiences with
cultural discontinuity often discussed among foreign and minority students when I
interviewed them for course projects. Rather, it was the contrast between the reported
experiences of disconnection with the curriculum and the results of the syllabi analysis,
juxtaposed amidst the conventional wisdoms about departmental culture and the consistently
rigorous support of CLS by the same foreign and minority students who reported
experiences of discontinuity. I wondered how these disparate characterizations managed to
coexist in the same setting. These wonderings led to the second phase of the study.
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Investigating The Contradictions
Living and Learning in a Borrowed Context (Revisited^
When I first embarked on this academic journey, my motivation stemmed from a
desire to better understand the pervasive problem of low literacy among indigenous children
in the small, rural community where I lived and worked. Shortly after arriving, my
attentions were diverted by the constant contradictions which seemed to occur between what
1 knew and believed about the world and the context-specific experiences 1 encountered as I
attempted to navigate my way through academic culture in a foreign social environment
where, by race, class, age. gender, ethnicity, nationality and, apparently, philosophical
perspective, pedagogical beliefs and practices, I was now the "outsider" in a community
where I had always assumed that due to prior experience and education I would be an
"insider." I felt like the proverbial "square peg in a round hole." In fact, it seemed to me
that the CLS classroom consistently rebuffed any attempts to introduce perspectives or
practices that differed from the status quo. a perception which so frustrated me that thoughts
of rebellion or civil disobedience often came to mind.
Many have described teaching as a revolutionary act (Freire. 1998; Ladson-Billings,
1994; Shor and Freire, 1987). Can the same be said of schooling? Research on student
revolutionary movements such as those reported in Japan (H. Smith, 1972), India (Neelsen,
1973), Burma (Aung San Suu Kyi, 1997; Lintner, 1990), China (Apted, 1994; Rice. 1992)
and South Africa (Attenborough, 1988; Harber, 1988; Perold and Butler, 1989) revealed that
perceptions of being unheard and unrepresented were most often the impetus for student
unrest. Clearly, my feelings were not unique. Yet, even though these experiences often left
me feeling like an other ov outsider, I also experienced an unconditional acceptance and
welcome in CLS that persisted despite numerous philosophical and pedagogical conflicts in
the classroom. Furthermore, most of the students who contributed data to this study
described similar contrasting experiences.
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As a result of personal and shared experience, and coursework in various topics and
disciplines, I came to understand schooling as an interactive process which, while contextspecific in the moment, is situated within a multi-dimensional relational — some might say
sociological (Bruner, 1990) or socio-cultural (Perez et al, 1998) — model wherein the actors,
all the people involved, draw upon their respective individual and collective stock of
biowledge (Garfinkel, 1967), which is a product of their individual and collective culturalhistorical perspectives (Vygotsky, 1978), to co-construct frameworks for the creation and
interpretation of new knowledge. Knowledge, as I understand it, is embedded in the very
nature of who we are and how we interact with the world. Theorists like Whorf (1941)
would even go so far as to say that what we know is partly determined by how we articulate
what we know ~ an idea that seems strangely akin to the old "chicken and egg" paradox.
Am I what I know, or does what I know determine who I am? Does the way I articulate
what I know determine how I think, or does how I think determine the way I articulate what
I know? How much is what I know determined by those around me, and how much do I
influence what those around me know (Fleck, 1935, 1979)? Most importantly, what
happens if what I know and believe is different from what you know and believe? How do
we communicate, how do we co-construct a common frame for interaction for the specific
context within which we find ourselves together ~ and, if that context happens to be further
complicated by hierarchical structures of power and authority, as most social interactions are
(Goffman, 1959; Smith, 1998; Duranti, 1994; Lipman, 1998; Dunn, 1996; Nakamura, 1996;
Slobin et al, 1996; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 1995), then how do we determine what is
knowledge and what is story (AnzaldCia, 1999; Sards, 1993; Hoffman, 1989), what is
scientific and what is spontaneous (Rieber, 1997)?
To some these may seem like esoteric questions only tangentially related to
schooling. However, I found these questions to be at the heart of what I was hearing,
thinking and experiencing about multiculturalism in the graduate curriculum. How do
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students of different socio-cultural backgrounds perceive and experience a multicultural
curriculum, and how are those perceptions and experiences mediated by the context in
which they take place? The theoretical framework described above places students' prior
lived experiences at the center of the curricular experience, a perspective recently concurred
by Cook-Sather (2002) when she called for "authorizing students' perspectives" (p. 3) as
a key ingredient to successful curriculum innovation and reform. While it is true that the
initial motivation for the study of CLS curriculum stemmed from my numerous experiences
of cultural discontinuity in the CLS setting, the syllabi analysis provided even further
disequilibrium, for although it provided a picture of a curriculum moving toward more and
more integration of multicultural issues and perspectives, it did not explain the coexistence
of the connections and disconnections I have described above. Furthermore, in all of these
considerations the voices, thoughts and motivations of faculty seemed almost nonexistent.
How could it be that in my inquiry about curriculum those who appeared to have the most
influence received the least amount of attention?
My desire to include the voices and perspectives of faculty was based on the
phenomenological presumption that our identity, our pedagogical beliefs, and our praxis as
teachers arise out of our perception of who we are in the world and how we fit into the
world. In order to truly understand the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum and how
it worked, I needed to know not only about the perceptions and experiences of the students,
but also about the perceptions and experiences of the faculty who developed and
implemented the curriculum. Consequently, the second phase of my inquiry used written
surveys and in-depth interviews to examine both faculty and student perceptions and
experiences of the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum from the perspectives of their
individual and collective lived experiences.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Biography as History
Biography is to history what a telescope is to the stars. It reveals the
invisible, extracts detail from myriad points of light, uncovers sources of
illumination, and helps us disaggregate and reconstruct largely heavenly
pictures. Through the particularities of its own refractions and observations,
biography reveals particular features within large views. (Finkelstein, 1998.
p. 45).
Faculty are at the center of curricular engagement for they design and implement the
classroom curriculum. Thus, examining the curricular context through the narrative
representation of individual professors' experiences and perceptions overtime can provide a
historically contextualized understanding of how current-day programs came to be. Lortie
(1975), refers to this type of historical examination as "structural chronology." for it
"moves across time periods, yet restricts its focus at any given point to particular
considerations.'Xp. 2) Individual narratives also connect us to the larger context (Lortie,
1975; Finkelstein, 1998; Butt, Raymond, McCue, & Yamagishi, 1992; Goodson, 1992).
Even within the context of CLS, each individual is uniquely situated and holds a different
perspective within the larger sociocultural and educational contexts (Geertz, 1983; Goffman.
1959; Schutz, 1964, 1967, 1970; Vygotsky. 1978), and his or her contributions and
pedagogical practices are partially influenced by that perspective.
Students are also at the center of curricular engagement. How do students" culturalhistorical perspectives influence them as learners? Cook-Sather (2002) has coined the term
"authorizing students' perspectives" (p. 3) to refer in part to the consuoictivist practice of
"listening closely to what students have to say about their leaming" (p. 5). The
examination of students' perceptions and experience of a multicultural curriculum in
education through the lens of their respective socio-historical perspectives, as represented in
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student narratives, provides a strong foundation for the consideration of the impact of said
curriculum and curricuiar practices.

The Narrative Link to Curricular Content
The term "narrative" is often used to refer to the register or tone of voice of the
writing. According to Goodwin (1993), personal narratives, which have been popularized
by the women's and spirituality movements, are generally considered to be idealized
historical accounts of an individual's life experience. In this instance, it also designates the
content genre, which is a particular type of memoir or life history characterized by the use of
the narrative voice. Barrington (1997) and others have written extensively on the teaching
and writing of narrative in educational settings. Randall (1999) discusses the concept of
narrative as an "intelligence," which is developed over our lifespan. Beginning with the
notion that each of our lives are "novel" or unique, Randall outlines the development of
narrative intelligence "from its beginnings in childhood to its applications in later life as our
stories change with age" (p. 18).
Kass (1995) reflects upon the use of autobiography in multicultural educational
settings. Citing her work with Americans, Kass proposes autobiography as a strategy for
teaching cross-cultural concepts related to human interaction, specifically in the area of
civics. Kass believes that the use of autobiography may help to mitigate some of the effects
of what she refers to as the "decline of civic education" in the United States. Again, the
concepts which Kass proposes can be applied across age levels. Paley (1995), Nieto (1999,
2000), and others have written about the use of autobiography as a multicultural practice.
Citing the impact of reading and writing on the construction of self-concept. Spires et al
(1998) discuss how autobiography can be used to develop reading and writing skills in
students. Barrington (1999) has also linked narrative to the multi-sensory nature of our
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experiences, recollections, and connections to the past, a teaching strategy that [ have also
explored in earlier work (Wellington, 2000).

The Personal Dimension OF Teaching
The Attractions of Teaching
Having established a basis for considering personal narrative in curricular
assessment, there is now the need to construct a framework within which to consider these
narratives. What kind of information are we looking for, and in what form is it likely to be
provided? Lortie (1975) used teacher biography to study the nature of teaching. "What is
unique," says Lortie, "is the special combination of orientations and sentiments which
prevails among teachers" (p. viii). This pattern, he asserts, comes from "both the structure
of the occupation" (p. viii) and the "meanings teachers attach to their work" (p. viii).
Lortie (1975) identified five main themes related to the culture of teaching, which he
terms "the five attractions of teaching" (p. 26). The first theme is an interpersonal theme,
in which teachers express the desire to "work with others" as what attracted them to the
profession. Embedded in this theme is the notion that knowledge and its diffusion "is an
•art' requiring special sensitivity and personal creativity" (p. 27). The fact that many
teachers refer to their work in terms of "working with people" rather than "working with
young people" further suggests that while age may be a factor, it is the perception of
interpersonal work as valuable which provides the main attraction related to this theme.
The second theme is service. Teaching is often perceived as a "special mission in
society" (Lortie, 1975, p. 28). This particular theme relates to both secular and sacred
philosophical beliefs, with some practitioners defining teaching as "an expression of their
religious beliefs" (p. 28). Those who take the religious stance on teaching as service
project the profession a particularly potent resource. It is interesting to note that in previous
case studies focused upon the life histories of foreign teachers seeking advanced degrees at
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American universities (Wellington, 1998, 1999,2000) the theme of teaching as a "special
mission" emerged in nearly every narrative.
Lortie (1975) has defined the third theme in teacher narrative as one of continuation,
which refers to two different aspects of the occupation. The first aspect is the contributions
teaching makes to society as agencies "charged with preparing students for adult roles in
other parts of society" (p. 29). The second aspect of the continuation theme relates
specifically to the adult roles of teachers, in which teaching may have enabled one to
"continue to do something else desired, when it would otherwise have been impossible" (p.
29). This theme is prevalent among female teachers who entered the occupation during the
post-modem era when, despite increasing enrollment of women in post-secondary
institutions, the curriculum remained heavily gender segregated until the mid-1980s
(Slaughter, 1997).
When Lortie (1975) speaks of the fourth attraction to teaching as material benefits,
he refers not to the attraction of financial compensation, but rather of the ways in which
gender differences in the opportunity for material benefit in other professions acts as an
attraction to teaching, particularly for women. In other words, some women enter teaching
because they would be unlikely to receive comparable compensation in more gendersegregated fields. Slaughter (1997) also speaks of this phenomenon, adding that in the
instances where women have managed to enter a traditionally "male" field of study, it is
often assumed that she is either there to "find a husband," or to support her family in the
event of her husband's death.
Like the fourth theme, the fifth theme, time compatibility, refers to a condition
dictated by the social climate, thus relating it to the first three themes. A teacher may
succumb to the attraction of time compatibility because of other demands upon her time,
such as family obligations, or because of the opportunity presented itself at "the right place
and time." A colleague of mine took up teaching when her husband transferred and she
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found herself in a small town with not much to do. She began teaching at the local school
and has continued in the profession through several moves to new locations over the past
two decades, but her initial entry into teaching was the result of being "in the right place at
the right time." While not the primary theoretical perspective of this inquiry, the five
themes identified by Lorlie provided a general framework from which to examine the
narratives of the professors in a manner consistent with previous teacher life history
inquiries.

Other Aspects of the Personal Dimension of Teaching
In addition to the five themes defined by Lortie, the curriculum and curricular
practices of a teacher may be impacted by life experience (Lortie, 1975; Sleeter, 1999;
Obidah, 1999) which contribute to one's philosophy of education, pedagogical beliefs and
practices through the mechanisms defined by Reck (1935, 1979). These experiences
include not only the individual's respective cultural-historical past lived experience, but also
current experiences in the specific context.
As cautioned by Lortie, in the narrative context these themes often overlap and
therefore should be considered in the context of their juxtaposition to other themes.
Furthermore, Slaughter (1997) has stated that the mere presence of difference is not in itself
enough to trigger change. As discussed later in this chapter, the generative themes emerging
commonly from all professor interviews further support Slaughter's notion that there is a
need to closely examine the "mechanisms of mediation." which, as the case study narratives
reflect, are primarily socially constructed.
Lortie (1975) links these patterns or themes to "both the structure of the
occupation" (p. viii) and the "meanings teachers attach to their work" (p. viii). Slaughter
(1997) identifies the intersection of social movement theory and curricular formation theory
as a perspective from which to view some of the same themes as they relate to curricular
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change. Thus, professional narratives of professors are a constructive representation of their
socially mediated engagement within the schooling context, for it is their effort to "name,"
to "give structure to," what they understand to be taking place.

The Politics of Education
Throughout history, education and democracy have been linked together (Aung San
Suu Kyi, 1995, 1996; Dewey, 1938; Freire, 1998; Harber, 1988; Ladson-Billings, 1994;
Neelsen, 1973; Peroldand Butler, 1989; Shorand Freire, 1987; Stokes. 1997). Most
accounts of student unrest can be traced at least in part to the assertion of human rights and
a demand for a more "democratic" process (Harber, 1988; Neelsen, 1973; Perold and
Butler, 1989; Apted, 1994). For example, the Shinjinkai movement in Japanese education,
which began in 1918 and is considered to be the "root" of the modem student activist
movement, brought about the introduction of organized dissension among students, who
were bored with the system and its lack of political social consciousness (Smith. 1972).
'Taisho democracy" -- a concept that came out of the Shinjinkai period -- stressed entering
"into the people," that is, it focused upon the needs of the masses.
One characteristic of the Taisho democratic movement was the heavy involvement of
university professors, who began to speak out about "the relevance of scholarship to the
greater social issues of the day" (Smith, 1972). 'Taisho youth," a particular brand of
students who aligned themselves with the philosophies and politics of the Taisho democratic
movement, took these concepts one step further. Rather than addressing the people "from
above," they attempted to "enter into the people" by developing close contacts with the
working classes. Their activities included among other things educational, union and labor
activities within the factories. Interestingly enough the Shinjinkai, from which the Taisho
movement grew, were considered very conservative and even pacifist, focusing more upon
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the English notion of parliamentary democracy than the activism for which the Taisho youth
were noted.
The Taisho concept of "entering into the people" seems to closely parallel the notion
of "commitment to be with" which Freire (1970) discusses. In the second issue of
"Democracy," the publication of the Taisho Youth, Kadoko Takeo wrote, "I was searching
for a lover. And then I found him. The v/orker is my lover. I can scarcely wait for his pale
face to shine with cheer" (Smith. 1972, p. 58). However, the Taisho movement was also
classist in its implementation, wherein laborers were consistently placed in lower positions
within the system than the students and other intellectuals.
Not unlike the manner in which American schools reflect our own political culture
and society, the hierarchical structure of Japanese society was reflected within social and
political interactions of the organized student groups as well. However, when we look at the
governmental and educational structures within which these incidences of unrest occurred,
few could actually be called "democratic" (Perold and Butler. 1989). Freire (1997) asserts:
"If humankind produce social reality (which In the 'inversion of the praxis' turns back
upon them and conditions them), then transforming that reality Is an historical task, a task
for humanity" (p. 33).
Many have described teaching as a revolutionary act (Apted, 1994; Aung San Suu
Kyi, 1995, 1996; Freire, 1998; Harber, 1988; Horton and Freire, 1990; Ladson-Billings,
1994; McLaren, 1997; Neelsen, 1973; Perold and Butler, 1989; Shor and Freire, 1987;
Stokes, 1997). Can the same be said of schooling? Some, like Freire (1979, 1998) have
described teaching as a political act, a mission to serve the greater good of the country. Can
becoming educated also be viewed from this perspective?
In the context of this study, the student stories chronicle the educational journeys of
graduate students in the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies through a "Freirian
lens" in an attempt to identify their motivations for coming to CLS and for remaining in
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CLS despite encountering apparent contradictions. A historical perspective is used as the
framework to examine more closely the case of the eight students, four foreign and four
American.
Initially these interviews were motivated by the notion that learning about the
educational experiences of students from varying cultural and historical backgrounds would
allow me to study the impact of culture (social, political, environmental and historical
factors) and the educational system on learning across cultures. As I gained information
about current educational experiences, I began to identify themes across the points of
connection and points of tension between students' home contexts and the "borrowed
context" (Freire. 1996) in which they studied. Our sociohistorical, cultural and political
perspective comes from our individual lived experiences. In this context, it relates to our
individual perceptions and development of identity, agency, and voice.

Identitv
Teaching should offer an illumination of reality that helps us and the
students examine the social limits constraining us. Spacious learning does
not define students as empty vessels to be filled with packaged information
on a tin path of facts and figures. This means opposing the mechanical
pedagogy and the unequal tracking that takes some to success and most
others to cheap labor and unemployment, to despair and anti-intellectualism.
(Shor, 1987 p. 26)
How do our perceptions of our historical and cultural experiences mediate our
interactions — our discourse — in the cultural context? To what extent does voice impact
upon our perceptions of experience and identity? Cohen (1976) likens identity to "produce
that we are trying to sell in a market" (p. 49), claiming that personal identity is often based
upon assumptions and perceptions about the relative merits of specific personal
characteristics. In the schooling context, identity is often defined in terms of perceptions of
success or failure related to particular characteristics. For example, cultural and ethnic
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taking the stance that what has often been perceived as "passivity" by Westerners is in fact
a form of resistance to majority culture and thus a means of maintaining one's own cultural
identity.
In her work with culturally diverse students Nieto (2000) has noted that cultural
Identity can have both positive and negative associations for students. At times, students
who are part of an ethnic or cultural minority may perceive this as a negative attribute that
detracts from their success as students, while at other times the perceived negative
characteristics associated with that identity can serve as a motivation for students. In the
case of Marisol (2000, pp. 154-171), pride in cultural identity and the desire to "be
someone" (p. 165) was a primary mediator in her interactions with others, particularly with
peers. In fact, Marisol's "dogged determination" (p. 157) to succeed is thought to be
partly, perhaps largely, attributed to her personal desire to contradict the overwhelming
evidence of failure among others in her extended community.
Obidah (1999), describes how the graduate school environment, in which her
interactions were largely impacted by "imposed" identities of marginalization by majority
students and professors, resulted in a continual "public redefinition of self (p. 44).
Obidah notes how, in the same manner that one's identity is intimately tied to the
interactions we engage in, it is possible to utilize engagement to reconstruct one's identity
by intentionally manipulating the ways in which we represent ourselves.
Identity within the relational model of schooling does not really limit itself to
personal identity within the physical confines of school. The fact that many of the same
themes emerged in so many of the interviews indicates that schooling and the construction
of knowledge can be at the same time context-specific and universal. For example, every
student interviewed talked about the role of education in the promotion and maintenance of
democracy, a concept which is at the heart of Freire's pedagogy of liberation (Freire, 1997).
H.D. Smith (1972), Neelsen (1973), Perold and Buder(1989), Harber (1988), and Lintner
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Because people can tri-dimentionalize time into tiie past, the present,
and the future, their history, in function of their own creations, develops as a
constant process of transformation within which epochal units materidize...
. The concrete representation of many of these ideas, values, concepts, and
hopes, as well as the obstacles which impede the people's full humanization.
constitute the themes of that epoch. The complex of interacting themes of an
epoch constitutes its "thematic universe."...! have termed these themes
"generative" because (however they are comprehended and whatever action
they may evoke) they contain the possibility of unfolding into again as many
themes, which in their turn call for new tasks to be fulfilled, (pp. 82-83)
The themes generated from student and faculty recollections of experiences and
interactions related to curriculum and to prior lived experiences through examination of
narratives can be seen as constituting the shared "thematic universe" within which the CLS
curriculum exists. As Freire has suggested, these themes can serve to inform this inquiry
about curriculum and curricular practices by providing insight about how curriculum is
experienced and comprehended, and what possible innovations or reforms may be indicated.

Schooling as Apprenticeship: The Influence of Past Experiences
What kinds of institutionalized practices exist in Culture and Literacy Studies that
give attention to the identity needs of a diverse student body? Lortie (1975) defines the
schooling process as an "apprenticeship of experience," referring to the concept that one's
schooling experience determines one's identity as a teacher. Similarly, Butt, Raymond,
Mcgue and Yamagishi (1992) used teacher autobiography to examine the nature of teacher
knowledge and found influences on teacher knowledge to include experiences as children,
parents, teachers, their cultural background, personal and professional experiences, and
peers. If it is true that our history — and particularly our experiences as learners -determine our identities as teachers, then the examination of a teacher's life history provides
a strong foundation for the examination of that teacher's pedagogical beliefs and practices.
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Agency
Bruner (1996) has defined agency as a form of "selfhood" (p. 16), or "voluntary"
(p. 16) control of your own mental activity:
The agentive view takes the mind to be proactive, problem-oriented,
attentionally focused, selective, constructional, directed to ends. What "gets
into" mind is more a function of the hypotheses in force than what is
bombarding the sensorium. Decisions, strategies, heuristics — these are key
notions of the agentive approach to mind (p. 93).
Bruner (1990) posits that "self is a transactional relationship between a speaker
and an Other, a way of framing one's own consciousness, one's identity, with respect to
another. From a constructivist and phenomenological perspective, agency is made visible
through the intentionality that is reflected in these interactions with others. Philips (1993)
examines closely the organization of language in face-to-face interaction among and
between Warm Springs children and their teachers. What she finds is that, as Goffman
(1959.1963) has articulated earlier, agency matters. That is to say. the degree to which
children perceive their conu-ol over their participation directly affects their engagement and
productivity. Philips argues that the organization of interaction in the classroom and other
institutional settings is something which is done to children by teachers who classify them
as minorities, and that the extent to which agency is controlled in the classroom through
organization of interaction significantly impacts the indigenous student's potential for
success. This concept has been mirrored in the work of several others in the field, including
Ochs and Schieffelin (1986). More recently, Moerman (1988), using a micro-analytic
approach to his examination of linguistics in a Western Samoan village, makes the
connection between agency and power, which he postulates is embedded within the
interactional organization of discourse. "Grammar," says Moerman, "is closely tied to
politics and, more generally, to ethics ~ namely, which actions are acceptable and even
laudable, and which ones are unacceptable and blameable" (p. 142).
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notion of emancipatory literacy, in which literacy is viewed "as one of the
major vehicles by which 'oppressed' people are able to participate in the
sociohistorical transformation of their society."... Thus, the reader's
development of a critical comprehension of the text, and the sociohistorical
context to which it refers, becomes an important factor in our notion of
literacy. The act of learning to read and write, in this instance, is a creative
act that involves a critical comprehension of reality" (Freire and Macedo.
1987, pp. 156-157).
Reading the word is inextricably tied to reading the world. Our perception of reality
determines our reality. Our perception of reality is determined by our past experiences and
environment. In order to change our reality, we must change our perception of reality. In
order to change our perception of reality, we must learn to "read the world." "Reading the
world" is inextricably tied to "reading the word," for it is the word that gives us the ability
to name our view of the world.
One aspect of the role of agency in schooling is represented in the wide-spread
practice of classifying students, and in degree to which individuals and groups have taken
on the identity which others have assigned to them. Sleeter (1987), for example, has
previously taken issue with the existence of "learning disabilities" as a student
classification. It is exactly this seemingly tacit acceptance of an oppressive stereotype that
Freire (1997) refers to when he says that people begin to control and oppress themselves:
One of the gravest obstacles to the achievement of liberation is that
oppressive reality absorbs those within it and thereby acts to submerge
human beings' consciousness (p. 33)....Yet it is ~ paradoxical though it may
seem ~ precisely in the response of the oppressed that a gesture of love may
be found. Consciously or unconsciously, the act of rebellion by the
oppressed (an act which is always, or nearly always, as violent as the initial
violence of the oppressors), can initiate love. Whereas the violence of the
oppressors prevents the oppressed from being fully human, the response of
the latter to this violence is grounded in the desire to pursue the right to be
human (p. 38).
He also states that:
(H)uman activity consists of action and reflection: it is praxis; it is
transformation of the world. And as praxis, it requires theory to illuminate
it. Human activity is theory and praxis; it is reflection and action (Freire,
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1997, p. 106).... It is absolutely essential that the oppressed participate in
the revolutionary process with an increasingly critical awareness of their role
as Subjects of the transformation (p. 108).
Agency, as it is discussed in this section, also relates to one's perceived relationship
with those in the local, national and global contexts. Often, this perception has been
characterized as power, control, or authority. Lipka (1998) has used the term locus of
control in describing the degree of agency which students perceive they have related to their
learning environments.

Voice
Voice, in all of its forms, is central to the concept of dialogue (Belenky et al. 1986).
Many theorists (Aung San Su Kyi, 1999; Belenky et al, 1986; Fitzgerald. 1993; Freire.
1993, 1997, 1996; Harber, 1988; Jansen. 1999; Ladson-Billings, 1994; Lintner, 1990;
McLaren. 1997; Neelsen. 1973; Perold and Butler, 1989; and others) have noted that a key
aspect of self-perception of voice, however, is the perception of an audience. That is, one
does not feel that they have a voice unless it is perceived that the message being conveyed is
received and accepted by another. Belenky and many others highlight the critical
importance of voice in the construction of identity among students, and how silence impacts
perceptions of agency and identity. Freire (1970) comments at length on the
How can I dialogue if I always project ignorance onto others and
never perceive my own? How can I dialogue if I regard myself as a case
apart from others — mere "its" in whom I cannot recognize other "F's? How
can I dialogue if I consider myself a member of the in-group of "pure" men,
the owners of truth and knowledge, for whom all non-members are "these
people" or the "great unwashed"? How can I dialogue if I start from the
premise that naming the world is the task of an elite and that the presence of
the people in history is a sign of deterioration, thus to be avoided? How can
I didogue if I am closed to - and even offended by - the contribution of
others? How can I dialogue if I am afraid of being displaced, the mere
possibility causing me torment and weakness? Self-sufficiency is
incompatible with dialogue. Men and women who lack humility (or have
lost it) cannot come to the people, cannot be their partners in naming the
world. Someone who cannot acknowledge himself as mortal as everyone
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else still has a long way to go before he can reach the point of encounter. At
the point of encounter there are neither utter ignoramuses nor perfect sages;
there are only people whoa re attempting, together, to learn more than they
now know. (p.7l)
To what extent does voice impact upon one's perceptions of experience and
identity? Once again, I asked the question: How do our perceptions of our historical and
cultural experiences mediate our interactions ~ our discourse ~ in the context of the
multicultural curriculum? How does our perception of the past impact our perception and
interpretation of the present? By now you may have noticed that I have ceased
discriminating between verbal discourse and other forms of communicative transaction.
This is because I believe, as Rosenblatt (1995) does, that all aspects of the human condition
and experience must be considered in our transaction with text. From here on, then, let us
consider "discourse" as encompassing the entire human interactive experience, and let us
consider the import of personal story from that perspective.
Freire describes a decoding process which he believes to be very central to dialogue.
Figure 4.1 represents my understanding of the process Freire describes:
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FIGURE 4.i.

CONCEPTHAI. DIAGRAM OF "READING THE WORLD"AS DESCRIBED BY FREIRE
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One of the main variables in how we negotiate this process of dialogue is the
experiences, perceptions and attitudes we bring to the process, as discussed before. In fact,
one could consider narrative as an individual's representation of voice, as Bruner (1996) has
noted. Belenky et al (1986, 1997) note that in describing the process of knowledge
construction, and identifying those things which have supported or detracted from this
process, "women repeatedly used the metaphor of voice to depict their intellectual and
ethical development; and that the development of a sense of voice, and self were intricately
intertwined" (p. 18). Likewise, Paley (1995), Macleod (1995), Valdes (1996) and many
others have noted that the development of a concept of self as an intellectual being who is
capable of constructing knowledge is integral to the process of successfully negotiating
schooling. In all of the case studies I have been involved in for the past 18 months, the role
of story has been prominent in the construction of identity, even at the graduate level.
The examination of the professional life history of professors as represented in their
narrative recollection of their lives and work allows us to discover the connections between
the larger socio-political and historical context and the local curriculum, as mediated by the
lived experiences and perceptions of the individual practioners of the teaching occupation. I
turn now to a consideration of these data.
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comments were made on both faculty and student surveys, they were in keeping with the
general spirit of the inquiry, as will be discussed further in the results.
While the questions themselves replicated those on the Project MECCA survey, the
format of answers solicited was modified slightly to provide more definitive data. For
example, when asking how multiculturalism was incorporated into the teaching and syllabus
design, rather than simply providing a statement of possible options and leaving space for
an essay response, a checklist of all of the options was provided in addition to space for
additional comments. Whenever a checklist was provided, only items mentioned in the
original Project MECCA survey statements were listed, although in some cases combined
items were broken down into separate items.

Non-Coercion of Participants
Participants for the student and faculty case studies and surveys were recruited
based upon their willingness to be interviewed or surveyed. In order to ensure protection of
participants from any possible coercion to participate, in all cases the initial contact with
participants was made through an intermediate source.

Data Analvsis Procedures
Data from all faculty surveys were entered into spreadsheet databases using
Microsoft Excel. Responses to all questions were tallied. In the case of questions requiring
a weighted response such as "rank these items from I (low) to 9 (high)," a numerical value
reflecting the sum of the weighted responses was derived by first assigning a numerical
value to each response and then adding the values of all responses. All written-in comments
were listed separately, and a tally was kept of the frequency of each written comment. In
some cases comments which were very similar but not identical were grouped together.
Responses to essay questions were entered both into the spreadsheet database and into a
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separate text document in Microsoft Word. Essay responses were analyzed for themes
using the constant comparative method as described earlier in Chapter 2.
Student survey data were entered into separate spreadsheet and text databases, and
analyzed in a manner identical to that used for the faculty survey data.

FACULTY SURVEYS

Participants
At the beginning of the Spring 2000 term, surveys were distributed to all tenuretrack faculty who offered a CLS-numbered course during the calendar year 2000. Although
participation was on a purely voluntary basis, all eight of the eligible tenure-track faculty
completed and returned the survey. Toward the end of the semester, the survey was
distributed to twenty-five adjunct and eight graduate assistant faculty who also offered
courses during the target year. Since surveys were retumed by only three adjunct professors
and no graduate teaching assistants, these data are addressed separately later in the
discussion of findings rather than being included in the over-all survey results.

Demographic Breakdown of Participants
Eight CLS faculty completed the written survey. All were tenured; seven at the rank
of full professor and one at the rank of associate professor. Five of the eight were female,
three were male. All were married. Three self-identified as belonging to a religious
minority; two self-identified as belonging to an ethnic minority. Seven had children by birth
or by marriage. All were between 40 and 70 years of age. All have lived in more than one
geographic region of the United States for an extended period of time. This demographic
information was not considered in the analysis of survey data and is provided here only for
the purpose of context.
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Faculty Survey Questions
The faculty survey was designed as an exact replication of the original needs
assessn\ent survey conducted by Project MECCA in Spring, 1991. The intent of a
replication survey was to better comprehend the effect over time of participation in Project
MECCA. Faculty were asked to provide information about how they had integrated a
multicultural perspective or multicultural issues into their teaching and syllabus design. The
survey asked the following questions:

1)

How do you incorporate "multiculturalism" into your teaching and
syllabus design?

2)

Do you collaborate with other faculty members vis-a-vis
multicultural education?

3)

If the courses you teach were revised to enhance the topics related to
language development and multicultural education what form of
technical assistance would be most valuable?

4)

As you understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the
curriculum, what special problem areas or needs have you
encountered?

A fifth question, included on the survey for planning purposes, asked, '^Wltat
special skills or resources would you be willing to share (for example, in a colloqiuim)
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with other faculty members? " This question was not addressed in this study since the
primary focus of the research was descriptive rather than evaluative.

Results

In the following section, data are organized by survey question. Due to the small
number of CLS faculty, all survey data are presented in aggregate form in order to preserve
the confidentiality of participants. Narrative data from essay responses are presented in
composite form.

Incorporation of Multiculturalism into the Teaching and Svllabus Design
The first question on the faculty survey asked, "How do you incorporate
multiculturalism into your teaching and syllabus design?" Professors were asked to check
whether they did this via the course rational or purpose, course overview, specific course
objectives, specific multicultural texts, articles, other print or online resources, students
activities or projects, guest lectures, or field trips.
All participating faculty reported using specific multicultural texts and student
activities or projects as methods of incorporating multiculturalism into teaching and syllabus
design. Seven of eight faculty reported stating a specific multicultural focus in the course
objectives and in the rationale for the course. Six professors also reported using print
articles and guest lectures. No tenure-track faculty reported using field trips, although the
syllabi analysis discussed in Chapter Three indicated that field trips were a component of
several CLS courses offered by adjunct and graduate assistant faculty. This difference was
accompanied by two other distinctions: tenure-track faculty taught primarily graduate-level
courses, and field trips were used primarily in undergraduate courses. Although these
findings might at first glance seem to match the characterization of "obviousness"
described by Wong (L995), I wonder if they might be worth further scrutiny in the context
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of a larger-scale inquiry focused upon tiie perceptions and experiences of predominantly
White or majority class graduate students. It may be that the identified pattems of activity
are based upon some shared assumptions about graduate and undergraduate student needs
and interests, but the data from this study are not sufficient to consider this possibility.
Several professors mentioned attaching the CLS Statement of Midticiiltiiral
Principles to every syllabus. Videos and children's literature were also mentioned by
several professors. Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of faculty reported methods of
incorporating multiculturalism into teaching and syllabus design by type of activity used:
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TABLE 5.1.

METHODS OF INCORPORATING MULTICULTURALISM INTO TEACHING AND S VIXABUS
DESIGN

QUESTION I:
How do you incorporate "multiculturalism" into your teaching & syllabus
design?
8 surveyed; 8 responses
tally
7
4
7
8
6
I
I
8
6
0
4

Methods of Incorporatine Multiculturalism
Rationale or purpose of your course(s)
Overviews
Specific Objectives
Specific Multicultural Texts
Specific Multicultural Articles
Specific Multicultural Print Resources
Specific Multicultural Online Resources
Student Activities or Projects
Guest Lecturers
Field Trips
Other:
• CLS Statement of Multicultural Principles attached to syllabi of
every course (3)
• Model the principles & pedagogy of multicultural education, i.e..
reconstructivist and oriented toward social justice. (I)
• Children's literature used within course experiences (1)
• Videos from research and teaching with diverse communities of
learners (2)
• Videos - feature videos, documentaries (1)
Number in parenthesis indicates number of faculty who gave that response.
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Collaboration With Other Faculty
Question two on the faculty survey asked, "Do you collaborate with other faculty
members vis-a-vis multicultural education?" Faculty were asked to rate the frequency of
their collaborative efforts as frequently, sometimes, or rarely. All faculty reported some
form of collaboration with other faculty, with sometimes being the most common response.
Table 5.2 shows the breakdown of faculty reported collaborative efforts by frequency:

TABI.F. 5.2. FRKOUENCY OF COLLABOH,\TION WITH OTHKR FACUI.TY

QUESTION 2;
Do you collaborate with other faculty members vis-a-vis
multicultural education?
8 surveyed; 8 responses
Frequently Sometimes

V
V
V

Rarelv

V

CQHIIPfnts

V
N/

v
V

not relevant, due to
mainly administrative
responsibilities
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Technical Assistance for Course Revisions to Enhance Topics Related to Multicultural
Education and Language Development
Faculty were next asked, "If the courses you teach were revised to enhance the
topics related to language development and multicultural education what form of technical
assistance would be most valuable?" Because Project MECCA also included a
Professional Development component, this question was used in 1989 to plan development
activities. For the purposes of the current inquiry, this question was used to inform the
discussion of "where do we go from here?" In particular, I wanted to know what faculty
felt would most help to facilitate their efforts to institutionalize muiticulturalism across the
curriculum. Faculty were given a list of proposed support activities and asked to rank them
from most important (I) to least important (9). Although there were nine choices given, no
faculty member marked more than eight activity choices. Table 5.3 shows both the overall
priority given to each suggested activity and the number of faculty who selected that activity:
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TABLE5.3.

QUESTIONS - FORMS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE DESIRED

QUESTION 3:
If the courses you teach were revised to enhance the topics related to
language development and multicultural education what form of
technical assistance would be most valuable?

8 surveyed; 8 responses;
point values assigned: Islow to 8shigh
tallv*
7
7
7
7
5

Score
49
40
35
33
29

Forms of Technical Assistance Desired
Review and search of the literature
Audio/visual resources
Attendance at appropriate conferences
Consultant services
Cooperative syllabus design strategies/seminars
with other faculty — within the department

6
6

24
23

Analysis and critiques of textbooks
Syllabus Re-Writing Team
(similar to that provided by IMPACT)

2

12
11

1

3

5

Observation of your classes^^
Cooperative syllabus design strategies/seminars with other
faculty*•• — both within & outside the department
Cooperative syllabus design strategies/seminars
with other faculty ~ outside the department

•Tally indicates the number of respondents who marked this choice on their survey
form. Respondents were asked to order the choices from 1 through 9.
respondents selected every item.

Not ail

••Written Comments: Qbservations are okay as long as there is feedback.
Cooperative syllabus design should be with faculty
inside and outside of CLS. but the focus should be on CLS
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Assistance in searching for and reviewing new sources of professional literature on
specific multicultural topics was ranked as the most needed type of support for faculty.
Virtually every professor commented that lack of time prevented the thorough search for
and analysis of new literature that they all felt was necessary. It was also noted that the wide
variety of multicultural topics and the interdisciplinary nature of the field made keeping
abreast of the latest literature on every topic an impossible task, especially without additional
support such as from graduate assistants or other staff. Professors who participated in
Project MECCA identified the review and analysis of multicultural literature provided by
MECCA staff as one of the most valuable benefits of their participation. Audiovisual
resources, financial support to attend professional conferences focused on multicultural
topics, and consultant services were also ranked as high priorities by faculty.

Integrated Multicultural Curriculum: Problems and Special Needs Encountered
The fourth survey question asked to reflect in essay form on the question. "As you
understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the curriculum, what problems or
special needs have you encountered?" What startled me about this question was the
continuity of the responses. Although the wording differed slightly from one professor to
the other, clear collective priorities and concerns emerged from the group even though the
survey questions were not discussed among the group prior to completion of the survey.

Emergence of the Collective Voice
For the first time since the inception of this inquiry, I heard the loud, clear collective
voice of the CLS faculty in the narrative responses to the fourth survey question. Feeling
that this unique consensus was significant, I wanted to share my results with the faculty but
was uncertain about how to go about it without violating confidentiality in this very small
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department. Presented as discrete comments, I was fairly sure that anyone reading them
would be able to identify the authors.
As the goal of this inquiry was to focus upon the community of CLS rather than
individuals in CLS, I decided to present the results of the fourth survey question in
composite form, as I had done with the other questions. I arrived at this composite narrative
by combining the individual written responses of all faculty. I grouped the responses by
topic but, with the exception of an occasional noun or verb tense for the sake of continuity, 1
did not change any of the words. Occasionally 1 combined two phrases in one sentence, but
only if doing so did not change the meaning of either speaker. Also, statements made by
more than one person were listed only once.
In keeping with the concept that this study was a group process being undertaken by
the CLS community, the composite narrative represented the collective voice of CLS faculty:
Miilticiiltiiralization of the curriculum — and my teaching ~ has
been an ongoing, evolving process. The biggest point of growth has been
coming to view multicultural education from a social justice perspective.
Note, for example, how the title of rny multicultural education seminar has
changed over the years: it is now a regular course offering. The problem
has been the (lack of) opportunity for this kind of growth. We need fimding
for travel, guest speakers, brown bags, conferences, and funding for videos
and books. We need more scholars of color to teach/team teach courses
such as "CLS 640," and others not explicitly labeled as "multicultural
education."
I need more time to stay current on the literature, and time to
analyze and diversify readings. I am not always able to locate specific
readings relating multicidtural issues to course topics. Some of this is an
issue of availability -- the articles aren't there -- and some is my knowledge
base and knowing where to search outside my field for references. (Also),
not enough software deals with midticidtural subjects.
The biggest challenge is nudging students (especially White, middle
class) to critically examine their own privilege and power positions; to
engage constructively and non-defensively in critical dialogue aroimd race,
class, gender, and sexual orientation issues; and most importantly, to leave
the class with the will and the understandings/knowledge to act for a more
socially just world. We need to be making sure imdergraduates understand
the significance of the topic.
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Another challenge is to constantly scrutinize my own privilege and
positionality, and to bring this into my teaching in a productive way. Our
language is still "other" oriented. For example, "midticidtural texts" are
those that deal with "minority " characters or themes. Texts that deal with
Euro-American characters or themes are just "texts". Our language
betrays an incomplete shift in orientation. To me, multicultural education is
an orientation toward life that is fimdamental and deep, and expressed in
dijfuse ways beyond the two-and-a-half hours per week in the classroom. I
hope that my students come to see nudticulturalism and multicidtural
education in this way, not as something a teacher "does."
From the perspective of the college as a whole, there is an urgent
need — fiieled by (recent legislation)-^, but also a long-standing need — to
infuse every single course with midticidtural content and perspectives. CLS
is known as the department that "does" midticidtural education. This is a
dangerous, even perverse, form of ghettoizing for a college charged with
preparing teachers for an increasingly diverse society and world. We
really need to work on this as a college community.
Interaction as a Component of Multicultural Orientation and Process
As the earlier tables and the composite narrative above reflect, interaction plays a key
role in what faculty and students perceive as "what makes the curriculum multicultural."
This characteristic was also evident in the participants' descriptions of their experiences
with the curricular setting (i.e. the classrooms, the courses, the department). In the
following excerpt, one faculty member describes how in her mind the interaction among
faculty created the multicultural curricular context:
From the very beginning of this department, multicultural education
was definitely a part of it. I mean, we knew, all of us knew....All of us have
multicultural... um ... sensitivities and theories...So. we saw, I think quite
clearly....I didn't think that I was a multicultural expert, but I thought that if
my shoulders were close to people who were, that I would be better. I think,
through all of those conversations, we negotiated a trust and a theoretical
understanding that we could share. (Abby, 4/24/01)
^In the election three months prior to conduction of this survey, state voters passed a proposition
that mandated that all education instruction for English Language Learners be conducted in English, or in a
Structured English Immersion setting. It was widely believed that the passage of this bill was an attempt to
"end" bilingual education in the state.
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Like the composite narrative which noted the critical need "to engage constructively
and non-defensively in critical dialogue around race, class, gender, and sexual orientation
issues," faculty also indicated their perspective of interaction as critical to the multicultural
curriculum through their collaboration with other faculty (100% participated in some form),
their choices of desired professional support (conference attendance, cooperative syllabus
design), and their engagement of students in interactive projects and class activities (detailed
in Chapter 3).

STUDENT PERCEPTION AND EXPERIENCE SURVEYS

Participants
All 272 students enrolled in graduate-level CLS-numbered courses during the
calendar year 2000 were provided the opportunity to participate in the survey, on a purely
voluntary basis. Surveys went out to all masters, professional and doctoral students who
were enrolled in at least one CLS-numbered course during the calendar year 2000 (January
I. 2(XX) thru December 31, 20(X)), regardless of whether they had a declared CLS major or
CLS minor. Surveys were sent to students via U.S. mail. In order to preserve anonymity
and to prevent any actual or implied coercion to participate, surveys were sent by and
returned to the CLS Department Graduate Secretary. A pre-addressed return envelope was
provided for convenience.

Informed Consent
This survey was part of an ongoing departmental self-evaluation which was
conducted in Spring, 2001. Following the format of previous surveys conducted for similar
purposes, a statement appeared prominently at the top of the form describing the
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background and purpose for the survey and explaining how the results would be used and
who would be using them. At the end of the statement of information, a statement appeared
in bold, italicized print which read, "Your responses will be kept anonymous and treated
with the utmost confidentiality. By completing this questionnaire, you grant the project
consent to use the information you provide." Thus, anyone who returned the survey was
assumed to be consenting to participation.

Student Survey Questions
The student survey was designed to elicit information about graduate students'
experiences, perceptions and needs related to multicultural education. Since one of my
primary interests in conducting the study was to understand how non-White students
perceived and experienced a multicultural curriculum, the student survey also asked for
demographic information so that student responses could be broken down by culture,
ethnicity, language, or gender. The survey also replicated questions soliciting information
related to school/work setting. The student survey asked the following questions about the
CLS curriculum:

1)

What CLS courses did you take between January 1, 2000 and
December 31, 2000? (Include non-CLS courses if taught by CLS
faculty.)

2)

In the course you took, how was "multiculturalism" incorporated
into the teaching and syllabus design?
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3)

If the courses you took were revised to enhance the topics related to
language development and multicultural education, what forms of
revision would be most valuable?

4)

As you understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the
curriculum, what special problem areas or needs have you
encountered?

Results
Demographic Breakdown of Participants
The university currently categorizes students, faculty and staff into seven ethnic
categories: (I) Black/Non-Hispanic, (2) Hispanic, (3) Asian or Pacific Islander, (4)
American Indian or Alaskan Native, (5) White Non-Hispanic, (6) Nonresident Alien, and
(7) Race/Ethnicity Unknown. I wanted students to be able to tell me who they were rather
than be forced to adopt an artificially constructed category, as the university's sevencategory system seems to demand. Table 4.4, shows the categories indicated on student
surveys in response to the question, "How would you describe your cultural and/or ethnic
background?" In the interest of confidentiality, responses are listed in alphabetical order
for each parameter, and with the exception of the number of "no responses." no
frequencies are given for each response. Any association between one column and the next
is purely coincidental.
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What is culture? Cultural affiliations among students who listed their race/ethnicity
as "White," included "Native American," "German-Irish," "American-Japanese,"
"European," and several others. Cultural identity, and self-identity, is particularly pertinent
to the discussion of multiculturalism in the academic setting. Whose culture are we talking
about? From whose perspective are we speaking? Gee (1999) notes that we "continually
and actively rebuild our worlds" through language in interaction, incorporating distinctive
ways of thinking, valuing, feeling and believing (p. 11). Thus, the differences in categorical
terms used for ethnic and cultural self-identification can be viewed as a reflection of the
world portrayed through language, wherein differences in terminology reflect different
perspectives of the social world.
As with the results of the faculty survey, data from student surveys are organized by
survey question. Likewise, all survey data are presented in aggregate form in order to
preserve the confidentiality of participants, and narrative data from essay responses are
presented in composite form.

CLS Courses Taken by Student Survey Participants
The first survey question asked, "What CLS courses did you take between January
1,2000 and December 31, 2000?" The intent of the query was to match student answers
with the data from specific syllabi analyzed. Unfortunately, most students did not answer
this question, or responded with "I don't remember." Thus, all data presented from
student surveys was considered as pertaining to the general context of CLS. rather than in
relation to specific CLS courses.

Incorporation of Multiculturalism into the Teaching and Svllabus Design
The second survey question asked, "In the courses you took, how was
multiculturalism incorporated into the teaching and syllabus design?" This question, which
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exactly replicated the first question on the faculty survey, was designed specifically to
provide a comparison between professor intent and student perception. Like faculty,
students were asked to check whether incorporation of multiculturalism was accomplished
via the course rationale or purpose, course overview, specific course objectives, specific
multicultural texts, articles, other print or online resources, students activities or projects,
guest lectures, or field trips. Table 5.5 shows the breakdown of faculty reported methods of
incorporating multiculturalism into teaching and syllabus design by type of activity used:
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TABLE 5.5.

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF METHODS OF INCORPORATING IVIULTICULTTJR.\LISM INTO
TEACHING AND S YLLABDS DESIGN

QUESTION 2:

In the courses you took, how was muiticulturalism incorporated into the
teaching and syllabus design?
32 surveys, 32 responses
tally
19
11
19
15
20
10
14
18
15
4
3

Methods of Incorporating Muiticulturalism
Rationale or purpose of your course(s)
Overviews
Specitlc Objectives
Specific Multicultural Texts
Specific Multicultural Articles
Specific Multicultural Print Resources
Specific Multicultural Online Resources
Student Activities or Projects
Guest Lecturers
Field Trips
Other:
• class discussions (2)
• My only course during that time was not of multicultural
relevance. (1)

Mumber in parenthesis indicates number of students who gave that response.

Like the breakdown of faculty responses for this question, methods most perceived
as used to incorporate muiticulturalism into the curriculum were course rationale or purpose,
specific multicultural articles, and student projects and activities, although the percent of
students who reported this perception was generally much lower than the percentage of
faculty who reported employing these methods. Several students mentioned class field trips
although no faculty reported using field trips and no syllabi listed field trips for graduate
courses. Likewise, no students specifically mentioned the use of children's literature
although several faculty did. These differences in written survey responses, however, seem
fairly minor and can most likely be attributed to perceptual differences based upon factors
such as linguistic relativity as discussed earlier. As a diagnostic tool, one might view the
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student responses to this question as indicative of which aspects of the multiculturalized
curriculum may need to be made more explicit. This concept is discussed further in the
narrative of Professor Sarah Mills later in this chapter.

Course Revisions to Enhance Topics Related to Multicultural Education and Language
Development
The third question on the student survey asked, "If the courses you took were
revised to enhance the topics related to language development and multicultural education
what form of revision would be most valuable?" This question deliberately focused upon
the authorization of student perspectives (Cook-Sather, 2002) by asking how students
thought the multicultural nature of the curriculum could be enhanced. Students were
provided with the same list of possible methods for incorporating multiculturalism and
asked to rank them in order of priority for enhancement from most important (I) to least
important (9). Of the 32 surveys returned, 21 responded to this question. Although there
were nine choices given, most students marked only 4 or 5 items, with one student marking
8 items. Table 5.6 shows both the overall priority given to each suggested and the number
of students who selected that activity:
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TABI-E 5.6

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF TYPES OF REVISION N EEDED TO ENHANCE INCORPORATION OF
MULTICIJI-TIIRALISM

Student Perception of Types of Course Revisions Needed to Enhance
Incorporation of Multiculturalism
If the courses you took were revised to enhance the topics related to
language development and multicultural education what form of revision
would be most valuable?
32 surveys, 21 responses
point values assigned: I^ow to 8=high

tally* Score
128
18
16
114
15
112
98
15
66
11
5
24
I
9

Types of Course Revision Needed
Student Activities or Projects
Specific Multicultural Texts/Articles/Print Resources
Specific Objectives
Guest Lecturers
Field Trips
Specific Multicultural Online Resources
Other**

Written Comment: Faculty either Native American or familiar with
issues of Native People
*Taily indicates the number of respondents who marked this choice on
their survey form. Respondents were asked to order the choices from 1
through 9. Not all respondents selected every item.

Becoming Prepared for a Diverse Student Population: Problems and Special Needs
Encountered
The fourth student survey question asked, "As you understand the goals of
integrated multiculturalization of the curriculum, what problems or special needs have you
encountered?" Designed as an open-ended essay query, this was the only question where
the responses of "Anglo" or "majority" students differed significantly from the responses
of foreign and minority students. Table 5J shows the breakdown of student responses to
Question 4 by minority/majority status:
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TABLE 5.7.

STUDENT RESTONSESTO QUESTION 4 (PROBLEMS AND S FECIAL NEEDS ENCOLNTERED^
BY MINORITY/ MAJORITY S TATUS

QUESTION 4:

As you understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the
curriculum, what problems or special needs have you encountered?
32 surveys, 32 responses

Number of Surveys Returned

All
Students
32

Minority
Students
18
(56%)

Majority
Students
14
(44%)

23

(64%)

(%)

Number of respondents who
answered Question 4

(72%)

14
(78%)

Number of respondents who
did not answer Question 4

9
(28%)

4

5

(22%)

(36%)

# who identitled
specific problems or special needs

18
(78%)

13

5

(93%)

(55%)

Of Q-4 respondents,

5
(22%)

1
(7%)

(45%)

Of Q-4 respondents,

# who stated "no problems"

9

4

In the following sections, the data from minority and majority student survey
responses are discussed separately.

Problems and Special Needs Identified by Minority Students
Of 32 students surveys returned, 18, or 56% of the respondents self-identified as
members of a "minority" cultural and/or ethnic category. Of the minority survey
participants, 14 (78%) responded to the fourth question, while four (22%) left the item
blank. Of the 14 minority students who responded to the fourth question, 13 (93%)
identified specific problems or special needs encountered related to integration of
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muUiculturalism in the CLS curriculum. One person indicated "none so far." In order to
present the voices of the minority student surveys participants while still maintaining their
anonymity, I used followed the same procedure used for faculty to develop a composite
narrative from the survey responses. In some cases a sentence was left uncompleted, but I
elected to include the partial thought in order to provide the most complete picture of the
students' perspectives. In a few instances I added non-content words in order to make a
statement more clear, but only if doing so did not change the original author s meaning.
My additions are indicated in brackets. The following composite represents the responses
of minority student survey respondents regarding problems and special needs encountered
related to multiculturalization of the curriculum:
First, I think CLS does an excellent job of addressing the needs and
challenges of multicultural curricula. I think the special problem of
integrating muUiculturalism is not to have it simply "added on."
everyone is aware, our department needs more. I found if the professor
was of a ...(comment not completed)...
Particular individuals averse to the concept of muUiculturalism —
yet having enrolled in a course which concerns this - creatfej "drag"
through resistance. [There is] resistance from majority-oriented
colleagues and supervisors [who are] not in CLS. [There is a] lack of
guidelines for multicultural assessment. Several classes DID NOT address
the subject[s] as indicated on course descriptions.
The university has been on the cutting edge at preparing us to
educate this population. Unfortunately, some Hispanic faculty feel that
bilingual is applicable only to Spanish! As teachers we always need more
resources — every day. Better books, at least bilingual.
Problems and Special Needs Identified by Majority Students
Of 32 students surveys returned, 14, or 44% of the respondents self-identified as
members of a "majority" cultural and/or ethnic category. Of the majority survey
participants, nine (64%) responded to the fourth question, while five (36%) left the item
blank. Of the nine majority students who responded to the fourth question, five (55%)
identified specific problems or special needs encountered related to integration of
multiculturalism in the CLS curriculum, while four (45%) indicated "no problems." As
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DISCUSSION

Comparison of Faculty and Student Narrative Responses
Close scrutiny of the faculty and student narrative responses revealed common
perceptions about the needs of CLS related to institutionalized multiculturalization of the
curriculum, even though the two groups were viewing the curriculum from different
perspectives. Both groups focused upon students at the center of the curricular interactions.
Students related their personal experiences ("for me it's been a more multicultural
approach than I've experienced in other departments") and their needs ("as teachers we
always need more resources, especially bilingual books"). Faculty focused on the areas
where they felt student needs were not being met, and their goals for student experiences
with muiticulturalized curriculum. One comment was. "I hope that my students come to see
multiculturalism and multicultural education in this way, not as something a teacher
'does.Students spoke of the need to have multiculturalism integrated across the
curriculum rather than just '^added on" Faculty spoke of the need for time and resources
to keep abreast of the most current issues related to multiculturalism so that they could
integrate that knowledge across the curriculum.
Perhaps the most interesting common theme was that of White students and
multiculturalism. The faculty surveys commented.
The biggest challenge is nudging students -- especially White,
middle class -- to critically examine their own power and positions; to
engage constructively and non-defensively in critical dialogue around race,
class, gender, and sexual orientation issues...
The minority student surveys also commented about the interactions of some
students, although they referred to '^majority-oriented colleagues" rather than specifying
race or ethnicity:
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Particular individuals averse to the concept of multiculturalism -yet having enrolled in a course which concerns this — creatfej "drag"
through resistance. [There is] resistance from majority-oriented
colleagues...
The comments presented a stark contrast to those of White students such as "no
problems" and "elementary teachers are becoming more willing to adopt alternative
curricula." Macintosh (1993) has previously noted the ways in which Whites are
"carefully taught not to recognize White privilege" (p. 61). and her landmark essay
(Mcintosh, 1990) listed 26 "privileges" available to White people based upon skin color.
Likewise. Sleeter (1993, 1995, 1996), Ellsworth (1997), Fine (1997), Giroux (1997), and
many others have written extensively about issues of Whiteness related to teacher education,
and some textbooks now even include chapters on Whiteness (Sleeter and McLaren, 1995).
Clearly, the issue of Whiteness and White privilege is not peculiar to CLS.

Incorporation of Multiculturalism Into Teaching and Syllabus Design
On two items, student and faculty perceptions and experiences differed regarding
the incorporation of multiculturalism into teaching and syllabus design. Most faculty
indicated student choice in activities or projects as one of their primary methods of
incorporating multiculturalism into their curricula. Although 18 of 32 students
acknowledged that activity as one professors used (Table 4.5), 18 of 21 students also
believed that revision of student activities or projects would enhance topics related to
language development and multicultural education (Table 4.6). 6 students ranked it as the
top priority, and 5 ranked it second. Likewise, students indicated a strong desire for field
trips, although no faculty listed that activity as one they utilized at the graduate level. These
findings suggest that students view opportunities for interaction as highly valuable for
incorporating multicultural knowledge and methodology into curriculum. Also, they again
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suggest that faculty might reconsider what underlying the assumptions about graduate
students are used in the development of curricula.

Variability in Adjunct Professor Syllabi
As mentioned earlier, only three of the twenty-four adjunct professors, and none of
the eight graduate teaching assistants who received the faculty curriculum and needs
assessment survey completed and returned them. The nature of the responses was so varied
that those data are not included in the findings of this study. However, the surveys, though
few, did provide some insight about the wide variablity found in the syllabi of courses
taught by adjunct professors, as discussed in the earlier chapter. Like the syllabi, survey
responses varied in both content and form. Inclusion of such data in a future replication of
this analysis of curriculum would certainly inform findings from an analysis of the syllabi
for courses taught by adjunct and graduate assistant faculty.

What the Surveys Told Me
The addition of student and faculty surveys certainly broadened the picture of how
multiculturalism was integrated into the CLS curriculum, but the original contradictions still
went unexplained. Finally, I added the stories of the people involved, their descriptions of
their experiences with the curricular setting (i.e. the classrooms, the courses, the
department). When all three aspects of curriculum were considered together, the interaction
of teacher, student and text overwhelmingly emerged as the central and key ingredient to the
"multicultural" nature of the Department curriculum. The focused life histories of students
are considered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
FOCUSED LIFE fflSTORY INTERVIEWS

INVESTIGATING THE CONTRADICTIONS

How does one's cultural-historical perspective (Vygotsicy, 1978) affect a graduate
student's educational experience? How does it affect curricular innovation and reform,
particularly with respect to integration of multiculturalism? The results of the syllabi
analysis, juxtaposed against the faculty and student survey results and my own curricular
experiences within CLS led me to question some of the conventional wisdom about
curriculum construction and student and faculty perceptions and experiences of said
curriculum. Although a review of the current literature on culturally relevant curriculum and
pedagogy (Gay, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1995a,b, 1996; Cochran-Smith. 2002; Wong, 1996)
found many references to the primacy of lived experience in determining what was
culturally relevant, studies pertaining to the evaluation of curriculum failed to consider
cultural-historical frame in determining effectiveness. That is, the dominant paradigm,
expressed in terms of federal, state and local standards for student achievement, retention
and completion were the primary indexes used to measure curricular effectiveness (Brophy.
1976; Brophy and Good, 1986). Likewise, studies focused on the lived experiences of
teachers (Zeichner & Liston, 1996; Lortie, 1975; Goodson, 1992; Butt, Raymond. McCue
& Yamagishi, 1992) and students (Davidson, 1996; Delpit, 1995; Nieto, 1999,2000; and
others) focused upon the impact of lived experience on perceptions and experience of
curriculum rather than on curriculum itself. I wondered how our notions of effective
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curriculum — in this case, of institutionalized multicultural curriculum — would change if we
considered lived experiences as not just ancillary, but primary to the construction and
delivery of curriculum. The strong Hnding of interaction as the center of curriculum, noted
in the syllabi and survey data discussed in earlier chapters, make a direct connection
between curriculum and experience. That is, the data suggest the notion that curriculum is
experience, and vise-versa. From that perspective, I considered relationship between the
CLS curriculum and the lived experiences of students and faculty.

BIOGRAPHY AS HISTORY

Individual narratives connect us to the larger context of society (Lortie. 1975;
Finkelstein, 1998; Butt, Raymond, McCue, & Yamagishi, 1992; Goodson, 1992). Each
individual is uniquely situated and holds a different perspective within the larger context
(Geertz, 1983; Goffman, 1959; Schutz, 1964, 1967, 1970; Vygotsky, 1978), and their
contributions and pedagogical practices are partially influenced by that perspective.
Examining the larger context through the narrative representation of individual professor's
experiences and perceptions over time can provide a historically contextualized
understanding of how current-day programs came to be. Lortie (1975), refers to this type
of historical examination as "structural chronology" (p. 2), for it "moves across time
periods, yet restricts its focus at any given point to particular considerations" (p. 2)
Likewise, the examination of students' perceptions and experience of a curriculum
in education through the lens of their respective socio-historical perspectives, as represented
in student narratives, provides a strong foundation for the consideration of that student's
future applied pedagogical beliefs and practices. How do students' cultural-historical
perspectives influence them as learners? By getting a sense of how students perceive and
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beliefs tell a story. Even process/product research tells a story, although, as earlier
discussion in this manuscript have noted, in the case of curriculum assessment that story
can sometimes contradict the lived experiences of those most involved.
By examining closely the works of Schutz (1964, 1967) and other
phenomenologists, it is apparent that any hierarchical structure they have proposed for
cognition and knowledge construction is based upon proximity of an individual to the
source, not on the ways in which information is categorized.
Narratives describe the lived experiences of individuals from their perspective. It
helps us to construct a concept of that person's "fit" in the world. Freire himself refers to
the importance of narrative, the importance of telling our stories, in the "humanizing"
process:
Stories help us to remember, and also to forget. They help shape our
social reality as much by what they exclude as what they include. Narratives
provide the discursive vehicles for transforming the burden of knowing into
the revolutionary act of telling....In fact, making an experience into a story is
perhaps the most fundamental act of human understanding. (McLaren and
Leonard, Eds., 1993, p. 73)
If our perceptions and beliefs arise out of our lived experience, then the narratives of
teachers can illuminate the content and construction of curriculum as it is, and the
examination of student narratives can help to illuminate the content and construction of
curriculum as it ideally should and could be. Banks (1998) challenges that the purpose of
education is to teach kids "to know, to care, and to act." Most would agree that each
individual is the undisputed "expert" of their own lived experience. We know our own
lives.
When we consider the influences brought to bear on schooling and curriculum
construction, one might even extend the idea of knowing and caring to include city, state,
country, nation, culture. When I was faced with a class and a community that I did not
know as a new teacher in a local elementary school, I embarked on a study of the lives of the
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students and families. This sparked their interest, and the interest of their parents, but it also
enabled me to find a place to start and to continue teaching, to connect the curriculum to
something of meaning for them. And, it gave meaning to the curriculum for me, as 1
contributed my own life history to the curriculum. Together, we co-constructed new
knowledge by utilizing the complex system of relationships and influences which framed
our schooling interaction.
Schutz, Vygotsky, and Freire (1987, 1990, 1993, 1996, 1997) and many others
confirm the importance of lived experience in interpretation of the world around us — which,
as Freire so aptly points out, is what literacy is all about. In fact. Freire was the first one to
define literacy as "knowing, caring and acting." We can also look at schooling as the
transformation of that "folk knowledge" (Vygotsky, 1978) into "scientific knowledge."
that is, the purpose of education might be, could be -- or should be -- to illuminate what we
know, turn it into tools we can use, and establish a grounded theory from which we can act
responsibly for the preservation of that which is important to us in the future. Let's look
next at comprehension. Frank Smith (1997) tells us that comprehension is in large part
predicated upon our lived experiences, and the knowledge we have constructed — the
categories even — which allow us to interpret and to predict what transpires, what we see,
hear, read. This supposition is concurred by Goffman (1959, 1963), Scheggloff (1974),
Blumer (1969), and many others as described earlier.
In recent years we have come to embrace the use of narrative in the classroom, as a
tool for understanding students and families (Taylor, 1997; Nieto.1999,2000; Paley. 1995;
and others) -- and teachers (Butt, Raymond, McCue, and Yamagishi, (1992); Finkelstein,
1998; Lortie, 1975; Gilmore, 1985, 1993; and many others). In fact, the field of
ethnography in education is largely taken up with "the larger historical context" of the
students (MacLeod, 1987, 1995; McCarty, 1993,2001; McCarty and Watohomigie, 1998;
McCarty and Zepeda, 1992; Moll, 1998; Moll and Gonzales, 1994; Philips. 1993; Purcell-
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Gales, 1995;) ~ and teachers (McCarty, 2001; McCarty and Zepeda, 1992; Gilmore, draft in
review; and many others). If all of the foregoing is true, then perhaps construction of and
innovation in curriculum is best accomplished in an environment that considers -- to a much
greater extent than before — the impact/import of the narrative lives of students and teachers
who are involved in that curriculum.
Education changes perspective (and not all perspectives are alike). Some things
must be viewed from different perspectives to see their value. For example, while I had felt
concern about the lack of depth in the cultural perspectives offered within the CLS
coursework, Ly Cam saw the coursework as a model to be adapted and adopted for use in
his own country. Consequently, democracy in the classroom also requires a global
perspective. While one person might feel concern about the lack of depth in the cultural
perspectives offered within coursework, another person might see the coursework as a
model to be adapted and adopted for use in other countries and educational systems.
In listening to how people tell their stories, it is clear that culture and history have a
very large impact on cognitive processes, on how we process information (Schutz, 1967;
Vygotsky, 1978; Coffey and Atkinson, 1991). For example, study participant Ana strongly
identified as a social being whose relationship to others was mediated by her environment
and the sociohistorical context. Because of this. Ana placed great importance in knowledge
and understanding of history to successfully negotiate life's situations. Ana's account of her
early schooling experiences began with a detailed description of the architecture, the
genealogy, and historical uses of the building in which her school was housed, and the
social context in which the school was founded. She included in this narrative folklore
related to the site, describing how these tales impacted the experiences of the students in the
school. Ana used historical context to interpret her experiences and make meaning.
The narrative data from case studies identified several themes related to the impact of
global influences on construction, implementation, and experience of curriculum. First, all
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narratives supported the impact of life experience in shaping an individual's philosophy of
education, the ways in which commonalities in experiences helped to establish a "core"
philosophical stance for thought collectives (Reck, 1935, 1979) within specific contexts, for
example, within one university department. Second, the narratives of both students and
faculty gave great attention to dialogue as necessary to effect change, and thoughts about
emerging concepts of globalism that reflect the changing diversity of the students and the
curriculum. Thus, the narratives which follow can be seen as "windows" through which to
view the curriculum from a variety of individual perspectives.

Informed Consent
I interviewed four (4) professors and seven (7) graduate students. All participants
were adults over age 21 who were actively engaged in graduate-level coursework in CLS.
either as professors or as students, during the calendar year 2000. All participants were
between the ages of 25 and 75. All faculty and students who volunteered to be interviewed
received a detailed description of the project, including its purpose, activities, potential risks,
and possible benefits, before engaging in any study activities. This information was
provided verbally and in writing. Candidates had an opportunity to have questions
answered and concems addressed before agreeing to participate. All participants signed an
informed consent form (see Appendix A) prior to engagement in any study activities. It was
understood, and was stressed, that participation in this project was purely voluntary, and that
participants could elect to withdraw from the study at any time.

Timeline
Formal interviews were conducted throughout 2001 and 2002. With each
participant's consent, some data from prior conversations were also used. Due to the fact
that the data collected were largely retrospective in nature and the time since the events was
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so great (five years or more), a more detailed timeline did not seem relevant, given the
comparatively brief duration of the data collection time-frame. Jansen (1999) used a similar
framework for chronology in his retrospective study of South African school curriculum
since Apartheid.

Organization of Interview Data
In this chapter, and in Chapters Seven and Eight which follow, the interview data
from students and faculty are presented and discussed in several formats. Because the
original inquiry questions focused on students' perceptions and experiences, student data
are presented first in this chapter. It begins with a brief overview of each student participant
to establish a context for the stories that follow. Then, an abbreviated version of each
student's life history is presented. Finally, themes emerging across student data sets are
discussed.
The data from faculty interviews are presented in Chapter Seven in a format similar
to that used for student data. First, each faculty participant is briefly described in an
overview. Then, an abbreviated version of each professor's professional life history is
presented. Finally, themes emerging across faculty data sets are discussed.
Chapter Eight, which comprises Phase HI of this study, focuses specifically upon
the professional life histories of the professors within the context of social movement theory
and its relationship to curricular innovation and reform. It also examines themes emerging
across student and faculty data sets. In all three chapters, participant voices are represented
in italicized print, in order to distinguish their voices from mine and from other sources
quoted. To prevent confusion, any specific print titles mentioned are underlined. Syntactic
changes to quoted dialogue are indicated with parentheses, and researcher notations within
dialogue are indicated with brackets. In each life history, occasionally the real names of
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historically significant locations and prominent public figures are used in order to preserve
the context.

Emergence of'Trivia" as a Defining Category
The "trivia" category was initially developed to contain inconsequential information
not related to any primary theme. I anticipated it would become a "null" category that
would have no particular purpose except to hold miscellaneous non-sequitors. Surprisingly,
"trivia" emerged as a category of primary significance in providing insights about the
perceptions and experiences of participants. The cases of students Ly and Ana. and
professors Abby and Sarah provided particularly striking examples of how non-significant
information was used by participants to mediate construction of identity and context.
In one notable interview with Ly Cam, this became a "null" category. While this
might be expected of the transcripts extracted from edited video documentary and interview
footage, the total absence of any comments not related to the topic in a live interview was
seen as quite unusual in the transcripts of Ly Cam. In comparison, interview transcripts for
Ana were heavily impregnated with "trivial comments" and "asides." In fact, that category
comprised the largest for that study (Wellington, 2000). However, since the concept of
trivia is itself pertinent to the examination of life history in narrative form, the existence of
the category, though empty, is important. In the case of Abby, whom I knew only by
recognition prior to the study, trivia was used as a strategy to construct identity. Finally, in
the case of Sarah, who was my advisor and with whom I had taken many classes, trivia was
used as a way of indicating boundaries for the study in relation to the larger context of our
prior knowledge and experience of each other.
I believe what will become significant, in theoretical terms, is a further examination
by comparison of those instances in which the category is "null" and when the category
has content. As an integral part of the expression of identity, this category may provide
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further insight into how construction of personal and teacher identity impacts praxis, in an
out of the classroom, particularly in the "micropolitical" context addressed in the
discussion of study limitations in Chapter Two. However, since the implications of the
trivia category and its use are anciallary to the primary research questions, this topic was not
further addressed in this study.

STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Disequilibrium
One evening during the course of a literature discussion around Freire's Pedagogy
of the Oppressed (1979). student colleague Ly Cam began to extol the virtues of
communism. 1 was, to say the least, quite surprised. For as far back as childhood. I had
never heard anyone say anything "good" about communism. How could this person, with
whom I seemed to share many philosophical and pedagogical beliefs, believe in something
so abhorrent? I wondered if perhaps our definitions of communism were not the same, and
this tension led me to conduct the first student interview.

Criteria and Recmitment of Student Participants
For this phase of the study, the category of potential student participants was fairly
well-defined, and there were a limited number of students who met the criteria. I had first
hand experience and contacts within the department, and since a representative sample of
students was desired, no advertisement was used other than a posting on the department
listserv and announcements in some department classes. Students were recmited via wordof-mouth, through conversations with colleagues and professors in the department. All
student participants were graduate students with a declared CLS major or CLS minor, who
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enrolled in at least one CLS-numbered course during the calendar year 2000 (January I,
2000 thru December 31, 2000).
Every effort was made to achieve a participant sample that demographically reflected
the over-all CLS student body on a purely self-selective basis. However, it was necessary to
actively recruit "White" volunteers due to the apparent reticence of "majority perspective"
students to participate in a study that focused on their perceptions of multicultural
education. Active recruitment of White participants was achieved by first consulting with
faculty advisors for recommendations, and then approaching students informally. All of the
students recruited in this manner had prior positive relationships with me, and had at one
time or another indicated a willingness to participate in an interview even though they did
not actually volunteer until asked. It should be noted that due to the manner in which they
were recruited and their positive pre-disposition toward the study, the perspectives of
"White" student participants may not necessarily reflect the perspective of all — or even
most -- White CLS students. This will be further discussed later.
One student participant was not included as an individual case study due to the
incompleteness of her data. However, her data did provide some important insights and
therefore will be addressed in the discussion of findings.

Overview of Student Participants
This section provides an overview of each participant. In order to provide a general
context for the narratives, I decided to briefly introduce all the student participants to the
reader before going into the in-depth detail of each life history. I have attempted to re-create
the study context by presenting the participants in the chronological order in which they
were first interviewed, with one exception. Wendy Tompkins appears last because her data
differs significantly from the rest, an anomaly that is explained at the end of her overview.
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Ly Cam
Ly Cam is a Vietnamese male schoolteacher who was bom in North Vietnam of
Vietnamese parents and raised in South Vietnam. His primary language is Vietnamese,
although he speaks English and French fluently. Ly received his undergraduate education
in South Vietnam and, prior to his coursework in CLS, also studied in the interdisciplinary
Teaching of Second Languages Department and the Department of Teaching and Teacher
Education at Zephyr University. Ly holds a masters degree in Teaching of English as a
Second Language (ESL). Ly grew up in South Vietnam with his homemaker mother, and
one brother who, like Ly, went to state-run "public" schools. Labeled as a "dissident" for
his teaching practices in the Vietnamese high school and university classrooms. Ly
accompanied his elderly father to the United Stales in 1993 under a resettlement agreement
between the Vietnamese and United States governments. At the time of the first interview.
Ly had been enrolled as a student in the doctoral program in Culture and Literacy Studies
for three years. His academic focus is critical pedagogy and second language acquisition.

Kivoe Lee
Bom in the Southern region of Kyushu, Japan of Korean parents, Kiyoe describes
herself as a person "without a country." Although her family has been bom and has lived
in Japan for two generations, Koreans of any length of residency are not accorded Japanese
citizenship. Always a bright student, Kiyoe recalls being told by teachers from a very early
age that she could not become a teacher because she was not fully Japanese. All of Kiyoe's
Korean relatives are ministers, living throughout the world. On several occasions she
traveled to Mexico and the United States to live with her relatives, and she graduated from a
high school in California. Kiyoe has a younger brother and older sister, both of whom
reside in the same town where she was raised. She maintains strong ties with her family
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even though she is not able to return to Japan too often for visits. Kiyoe is currently
studying literacy in cultural contexts.

AnaTrujillo
Ana was bom in Mexico of Mexican parents and raised in Morelia and Mexico
City, Mexico. Her primary language is Spanish, although she speaks English fluently, with
a pronounced Mexican accent. Ana received her undergraduate education in Mexico City
and, prior to her coursework at Zephyr University, also studied at the Sorbonne in Paris,
France. Ana also has an advanced degree in agricultural economics from Escuela Nacional
de Agricultura Chapingo, in Mexico. Ana grew up in Mexico City with her attorney father,
homemaker mother, and four brothers and sisters who. like Ana, all went into professional
careers as adults. Ana comes from a very politically active family where she was
encouraged to advocate for herself and others whenever necessary. She maintains strong
ties to her family and community in Mexico, and has a home there which she visits often.
Ana currently lives in an eastside home with her husband and 18-year-old daughter. At the
time of the interviews. Ana'si5-year-old niece from Morelia, Mexico was also living with
the family. Currently the primary source of income for her family. Ana teaches social
studies, math and reading in a Bilingual/ESL program at a middle school on the South side
of town. At the time of the interviews. Ana had been enrolled as a part-time student in the
doctoral program in Culture and Literacy Studies at Zephyr University for three years.

Stacv Moore
Stacy Moore grew up on a farm in the Midwest. The second of eight children in a
house filled with more people than books, Stacy remembers always wanting to be ~ always
being ~ a teacher. For the past 20 years, Stacy has lived and worked in various remote
communities in Southeast Alaska. She has taught elementary school, coordinated
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curriculum, served as the administrator for district teacher development programs, and
developed and taught in teacher certification programs. Although her duties for the past 14
years have been primarily administrative, Stacy asserted, "! know that what I am is a
teacher."
Stacy first became acquainted with Culture and Literacy Studies through the work of
Dr. Sarah Mills in Children's Literature and the work of Dr. Sylvia Cantor in Whole
Language. After a decade of planning, Stacy began her doctoral studies in CLS in Fall of
2000. At the time of the interviews, Stacy had just completed her first semester of
coursework, during which she enrolled in classes with Dr. Mills. Dr. Cantor, and Dr.
Ernesto Vargas. Stacy was also taught one section of the pre-service children's literature
course each semester as a Graduate Teaching Assistant.

Carol Brandt
Bom in Memphis, Tennessee. Carol is the daughter of missionary parents whose
father, a Lutheran minister, played a key role in her development of critical consciousness at
a fairly early age. Carol recalls being one of five students who were bussed to her school in
the inner city during the early days of desegregation in the South. Carol has two brothers,
both of whom are married, and a sister. She is the youngest by three years. Carol's
husband John, whom she met in her first year at Zephyr, is also a doctoral student, in
another department. Although John's academic interests lie more in pure sciences than in
social sciences, the two share a strong theological and philosophical belief in the
preservation and respect for ail humankind. Over the years, Carol and John have developed
an eclectic circle of friends of many different ethnic, cultural and national backgrounds, and
have been the catalysts for innumerable "cross-cultural" encounters and dialogues among
their extended communities. During her first three years at Zephyr, Carol worked half-time
at the Zephyr Heritage and Archeological Museum (ZHM) in addition to her doctoral
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studies. Carors focus in Culture and Literacy Studies is on Bilingual Education, and her
dissertation looks at the acquisition of first and second language writing skills. At the time
of this study, Carol was teaching writing in a special program designed for adult English
language learners at the local community college.

Bob Connelly
Bob Connelly describes himself as a "typical upper middle-class White boy."
Raised in "horse country'"' in Northern Arizona, Bob recalls always having a sense of "the
other" as he grew up because of his interactions with children of many backgrounds in the
private school he attended. Even though it was a private school, many of the students came
from inner city and reservation homes due to a strong scholarship and outreach program.
Bob grew up in rural Arizona with his father, an upper middle-class businessman, his
mother, whom he describes as a middle-class homemaker, and his siblings. Bob is the
oldest of three brothers and a sister.
For many years Bob has been a teacher and administrator at one of the state's small,
private colleges catering to distance and professional leamers. At the time of the interviews.
Bob was enrolled part-time in the doctoral program in CLS, with a minor in Higher
Education. Bob's wife Angie holds a doctorate in theology.

Wendy Tompkins
At the time of the interview, Wendy Tompkins was completing her master's degree
in Culture and Literature Studies. Wendy, who described herself as Native American, grew
up and attended school on the same reservation where her parents, grandparents and
extended family still live. Wendy's three children, aged seven, nine and eleven, all attend
public school near the midtown neighborhood where they live. Though now located in this
urban setting so that Wendy can attend graduate school, the family still considers the
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reservation "home," and visits there as often as possible. I first met Wendy when we coenrolled in a CLS course that focused on multiculturalism and social justice. It was partly
through our discussions of diversity and education that Wendy volunteered to participate in
this study.
Due to scheduling difficulties Wendy had not completed the interview sequence at
the time of the writing of this dissertation. During the interview process a general pattern
emerged wherein the recursive nature of discussion of particular topics became itself
generative of new data, as participants transacted with their own narratives through reflection
and reading of transcripts. Because of the lack of a recursive process in Wendy's data
collection, her individual case is not included in this study. However, the themes emerging
from Wendy's data are included in the general discussion of findings. Wendy was the
only American minority student interviewed for this study. In 2000. American minority
students represented 20% of the CLS enrollment.

Interview Questions
Using a modification of Seidman's (1998) three-interview, focused format, each
student participated in two or three interview sessions, structured around the four general
topics: L) Personal and Professional Life History; 2) Details of CLS Teaching and
Learning Experiences and Perceptions, and CLS Context; 3) Reflection on the Meaning;
and 4) Exit Interview ~ Member Check, Participant Co-evaluation of Data. Although
originally designed as a four-interview protocol, in all cases discussion of one topic tended
to overlap with others, and it was found that four separate interviews were not necessary.

Interview Parti: Personal and Professional Life History
The initial interview sought to establish a context from which to consider each
participant's teaching and learning experiences in CLS. In keeping with the
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phenomenological belief that our perceptions and experiences in the present are mediated by
our past environment and lived experience, the first interview focused upon developing a
general life history of the participant. Questions focused upon childhood, family, schooling
and college experiences. Participants were also asked about their motivations for becoming
an educator, and how they came to be a student in Culture and Literacy Studies.

Interview Part 2: Details of CLS Teaching and Learning Experiences and Perceptions, and
CLS Context
The second interview was designed to elicit specific information about the
participants' teaching and learning experiences in CLS. with a particular focus on
multiculturalism. 1 wanted to gather a detailed "picture" of each individual's teaching and
learning experiences within the department, hoping to uncover some of the underlying
political and social structures that framed those experiences. This interview posed questions
identical to those used on the student survey, with follow-up questions generated from the
context of the interview conversation.

Interview Part 3: Reflections on the Meaning
In the third interview, I asked participants to reflect upon their experiences as
teachers and as learners. The major intent was to elicit information which would provide
enlightenment and understandings of the social and political contexts, and ramifications of
each individual's schooling and teaching experiences, particularly as it related to the
multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum. Using questions such as "where do you see
yourself going in the future" and "where do you see CLS going from here," I explored the
connections between past, present and future. The emerging theme of the need to examine
CLS curricula in the context of the larger political and professional climate was specifically
explored as we discussed some initial findings from the earlier interviews.
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Interview Part 4: Exit Interview. Member Check/Participant Co-Evaluation of Data
In this final interview, participants met to provide additions and/or corrections to
previous data collected, and to discuss key concepts uncovered in the course of the previous
interviews. Participants had an opportunity to review, comment on, and make corrections to
the transcripts from previous interviews. I provided as background information a summary
of some of the information collected in response to specific questions such as "What is the
purpose of school?" A list of emerging themes and the key word count analysis were used
as supporting documents to guide the conversation. Participants were asked to reflect upon
the themes emerging from previous data collected, and on some basic terminology used in
the previous interviews. In most cases, the final interview developed into a lively
conversation about multiculturalism as a global issue in a much larger social and political
context. The concept of social movement theory emerged in almost every final discussion.

Students' Stories
I struggled with how to best present the students' stories in the following sections.
At first, I arranged them chronologically as I had the overviews. As discussed earlier. I had
some difficulty in getting White students to volunteer for the study, so those interviews were
conducted much later in the study. Foreign students were also interviewed earlier because
the original inquiry questions arose out of conversations with foreign students. The
chronological sequence put all of the stories of the foreign students first, and all of the
stories of White students at the end. In some ways that seemed to "objectify" the students,
giving much more importance to their identity as "Foreign" or "American" than to their
individual identities, and while some of the themes from the data may have emerged along
those lines, I did not want to artificially create a boundary that certainly did not exist in the
daily interactions among students. Thus, I modified the order of the student stories so that
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the first story represents the first student interviewed, who happened to be Foreign. From
there, the stories of American and foreign students are juxtaposed amongst each other. The
second story presented is that of the first American interviewed, the third is that of the
second foreign student, the fourth is that of the second American, and so forth. This order
also highlighted the day-to-day interactions among students in the department.

Ly: "I must have a place where I can speak...without fear...of being put into prison."
The story of Ly Cam begins in a small farming village in South Vietnam. Bom in
North Vietnam in 1952, Ly Cam moved South with his father, mother, and brother around
the age of five "to search for a better life.'" Ly's father was a peasant and his mother was
a street vendor who sold vegetables. The family was very poor.
Ly grew up under the former Vietnam government, before the war. It was before the
communists came to power so, because his family was poor, it was difficult to go to school.
However, it was customary in Vietnamese society for families, especially mothers, to make
great sacrifices so that their children could get an education. Education was highly valued,
and it was believed possible to change the fate of the family by sending the children to
school. Ly attributes much of his good fortune in life to the sacrifices of his mother:
She said, "Son, you must be educated so you can liberate yourself
first, and then you can liberate the family." So I tried my best to achieve the
dream for hen
So even though I was poor and had no power, even though my
mother had no education and my father left me when I was only five years
old, but mother tried her best to raise me and send me to school and try to
pay everything for me until I finish high schooL.and a lot of my friends had
similar experiences.
Ly's earliest memory of education was primary school. It was in the 1960s, and at
that time, the war was just beginning and the Americans were not there. Ly lived with his
mother who had a small business at home. He divided his time between helping his mother
and going to elementary school. Ly had been taught at home by neighbors, so when he
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TJie teacher lectured, and then read, and then wrote it on the
board, and the students wrote it all down. We went home and we learned
by heart what was written, and the next day the teacher would review the
lesson, and call a student to the blackboard, and the student had to stand
before the classroom to recite the lesson by memory. It wasn 't a very good
teaching style, but it helped me in one way: Now I can remember anything
after reading it only one time. I have a very good memory!
Ly related that prior to the war, if the teacher introduced another kind of method, no
one stopped it. School was free and compulsory, even during the war. When Ly was 18 he
was required to enlist in the army, as were all Vietnamese. If called to duty, he would have
been forced to quit school and go into the army. However, there were exceptions for good
students so Ly was able to remain in school. Although he did not have to join the army, Ly
did have to participate in military training in school.
Ly worked and studied hard, and eventually became a high school teacher under the
former government. While he was studying at the university, he was invited to teach high
school. Ly began teaching literature while still taking courses. In his classes, Ly tried to
convey to the students his own love for literature. The students found his courses
interesting, and he was very successful:
Before the communists came, I taught English and Vietnamese, and
sometimes French. If I think it is the best way, I can use it in class. No
principal, no school district interrupt[edj my decision. We used the
textbooks written and published by the foreign countries, so we knew
everything about other countries. And in Vietnamese literature I could
teach anything / wanted. There are some exams at the end of high school,
so I have to limit the materials, so that the students can pass the exams, but
in general, I (was) on my own, I [didn'tj have to listen to anybody.
This was how Ly remembered schooling in Vietnam before 1975. However, the
communist government that came into power in 1975 was "highly authoritarian, not only in
politics, but also in education." After 1975 textbooks were considered sacred, and had to
be approved, and in fact, were usually written, by the government. Anyone, teacher or
student, who contradicted the textbooks "was considered a reactionary," and could be
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arrested right in the classroom. Ly recalled one friend who doubted the account of World
War II he read that claimed the Japanese had surrendered because the Soviet Union had
declared war and had ignored the U.S. bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He was
kicked out of school and put under house arrest for two years because he questioned the
book's version of events to the teacher. Ly's friend was only in eleventh grade when this
happened.
Ly graduated from university in 1975. However, the communists came to the capital
in April 1975, so he left there, and was educated by the (communists) for two more years
before finishing his university education. Ly described his two years of study under the
communists:
We had to attend a lot of political courses about Marxist
philosophy, and two or three courses about socialist political economy. It's
a kind of Marxist philosophy which deals with economy. We had another
course on socialist theory — it's another kind of Marxist philosophy that
deals with socialism as a political doctrine. At the same time we had to
attend some courses in our specialization...literature, English literature.
We were studying some novels like Charles Dickens or Jack London, but
all these works were seen in the light of Marxist-Leninist doctrine, not in
perspective, so it was a highly political course.
All the courses were highly politicaL because the aim of communist
education was to indoctrinate the people to become highly political first,
and expert. You could be very good in your job, but it was not enough.
You [had to] be politically conscious first.
Once again, Ly became a high school and college teacher, but after 1975, things
changed for Ly in the classroom. The curriculum became highly scrutinized by the
government and he did not have the same freedom to teach with the materials and in the
manner that he thought best. Ly's progressive views often resulted in hardship for him.
Although tolerated by the former government, Ly's teaching methods came under intense
scrutiny after 1975, under the government of Ho Chi Minh:
Because of my past ~ my father's past -- he worked for the former
regime, I was treated very badly by the communists. I worked for a year
teaching English for a kind of agricultural university. This kind of English
is highly professional, highly specialized, not very political... about plants.
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fish, agriculture... But everything was political under the communist
party. The lesson plans [had to] be given to the principal to be examined
every three weeks. And he would say, "Mr. Ly, you wrote that you will talk
about the exploitation of man in the United States, but / asked some
students, and they said that you did not do this." Because the students were
party members. They reported on all the classroom activities to a person
who was higher than they, to the principal or the youth party chief, so I was
controlled completely. After a short time, / resigned my post.
I was not a very good citizen there, because I was bom with a
rebellious heart. / did not believe in power. I am and was very skeptical of
power. Even in the former regime, I didn't like the people in power, but at
that time I could say, "This government is not very good for the poor," or
whatever I thought, and it's o.k. No one captured me. But under
commtmism at some time I said that to the students, and somebody heard
it. And they captured me and put me in prison for two or three months, or
sometimes more than that. So I was in prison many times.
Labeled as a dissident for his progressive teaching methods, and further saddled
with a "bad family background" because of his father's former work. Ly worked at a variety
of odd jobs to support himself as he taught in the countryside. For nearly twenty years, he
traveled throughout the country and working wherever he could:
Sometimes I did not agree with the people in power. I was just too
frank, too straight-forward, too honest. But I ha[d] a lot of good friends. I
was helped by a lot of people. In horoscopic Chinese, you have some
helpers. So a lot of..ordinary people...came to help me when I was in
Inchon, because they th(ought) that I [was] right. Whenever I was
indentured, there was [someone J who came to help me. I worked as an
actor, in theatrical troops, / worked as a fortune teller when I ran out of
money but most of the time I taught at homes, at private schools, or at the
invitation of some people who had money. That's the way I lived for over
20 years.
In 1993, the United States government and the Vietnamese government agreed to
permit those who worked for the former Vietnamese government to resetde in United States.
Ly's father wanted to go but at the time, he was 75 years old and disabled. Ly's mother
had died, and Ly's brother had escaped by boat from Cambodia some years earlier and
settled in Canada with his wife. Ly decided to go with his father, and he entered the United
States in 1993 as a political refugee. He was hired as a high school teacher.
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can control you, even though you are in prison. Some people who spend
most of their time in prison try to refresh their mind by meditating. It's a
very spiritual tactic, but it is one way that you can survive such oppressive
circumstances, otherwise you will die.
Because the radio blares all day long. The television, radio, school,
government all say the same thing. Even at night, you have to go to
meetings.
So you try to live your own life by thinking of something else,
completely mine. This is the way I used for a long time. To keep me free
from those kind of things, and to give me some kind of freedom, very
spiritual freedom.
Ly spoke of returning to Vietnam after completion of his degree. It was his hope to
take the liberatory practices espoused by CLS and apply them to his work in there, for the
liberation of his people. His hope was to become an educational specialist at a large
institution, where he would be in a position to introduce liberatory educational theory. It
would be difficult, but Ly believed that working in such a setting and talking with intellectual
students, "gradually, step by step," it was possible:
I can do it. This is my fate. I don't worry about money. I have a lot
of friends who can give food to me. I just need a kind of normal life. But I
need a position, so I can put into practice what I learned here. That's very
important.
Just give me a position so I can have the security to work. I don't
need money. I don't need material things. But I must have a place that I
can work, where / can speak without fear of being captured, of being put
into prison. That's my ambition.
Stacv: "I have a pretty Anglo perspective-.and I'm trying to broaden it."
Stacy Moore grew up on a farm in the Midwest, the second of eight children in a
close-knit family where literacy and literature was an important part of life from birth. She
grew up in a house that had "more books than anything. There were lots and lots of
people, but we had hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of books." Stacy remembers
always being surrounded by books, and that "it

a terribly literate environment where

knowledge — knowing things — was very important." On Christmas morning, rather than
wrapped presents, each child would find a cardboard sign with their name on it next to huge
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piles of books. Stacy doesn't remember when she first knew she was a teacher, or how she
came to be a teacher. It has been her identity from the very beginning. Even in early
childhood, she remembers:
Even when / was ten years old, when we were down at the lake, I
was teaching kids how to swim. When I was sitting at the piano, when I
wasn 't practicing — which I usually wasn 't — I
teaching somebody else
how to read music, I was playing school in the basement. In high school, I
taught swimming, and I taught piano for years and years and years...and
then / taught elementary school, and taught teachers, and then / taught
college level kids...and now I'm teaching undergrads....
I'm a teacher. I was born a teacher. I've always been a teacher.
And that's the fimnest thing about what I'm doing right now, I'm teaching
as a graduate teaching assistant. I love it, love it, love it... It's my life. It's
consuming.
After high school. Stacy went to college and majored in elementary education. She
attended several different schools before moving to Alaska at age 22 and completing her
bachelors degree at University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Then, Stacy began teaching in an
elementary school in one of the oil-rich, commercial fishing towns along the southeastem
coast of Alaska. Despite the rural location, the population of the town was about 98%
White, and fairly conservative. In Stacy's class, a Yupik/Inuit child and an Alaska Native
Indian from Yukon were the only two non-White students.
As she got to know the other faculty at her school, she heard about whole language
from a colleague who had studied with Carolyn Watson. She learned more through
professional readings, and some years later she attended a whole language workshop
sponsored by the school district. Stacy brought with her to the classroom her love for
books and learning developed in her literature-rich childhood. Still, her approach toward the
teaching of reading was fairly traditional at first.
Stacy really became involved with literature as a teacher during her second year of
teaching. It was 1979. Stacy was in a fourth-grade classroom, and she was teaching
reading out of basal readers. She had students arranged into three groups by reading
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ability, and "everybody had a book, and everybody had a workbook, and everybody had
extension sheets. You know, it was my second year teaching, and I was doing whatever I
thought I was supposed to be doing." Then, everything changed for Stacy the day her
lowest reading group read the story, A Tulip For Tony:
/ had a little boy in my class whose name VVAA' David Okalik. He
was Imiit, and he was pretty new in my class. After we read the story, and
beftyre we started talking about the book, I said, "Does anybody have any
questions?" And David says, "Mrs. Moore, what's a tulip? " ....And I
thought, " You know, Stacy, this is not working. You 're missing something
here, girl."
So I went to the library and I got this book about individualized
reading programs, and I read it over the weekend. I called my principal
and asked him if I could do it, and he said yes. So I just revamped my
whole reading program. I took the kids to the library, and I said, "Pick out
three books. We 're going to start reading and talking about books." I
started to have book talks, and started just collecting literature, and reading
out loud, and having them just talk to me about books.
David was able to pick out books about whales, and share his knowledge about
whales with the rest of the class. He became the classroom expert on whales and lots of
other things from his cultural experience that the class didn't know about. However, other
than allowing students to select their own books, Stacy did not really do anything to
incorporate the knowledge or perspectives of her two non-White students into the class
curriculum. Although she was curious about different cultures, she did not really have the
theoretical framework to further explore multicultural perspectives on curriculum:
David's comments definitely changed...made me think about what I
was doing. I don't know how it really affected him, although he was able to
get books about whales and stuff to look at, and to tell us all about
whales...But it really didn't really change much....It's memorable, and I
remember it. It comes back, and never really goes away...which is good...
But in the place that / live there's about 2% non-White. In Alaska, it's an
oil-rich, commercial fishing place. It's rural, but it's not, um, up in
northern Alaska...so it's pretty much White man....And so it's pretty...White
bread....Not very progressive....Pretty conservative, you know, so there's
not a great multicultural perspective.
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Srill, the students thrived under the new reading program, and later in the year the
staff development coordinator at the school approached Stacy to ask about her program.
Stacy opened her classroom to the other teachers, inviting them to come in and Usten to
book talks. After observing a book talk, the development coordinator asked Stacy questions
about how she knew what to do. She wanted to know "what questions do you ask" and
"what about the skills?" She did not understand when Stacy responded that she simply
allowed the kids to tell her about the books, trusting that the skills would develop. Stacy
realized, "/ had no theoretical framework for it, so I couldn't really support it by saying
'this makes (his, this, this....'" Although books like Rosenblatt's (1978) The Reader. The
Text. The Poem were available in 1979, Stacy was not yet aware of the professional
literature related to reader response theory. In the end, the staff development coordinator
prepared a list of questions for each book that Stacy's class would discuss, so that teachers
who came in to observe would have questions to ask the students. Stacy recalled, *7
remember that because it was a crutch that she needed for other teachers and I never...!
trusted the kids..."
As the years passed, Stacy became more and more involved in providing
professional development for other teachers. She conducted workshops and mentored
teachers. Always, Stacy incorporated the literature-based and inquiry-based strategies she
had learned through professional reading and through her own experiences with students.
In 1988, Stacy left the elementary classroom to take an administrative position with the
school district in Juneau, the state capitol. The job was an excellent promotion and paid a
lot more, but Stacy remembers telling her sister even then, "/ know that what I am is a
teacher."
In Juneau, there was a large Tinglit population. As the state capitol, there was also a
very large White male population. Stacy was spending about half her time teaching college
students, and half her time performing adminisurative duties. She noticed a lot more
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day experience was so generative that at the end of it, Stacy had decided that she had to go
and study with Sarah Mills at CLS:
/
so impressed with the perfect match between exactly what she
was trying to get across and the selections of the literature, / had always
used children's literature to open up every workshop that I ever did, I had
always used poetry, I had always encouraged people to put together sets
of..text sets, but kind of...much more sloppily than Sarah Mills ever does it,
you know? (laughs )....But when I was in that workshop with her, for fifteen
hours or something, God, I
just.... this woman has...I [thought!, "You
know, I gotta go study with this woman."
For the next eight or ten years, Stacy continued to teach and work in administrative
positions in the public school system. She continued to read professionally, and became
more and more committed to studying with Sarah Mills, and also with Sylvia Cantor, in
CLS. After nearly a decade of careful planning, Stacy finally took a break from teaching
and administration and relocated to the Southwest to pursue her doctorate.
When Stacy arrived at Zephyr, she was immediately impressed by the diversity of
the students in her classes in CLS. Although she had heard about the multicultural
emphasis of the department, it was not her reason for choosing CLS. Yet, for the first time,
she found herself in classes where more than half the students represented other countries
and ethnicities. It was a wonderful experience that forced Stacy to think differently about
many aspects of leaming:
It's great for me. I mean, besides the fact that I have met people
from all over the world, um, I have such great respect...for...people trying
to read these same things that I'm trying to read...in a different language.
And then trying to write. I'm having a terrible time trying to leant how to
write this discourse.
In addition to her doctoral coursework, Stacy taught one section of the
undergraduate children's literature course as a Graduate Teaching Assistant. There, she has
approached teaching firom the perspective that students are different, regardless of the color
of their skin. Stacy has tried to get to know each student individually, through conferences
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and dialogue journals. Stacy acknowledged that prejudices and stereotypes do exist, and
has made a concerted effort not to have pre-conceived notions about how her students will
perform. Stacy describes her philosophy of teaching as "'lead, follow, and get out of the
way." Leading, she believed, meant being explicitly a learner, and being explicit about your
learning processes, and then leading people to see that. Following meant following students
as learners, and getting out of the way meant "getting out of the way when they need to do
something or go someplace that you 're not going...or some place that they need to go."
Stacy acknowledged that coming from such a monocultural environment, she has had to
work at a multicultural perspective, and that she was not always sure how a multicultural
perspective might look in the classroom:
/ have to work at keeping multicultural literature that shows diverse
perspectives and diverse races and diverse living conditions. / have to
work at that because it doesn 't come naturally to me...because I don't have
a lot of experience, so I don't know how it really goes.
How does it play out in the classroom? Lots of ways....But it
depends on the teacher, because of that leading piece I was talking about
awhile ago....Andyou know, it's amazing how powerful a teacher is, it's
frightening, sometimes...You know, you can make your classroom the way
you want it, really....And so you can make it a place where the color of
people's skin doesn 7 matter, or the color of people's skin doesn't color -pardon the pun - the expectations that / have for you as opposed to what I
have for me....But I think it's a lot up to the teacher. And then the
community that that teacher builds.
One Zephyr experience that has significantly changed Stacy's perspective on
teaching and learning has been her participation in the Certificate of College Teaching
program offered through the university's Graduate College. The program has an emphasis
on ethics, so many of the participants come from the Health Sciences where ethics courses
are required. Stacy found herself enrolled in a class of 50 people, most of whom were
international students. The class has provided Stacy an opportunity to hear people talk
about cultural differences in learning:
The teacher is talking about presentation styles, or poster sessions
or something. She's talking about, "Now you make your posters
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from...you know, you go from left to right," and one of the women in our
group said "Wait" — And she's from Jordan, and she always says, "now
wait a minute " — and she says, "Now wait a minute, that could be a
cultural thing. What happens if the people read from right to left?"
And so..That is really a great thing for me to listen to. And to realise
that / have a I have a pretty Anglo perspective...And I'm trying to broaden
it. [The teacher] was talking about making the poster and making it
visually appealing...but also making it so people could walk and read it this
way...And so [this woman] says, "Wait a second, not everybody reads that
way." And then, of course, the question is, "So what language are you
writing it in?" So if you're writing in English you do it this way...But it's
Just...You know, she always brings this up, this woman...which is great.
I'm learning a lot.
It was most enlightening forme, because I've lived in Alaska for 27
years and have been aware of the issues and problems and tragedies, if you
will, with our Alaskan Native people, and how they are marginalized — even
in the capital city where they .say they 're not, where , you know. White man
says they're not — and so it was very...it was obvious to me, living in
Juneau.
While multicultural education was not what drew Stacy to CLS. she felt that the
department's multicultural focus has been one of the most generative aspects of her
experience at Zephyr. It stimulated her to think differently about what she did as a teacher,
and how she prepared others to teach. Stacy focused her doctoral studies on reader
response, and how pre-service teachers come to understand the interaction between student,
teacher and text. She planned to return to Alaska to continue her work with teachers and
teacher educators at the university level:
I think being in this department is Just a huge eye opener for me.
There are so many ways of knowing, and there are so many ways of,
um...not only tackling the problem, but interacting.
Ana: "I am a woman who belongs to a generation in transition."
Bom in Mexico City and raised in Mexico City and Morelia, Ana Trujillo came
from a close-knit family of five children, a mother and father, and many cousins, aunts and
uncles, nieces and nephews. "There is always room for family in our homes," laughed Ana
in describing the special bond among these extended family members. As we sat in Ana's
living room talking, her niece Rosaria returned home firom shopping and, upon entering.
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came over to greet each of us with a hug and kiss. Rosaria, fifteen and the daughter of
Ana's closest sister Eva, returned with Ana and her family at the end of their summer visit to
Zihuantanejo where Ana and her husband own a home. "We are that way," laughed Ana.
"We will go and visit each other and stay for days, weeks or months because we miss each
other so much." Rosaria's older brother Checo was on winter break from the university
and also visiting for a few weeks. Earlier in the year Eva also visited, staying for several
weeks. The importance of these visits from family members was evident from the smiles
and emotion of her words as Ana spoke about her family.
Ana spent her early years in Morelia, not far from Mexico City. Her father was an
attorney who was well-known for helping others in the community who were in need. He
encouraged all of his children to pursue professional careers. Although Ana's mother did
not work outside of the home, she greatly influenced Ana's development of a strong will
and critical consciousness at a young age, partly because of the way in which she responded
to the contradictions presented in their daily family life:
My father was a very traditional male in Mexico. He was the
provider, he was the authority, and my mother raised us. My father also
taught us to be compassionate with other people who were not [as
fortunate], to share, and to understand that that was important. Only he
didn't follow those ideas. He was very authoritarian, and at home we did
what he ordered to be done.
My mother was a big support for us, explaining to us how to
understand my father, how to accept my father's ways, and she always
supported us in our careers. Because she didn't have a high level of studies,
she always encouraged us to do so, because she understood if we didn't
have that opportunity, or that door open in our future, we will need to
accept the capricious, the arbitrarily of a Mexican husband.
Ana's grade school in Morelia was located in an old prison. It was a forbidding
two-story structure with meter-thick walls. Although some of the students were afraid of
the ghosts rumored to inhabit the building. Ana was not afraid and because of that she was
often sent on errands to the other classrooms. Ana enjoyed her teachers and studied hard.
She recalled that learning in grade school as "a lot of memory, a lot of rote activities," but
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that "in some ways I was shown how to use my mind to explore." Classes were easy for
Ana, who had already learned to read at home, and she progressed easily through
elementary school. Ana shared many pleasant memories of her early schooling, stating "I
had a lot offim," Ana also remembered walking home from school with her cousin and
sometimes stopping for a fruit and ice treat.
"My elementary teachers were very good, very important," she noted, "especially
my first and sixth grade teachers." Ana remembered her sixth grade teacher with special
fondness:
Yes, she was really something. I remember that in the middle of the
school year, she broke her leg, and she was not able to come to school.
What she did was to ask parents to bring all her students to her house.
Every day we had classes in her house, not to play, not to anything, to
work. And she was sitting in a chair with her leg propped up on a little
chair, and she was teaching. Yes, that was the commitment she had for her
students.
I have the suspicion that she was a feminist, only she didn't realize
that she was a feminist. She always had to say something about we women
needing to succeed, needing to study, needing to work harder than boys
because in our conditions, our female in our Me.xican society, we needed to
prove that we were able to do things well. And I loved it, I loved the way
she taught. I think she vvaj the first person to introduce me to the inquiry
method, even though I think that she didn't know that she was using that
system, and I loved it.
Although Ana recalls also having good teachers in middle school, she related that
"fl/or of the motivation to leant came from classmates that already were exploring good
literature, and I was part of that group." Ana described reading and discussing authors
like Kahlil Gibran and Beaudelaire, and the Russian classic literature:
/ think that some of my classmates were really gifted because I
learned alotfrom them. They opened to me alot of doors to explore
literature, bx ninth grade, some of them were already adopting ways of life
according to our readings, and that made me pretty impressed by them,
wanting to follow their steps, and it was a period of very active reading and
discussion with kids.
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When Ana finished middle school, she wanted to go with her group of friends to the
same high school. All of them decided to go to High School #5. which had a reputation of
liberalism and a lot of activities, which Ana's father did not approve of. Instead, he selected
a more conservative school for her. For months Ana tried unsuccessfully to change his
mind. She even left home to live with relatives in Morelia for two months, hoping that her
father would worry and give in. Ana's father remained steadfast, and in the end Ana
returned to Mexico City and registered at the school her father had chosen for her. It was a
time of real transition for Ana:
/ didn't have friends because my friends were in the other school,
but I knew alot of people from my, the middle school where I came from,
and I started to make friends, some good friends. And little by little /
discovered people with the same interests that I have, the same love for
literature. I have to say that I found some, but even when I feel well and /
was happy agaiun, it was not the same. My original group was away from
me, and even when we could have some encounters, some visits, it was not
the same. I vva^ in another school, I couldn't maintain the... that network,
the relationship with them. And in the other school, on the other hand, I
found interesting people also, they supported me in this vacuum that I felt at
the beginning.
As she adjusted to the new school. Ana even joined the soccer and track team. Her
whole family had been involved in a sports club for years, and Ana enjoyed sports
immensely.
Although much of the high school curriculum required students simply to memorize
from textbooks. Ana remembers that among the group of traditional teachers there were
"some wonderfid and impressive people." She recalls being introduced to Descartes and
mathematical logic. In her second year of high school, one teacher introduced her to the
philosophy of the post-war era through Sartre, Simon de Beauvoir, beatoiks and pessimism,
and the like. Another teacher introduced her to Hispano-Americana (Latin America and
Spain) literature and authors like Carlos Fuentes.
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Ana was in her final year of high school in 1968 when the student movement in
Mexico City occurred. Ana became very actively involved distributing leaflets in the busses
and streets, and making speeches in the marketplaces. She described how the movement
ended:
The movement, the students, yve dosed the university and the high
schools and no classes were going on. We had the media against us. That
was terrible. After more than five months without classes the police
[came], the army took the university campus, the installations, the
buildings. They were taken by the army, and the police put in jail the
principal leaders of the movement, the most important of them...and we
returned to classes.
Oh, well, very important in the country. All the political analysts
considered 1968 as a break in the political system. Ah, they always call
"after"and "before."
When Ana finished high school at 17 everyone expected her to study literature, but
the events and her participation in the student movement had changed her perspective. Ana
recalled, '7 questioned my decision to go and study literature. / wanted to explore more
the political, the economic, the social basis of a corrupt system in Me.xico." Not wanting to
work in a factory or industry. Ana thought about teaching. She wanted to apply her
knowledge to help rural communities. Even though many economists in Mexico ended up
working for the government. Ana thought of finding of work at the university level and
doing other things, and decided to go to economics. Ana described her university
experience:
/ hated every single class that dealt with micro-economics and
macro-economics. Every class and every lesson started with an
assumption: If we suppose that nothing changes, and from that point, from
that point. I understood that nothing was relative, nothing was for me
important.
She remarked, "I never regret[ted] it, even when / hated all those classes."
One month after receiving her bachelors degree in Mexico City, Ana was enrolled in
a post-graduate program in Chapingo, the agricultural University of Mexico. She went
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there to study rural agricultural economics, and was in a program to prepare people to
become professors of agricultural economics. University of Chapino was located in a
beautiful old hacienda about an hour's drive from Mexico City. Today the area is mostly a
suburb of Mexico City, but in those days it was still country. Originally the home of rich
landowners, the school served as a military academy for many years before it became the
agricultural school. Ana remembers it as "a men's worlds established primarily to
prepare men to go and work in the countryside. There were ten men in her program, and
Ana was the only woman. In fact, she was one of only ten or so women in the entire
university. Ana related, "That was a macho world. It vm.v very nice, /felt very
comfortable. But on the other hand, I was veiy scared, because (I was) the first." Ana
spoke of one man in the program who befriended her and became like a brother. Others in
the program soon followed his lead. Ana recalls, "They were very protective, but they were
very macho." During her studies at Chapingo. Ana became familiar with the work of Paulo
Freire. "We were crazy about Freire." Later, when the group went to work with peasants
in the countryside as a part of their studies. Ana and her colleagues had the opportunity to
apply some of Freire's teachings first-hand:
We were in the countryside, teaching peasants. We were
researching models ofproduction. And at the same time we were following
and researching the development of a peasant movement. We were using
all the resources from the university to do all this.
Although they didn't belong to the movement, they had some contact with the
peasant leaders, and as time went by Ana and her colleagues shared more and more of their
own meager resources to help the peasants, who were often starving. Ana remembers.
"tortillas and beans, tortillas and beans, all we had was tortillas and beans!"
A lot of people died in that movement. There were a lot of difficult
moments because were taken to...kind of jails, to secret places where a lot
of people disappeared. I was very young, and at that time I believed a lot
about changing many things, but I was not ready to be a martyr or to be...I
was not ready, I never have been ready for violence.
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After completing her degree in agricultural economics. Ana taught for a time at a
university in Mexico City before emigrating to the United states in 1997.
Married for 20 years to an American whom she met in Zihuantanejo as a young
adult. Ana came with her husband and daughter to the United States in 1997 so that they
could assist her aging, ailing mother-in-law. At the time of the study. Ana's daughter. Renee.
was 19 years old and attended the local community college, studying international relations
and finance. The family planned to live in the United States for ten years before returning
to Zihuantanejo.
To support their life in the United States, Ana returned to school at the university to
earn her teaching credential. She was hired to teach in the bilingual program at a southside
middle school, where her love for Mexico, its people and culture made her well-respected
and well-liked among her primarily Mexican and Mexican-American students. Whenever I
visited Ana's classroom, there was always a crowd of students waiting outside her door.
Moments later. Ana would arrive surrounded by still more eager students, laughing and
telling stories of their previous night's activities as they carried her belongings to into the
class. Upon entering Ana's classroom, I immediately noticed the array of postcards and
photos from her homeland. On my first visit, she painstakingly explained each item to me,
sharing its significance to her and its place in Mexican history and geography. Later, I
noticed that Ana performed a similar ritual for each new visitor to the classroom. When I
asked her about this. Ana responded, "I want people to know who I am, where I come from.
This is my way of introducing them to another culture, another place. This is rny life."

Carol: "It's hard to hide with a White skin."
When Carol Brandt was three years old, her older sister Evelyn entered
kindergarten. Each day Evelyn would come home in the afternoon and play school with
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Carol, teaching her whatever had been learned that day. Carol thought it was great fun to be
"in school" before she could even go to school. She really wanted to participate, so Evelyn
would teach her. By the time Carol actually started school, she knew a lot of words, and she
knew her letters. Carol went to the neighborhood school, where her kindergarten teacher
was "a really nice Black woman." The school was being integrated, and although children
were being bussed out, Carol got to remain there for kindergarten. She recalls how
comforting it was to go there:
It was where my older brother and where my sister went, so / could
totally relate to that school. I knew what it was about, I knew what / vwrw
getting into. Certainly there were some down times, but I remember...lt
was just a lot of fun, it was a really good time.
School became a lot less fun in first grade, when Carol was bussed into the inner
city to Violet Elementary School along with other first through third graders. Carol
remembers the long, horrible bus rides:
/ was with first through third graders, and third graders seemed to
be really mean. We waged the Civil War on our bus...cause there were so
many from the south, from Memphis, but there were so many people that
were from the north. The people who were from the North were pretty
proud of that. I had actually been bom in the North, so I could claim Rebel
status as well. It went on for like two or three weeks. We were just
basically yelling at each other. I think sometimes we made signs. It was
just something to keep us busy, and the bus driver never got involved. The
Rebels won for sure because they wouldn't give it up. The Yankees just got
tired of it, eventually. There were less and less of them...And there were
less of them that were claiming to be Yankee. My sister was bom in
Missouri. She asked my parents and they said, " You 're a Yankee." She
wanted to claim Rebel status, but I think she went onto the Yankee side, and
I vva5 yelling at her. I was one of those Rebels that didn't want to give it up.
And she was like, "'Okay Carol, that's enough"....And then we got to
school, and that was okay. I liked all my teachers.
Carol remembers first grade as "very boring," with coloring as the main activity.
The only two times of the day she really liked were the Clue program for gifted and talented,
and reading group "that woidd be the four White girls. You know, we just got to go into
our comer and read the really good books and that kind of thing." Carol remembers her
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first and second grade teachers as very traditional, African American women who seemed
primarily concerned with classroom management and making sure that everyone was on
task. She recalls;
[They] didn 't seem to be particularly concerned about me. I felt
ignored...a lot. You know, I was always expected to be the good one. They
didn't put me in charge of the class, I know. My sister Evelyn would get put
in charge of the classroom. I wouldn't, I was better at hiding, somehow.
It's hard to hide with a White skin...but somehow I managed to make
myself fairly invisible ...you know... so that I didn't have to do that sort of
thing.
By the time Carol was in third grade, the number of students riding on the bus had
dwindled to just a few because of the bad impression people had about how the program
was working. This also meant that there were very few While students at the school. With
just a core group of third graders and only a few second or first graders, the third graders
took on a completely different attitude than the ones Carol had ridden with at age six.
Rather than taunting the younger children, Carol and her peers made it their responsibility to
look after them, "taking them under our wing and showing them how to survive in the
school." This change in status helped Carol to feel a sense of control about her situation,
and she felt much better about school. Unlike the previous teachers, Carol's third grade
teacher incorporated more activities into the curriculum. Carol remembers building a
ramada decorated with grape leaves during a Jewish holiday celebration, and other projects.
"It was a much more pleasant year. It was a lot more satisJying...you know, just
interesting."
In November of that year, Carol's family moved to Cleveland, Ohio. Although
excited about the move, Carol felt a loss leaving her old school. "Third grade could have
been I think a really good year," she recalled, "but instead when I moved to a new place I
had to go back to that being invisible thing, and just, you know, just try to survive." Carol
recalls being surprised at a parent-teacher conference when the teacher told her mom "what
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a great kid (she) was." It was the first time she recalls getting praise like that from a
teacher. '7 had just always assumed that I had to be that good. It was never that people
appreciated that I was that good...And it was nice."
In Cleveland, Carol attended third and fourth grade at Oxford Elementary, and found
it "pretty good." The school was in a racially mixed community, so the classes were about
two-thirds White and one-third Black, which Carol found a lot more comfortable. She also
liked that the students seemed better behaved than the students in Memphis. She related
that "It's such a big drag when you 're with other kids, and things get slowed down
because kids are being idiotic. That was what made the day so long. It was still like that
in third and fourth grade."
Carol found fourth grade a lot of fun. She remembers really enjoying it when the
teacher reading Tales of a Fourth-Grade Nothing (Blume, 1972) to the class. In fourth
grade, Carol made friends with another new student. Jenny Sense. They soon became best
friends and were inseparable until Jenny moved to a different school district.
After Jenny left, Carol didn't care much which school she attended, so in fifth grade
she transferred to Belle Rower Elementary, a magnet school for the arts in the neighboring
town. The area had been mostly Jewish and there hadn't been much integration, so Carol
and her parents were surprised when she was accepted at Belle Rower. Carol remembers
her two years there as a good experience, and she especially enjoyed the gifted and talented
program
Carol remembers junior high school as being "pretty rough." There were a few
other students there fi-om Belle Flower, but they had not been Carol's friends. The hardest
part of middle school, though, was going from class to class:
Having fixe minutes to switch classes, having to get to your locker,
switch your books, go to the bathroom, and make it to the next class...was
just...That's what school was about at that point. That was the big
struggle. I rememeber ending up realizing that I Just had to carry my
bool^ because the seventh graders had classes at the far ends of the school
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and we coiildn't get there in five minutes, and teachers were giving us a
hard time. So, that was the challenge in seventh grade.
Tracking was a very important part of schooling at Monticello, and Carol felt most
comfortable in classes that were tracked. In untracked classes, there seemed to be a lot of
misbehavior and Carol would "go into the background in those places" to avoid being
picked on.
Carol went the district high school, which included the students from both of the
towns she had previously been enrolled in. Again, she was in placed mostly in gifted
classes where she felt most comfortable. She also enjoyed becoming re-acquainted with old
friends from her other schools. Carol joined the choir, and in ninth grade she took up oboe,
which she learned so quickly that by tenth grade she was able to play in the orchestra. Her
sister Denise was also in the orchestra so they had many of the same friends. Carol has
remained close with some of those orchestra students for over twenty years.
As Carol progressed through school became more and more racially mixed, and by
senior when they added ninth graders to the school, it had become about "50-50 African
American-Anglo." By that time the school was overcrowded, and Carol was glad to be in
primarily accelerated classes. In those classes she was discovering, though, that some of her
study skills were lacking:
What I knew, I knew really well, but what / didn 't know how to do, I
didn't know how to leam, you know? Chemistry was a really good
example. I would study — I swear to god, I was studying! I remember
staring at the book, and Just reading stuff over and over again, and not
getting through all the chapters, but not getting through them because I was
trying to grasp them, you know? And going into a test and being
completely lost....It was a bummer because I wanted to be like a psychiatrist
or psychologist, I thought they woidd be great careers, but I Just didn't
have the science and the math. Senior year I took earth science. That was
boring and easy.
By senior year, Carol had started to think about becoming a teacher. She took a
course called "Literature of the Holocaust" and loved it. She felt ready for college, and
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decided that she wanted to go into social sciences and humanities. Unsure about what she
wanted to do, Carol chose a liberal arts school. One of her mentors suggested that if she
really wanted to teach, it would be best to get a liberal arts degree first and then get a masters
in education. His advice gave her the confidence to go to a liberal arts school and major in
history there.
After graduating from college. Carol worked for a community nonprofit
organization that channeled funding for agencies serving the homeless. She didn't like
being alone in an office doing clerical work, and after awhile her supervisor suggested she
might want to be back in school. Carol didn't feel ready to return to school, so for a year
she worked for a Catholic Worker House in Houston, Texas. After two years in nonprofit
settings Carol was feeling the burden of continuous low wages. At about that time, a
colleague at the Catholic Worker House entered an altemative teacher certification program
with the public school district. She returned from the first day of class and told Carol,
"They need 400 more people to teach in the Fall." Carol applied for the program,
expecting that since there was such a great need, the process would be fairly quick. Instead,
she encountered innumerable obstacles, including lost applications. Determined, Carol
remained persistent until at last she was accepted into the altemative certification program:
It was more that I needed money, than it was "I want to teach
I
Just was ready for a professional Job by that time, and I
witling to do
whatever it took to earn a middle class age...Because it was clear that I was
not going to do it, otherwise.
Carol was finally accepted into the altemative certification program. The participants
all took a "crash course" that covered some basic teaching skills like classroom
management and lesson plan development. The program specifically targeted teachers for
bilingual classrooms so the prerequisites for participation were a bachelors degree and
Spanish language skills. However, rather than providing suggestions for bilingual teaching,
the program seemed to focus on making sure that Spanish dominant teachers spoke English
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and could pass the basic skills test required for classroom teaching. As a native English
speaker, Carol found the test and the program easy. After completing the six-week
program, Carol was placed in a teaching position in a bilingual classroom. Carol's first
year teaching was 1992-93.
Gallegos Elementary was a brand new school, with a lot of first-year teachers.
When the Principal asked, "What do you have/need to be a good teacher?" Carol replied,
"You need knowledgeable teachers."'
I had to support myself to feel like I needed to be there, and I bought
this little pencil box, You know, a cardboard box...and I was going to store
my pencils there. So, (I had) a pencil box...I had a globe in my room, I had
an American flag in my room, I had a bunch of seats, and / had a roster.
So I was practicing the names of the kids so I wouldn 't mispronounce them.
And I looked out...And that was the first time I thought about quitting....
Yeah, because it was like, my god, that's when it really sunk in that f
was going to be the teacher. It was like...You know, when you start these
things, like a dissertation, you just have no idea how you 're possibly going
to do this. And sure enough, by day nvo I was crying, after school. I
getting in power struggles immediately with kids, because of not
understanding them. They were cracking dirty jokes, and I didn't
understand what they were saying...And I was working wayyyy too hard.
There wasn 't much focus on the idea of thematic units. I didn't
know what that term meant and I was really embarrassed and didn 7 want
to ask, and integrating it all, making sure you 're ... No, that was too hard,
it got down to "What's the next thing in the textbook, and I'll do that, and
do that in each subject." Nobody gave me much training in how to do a
thematic unit. I mean, / had big plans about how I thought the class was
going to go. I was going to do a class newspaper. I had a mentor teacher
across the hall, and she was like, " You don't want to do that, it's sooo
much work for you." That first year I was miserable. The second year
went much better. We did a science fair, we did some fim activities.
One of the most frustrating parts of Carol's teaching experience at Gallegos was
that her classroom was a "revolving door classroom." That is, students came to her ESL
classroom for bilingual instruction because they had little or no English speaking skills, but
as soon as they developed some fluency, they were transferred across the hall to a sheltered
immersion program that was taught primarily in English. Many of the students struggled in
the English instruction classroom, and Carol was not sure how to help them.
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It sounded challenging. I knew I wanted applied linguistics, I
thought that sounded like a great field. I had no idea what that field was,
but I wanted that kind of rigor so I signed up for it....But when we got into
the actual linguistics and stuff, we did a lot of that Chompskian linguistics.
And it was so hard to grasp from that what we were. It was so hard to
grasp fonn that what would be usefid in the classroom. It was really hard.
And everybody was struggling with it, but people were struggling at
different leveLs.
Carol received her master's in English Language and Linguistics. Unsure what she
wanted to do next, but knew she wanted to get out of the trenches. Rather than "making
bulletin boards," she wanted to be thinking on a higher level about how to teach well. She
thought about moving into teaching adult ESL or going back to Guatemala to form her own
school. She also thought about going into administration, and considered moving to
California where there were many administrative positions available. Then, Carol met her
husband John, and decided that the best thing would be to stay in Hometown. Carol
considered the best options for her in Hometown, and applied for the program in CLS.
Carol began her doctoral studies in Fall, 1998:
And it was clear that for a future as an educator I would need to go
and get a doctoral degree. I still had these big questions. The main
question I had was how do children learn language? And why was there
so much variety between what they learned in English and what they
learned in Spanish ?
Kiyoe: 'i was thinking about human rights, prejudice, because that was part of mv life."
Kiyoe Negishi was bom in Osaka, Japan, but moved with her parents to the Kyushu
area when she was about a year-and-a-half old. Her father's ancestors were brought to
Japan from Korea during the Japanese occupation, and her mother is Japanese. Kiyoe
remembers being bilingual as a young child:
I used Korean and Japanese with my dad, but with my mom only
Japanese. My dad would say something in Korean and I would say
something in Japanese and some Korean ... Yeah, I guess I was brought
up using two languages, but Korean only with my dad, and my Korean
relatives, when I spent some time with them.
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I'm half Korean." Instead I was taught to be very... to hide my identity, to
do it, their way.
But I wasn't really aware of it, I didn't really know what was going
on, because at school [I saw] the Japanese flag, [I sang J the Japanese
national anthem, but at the same time, [Ij knew the system was not
accepting my father. Their pronoun is always "we Japanese", but I knew I
was not one of them, I was a little bit different.
Kiyoe described how she became aware of the significance of her ethnic difference
from the very beginning of school, and how she was stigmatized by her use of vocabulary
that she had learned from her Korean father:
/ remember people made fun of me at school because I used one
word, a Korean word, referring my dad. / was using Korean vocabulary
saying "dad," instead of Japanese word, and my neighbors said, "What's
that? You 're not Japanese." Because they were my neighbors, they knew
already that was a bad thing...bad language.
Although the incidents at school created a critical moment for Kiyoe and her father
to talk about the issues related to her mixed ethnicity, the conversations — and the family's
identity ~ remained a carefully guarded secret.
I'm sure there must have been some other Korean kids...buraku,
you know, like underclass people in Japan? There must have been alot of
them, but you know like Japanese society, you have to hide it, otherwise you
will be discriminated against, you will be miserable for the rest of your
lives, right, so people never said. Even in my neighborhood, there were
some Korean kids, but I never talked to them. You leant by seeing other
people's reaction, I guess...that's how I became more aware, more passive.
Kiyoe considered first grade a real turning point in her development as an
individual. Although she began the year as a very active student, she quickly became more
passive as she monitored her own behavior and language. She remembers it as a very
negative experience. "I hated school. I didn't like it at all."
Kiyoe attended primary school sporadically, sometimes being absent for months at a
ume while her family traveled for work. At one point she missed school for 8 months, but
she continued to read and study textbooks a lot with her mother, and somehow she managed
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to keep up with the school despite her absences. Kiyoe credits her academic aptitude in
school to her mother's love of reading.
Schooling ~ and life in general — changed for Kiyoe when she was eight. Many of
her Korean relatives were ministers, and they lived all over the world. Kiyoe had an uncle
living in Mexico who was married to a Mexican woman. He offered to take care of Kiyoe.
so she went there and lived with his family for a year and a half, returning just before her
tenth birthday. Kiyoe immediately felt very comfortable in their mixed-ethnicity home, and
she began to pick up Spanish, speaking Korean to her uncle and Spanish to his wife. In
Mexico she also attended school:
It was really bizarre because I didn't know any Spanish, but my
aunt is Mexican and my uncle is, Korean, mixed family, you know, so / felt
really comfortable. I didn't have to be, you know, a certain person, I could
be who I am.
The school system in Mexico was very skill-based, and Kiyoe remembers the
teacher teaching her to write the alphabet. Kiyoe also was only learning Spanish, so she
often had difficulty understanding what was going on in class. Despite the language barrier.
Kiyoe found school in Mexico much less stressful than it had been in Japan. After a year
and a half, though, she returned to Japan to be with her family.
Going back to school in Japan was much harder for Kiyoe. She was now in the
fifth/sixth grade, which in Japan was extremely difficult. Kiyoe recalls that time as another
turning point in her life, though, because of the influence of her fifth/sixth grade teacher:
For the first time I had a really good teacher. He was like a
you
know, he was practicing critical pedagogy in the classroom, obviously.
There were one or two students, you know, male students who were labeled
slow, you know, and disabled. The other kids were making fun of them,
and of me, because I was not fiilly Japanese, so that meant there was
something wrong with me or something. The three of us were always
picked on. Then one day, some Japanese kids were making fim of these two
slow learners — although I don't think they were slow at all — calling them
really dirty names, saying "you are nothing, you are dirty, you are worse
than human beings, you are like animals."
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The personal aspect wasn't valued there. Whatever they were
teaching, it was the right way, so your interpretation wasn't valued. It was
teacher centered. Students hardly ever say anything unless they were
asked... and then, they were only asked to read some paragraphs, really,
really simple stujf... with mathematics, do you know the answers? Stujf
like that.
This time, attending school in Japan was very difficult for her. Having seen the
different cultures in Mexico and the United States, she found it hard to accept being back in
Japan again, stigmatized because of being different. At the same time she didn't want to
just leave her brother and sister, who had been there all along without ever leaving the
country. Kiyoe felt lucky to have had different opportunities, and she wanted to share her
opportunities with her siblings. She wanted her brother and sister to go the next time, but it
never happened. Kiyoe missed about four months of eighth grade traveling with her dad,
but she finished anyway.
After taking and passing a very difficult entrance exam, Kiyoe attended the public
high school for about a year and a half in Japan. She remembers that there "students were
more understanding" and did not tease about her half-Korean status. She added, "of
course, they talked behind my back, but wasn't too obvious." One of her teachers was very
kind and took an interst in her studies. He asked what she would like to do after finishing
school, and offered to help her look for a job. Kiyoe recalls, "He was being considerate,
so I said, 7 wouldn 't mind being a public school teacher.' The teacher told me, 'Oh, that
will be really hard for you, because you're a minority.'" Although Kiyoe was bom and
raised in Japan, she carries a Korean overseas passport and is considered a resident alien in
Japan, a category making her ineligible for civil service positions. This excluded her from
teaching in the public schools.
Kiyoe's uncle was still living in California, and he recommended that Kiyoe return
to the United States. "He said, you know, if you really want to study, don't waste your
time, just come to the United States." So Kiyoe went back to California and finished high
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school there. Upon graduating, she immediately retumed to Japan to be with her family,
and found work as a Kindergarten Teacher's Aide:
I started working in a private kindergarten. It was where my
teaching career started. I didn 't have my credential or anything, but the
owner knew my mom, so she said. Well, I can hire you. I was 18 years old,
and I was a teacher's assistant. I worked there for about a year and a half,
and then decided to continue my education. Not in Japan, but in the states,
because in Japan I didn't really have a future...Even If I were to study to be
a teacher, I couldn't even be a teacher in Japan.
Once again, Kiyoe went back to the states, this time to attend college. After
completing her B A. Kiyoe traveled to Korea: "I realized I wanted to go to Korea, because
I had never been there." Unfortunately, most of the teaching jobs in Korea required a
master's degree, so Kiyoe retumed to the United States, applied for a scholarship and got a
master's degree in California. She then went back to Korea "looking for ideas," and it was
there that she met her husband.
In 1998 Kiyoe and her husband moved to Hometown where they enrolled in
separate doctoral programs at Zephyr University. They anticipate returning to Asia upon
completion of their degrees. Kiyoe has visited home a few times since beginning her
studies at Zephyr, and in Summer 2000 Kiyoe spent several months there collecting data for
her dissertation. Kiyoe remains very close to her parents and siblings and strongly
identifies as both Korean and Japanese despite the challenges her mixed ethnicity has
brought her. One of her academic interests has been language and schooling rights for
minority students in Japan.
It's really hard for Koreans who are bom and raised itt Japan. We
don't have a nationality. We are an underclass minority. It's a very, very
serious social issue, but it has been censored by the Japanese government
because they don 7 want a lot of people to talk about minority issues.
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Bob: "rm always looking for something that challenges the dominant way that people are
seeing things."
The oldest of four siblings. Bob Connelly was bom in Prescott, Arizona in 1952.
He describes Prescott in the early 1950s as "a sleepy western town that pride(d) itself in
being kind of like the old Wild West." Bob's father came ft'om a very wealthy east coast
family, and his mom was from a working class family on the west coast. They met in
Arizona and together they established what Bob referred to as "a middle class, upper
middle-class household." His father's resources enabled them to own a fairly large ranch
about forty miles outside of town, in a very rural area. Bob attended a one-room
schoolhouse which he described as "sort of classic, six grades with fifteen kids and one
teacher." He remembers that the children who were from more high-literacy homes like his
own basically ended up teaching the others how to read. What was curious about the
school, though, was that the students were primarily "Anglo " because "the Hispanic and
Native American stndents were more migrant workers at the time so they were never
around long enough to attend .school." Years later when he looked back on the experience.
Bob realized that attending school was in that community a class privilege that he had
enjoyed.
When Bob was in sixth grade, he transferred to a ranch boarding school in northern
Arizona, where he attended middle and high school along with his brother and two sisters.
Even though it was very conservative and had a very competitive college preparatory
curriculum, the school maintained an extensive outreach scholarship program. In an effort
to be racially and ethnically diverse, many students were brought in on scholarships from
Harlem and other areas of New York and the east coast. Bob recalled "that's when I first
started learning about listening to different kinds of language and different kinds of
experiences." The school was very isolated, with only about 200 students, but very
different in terms of ethnicides and races:
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What was interesting was since we were isolated we were a
community that could afford to leam how to be a community together, and
even though we didn 't stress that, we really didn 7 see the differences. We
could see the differences and understand those differences, but we also
worked as a community to really hear each other. And I thought it was a
really important experience.
Bob remained at the boarding school, returning home during summer and school
vacations. Although the curriculum was rigorous Bob found the classes easy, and by high
school his attitude toward studying was quite blaze. Concerned about his lack of attention
to studies, Bob's parents decided to send him abroad to live and study for a year. Bob
recalled how his junior year in Spain dramatically changed his perspective toward life:
/ lived with a family at the time outside of Barcelona, and the family
happened to be a separatist family that opposed the regime of Francisco
Franco in Spain. I spent a whole year living with that family, i had to
leam two languages, both Spanish and Catalan, which at the time was a
language that you learned if you wanted to rebel against the fascist
government of Franco.
They thought I was a spoiled rich kid, basically. We used to argue
in Spanish and I remember being shocked when once they called the
president a fat pig.' Even though I didn't really care for him, it shocked
me that someone from another country would think that way about the
United States president. It made me start to think about politics and
philosophy, and things like that.
And so / grew up in this family, that whole experience really
changed my life. / remember returning from Spain. / stepped off the plane
and handed my parents a copy of Soul on Ice, telling them they should read
it. They though I had completely lost it! I still laugh back on that because
you know, here I was coming from a very privileged background, and
didn't really understand it, only I had sort of had this experience of
conscientization, like we talk about. From sort of being on the upper crust,
to start looking at the world and realizing, "Hey, we're assholes, we
Americans, and we don't have a clue what's going on in the rest of the
world."
That's really kind of the way I see my beginning. I think my life was
really changed by the experiences of traveling and being in different
countries, and seeing a lot of things that my family hasn't really
participated in, and the poverty in some of the areas.
When Bob returned to the boarding school for his senior year, the curriculum
seemed '^siliy to him after his experiences abroad. He began to ask himself, "why are we
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teaching the American Dream when most people will never have an opportunity at it ? I
mean I will, but most people won 7." Bob recalled:
It was more of an intellectual recognition. At that time I hadn't
personally experienced it, I hadn't spent time in a ghetto, hut / remember
having the distinct feeling after reading some of the radical literature that
had come out that / didn't begin to understand the experience of what
people in different colored skin have growing up and being quote, now what
I would say, "the other". And I was very angry about that... And I still
am.
I didn't know the word then, but I started thinking that what's being
taught here is kind of an official position, and nobody's questioning it. And
that was kind of the beginning for me to really question what is it that we
teach people at every level in school. I've been on that track ever .since.
Bob recalls some children of famous politicians who were his classmates at the
boarding school, and even remembers having conversations with their prominent parents
"although we usually disagreed." "So I've had access to power, to some of those
circles," he reflected, "but have never been comfortable in (them) to this day. I'm always
looking for something that challenges the dominant way that people are seeing things."
After graduating from high school Bob went to England to study economics and
philosophy at the University of South Hampton. There, he recalls, they saw Americans as
"too capitalism oriented,'' and the leftist and socialist teachings of many of the professors
helped him to view things from a different perspective. When Bob returned again to the
United States he decided against attending a large university and enrolled instead in a small,
new liberal arts college that was challenging, at least theoretically, some of the "official
knowledge"" he had begun to question.
Bob graduated with a bachelor's degree in the humanities and spent a number of
years making a name for himself in the field of photography. By the early 1980s, however.
Bob had tired of the egocentric artist lifestyle. He decided to "get back into more of the
world if ideas and writing " and he took a position at his alma mater working with adults
returning to college to get degrees. For the past 18 years Bob has spent about a two-third
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of his time there teaching and the rest actually in administration, building on-site programs
for teacher certification in remote locations throughout the state.
Several years ago Bob decided to pursue his long-standing desire and get a masters
degree in philosophy. Reading and writing about philosophical issues helped him to think
more analytically, but increasingly, he realised that the whole field of philosophy was "very
White, very westenr and he felt that something was missing:
I realized when I was finishing up that degree that I really wanted to
get a Ph.D in some type of social science that had started looking at
systems that challenged those kinds of people, in other words, looking at the
20th century a lot more closely.
Bob enrolled in the doctoral program in Higher Education at Zephyr University.
Since he was working primarily with adults returning to college, he wanted to approach
higher education from that perspective. As his coursework progressed Bob became more
and more interested in focusing on the learners in higher education. He was curious about
how language and learning takes place, and how they are connected. In addition to theory.
Bob wanted to look approach learning from linguistic and anthropological perspectives
which were not offered in higher education. He took a course with Dr. Sarah Mills that
focused on influential readings in Culture and Literacy Studies, and after conversing with
Dr. Mills. Bob decided to transfer to Culture and Literature Studies:
I didn 't really know the department really well but I liked what I was
seeing. And she, I think, had recognized that the kind of thinking and the
things that I was interested in ~ even though they were really philosophical
and maybe a lot of people in CLS weren 't as interested in the theoretical
aspects as much as I am ~ that still, underneath all that there was still an
interest in practice and the kinds of things that are going on in CLS. And it
was a perfect fit.
Bob's wife has a Ph.D. in theology, and they hope to find an academic setting
where they both can work after Bob finishes his degree in Culture and Literacy Studies.
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Themes Related To Content. Process, and Orientation
In chapter three, I established a theoretical framework for multicultural curriculum
that included three major dimensions: content, process and orientation This section
considers themes related to content, process and orientation arising from the student
narrative data.
Many of the tlrst comments made about the CLS curriculum related to the studentfocused orientation of the faculty. In the following passage, Carol related how the
departments' strong focus on students and meeting students' needs drove her decision to
enroll in CLS:
I had a really strong sense of how good the teachers were, and that
they really cared. I had a sense of community that there wasn 't with TSL I
had always, when I was a master's degree [student], I had always felt like
we were being brushed aside by the TSL doctoral students. The TSL
doctoral students were really occupying the professors' time, And they
didn't have much time for us, so I was kind of resentful of that. And I asked
about that question of if the CLS professors had enough time to spend with
you, and Dr. Cortes said, "We're some of the bussiest, but that is
everyone's priority here, is to make the time for the students, and that's why
everyone vvaj here." And I'd had Ruth Ann Vega, and I'd had Sylvia
Cantor, and certainly that was my experience with them....And then I
started with HLDS And I had Ellen Donahue and the courses there, and /
felt like I really foimd a niche, vvaj feeling very successfid.
Carol's characterization of her CLS experience as "successfur was also not
unique. In fact, most students interviewed reported the perception that the department
encouraged the expression of a variety of voices and perspectives, although they were not all
in agreement with everything that they heard or experienced in the classroom. The notion
that diverse perspectives must be present in a multicultural curriculum was raised in a
number of forms, and also emerged as a strong theme in the faculty interviews which are
discussed in the next chapter. Carol's comments also raise the connection between
interaction and her experiences of the multicultural curriculum when she reports,
"...everyone's priority here, is to make the time for the students....certainly that was my
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a way...and also discussion..And be really aware of who's in our classes,
and listen to their voices, and I don't know that that's done yet.
In the second passage. Stacy raises the issue of imph'cit versus explicit multicultural
content. Bob also raised the issue of implicit versus explicit multicultural content when he
noted that even though multiculturalism was integrated into the syllabi via course rationales
and overviews, and the diversity of the students, the nature of classroom interactions did not
guarantee that all perspectives were heard.
How was multiculturalism integrated...Definitely in
rationale...Overviews....That was what vvfli- so great about that course. It
was a seminar and everybody was doing different stuff, but people were
bringing in stuff, and there were so many different people from different
places doing stuff, and it was from everywhere. It was Korean, Chinese,
oh, my god, people were from everywhere. We were doing
everything....South America....It was just incredible...
The problem is...one of the annoying thing that can happens
sometimes is the courses drift a little bit more than they should....What
happens is that certain students then can come to the front and really make
a difference....There are some, certain advantages to that...but I think the
course could have had more...could have had several objectives of using
different people's perspectives....! think there could have been a lot more
focus on different kinds of literature and stuff'that we could have gotten
more into discussion about.
Both Bob's and Stacy's comments highlight the tension between having explicitly
stated multicultural content and implicit multicultural content, a theme that also emerged in
faculty interviews . Bob's comments also raised the issue of voice, which will be discussed
further later in the chapter.
Many of the doctoral level courses in CLS use a combination of "read, reflect,
dialogue, write" activities, in various sequences, to engage students with the content of the
curriculum. In the following passage, Carol described her experience with this CLS
curriculum process:
It's that they're...It's so...You should read, there's a whole lot of
reading to do, bitt you don't necessarily have to read. And you don't
necessarily have to reflect that much on you 're reading. I don't know if it's
the teachers expectations, or the way that students just take control of the
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class in some settings, but students spouted out a lot of stuff that was based
on their experiences...and that wasn 't based upon the readings. And I
didn't do a lot of the readings...! mean, I read what was interesting to me,
but the rest of it....
It was so much what you make of it. You decided yourself what was
the priority. There was always some sort of paper at the end. I really took
upon me to try to capture what the concept was of the course, what I was
supposed to learn, and integrate that into my term paper....But I don 7 think
people always did that, and they seemed to get on pretty well without that.
Here Carol has clearly connected to the curriculum process itself through
interaction. Although there were specific reading assigned, it was she who decided what
was important in order for her to productively engage the content of the curriculum.
Interaction has related the content and the process of the curriculum. The theme of agency
also emerged in this passage, as Carol took control of her own learning by making
decisions about which assignments to read. This will be further discussed in the section on
emerging themes later in the chapter.
Stacy offered another perspective on the content of curriculum when she described
the course readings as an avenue for connecting the curriculum to her lived experiences.
Again, she highlighted the value of explicitly multicultural material, although she did not
state that all content must be explicit:
The course offered me readings and...background readings as to
theories and...and ideas of cultural capital and social capital, and different
kinds of minorities, you know, that whole Ogbu stuff you know, that is just
so....So what it did was that it gave me a frame to connect all these socalled isolated pieces of information that I had. That's how it was
enlightening from my (perspective). See, where my brain works is that I
have to have things connected or else they won 't...they won't stay. I know
that's not unusual, but I have to get them...you know, they have to be really
overt.
Like Stacy, Ly also commented on specific theory presented as part of curricular
content and connection to lived experiences:
This course reader-response theory, I want to take this course,
because in Vietnam this is critical pedagogy. All the courses in CLS are
critical pedagogy. In Vietnam, there is no voice, in class, everything is to
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illustrate the opinion of the party, there is no voice. There is no response,
only illustration of the point made. So this reader response, this is critical
pedagogy.
I think this is a very fantastic experience for me because I have alot
of experience in my life, but to speak about it, because I lack a kind of
systematic theory. CLS gives me the chance to look into theory, to
understand it, incorporate it with my experience. So now I think I have not
only a theory, explanation for experience, so I can look into the future. I
owe a great debt to CLS, and I think I can ~ / should bring into ideology
the theory in other parts of the world.
Both students perceived the theoretical concepts presented through coursework as
having broader applications to their lived experiences. Both specifically commented on the
value of specific theory to "frame" or "name" experiences they had had. Both connected
the content, in this case theoretical concepts presented, to their own evolving orientations
toward education. Ly"s comments also touch on the concept of conscientization, which will
also be discussed further.
In considering the categories related to curriculum content, process and orientation, i
recognized that there were generative themes related to the data itself that emerged as
important across participants. In fact, when I asked about content, process and orientation,
participants invariably responded by describing how their interactions related to the topics
of content, process, or orientation of curriculum. As with the syllabi and the surveys,
interaction emerged as a primary theme in multicultural curriculum, and while students
connected their interactions to the content, process and orientation, they would not or could
not discuss the three aspects of curriculum separately from the interactions. The next
sections consider the generative themes which emerged from the student interview data.

Summarv of Themes Emerging From Student Data
Several common themes emerged from the student narratives. Within each
individual narrative, the previously identified themes of identity, agency, and voice could
easily be identified. However, when examined together, these themes emerged as sub-texts
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within larger frameworks of power, authority, and paradigm. However, power, authority and
paradigm appeared as components within the still larger context of classroom interaction.
Table 6.1 shows the organization of emerging themes:

TABLE6.1

GENERATIVE THEMES EMERGING FROM STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Themes Emerging from Student Interviews
I. Power
A. Voice
B. Schooling As a Reflection of Society at Large
II. Authority
A. Agency
B. Literacy as an Avenue for Teaching and Learning
C. Education as a Subversive Force
D. Conscientization

in. Paradigm
A. Identity
B. Experience as Education

IV. Politics of Education
One of the difficulties encountered in constructing this discussion, however, was the
high degree of overlap among themes within the context of interaction, which is by
definition dynamic and thus constantly changing. Thus, the following sections will consider
themes and sub-themes from the perspective of the dynamic and constantly changing
classroom social interaction, as described by the students interviewed.

Power
The emergence of power as a dominant theme was somewhat surprising, given the
characterization of CLS as "'diverse,^'' "welcoming,''^ "supporting success" and
"collegiar by the students interviewed. Closer scrutiny revealed that in this setting, power
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was perceived as control of participation rather than oppression or domination, although one
student did mention that some students tend to "dominate" the conversations. In the
narratives of the students interviewed, power was most often recognized in two ways: voice,
and in relation to the ways in which the social dynamics in society are replicated in the
classroom.

Voice
Earlier I referred to Shor's (1987) notion that "teaching should offer an
illumination of reality that helps us and the students examine the social limits constraining
us'Xp- 26). Indeed, during the interviews students tended to focus upon how points of
perceived connections and tensions within the social context of the curriculum that
promoted or constrained learning. Often, this connection or tension was perceived as being
heard, or listened to, or not being heard. Students related voice to the expression of power
within the classroom in several different ways. Voice was perceived as power because those
who had voice in the classroom also appeared to have the power to control the construction
of knowledge in the classroom. In a sense, it was perceived that "they who control the
dialogue, control the construction and expression of knowledge." To not be given voice
meant that one had no input into the knowledge that was being expressed, and thus, to the
knowledge that was co-constructed by class participants.
For most of the students, voice in the context of the classroom setting also related
direcdy to knowledge. That is, students viewed the relationship between engagements in the
classroom and who they gave voice to and who they silenced as a controlling mechanism in
the construction of "official knowledge." For example. Bob commented on how the
professor's control of conversation in a discussion impacted what was known by students:
I think there were a lot of incredible people in that group, but we
didn't have much of a voice. We were pretty much subjected to [the
professor's] perspective of (the topic) along the way — which I liked, but..
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. / still to this day remember some of her images and all, but I'm not sure
everyone in the room thought it. And whether everybody thought it or not, it
still left a lot ofpeople that we could have learned from. All the people on
one side of the room didn't know what anybody on the other side were
thinking about. I mean, there were these zones of interaction. Maybe if you
attended one of the presentations at the end you saw that, but there wasn 't
enough cross-pollination of the students in that class.
Voice was perceived as the expression of the knowledge in the classroom. Because
those who had voice within the classroom were perceived to control the construction or
expression of knowledge, "owning" that knowledge was perceived as power.
One of the most intriguing trends in both student and faculty interviews developed
in relation to the connections between literacy, knowledge and power. I asked participants
about their perceptions of the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum. Invariably,
participants referred to literature and "concrete" representations of knowledge to define
what they perceived as "multiculturalness." In the same manner that
Literacy can give people the power to name themselves and their world, to determine
what is, and what is not, and what is wanted, and what is not. Students perceived that
literacy provided the route to freedom, because "reading the word and the world" (Freire and
Macedo, 1987) inevitably lead to creation of new thoughts, and that in connecting the world
to the word there is a freedom that no regime can quash. For example, throughout Ana's
narrative, the significant impact which access to literature has played on her development of
identity as a teacher and a learner, and upon the development of her pedagogical beliefs, is
clear. Furthermore, these beliefs are reflected in Ana's classroom practices, which include a
literature-based curriculum designed to elicit critical thinking about social issues:
I loved Carlos Fuentes. He is analyzing and denouncing the
political system in Mexico, talking about poverty and corruption — political
corruption. Carlos Fuentes for me was very important in my formation as
a person, in the development of my political conscience.
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Throughout Ana's narrative, these concepts were illustrated over and over again as
she described her efforts and the efforts of her group of friends to resist the traditions
imposed upon them by the educational system and the government:
Books opened my mind in many ways, with a lot of ideas about life,
not traditional... opposing traditionalism. And the student movement of
course, made the most of young people like me. Because of that, I have
always had that feeling in my mind, that in many ways you can contribute to
a change.
Certainly, these accounts give credence to Freire's notion of conscientization which
arises out of participation/access to a "liberatory education." Furthermore, it appears that
literacy in this context, when viewed as an expression of "official knowledge." then became
directly connected to the dynamics of power in the classroom. The concept of literacy as a
dynamic of power, particularly in multicultural contexts, has previously been described by
Anzaldua (1999), Sards (1993), Ladson-Billings (1995b, 1996), and Delpit (1995).

School as a Reflection of Society at Large
Lortie (1975) spoke earlier of schooling as an apprenticeship, wherein one's
schooling experience determines one's identity as a teacher. In his recounting of memorable
events in his schooling and teaching experiences in South Vietnam. Ly Cam describes the
ways in which schooling was used to promote political ideology in society:
For example, Mr. Ho Chi Minh. I think that he vvajr a great
revolutionary, but I do not think that he was a great poet. But in literature
class we had to study his poems, and praise him to the sky: "This book,
this line is excellent, the next line is excellent too; all the poem is a kind of
masterpiece, better than Shakespeare, better than Goethe, better than all the
greatest writers in the world put together."
You cannot say anything against it, you have to accept it. And when
you write a reflection in the class, it is just to praise what the govenwient
wants to praise, and denotmce what the government wants you to
denounce.
Schools are the stronghold of socialism....and even in school you
have to Join the army. A kind of organization of the youth. If you do not
join this organization in high school, there is no way that you can go into
the university. (The youth organization) is a kind of lower organization,..
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micropolitics of social settings and interactions. Bob observed that the dynamics reflected
in the social interactions on the Zephyr University campus seemed to mirror the dynamics
of social interaction in the larger societal context:
/ think that many students use whatever they can at the higher ed
level to get through the system to get where they're going
So in many ways it mirrors the society. I mean, we all need jobs,
we all need to work, we all need to earn an income...So I'm finding faidt
with that, but then...l thought it was interesting, I saw a program awhile
back on Berkeley. The Asian American students primarily on the West
Coast see Berkeley a the ultimate school for them. To get to Berkeley
you've reached the top of the mountain. Mount Fujii... is there....is
Berkeley. So families kids in high school, families who have money, like in
Seattle, buy houses in Berkeley, near the university. And the student goes
and lives there and hangs out on campus, and all these things, and
becomes a member of the community so they'II be accepted at Berkeley. It's
so incredibly competetive. And they're Asian American students, and
they're hoping that because they're Asian American they'll be seen a
certain way so that they can get through all the admission screenings to the
promised land. And I'm thinking, is that multiculturalism?
Ly noted, for example, that is was important for teachers in classrooms to stay
connected with outside society "because the students live in society, not only in the
classroom.'"
In summary, "power" as described by the students interviewed could be interpreted
as "who had the power at any given moment in the classroom," and was determined by
who had voice at any given moment. Power was seen as dynamic within the social context
of the classroom interactions. Furthermore, the patterns associated with the changing
location of power was perceived by the students as reflecting the dynamics of power in the
larger context of social interactions within society.

Authority
Just as power was interpreted as "who has the power at any given moment in the
classroom" and viewed as dynamic within the social context of classroom interactions,
authority in this context was characterized as "who is the authority in this context?"
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Authority was further determined to be related to agency, or the perceived amount of control
students had over determining their own course in the educational context. Literacy as an
avenue for teaching and learning emerged as another related parameter of authority, as did
conscieniization and the notion of education as a subversive force. This section will
consider the four sub-themes as they relate to authority within the context of the social
interactions of the classroom curriculum.

Agency
Through education, students developed a concern for the plight of all humankind,
and a desire to change the political and social realities which contributed to their perceived
oppression of the masses. Despite the hidden agenda of the educational system being "to
indoctrinate students into the dominant ideology of the culture" (Ly) and to produce "good
citizens" (Ana) to work within the existing societal structure, the very nature of education, in
which students are exposed through reading, writing and experience to a wide range of
ideologies and practices, opened the doors for discontent, ideological differences, and
dissent. In other words, the education was intended to teach students to conform to the
societal structures, but education allowed students to recognize that there were other options.
Carol's account of her experiences on the school bus in grade school are a good example.
In the beginning, she and her fiiends felt intimidated by the older students, whom she
described as "mean" Later, when Carol and her friends were older, they adopted a
perspective that challenged the one established by the previous students, and that even
changed Carol's entire perception of the school experience:
We took the totally different attitude that they — the second and first
graders — we were taking under our wing and showing them how to
survive in the school. So by third grade I felt like I was...much more, you
know..Jiaving some control of what was going on. It
a lot more
satisfying.
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The more limited the range of materials one is exposed to, the more likely it is that a
community will develop one particular ideology. Likewise, the lack of a range of
perspectives presented in early and middle years will impact the development of an
individual's zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) and consequently will impact
an individual's cognitive mediation of the world around them. In the following passage. Ana
described her perception of how literature reflects the society at large:
Literature is a human activity that is not produced in a vacuum. It
is a consequences of social, political and economic familiar -1 don't know
how much - experiences of writers, of the people who produce those books.
And because of that, literature always has a class system, the content of the
(social) classes. The content is not pure; it is going to be imbedded by all
those experiences, all the reality that in one moment the writer is
experiencing, is living, yes? That's what I'm talking about.
Ana's access to a wide variety of literature as a young child and adolescent allowed
her to consider many different social and political perspectives. As a teacher, these diverse
perspectives motivate her to introduce a variety of pedagogical practices into her classroom
in response to student needs. Utilizing cooperative learning and collaborative teaching. Ana
seeks to instill in her students a sense of social responsibility and political conscience while
at the same responding to the specific needs of her bilingual students. Drawing upon the
life-long impact of her own prior experiences with literature. Ana strives to provide the same
opportunity for her students by offering a literature-based curriculum which invites critical
thinking about social issues. Rosenblatt (1995) writes that "the whole personality tends to
become involved in the literary process... Hence, literature can foster the linkage between
intellectual perception and emotional drive that is essential to any vital learning process" (p.
174). In many instances. Ana's pedagogical practices can be traced back to her own
personal experiences in and out of school.
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In addition to learning through exposure to literature. Ana's interactions with and
responses to literature were an integral part of her construction of knowledge. Short (1997)
asserts that "learning and teaching are processes of action, reflection and inquiry" (p. 104),
and suggests that in thinking about the potential of literature we begin with a reflection of
our own personal histories as readers. Throughout her narrative. Ana continually referred to
personal experiences with literature, beginning from a very young age. In the following
passage. Ana described how she and her peers were exposed to new ideas through literature:
I remember that in (ninth grade), a lot of motivation to learn came
from classmates that already were exploring good literature... We were
already reading Gibran, and discussing him, and reading other nice
writers, a lot of poetry, Beaudelaire, for example, and Russian literature.
We were reading the classics, Russian classics, and discussing them.
Some of (my classmates) were already adopting ways of life according to
our readings, and that made me pretty impressed with them, but also
wanting to follow in their footsteps. It was a period of very active reading
and discussion with kids. Of course, I could say we were feeling superior,
maybe... what I don't like now that / understand our position, and
attitudes... but we were being benefited because of those readings, these
discussions, and this love to read.
Short (1997) further states that "when we see ourselves as inquirers who pose our
own questions and explore possible answers to those questions, we can create lasting
changes in our schools" (p. 104).
There are many variables which affect how ideologies such as Marxism,
communism, or democracy are manifested in a culture or society. Access to literature (or
lack of it) impacts a person's world view. Throughout his narrative, Ly Cam continually
refers to personal experiences with literature, beginning from a very young age. It is clear
that the value his family placed upon literature was transmitted to Ly, and that this value is
reflected in his pedagogical practice of using literature in the classroom to introduce new
ideas and thought perspectives, even at the cost of being imprisoned. Across all student
narratives, a clear pattern of connection between literature and world view emerged. Ly's
story also illustrated how countries such as Vietnam, in which books and other forms of
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literature are severely restricted, develop certain kinds of ideologies, and how certain kinds
of thinking develops in those citizens, in response to — or perhaps in resistance to ~ the
contradictions which exist between what is known in the "outside world", and what is taught
within the society. This disparity is mentioned by Ly:
/ studied a lot of Marxist ideology, and I think of it as intellectual
inspiration. But when the communists have power in their hands, they said
that they are applying Marxism into practice, but in fact it's kind of
Marxism-Leninism. I think that it's a kind of totalitarianism.
It becomes a kind of political doctrine, a doctrine to dominate the
society, not a kind of liberating ideology anymore.
In effect, schooling, and the literature to which he was exposed as a result of
interaction with the intellectual community, caused Ly to consider possibilities he had not
previously thought possible. In other words, access to literature led to expansion of Ly's
"zone of proximal development" (Vygotsky, 1978).
"Basic social concepts," says Rosenblatt (1995), "may illuminate -- and be
illuminated by -- the study of literature" (p. 122). For Ly Cam and the others, reading of
books and other literature published outside of the government served to illuminate what
was occurring within the social structure of their own countries by presenting contradictions
between what they had always known and what was now being staled by others. For
example. Ana described how, through interaction with CLS professors and classmates, she
developed new perspectives about literature that she had been familiar with for a long time:
All the time, I always said, 'forme" ~ and I still say it — "forme, I
have so little time to read, I have no time to waste reading best sellers or
whatever.... I onlv read what I hear, or what I think, is good literature.
Yes?
...But I wanted to introduce my students also to that literature....
For example, when I, first time that / was going to teach reading, I started
with El Principito -- The Little Prince, and it
very important for me to
start with that book. And now I'm hoping for my students to be introduced
to it, — And I did many many strategies to make them, to love the Little
Prince story in the way I love it (laugh)... But sometimes my students didn't
understand, sometimes they were not absolutely involved. And very little by
little and with alot of help from my professors in the department and the
readings, I (began to) understand that [it] is very, very questionable, the
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classical literature and the good literature... I understood that maybe that
book could be introduced in many different ways, a little by little, but not
with the assumptions that / have to introduced it to my students.
Now that I'm more familiar with children's literature for example,
I'm very interested in that literature forme and for my students. And I think
that has richness — wonderful richness, and for them as well as for me.
When asked to explain further what she found questionable about classic literature.
Ana responded:
Who states what is good literature? What are the basis... we
understand. I think that we understand that the education system is
promoting a .\ystem of values of certain classes or... yes, social classes.
And sometimes we forget the reality that other classes, like the working
classes, the low income classes are as much a value as the middle class
needs and goals, etc., yes? Only [they are] different goals and different
interests because of different realities, different socio-economic experiences.
Yes? And that is what I question. I love classical literature, as I told you.
But anyway, it is not the same all the time. My goals are changing, even
when i could defend some books forever.
Drawing upon the life-long impact of her own prior experiences with literature. Ana
strove to provide the same opportunity for her students by offering a literature-based
curriculum that invited critical thinking about social issues.
According to Rosenblatt (1995), "literature not only makes possible the experience
of diverse patterns of the past and present; it also offers the opportunity to envisage new
and more desirable patterns" (p. 186). For Ly and Ana, literature presented a different view
of the world. Through access to underground publications, the contradictions which exist
between what is known in the "outside world", and what is espoused by the government
within the society became evident. Students responded to the government's attempts to
conceal truths by presenting an "edited" perspective of the reality of social conditions,
evidence of conscientization, the process of working for change which results from an
awareness of social inequalities (Elias, 1976), began to emerge among the students. In the
following passage. Bob described how reading certain literature caused him to think about
contradictions between reality and the "American Dream":
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knowledge." The relationship between agency and literacy as an avenue for teaching and
learning is also clear: literacy offered students alternatives to the "official knowledge" and
in doing so, it provided opportunities for students to develop their own ideas about what
they wanted, in education and in life.

Education as a Subversive Force
Just as exposure to literature provided students with alternatives for maters
pertaining to their own lives, exposure to knowledge also provided a "subversive" influence
for students, for although students reported the common belief that the major role of the
educational system was to reproduce the already existing social interactions of the larger
society, as students became exposed to other notions through reading and through
interaction, they began to challenge the very ideological concepts that the educational system
strove to reinforce. In the following passage. Ly described his perception of the role of
schooling in Vietnam:
[In Vietnam, the role of education is] to indoctrinate the dominant
ideology, and to eliminate all the other kinds of ideology. Schools are the
stronghold of socialism. That's what they are called officially. They don't
hide that. Each student must be a fighter. Each teacher must be a kind of
chief or leader. Each teacher must be highly political. Each student must
be trained so that they can be highly political in the fitiure.
The notion that schools were primarily charged with reproducing the societal
structure in a number of national and international contexts has been previously reported by
Coffman (1973), Neelson (1973), Bell (1984), Harber (1988), Apted (1994), Lintner (1990),
Takaki (1994), Nakamura (1996), Jansen (1999) and others. In the following passage. Ana
described how peer interactions in school caused her to consider ideologies other than those
presented by the "official knowledge" of the classroom:
I think that some of my classmates were really gifted. Some of them
were adopting, already in ninth grade, they were adopting ways of life
according to our readings, and that made me pretty impressed by them.
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wanting to follow their steps, and it was a period of very active reading and
discussion with kids, with kids that were already in that. And of course I
say we were feeling superior, maybe...we acted like that because we thought
we knew more...
Like Ana. Bob was introduced to philosophical and ideological beliefs that
challenged the "official knowledge" taught in school through interactions with other
students. Here, he described the experience of being in classes with minority students from
lower class neighborhoods in Harlem:
What was interesting was they could help us understand. I
remember specifically them talking about their experiences growing up.
Some of them were from Harlem or part of New York City where there
were lots of problems. They would talk about those experiences, but they
would talk about them in a way that they were leaving those experiences
behind, like this schooling was going to enable them to move on and go to
really good colleges, cause it was a college prep school. So I was thinking,
"This is really great, we team all these perspectives."
But even then we were all becoming...We were all kind of aiming for
the same track to get on. It's just that by virtue of certain social class, and
.skin color, (and) different things, we were going to get on different
iracks...even though we didn't know that at that time.
Despite the hidden agenda of the educational system being "to indoctrinate students
into the dominant ideology of the culture" and to produce "good citizens" to work within
existing societal structures, the very nature of education, in which students are exposed
through reading, writing, and experience to a wide range of ideologies and practices, opens
the doors for contradiction, ideological differences, and dissent. In other words, the same
education intended to teach students to conform to the societal structures led students to
recognize -- and often seek — other possible options. Ana said:
You ha[d] to be looking at graphics and constructing graphics...but
always with the assumption "nothing changes," or "this is going to be the
only variable that is going to change." And for me that was not reality.
We also studied theory, the Marxist theory of economic
development... and I have to recognize that we explored capitalism and all
angles, Marx, Lennin, Mao's writing, we explored them, we discussed
them. There was alot of dogmatism, but on the other hand / recognize, I
think that Marxist and Lenninist theory of history and development,
economic development has a lot of interesting contributions...and I hope
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that I can...that I understood them and / use them in creative ways, not as a
dogma, but questioning, but using them to question also.
As students became aware of different perspectives, they often began to question
some of the "official" perspectives, as Ana has in the passage above. In the following
passage. Bob challenges the "official perspective" he saw represented in the adult
education programs he was involved with:
In adidt education, about 75% of the students are women. So what
I've been interested in is the whole question is what happens when you have
women that come back to school. In adtdt education there's this whole
thing about transformation. Let's say you 're a woman with a family, and
you 've been caring for the kids while your husband works, and then you
decide to go back for more education. As you go back to school, lights go
on, and you become transformed. The problem with all of that is that the
transformation tends to reproduce the dominant belief system, it doesn 't
really challenge it. And so, my whole question is, transformation for what ?
How do we, as the dominant — especially someone like myself — how do we
work with that? And really, how do we become a voice for that kind of
change when we ourselves are reproducing that ideology?
At some point, the recognition of opposing ideologies precipitated action. In the
case of the students interviewed, their actions arising out of the recognition of conflicting
ideologies were primarily motivated by the desire or need to effect change within their own
context or the larger context of society. That is, the students became "conscientized."

Conscientization
Conscientization, the concept at the heart of Freire's teaching, is the process by
which a group of people become aware of the cultural context in which they live and become
challenged to work actively to bring about change for the better (Elias, 1976. p. 9).
Throughout Ly's narrative, the concept of conscientization was illustrated over and over
again as he described his efforts and the efforts of his colleagues and fnends to resist the
traditions imposed upon them by the educational system and the government:
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Bob's recognition of the ways in which the social structures in society constrain
some, while supporting others, occurred in the context of a seemingly innocuous
conversation over coffee. He described it as a revelation'" that spurred him to change the
entire course of his professional life;
When I was in the arts and all, I was sitting around, and there were
about four males and one woman, and the woman was kind of subservient.
They were artists, photographers, quite well known, and they had big egos.
They were talking and they were making these jokes about these female
models they had worked with. And it hit me that the whole art world, at
least in photography at the time, was this oppressive kind of.
It's kind of like, if you were male, and White male, you could make
your way in it by using others. Basically everybody else became your
objects to photograph. That's what photograph is: you objectify the world
in some way and put it in print. And it just hit me. ft was almo.st like a
religious, a mystical e.xperience one day, that that was not where / was
going anymore, and I had to start challenging my own thinking at that level.
And so / immediately went back to what I always wanted to do,
which was get a masters degree in philosophy. So I started working on
that, and that really got me into reading intensely, and writing a lot about
philosophical issues...But what was really missing in the whole state of
philosophy is it's really very White, very western, the way it's done....And
so / realized when I was finishing up that degree that I really wanted to get
a Ph.D. in some type of social science that had started looking at systems
that challenged those kinds of people, in other words, looking at the 20th
century a lot more closely.
In Carol's case, the realization that inequities and contradictions existed for students
within the school setting resulted from her observation and experiences with the students in
her ESL classes. Carol described the events that caused her to recognize that the structure
of the ESL program often further marginalized students by removing the support of their
native language;
I had a bimch of kids that did speak English. I also had some
monolingual Spanish speakers. I was a revolving door classroom, because
I got the kids who had no English competence, and as soon as they
developed some competence, they were moved out to the other class
because there were other kids coming in. There was no discussion about
the difference between oral English and academic English....Some Krashen
stuff about how to dumb it down....And I moved them across the hall to
the....It was basically sheltered English immersion, (but) it was called ESL.
The teacher had got her degree at Duke, and she had no teaching
experience or training, she was doing Teach for America....There were a
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few kids who just insisted "I'm not ready, I'm not ready." So what I would
do is I would talk all these kids that were saying things at me in line, and
tell them "You 'II be fine." I just didn't know that they weren't fine. After
two years, I left and went to Guatemala. There, there were mostly wealthy
Guatemalan and other international kids, but there were still some
differences. I taught in Guatemala for nvo years, and then decided to go to
graduate school.
It was the middle of the school year, January. I still had these big
questions. The main question I had was how do children leant language.
And why was there so much variety between what they learned in English
and what they learned in Spanish. I remember there was this one boy who
loved to write stories in Spanish, And I never encouraged him to write
stories in Spanish, and I'm real sorry about that...but I was so concerned
about making sure he could swim.
As described above, these students experienced the interactions related to schooling
and to the larger context of society as heavily embedded with layers of authority, often
represented as expressions of "official knowledge." In the context of the CLS classroom,
the students interviewed spoke of authority from the perspective of "who has the authority
at any given moment in the classroom context." The location of authority was further
perceived as the ability — or freedom — to express or represent knowledge as one chose it to
be. Thus, opportunities to consider alternative knowledge represented opportunities to
access authority from many different sources. Clearly, the notion of authority as presented
by these students is deeply interwoven with the notions of power described earlier.
Students' perceptions and experiences of power and authority within the classroom context
are strongly influenced by their beliefs about what paradigm, or ideological firame, is in
operation at any given moment. The next section explores the influences of paradigm on
students' experiences and perceptions of the multicultural curriculum.

Paradigm
As mentioned above, paradigm in the classroom curricular context refers to the
ideological or pedagogical framework within which curricular interactions take place. For
example, Freire (1977, 1997) has referred to the banking concept of knowledge
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caliber of what you expect in an ESL teacher, but maybe not so much in
creativity....And I was the one who had been an elementary school teacher,
and that evoked a lot of creativity.
In the following passage, Carol's description of Dr. Vargas' pedagogical stance
also infers her perceptions of identity — as equal or subordinate -- in the different contexts
mentioned:
I had Dr. Vargas for six units and he behaved so differently in the
two classes. I had Vygotsky, and there he was very formal with the students
and kind of very much behaving the e.xpert...And then I had immigration
and education, and he didn't behave that way, it was much more of a
conversation. It was the first time he had taught it.
For Kiyoe, the interactions related to schooling had a profound impact on her
personal identity within the context of Japanese society. Differences that she had been only
vaguely aware of in early childhood were made explicit within the school setting, as she
described in the following passage:
[When I started school], dealing with my identity became more of a
serious issue. At first I didn't think it was bad, I didn't realize how
important it is to be half Japanese-half Korean or something like that, but
the society forces you to behave in a particular way...You know, so that I
can't come out and say, hey I'm half Korean, instead I am taught to be
very...how should I say, to hide my identity, to do it, their way....But I
wasn't really aware of it, I didn't really know what's going on, because at
school you see the Japanese flag, you sing the Japanese national anthem,
but at the same time, you know the system's not accepting my father. Their
pronoun is always "we Japanese", but I know I was not one of them, I was
a little bit different.
IGyoe's example illustrates how a student's identity is influenced by the
interactions in the educational context, but it also connects those interactions to the larger
context of society. All of the examples related to identity also describe instances where an
experience, and not explicitly stated curriculum, resulted in the construction of knowledge
for the students interviewed. The next section will further explore the notion of experience
as education.
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Experience as Education
In this section experience is viewed as encompassing all of human interactions.
Thus, some of the examples focus upon socialization, or day-to-day informal interactions in
the lives of the students, while others focus upon specific events or activities that took place
within the contexts of those day-to-day lived experiences.
Ana's practice of inquiry-based instruction comes from her belief that the individual
can construct knowledge (Short, 1997). Likewise, her practice of cooperative/collaborative
learning comes from the belief that individuals can co-construct knowledge in community
with other people. Both beliefs are directly derived from Ana's personal experiences as a
young child and adolescent. Referring again to the importance of her peers in her
perceptions about the importance of finding people with the same interests and of learning
in community recurs as a theme in Ana's narrative:
Little by little I discovered people with the same interests that / have,
the same love for literature.... [AlsoJ in that school, / had some very
interesting teachers. / had a very old (teacher) who introduced me to
mathematical logic. He made me think in very different ways. I discovered
Descartes, and other very difficult readings.
Ana goes on to describe how. feeling the loss of the "group" with like interests
when she moved to a new school, she searched to establish new connections so that her
learning could continue;
My original group vva5 away from me, and even when we could
have some encounters, some visits, it
not the same. I was in another
school, I couldn't maintain the... that network.... In that other school, on
the other hands, I found interesting people, also, [and] they supported me
in this vacuum [ felt at the beginning.
The importance that Ana places on socialization in the learning process is clearly
evident in her classroom, where students are continually encouraged to work in groups with
others of similar interests. It is important to note that these beliefs emerged as a part of her
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constructed pedagogy and praxis even though she was not taught with this model. The
beliefs arose from her personal experiences with peers, outside of the classroom, in gradeschool, middle-school and high school, and university. This reaffirms Marcus and Kitagawa
concept of impact of social variables on construction of identity. Reck (1935, 1979), Lortie
(1975) and Short (1997) also acknowledge the role of learning communities or "thought
collectives" (Fleck, 1935, 1979) in the development of beliefs and identity. Because much
of Ana's own motivation in learning came from her experiences with teachers and peers
both inside and outside of the classroom, her classroom practices reflect the pedagogical
belief that learning can occur in a variety of contexts rather than solely within the boundaries
of the classroom.
Carol's experiences in grade school and high school strongly influenced her
conception of several identities related to her professional life. First, she constructed the
identity of a "good teacher" as one who had a lot of knowledge, as discussed earlier.
Second, she constructed the identity of a "good school" as one where students behaved
well:
This is just such a trademark of what a good school is. If you can
say to the kid, "That kind of behavior isn't appropriate at X elementary
school," and they feel bad. And I wish we could have that. I tried to do
that at Gallego, because it was a brand new school, but they just knew I
vva^ full of shit....But I could do that in Guatemala, and they'd shape right
up. And all that assertive discipline stuff, they loved it. We'd repeat the
rules at the end of the day, and they'd chant it, and "Did you do this?"
" Yes," and they d put up a sticker. And they d get fifteen minutes of extra
recess at the end of the week, and that was all they needed, and they would
just love it! And the other kids saw our class going out forfifteen extra
minutes, and we were getting our shit done, and they could play....And that
was worth it. It was so great to be in a class that
functional.
Carol has identified the school in Guatemala as a '"good schooC because when she
spoke to the students about their behavior'Y/iey'rf shape right up." Conversely, Gallegos
Elementary was not identified as a good school because when she spoke to the students
about their behavior, "they just knew I was fidl of shit." Connections to the identity Carol
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has constructed of a good school can easily be traced back experiences described in her
narrative where she felt distanced from school because of the "poor behavior" of the other
students in a setting where she "always had to be the good one."
Stacy described her opportunities to socialize with students who were different from
herself as one of the primary sources of new knowledge in her studies:
There was a former student who was Japanese and a fanner
student who was Taiwanese...and then all of the people in our class
represented... Puerto Rico, Argentina...other Latino nations, plus Asian....lt
was fantastic to me. It's so exciting to realize, just to have a bigger window
on the world than I used to...lt's neat. And probably the most important
thing to me, as I've alluded to, was the people in the classes. You just I
mean you look around, and it's just so fantastic, for me, at this university,
to be studying with such a diverse group of people.
In Bob's case, the diversity of "CLS student body also offered another kind of
experience for him: It gave him an opportunity to experience being -- at least numerically —
a cultural and ethnic minority. Bob described how important the experience was for him as
a White male:
It's been an important program for me to have my doctorate from
because I'm a minority, and it's put me into the kind of place where I've
been trying to get since I think probably when I was first in that boarding
school, that experience, and having to listen to the voices of people that
aren't like my own. I've had lots of conversations in Spanish with [other
CLS students]....And the mixture — and I don't mean just the Spanish, but
the whole culture — is something that I'm not. And that's important forme.
CLS is more international. It has people from all over the world. I'm here
locally, and there aren't that many local people, so I'm a minority in that
regard. Half the people here, their native tongue isn't English, so they're
not coming to buy into that capitalist, idea. In fact they're probably here to
challenge that. You know, the Freirian sort of approach. In [other
departments], you're not going to find that.
Bob's comments, however, noted that the opportunity to socialize with others of
different ethnic and cultural backgrounds was both a positive factor and a negative factor in
terms of the multicultural orientation of the department:
I think the students diversify CLS. I think the faculty needs to be
more diverse. They need to expand more. I think that 's...f don't think it's
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Dr. Donahue's or Dr. Lockhardt's, or Dr. Mills' problem. / think that's
more the problem of the STE and the view of the university of "we want to
be a research one university and we want to have certain kinds of people."
In further comments, he noted that if the students and faculty were diverse, then it
contributed positively to the multicultural orientation, but that if the group was not diverse, it
often had a rather negative effect rather than being neutral or of no effect. He described
how difficult it was, for example, to attract African American faculty to Peabody College
because there were no other African American faculty or students already present. The
notion that diversity has greater implications beyond the immediate classroom setting leads
us to the concept to be considered in this chapter, that of the political nature of education.

The Politics of Education
Freire (1986) states that "education is by nature social, historical and political", (p.
211), and the political nature of his work has been described as follows:
...the "Method" is revolutionary, for it can lift those who do not yet
know the written word out of their condition of submission, or immersion
and passivity. The revolution as Freire envisioned it does not presuppose an
inversion of the oppressed-oppressor poles; rather, it intends to reinvent, in
communication, a society where exploitation and verticalization of power
does not exist, where the disenfranchised segments of society are not
excluded or interdicted from reading the world, (p. xiii)
For all of the students studied, politics was a very significant dimension of their
"thematic universe." Furthermore, it appears that these perceptions and resultant
philosophical stances were fueled to a certain extent by the access to information which was
facilitated by both the social and academic aspects of schooling. Certainly, these accounts
give credence to Freire's notion of conscientization which arises out of participation/access
to a "liberatory education."

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM STUDENT INTERVIEWS

In this chapter I have explored the nature of the multicultural CLS curriculum as it is
contextualized within the lived experiences of students. The themes emerging from the
student interview data clearly link students' perceptions and experiences of curriculum to
their individual and shared cultural-historical perspectives. Issues of identity, agency and
voice are further framed by students' perceptions of power, authority, and paradigm within
the curricular context, and all of these factors influence how students perceived and
experienced the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum. Chapter Seven will explore the
connections between the lived experiences of faculty and the multicultural nature of the CLS
curriculum.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
FACULTY INTERVIEWS

Investigating the Contradictions
While the majority of findings from the analysis of course syllabi indicated great
progress in terms of integration of multicultural content, process and methodology
throughout the CLS curriculum, some of the findings provided a stark contrast to what I had
experienced in CLS classrooms. In particular, the findings related to reading methods
courses conflicted deeply with my own perceptions and also conflicted with the reported
experiences of many students. The very courses that students hailed as "significant in
helping me to work with diverse learner needs and abilities" were cited in the syllabi
analysis as lacking diversity in assignments and print resources
Once again the conU'adictions between the process-product results and the
perceptions and experiences of students led to further inquiry. As I listened to the stories of
more and more students, I began to wonder about the voices that I was not hearing: the
voices of faculty. The first student interview was motivated by the question, "I wonder
what...I wonder why...that person is thinking." I now found myself pondering the same
questions about faculty and their curricula: "I wonder why Dr. X always starts the
semester with that engagement....! wonder what made Dr. Y think of that example...! wonder
why Dr. Z uses those theorists instead of others....! wonder...! wonder..."
My growing belief in the phenomenology of the learning interaction led me to
wonder why, in our assessment of curriculum, we do not consider the impact of the lived
experiences of teachers on curriculum construction and delivery in the same way that we
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committee and dissertation conunittees. It should be noted, however, that at the onset of the
study five of the six tenure-track faculty then active in the department were members of my
doctoral committee, so a fair amount of overlap could not be avoided. Furthermore,
selection of faculty participants was based purely upon their prior participation in Project
MECCA, which took place nearly a decade before my arrival to the department. However,
in the interest of objectivity a sixth member was added to the dissertation committee from
outside of the Zephyr University faculty. Additionally, no interviews were conducted with a
faculty member with whom I was actively enrolled in graded coursework.

Overview of Faculty Participants
Abbv Lockhardt
Originally hired to teach content area literacy in the Language Arts Department in
1976, Abby is a full professor who has been with CLS since its inception during a collegewide re-organization that took place in the mid-1980's. Growing up, Abby dreamed of
becoming a lawyer, but no one in her family or the small Midwestern farm town where she
was raised supported her pursuit of any profession except teaching. However, although
teaching was not her first choice, Abby loves her job and has been extremely satisfied with
her profession and her professional work.
Today Abby teaches a range of courses pertaining to the teaching of Reading. Her
research interests focus on gender and literacy and adolescent literacy, and Abby has
collaborated with faculty in CLS and outside of the university on large-scale projects of
national significance in this area. At the time of the interviews, Abby was also coordinating
the undergraduate courses for teacher certification and the department's literacy lab. Abby
was selected as a participant because she was also one of six target faculty in an earlier
curriculum study which took place in the department from 1989 to 1991.
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Ernesto Vargas
Also a full professor in CLS, Ernesto came to Zephyr University in 1986 from
another research university in California where he was involved in studies related to culture
and cognition. He brought with him a background in clinical social work, and in
educational psychology and child development. Ernesto considers himself a "researcher
first" an identity that dates back to his first days as a doctoral student when his advisor
encouraged him to get involved in as much data collection, field work and data analysis as
possible in preparation for a job after graduation. Despite this advice. Ernesto has over the
years developed an effective teaching pedagogy which focuses upon three aspects of the
classroom experience: first, making sure he provides students with the most up-to-date
literature in the field; second, creating a zone of development for students so that they can
pursue their own interests in relation to the topic; and third, stimulating students to engage
the readings seriously through dialogue and interaction.
Ernesto's work in academe focuses on issues of culture and education, and how
those issues are manifested in a number of ways, with a number of groups and situations,
both historically and currently. Much of his work has been with Latino teachers and Latino
communities of learners.
Ernesto and his wife have two boys, both of whom were in college at the time of the
interviews.

Sarah Mills
Sarah began her academic career in a small liberal arts college in the Midwest that
was known internationally for its focus on international education. Prior to receiving her
doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction Sarah taught first grade, and it was this experience
which sparked her interest in understanding '7iow children learn." Sarah was invited to
Join CLS in 1989 in order to establish a program in Children's Literature. In addition to
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her work in Children's Literature, for which Sarah is known internationally, Sarah's current
work focuses on classroom teachers' professional development, classroom-based research
on literacy and inquiry, and issues relating to curriculum and instruction within the larger
context of schooling. Sarah believes firmly in the power of collaborative learning and the
inquiry process, and had always sought out a collaborative group, an environment where she
feels she has done some of her most significant thinking.
Although she now considers the southwest "home," Sarah maintains strong ties to
her family, cultural and religious communities in the Midwest.

Ellen Donahue
Also from the Midwest, Ellen Donahue grew up in an Irish-American home in a
largely Catholic, working-class neighborhood. Her father had multiple careers, including
early work as an engineer which took Ellen and her family twice to California, so that he
could work for a company that designed airplanes. Although Ellen followed a very
traditional high school track and was expected to marry and find vocational work, Ellen went
to college and then switched career-paths when she decided to major in anthropology
instead of education in the middle of her college studies. She moved to the Southwest and
completed a Ph.D. in social-cultural anthropology, developing a particular interest in Native
American studies and language and culture in education along the way. As a part of her
doctoral studies, Ellen spent three years living and working with a remote Navajo
community that had established the first community-controlled Native language curriculum.
She has continued to collaborate with the community for over 20 years.
Ellen joined the faculty of CLS in 1989, at the same time as Sarah Mills. Her
research has continued to focus on language and culture in education, with a special
emphasis on Native American communities. Ellen has taught courses in qualitative research,
culture and education, and multicultural education and social justice. Like Sarah, Ellen
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frequently collaborates in both teaching and research endeavors. At the time of the
interviews, Ellen was also the CLS Department Head.

Interview Questions
Like the students, each faculty member participated in two or three interview
sessions. Faculty interviews centered around the four general topics: I) Professional Life
History; 2) Details of Teaching Philosophy and Course/Syllabi Construction and
Recollections of Project MECCA and the CLS Context; 3) Reflection on the Meaning; and
4) Exit Interview — Member Check, Participant Co-Evaluation of Data. Although originally
designed as a four-interview protocol, in all cases discussion of one topic tended to overlap
with others, and it was found that four separate interviews were not necessary. While some
attention was given to personal data, for the most part faculty interviews focused upon lived
experiences as they pertained to professional endeavors.

Part I: Professional Life History
The Professional Life History sought to establish a context from which to consider
the participant's teaching and learning experiences in CLS. In keeping with the
phenomenological belief that our perceptions and experiences in the present are mediated by
our past environment and lived experience, the first interview focused upon developing a
general life history of the participant. Questions focused upon the participants' memories
of their own schooling and college experiences, what led them to become a teacher, and what
brought them to the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies. While some detailed
family and personal data were gathered the focus of the interview was on the participants'
history of educational and professional experiences and growth that brought them to this
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department, their motivations for becoming affiliated with CLS, and their goals and
aspirations as a professor in CLS.

Part 2: Details of Teaching Philosophy and Course/Syllabi Construction, and Recollections
of Project MECCA and the CLS Context
For most faculty, interviews began with a discussion of their recollections of
experiences with Project MECCA, and the structure and climate of CLS and the School of
Teaching and Education at the time. Faculty were asked to detail any activities they could
recall, and talk about what impact, if any, participation in those activities had on their
teaching praxis. Here I sought specific information about the participants' teaching and
learning experiences. The intent was to elicit from them a detailed "picture" of their
teaching and learning experiences, hoping to uncover some of the underlying political and
social structures that framed these experiences. I asked faculty to comment upon their
course curricula and in particular, their syllabi. Further details about teaching philosophy
and pedagogical beliefs were explored, as necessary to clearly understand the construction
of course syllabi and course activities. As a part of the interview, participants were shown a
summary of their original needs statements collected as a part of Project MECCA.
Participants were then asked to comment on any remaining needs, and the long-term impact
of Project MECCA on their course and syllabi construction over time.

Part 3: Reflection on the Meaning
In this interview, I asked participants to reflect particularly upon their experiences as
professors. The major intent was to elicit information which might provide enlightenment
and understandings of the social and political contexts, and ramifications, of their schooling
and teaching experiences, as it relates to curriculum innovation and reform. I explored the
connections between past, present and future. Faculty were asked to reflect upon CLS, in
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relation to curricula, in the context of the larger political and professional climate. Then,
they were asked what they envisioned for themselves as teachers and as learners in the
future. Finally, they were asked to envision the future for the department.

Part 4: Exit Interview — Member-Check/Participant Co-evaluation of Data
The interview process culminated with an opportunity for participants to provide
additions and/or corrections to previous data collected, and to discuss key concepts
uncovered in the course of the previous interviews. Participants had an opportunity to
review, comment on. and make corrections to the transcripts from previous interviews. I
provided as background information a summary of some of the information collected in
response to specific questions such as "What is multicultural education?" Faculty were
asked to reflect upon the themes emerging from previous data collected. In most cases, the
final interview developed into a lively conversation about multiculturalism as a global issue
in a much larger social and political context. As with the student interviews many themes
emerged relating to the concept of social movement theory. Interestingly, only one faculty
participant actually made subtantive corrections to the earlier transcripts although all were
provided the opportunity. Because this study was partially conducted as a collaborative
self-study process for the department as a whole, in the final interview [ asked faculty to
reflect upon the possible outcomes from this study, in terms of themselves and in terms of
the department.

Faculty Stories
Abby: "I didn't mind bein^ a teacher, but I just thought I should have more choices."
On a warm afternoon in March, [ sat with Abby in her office as she told me the
story of her life, and how she came to be a college professor. It didn't take much to
encourage the testimony of this vibrant woman who has spent her entire adult life "m
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service to others." The oldest of five children, Abby grew up on a farm in the Midwest.
She wanted to be a lawyer, but nobody in her family or church or school would support
that. She wanted to go to the state university, but was discouraged by everyone because
they thought it was "too big and (she) would get lost there." Instead, Abby attended a
small, church-affiliated college in the southeastern part of the state, where, she says, "the
only idea I ever had about a career there was to be a teacher. / didn 't mind being a
teacher, but I just thought I should have more choices."
Married between her junior and senior year, Abby followed her husband to
Madison, Wisconsin and finished her teacher certification there. At the time there were no
teaching jobs available, so she worked as a substitute teacher. It was during her teaching
internship that Abby first encountered challenges as a White teacher in a multiethnic setting:
This was in 1970. It was back when we were all reading Carl
Rogers and we were all reading Glaser, and schools without failure, and
we were in Madison, and that's a very liberal town. It was wonderful, it
was a wonderful experience.... [butJ, the kids wouldn't read what / asked
them to read. Wouldn't read, couldn 't read, I didn't know. But they
weren 't reading.
f didn 7 know how to teach children who were different from me. I
was accused of reverse discrimination by my White kids because they said
that I was harder on them than I was with the Black kids.
Abby enrolled in two graduate reading courses at the university. One of her
professors won a grant from the federal government to fund twelve subject area teachers in
the Madison area who wanted to leam about reading so that they would be better classroom
teachers. He asked Abby to apply for it. She was accepted into the program, and began her
master's degree in curriculum and insuoiction with an emphasis in reading. Unlike most
reading programs, this curriculum was focused on the secondary level, emphasizing reading
and writing across the curriculum.
Just as Abby finished her master's degree, her husband moved again. Abby was
fortuitously offered a job teaching reading in the same city, and she became a reading
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specialist at Lakeside High School in the inner city. The city's school population had
shifted dramatically and. unprepared to work with immigrant and minority children, the
city's schools had been closed due to rioting. Abby's position was created to meet the need
identified for a reading program. Abby described her experiences with the program:
[It was a] wonderful, wonderfiil experience. I didn 't do remedial
reading. / didn't sit with kids in a classroom teaching them how to read. I
worked with the teachers, set up a tutoring program, so that kids from the
local college, retired or not working teachers, teachers in the building who
were willing to give up two hours of their preparation period, counselors
and principals, and seniors who wanted to get service credit to the high
school, all became tutors. And they worked with kids who wanted to read
and write better. And I — we'd match them up. I had an aide who
supervised the space while I was out working with teachers.
After awhile Abby began teaching at the local college. This led her to pursue a
doctorate, and for several years Abby commuted to the university weekly, and took summer
courses. After a year of residency to complete her dissertation, Abby moved to the
southwest to begin her career as a university professor.
One of Abby's professors had spent his doctoral summers in Hometown studying
content area reading, so she had heard stories about the Southwest, and about Hometown.
Although she was a finalist for several other positions, when she was offered the position at
Zephyr University, she took it: '7 knew I wanted to come here." In the beginning, Abby
taught only content area reading:
The state had required that all teachers receiving secondary
certification have the content area reading course, and we had many, many,
many teacher education students at that time ~ hundreds. And we had three
professors. Two professors were already on the facidty teaching content
area reading, and they needed a third. And that was all we did. Just
teaching reading in content areas. In the masters program they offered one
course, so among the three of us we would take turns teaching that course,
but otherwise, we were each teaching two sections of the imdergraduate for
certification course, with large nimibers of students — 40 to 50 students in a
class. / did that for about 10 years, [until the college] re-organized and
fanned CLS.
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Abby was present in the early 1980s when talk of massive restructuring of the
School of Teaching and Education was first suggested. Unlike some of her colleagues,
Abby's tenure in the college survived the restructuring of the mid-1980s and the subsequent
turmoil.
The academy is very competitive ... and... it's veiy hard to get
resources. And if somebody seems to be on top, you gotta climb over 'em,
in order to get resources. Back in the old Language Arts days, I did not
have a phone that would make long distance phone calls. I had to go ask
permi.ssion to use, to make long distance phone calls...junior faculty, and
women. I remember when I asked for a computer, and I was told I would
only break it.
Despite all of the challenges, and the turmoil of the 1980s. Abby has remained at
Zephyr University since her arrival in 1976. During 2000 she taught several reading
courses and also coordinated the undergraduate certification courses and the department's
literacy lab where masters students provide tutoring to local school age children. Abby
would like to teach a doctoral seminar on gender and literacy. When 1 asked about her
tenure in the department and what the future might hold. Abby responded, "Oh, it's a great
job. [I Faculty members are willing to come here for less pay, just because they want to
be with us. It's a great job." When asked about the particular multicultural focus of CLS,
Abby noted:
That's one of the reasons why it works so well in [this department I
... Because everything that we know about the use of those tools ~ of
reading and writing — depends on multiculturalism, depends on culture.
And Vygotsky, and... constructionism. It fits together so well.
[From the very beginning! of this department, multicultural
education was definitely part of it. I mean, we knew... All of us have
multicultural... um... sensitivities and theories....So...we saw — / think
quite clearly --1 did. I mean... I didn't think that I was a multicultural
expert, but I thought that if I were... if my shoulders were close to people
who were, that I would be better. I think, through all of those
conversations, we negotiated a trust and a theoretical understanding that
we could share.
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Clearly, service is a strong attraction to teaching for Abby, and this is reflected in the
tone of her syllabi as well as in the content of her narrative:
It's not the learning how to. It's really helping kids... teachers
helping kids to think... and to use the tools of reading and writing to
negotiate or to mediate that understanding.
One of the final comments Abby made as we concluded the interview related directly
to the concept of teaching as an expression of her religious beliefs. "It would be
interesting, stated Abby, "to look at the links between religion and philosophy of education
and things like that."
Although the Southwest is now her home, Abby still spends several weeks each
summer at the family cottage in northern Michigan.

Ernesto: "I want to create that sort of relationship with my doctoral students where I try to
create a context for their learning."
Ernesto Vargas began his professional career as a clinical social worker. He worked
in mental health centers and in group family therapy, and he conducted research in the field.
He had a close friend with the same interests, and they went through the social work
program together. They worked at the same clinics and took the same classes....And they
were also both dissatisfied with social work:
We felt that we knew a hell of a lot more than the psychiatrists and
the psychologists doing the work there, but we had to take orders form
them. In particular, we felt that the psychiatrists who were in training
there, had no clue what they were doing, in part because the overwhelming
majority of patients were poor, working class, women. Latinos, African
Americans, and so on...And the psychiatrists were all upper middle class
kids...and they didn't have a clue, we thought, of what they were doing with
these patients. They completely ignored any of the social and cultural
aspects of the therapy. They were by the book, making what we felt were
ridiculous diagnoses with no basis...Utn....But they had the clout....And we
both thought that we weren't about to spend the rest of our careers taking
orders from these giiys.
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Ernesto and his friend both left the field of social work, and entered areas that they
thought would be more interesting for them. Although originally planning to work for a
few years in the field before going on with their studies, immediately after graduating, both
Ernesto and his friend entered doctoral programs in another field. His friend shifted toward
special education, while Ernesto focused on child development. They both believed that at
some point they would gravitate towards clinical work. However, once they became caught
up in the research aspects of their fields, the interest in clinical practice faded and neither of
them ever returned to it.
Emesto entered the doctoral program in educational psychology and child
development. He began the program thinking that he wanted to do research on Latino
children and families. While there, he worked as a research assistant with a psychologist
who was doing research on mother-child and teacher-child interactions. For two years,
Emesto worked with Hispanic families and Anglo families in the Los Angeles area. Later,
he worked with another psychologist interested in the same issues. Although Emesto began
his doctoral studies with simply an interest in working with Latino children and families, the
formalizing of that interest into theory and methods occurred through his work with
teachers as he moved through the program.
Between the research opportunities provided by his advisor and his scholarships,
Emesto found it unnecessary to become a teaching assistant in order to support himself. He
believes that early advice from his mentor not to "waste his time on teaching" and to
instead devote his efforts to involving himself in fieldwork and data analysis was
instrumental in the development of his primary interest and identity as a researcher.
The doctoral program included coursework in what was known as a breadth area.
For this, Ernesto was required to take courses in topics beyond his immediate area of study.
Reluctandy, he and his friend from social work enrolled in a course in anthropology and
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education taught by educational anthropologist Tom LaBelle. He recalled, '"neither of us
were too interested in taking the course whatsoever, but it was required, so we took it."
To his surprise, Ernesto became really interested in the course. He was particularly
interested in some of the readings because they presented a perspective that was much more
social and cultural than he could find in the Educational Psychology literature. Through the
readings, Ernesto identified an area of study connected to his interests that was not featured
in his program. He became interested in the cultural and anthropological perspectives on
education;
I became really enthralled by the research of Michael Cole and
colleagues, especially their work in West Africa that explored the cultural
contexts having to do of thinking and situational variabilities in thinking,
and that sort of stuff. As soon as I read that work — It's strange, because
as soon as I read that work....I had read a couple of articles prior to that.
They didn't register at all, but when I read it in the context of that class, I
vvfljr very excited. I knew that that was the work I wanted to do. I knew at
that moment — I can even show you the article in the book, and the way that
I marked it.
This encounter with Labelle and with Cole's work sent Ernesto in a different
direction. To him, educational psychology had become a very sterile and boring approach,
and he found much more affinity and interest in the anthropological work, especially the
ethnographic approaches. Michael Cole was one of the few who had combined
anthropology and psychology, in what he called an ethnographic psychology:
When I read his work it was as if...it was a revelation to me...that
this guy had been already conducting research that, and had developed an
approach that was precisely what I was trying to do, which was combining
the anthropological readings ~ especially the ethnographic approaches —
with the research on education.
Ernesto started reading all that he could find of Cole's work and related work. He
contacted Cole through a third party, and was invited to submit a proposal for the type of
research he might want to do with Cole. Ernesto did this, and was offered a fellowship to
go to New York and work with Cole.
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After collecting the data for his dissertation in Los Angeles, Ernesto began his
fellowship in at Cole's lab in New York in 1977. At the time. Cole was editing the book
Mind in Society (1978), so everybody there was reading Vygotsky. Shortly after he arrived.
Ernesto got the manuscript and read it. That was his introduction to Vygotsky, whose work
he has since studied extensively. Thus, an association with Cole that originated because of
an interest in working on issues of cross-cultural education and literacy research also
resulted in the discovery of theoretical writings that have strongly influenced much of
Ernesto's work since then.
While working with Cole, Ernesto also came into contact with the work of George
Spindler, Ray McDermott, Harry F. Wolcott, and others who visited from time to time,
whose work combined his interest in ethnography in education with his interest in
psychology:
[It] was a wonderfid opportunity to...Not only meet people, but to
read all sorts of stuff that I hadn 't read...including this guy Vygotsky that
they kept citing....and that coincided more or less with the publishing of
Mind in Societx. and so of course, everybody there was writing and talking
about those issues. So I had to read those manuscripts in order to hang in
there in the conversations. And also there, in addition to Cote and
Scribner, was Ray McDermott. And so I interacted a lot with Ray...among
others that came through the place....And those interests, then, in the social
cultural aspects of learning and development of thinking, and so on, have
come to define my career in terms of what I'm interested in. But really, the
catalyst was that course in anthro. and ed. and the readings and the
e.xperiences that were facilitated by that course.
Ernesto wrote his dissertation while working with Cole in New York, and returned to
California to subn\it it to his university and graduate.
About the time that Ernesto graduated from the Ph.D. program. Cole decided to
move his lab from New York to southern California. Ernesto was invited to join the faculty
at the lab in San Diego. He was already doing educational evaluation research for a private
Los Angeles-based firm, so for a time Ernesto worked both jobs. After awhile, though, he
tired of commuting between L.A. and San Diego. He quit the job in Los Angeles and began
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working full-time at Cole's lab. Ernesto stayed in that position for seven years, doing
ethnographic research in communities on issues of bilingual education, culture and
education. Ernesto considers those seven years his "post-doctoral training ground:''
In a sense, that WAS my training ground, those seven years...before
I came here. So when I came here, I already had directed several studies
and published a few articles, and so I came in as an associate
professor...not as an assistant...because I already had a track record
before / arrived, that I developed through that prolonged postdoctoral
period in San Diego.
While San Diego provided a wonderful opportunity to grow professionally.
Ernesto's position was not secure as it was funded through grant and other "soft" monies.
After seven years, Ernesto realized that there probably wouldn't be many more
opportunities to secure a tenure-track position at that university. He recalled. "/feared that
if I stayed any longer in a soft line position, that that would jeopardize my chances of
getting another job...a better job than what I had."
Ernesto applied for a position at the university in his homeland of in Puerto Rico.
The university indicated that they would offer him a position, so his intention was to move
back home with his wife and two children. However, as with all bureaucratic systems, the
process took a very long time, and while he was waiting Ernesto was approached by an
acquaintance who worked at Zephyr in the School of Teaching and Education, and he was
encouraged to apply for a position. Zephyr made an offer before Puerto Rico did and.
concerned about the stability of the position in Puerto Rico, Ernesto accepted the position in
CLS.
Just as Ernesto was preparing to begin the position with CLS, he ran into an old
friend and colleague, who happened to be in the anthropology department at Zephyr. When
his friend heard of his plans to go to CLS, Ernesto was invited to Join the faculty of the
applied research division of the anthropology department. Ernesto does not consider
himself an anthropologist ~ "at least, not an authentic one" — so he decided to remain in
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Despite the lack of prior training and experience, Ernesto has over the years
developed an effective teaching pedagogy which focuses upon three aspects of the
classroom experience: first, making sure he provides students with the most up-to-date
literature in the Field; second, creating the space or zone of development for students in
relation to the class so that they can pursue their own interests in relation to the topic; and
third, creating a space for dialogue, interaction and student contribution of knowledge so
that students are stimulated to engage the readings seriously. A unique aspect of Ernesto's
courses have been the informal, voluntary literature discussion groups conducted entirely in
Spanish, giving students an opportunity to expand their views on the course topic by
reading articles in another language and develop their discourse in Spanish, particularly
around theoretical concepts.
While he suspects that some of his experiences and training in social work and
educational psychology have influenced his teaching style. Ernesto credits a large part of his
professional development as a teacher to his peers in CLS. who modeled a way of
interacting with students that openly reflected their caring and respect:
One of the things that impressed me when I got here was how
[certain faculty] treated their students. They treated them very well — and
they protected them....You know, if you mess with their students, you have to
mess with [them J. And I really admired that, and said, " You know, I want
to do that, too. I want to create that sort of relationship with my doctoral
students where I try to create a conte.xt for their learning, and also protect
them from the nonsense that can go on in academic settings....But also this
preoccupation that they have with meeting the students' needs, whatever
they may be...So I picked up a lot from these colleagues.
Sarah: 'Tve always sought out a collaborative group."
Bom and raised in a small Mennonite community in the Midwest. Sarah Mills was
the oldest of four siblings. She was raised to value membership in a world community and
a world perspective rather than nationalism, and to value a respect for people and for other
perspectives. Even though the community was fairly homogenous, Sarah grew up
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understanding that while one might not necessarily agree with a perspective, it was important
to acknowledge "that your perspective wasn 't the only one out there." She recalled:
! was raised in the Midwest, which I think is pretty nionocultural. I
mean, there's always differences — I think the Midwest has incredible class
issues (laughs), but...there's not [muchJ diversity within small
communities. So while [ethnic diversity] wasn't necessarily part of my
background, I think the other perspectives were.
Sarah always knew she was going to college. Her parents were not high school
graduates, so they didn't push, but Sarah always did well in school. She liked school and
really liked to learn. She had a very strong sense of herself as a learner, so there was no
question in her mind that she would go to college.
Coming from a small town, there weren't a lot of women in professions as role
models, other than teachers and nurses. In fact, there really were no other professions other
than "service industries and blue collar." In Sarah's very traditional Mennonite family
and community, the assumption was that a woman's primary responsibility was in the
home, and that she had a career only until she had children or if she needed to support
herself for some reason. When she entered college, Sarah chose teaching as a major
primarily because of her background:
/ mean, when I think back, we didn't have any other occupations,
really. There were only two options for me, either to be a nurse or a
teacher — and I wasn't going to be a nurse (laughs) so, I mean, to be frank,
that's originally where my interest in teaching came from.
Sarah went to a Mennonite college that had a very strong academic program. Ewert
College had also consistently been named among the top institutions in the country in the
field of international education. Among the programs at Ewert College was the school-wide
requirement of an international semester of internship before graduating. Sarah recalled. "/
went to a college that
of my college education."

internationalism as the heart of the college. It was clearly part
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During her junior and senior year at Ewert, a number of different professors
approached Sarah after she had taken classes with them. They encouraged her to pursue
graduate school, letting her know that she had strong abilities intellectually, and that she
could do pretty much anything that she would choose to do. The encouragement of her
professors gave Sarah an opportunity to really think about what she wanted to do. Again.
Sarah chose to teach:
[TJ here were three professors who at various points had
approached me. And what that did for me was put me in a situation where
I consciously chose to teach. I felt a really strong commitment to teaching,
and I really liked my work.
Sarah graduated and began teaching primary grades "in a really nice community of
teachers." Because the college was not far away, professors soon began bringing
undergraduate students to observe Sarah's classroom. At times whole classes of students
came to observe Sarah teach, and she worked regularly with student teachers. During the
summers, Sarah ran a special program for children in grades K-6 who were experiencing
difficulty in reading. For five or six years. Sarah continued to teach, mentor student
teachers, and run the summer reading program. The state required teachers to have a
masters degree within the first five years of teaching, so during that time Sarah also
completed her masters through a cohort program for in-service teachers.
Then, one of the professors at Ewert College went into semi-retirement, and Sarah
was offered the opportunity to teach a night class. She began teaching a course on the
teaching of reading to pre-service teachers. For the first time, Sarah was asked to explain
her teaching, and she had to reflect critically on her teaching in a totally different way than
she had before:
That was really an incredible experience, because I was teaching
for ...five or six years at that point. And what really happened forme at
that point was a strong realization that my theory didn't match my practice,
that there were inconsistencies....[T]here were things that I knew about
myself as a reader, there were things that I thought [about reading], but
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none of the models for how to teach reading that I had available to me
matched those.
I was what I would call an enlightened skill-based teacher. So that I
taught skills, but I also read a lot to the kids, had independent reading....!
mean, I did a lot of things around it, but at the heart of it was this sort of
belief that the kids needed to learn skills.
The contradictions Sarah encountered between what she was teaching about reading
and her own praxis in the elementary classroom threw her into a quandary. She started
doing other reading professionally, and made the decision to pursue a doctorate. Then, the
professor whose night course she was teaching retired, and Sarah interviewed for the
position. The elementary education department wanted to add someone with practical
experience to their ranks, but none of the other applicants had recently taught in an
elementary classroom. Although it was very unusual for the institution, Sarah was hired
even though she had only a master's degree. At that point, she made the commitment to
pursue a Ph.D. in order to stay in the position. Sarah began teaching full-time at the
college. During the year, she taught classes tlve days per week, and from May to August,
she lived on the campus of the state university and worked on her doctorate.
When Sarah began her doctoral studies, she had the good fortune of being in a
cohort of people who were not in competition with each other. This highly unusual
circumstance created by the particular combination of personalities in the group was a
chance occurrence, but it provided Sarah with her first experience of truly collaborative
learning as the group thought and worked together. It was an experience that changed
Sarah's approach toward learning for the rest of her life:
That was the first time in my life that I'd e.xperienced collaborative
learning, and it was tndy collaborative, ...and it vvm at a doctoral level.
That group of people are still very strongly a part of my life. They're
people that I think with, talk with, have personal relationships with. It was
a really significant group, really significant thinking.
So it started there and just continued on...because I think once you
really experience poweifid collaborative learning, you always find a way to
make it keep happening, because you know what it does....So from that
point on, I've always sought out a collaborative group.
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The doctoral coursework provided her with a strong interdisciplinary theory base
related to classroom curriculum, but the program did not connect Sarah to classrooms where
the theories were being practiced. Sarah was interested in seeing how students learned.
[People] were doing a lot of thinking about it, but there weren 7
classrooms. I mean, when I said to (my professor) where can I go to see
this in place?" he said, "Well, I think there's a class up in Michigan."
Which was not a good reply. I [thought], if this theory is powerful, then
there should be classrooms [using it].... I mean, [forme], theory [must] be
in some way connected to practice. So that's what my dissertation wa.s.
After completing the coursework for her doctorate, Sarah took a leave of absence
from teaching to work on her dissertation. She decided to focus on inquiry-based literacy
learning in the elementary classroom. Sarah went into the classroom of one of her former
student teachers and for one year, they taught and thought together;
[Mary J and I thought together for a year. " What can this look
like ?" " What are the possibilities for kids?" That was a phenomenal
e.xperience. I mean, probably, an all-time high, for me, in terms of my
learning. Because I had somebody else to think with the whole time, and it
was somebody who was a really, really good thinker. Mary had student
taught with me five years before, and she was the best thinker I knew. She
was innovative in her practice, and she was willing to think about what was
happening in her teaching.
When we started, she was doing writing with story starters and so I
said, "You know, I've been reading a lot about the writing process" -cause Grave's stuff had just come out — "and would you be willing to open
up the curriculum and have the kids write on their own topics?" And that
was the only change that we envisioned in the curriculum.
But what happened was, once we opened that up, we Just swept the
curriculum. And we had each other to feed off, so when one of us had
nightmares, the other one would say, "You know, I think this is okay, look
at this and this," And then we would go awhile and the other would have
nightmares...! think it would have progressed much more slowly and
carefully with just one of us, but with two of us, we just went for it.
The collaboration Sarah and Mary experienced during their year of teaching
together was so generative that when it was finished, they formed a group of teachers in the
building and continued working and thinking together. After completing her doctorate.
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Sarah kept a commitment she had made and returned to Ewert College to teach for three
more years. She continued to teach pre-service teachers Five days a week and, building
upon her experiences in the doctoral program and in Mary's classroom, she continued to
collaborate and learn with other teachers within the community in addition to her duties at
the college. Over time, Sarah gradually changed her own college classroom praxis from a
delivery model of instruction to a highly interactive model. She still found mentoring of
pre-service teachers highly rewarding, but as time went on Sarah found that none of the
courses she was teaching at the pre-service level were addressing the kinds of complex
questions she was thinking about in relation to curriculum. By that time. Sarah was
interested in looking at dialogue, literature groups, and inquiry in the classroom. These
types of questions required an on-going involvement with students and a strong background
of classroom experience that pre-service teachers did not have, and Ewert offered no
graduate courses. Sarah needed to think with teachers who were practicing with experience.
The thought collective Sarah was immersed in at the college was very much a world
community, but while that orientation was there, there were only limited opportunities to
interact with people from diverse backgrounds. By this time, Sarah was also thinking about
wanting to be in a more diverse setting:
I was concerned because the community in which I had lived and
taught was a fairly homogeneous community. It was also a strong
Mennonite community. Part of it was saying how much is my own thinking
constricted by my thought collective? And I did want to move out of the
comfort of my thought collective. I was very comfortable. And it didn 7
seem to me that that was necessarily good to be comfortable. So I really
wanted to move into a more diverse commimity, another thought collective.
In order to say, "What of my thinking is being bound in a way that I'm not
aware of?"...and in a way that was constrained just by the
particular...commtmity. Even though the college brought in a lot of people
from diverse, international perspectives, it's not the same as living and
working fin a diverse community], right? And also, they were coming into
our community. That's different (laughs).
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In 1989, Sarah was invited to join the faculty in Culture and Literacy Studies and
build a children's literature program. Sarah was excited about the prospect of building a
literature program within a multicultural framework. "/ think that literature offers so much
in tenns of the imagination, and in terms of being able to consider other possibilities."
The position also offered two other things Sarah was seeking, a more diverse community
and the opportunity to work and think with teachers at the graduate level.
Sarah recalls that when she arrived in CLS, "the only literature class they had at the
time was the 480 survey class." At the time, CLS was new to multiculturalism, a fledgling
department striking out in what was then a new direction in academe. Project MECCA was
beginning its first year, and Sarah was one of the Target Faculty for the project. As a firstyear professor in CLS, she did not really distinguish between the normal CLS routine and
the Project MECCA activities. She recalled, "/didn't realize that it vvajr a special project
because it was just what this department did. It was only afterwards that I realized what
some of the project activities were, when they did not continue after the project ended." Of
all the MECCA activities, Sarah recalls the day-long faculty retreats as being the most
powerful and transformative. "It was the only time we have been able to get together and
just sit and talk, and rejlect, and plan. I really got to know the department, and the
philosophies and beliefs of each person, through those retreats."
The first year at Zephyr, Sarah taught two courses. One of them was Children's
Literature, which she had taught for several years at Ewert. However, even though she was
very familiar with the course, she still encountered challenges:
/ had transfonned my teaching of that course about three years
before I came here. I used to teach it the way it had been taught to me,
which was get up and book talks, tell people about books. And by about
half\vay through my time at Ewert, I had completely transformed the course
into a highly e.xperiential class. I mean just totally transformed the course
from a delivery model into an e.xperiential model.
So that by the time [I got to CLS], I was already very comfortable
teaching that class. I came in with that knowledge base of how I wanted to
teach it. My problems were more all of the tmiversity constraints that got in
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my way of teaching that \vay...which is 50 minutes, 3 days a week... a room
without tables... a room that was completely way far away from where all
my books were... not having any storage area for my books. Just all of
those kinds of logistical things that got in the way of being able to teach the
course the way that I knew that / wanted to teach it.
Over the years, Sarah has added a variety of graduate courses in children's literature
to the department offerings, including both practice-oriented courses and theory-focused
courses. While all of the courses have a strong multicultural orientation, several courses
have a specific multicultural focus such as "Cultural and Social Issues in Children's
Literature" and "Multicultural Children's Literature."
Ten years after her arrival, the fmits of Sarah's labor are evidenced in the
flourishing, comprehensive program in children's literature, which includes an annual
children's literature conference. Now in its tenth year, the conference annually draws
regional crowds to hear nationally acclaimed speakers and presenters. Although it may
seem that a department focusing on multicultural issues in education is a poor match for a
children's literature program, Sarah felt that the program grew in the way it did partly
because of its location;
I mean, it's where it's located. I think, always, a program takes on
the characteristics that relate to ...the conversations occurring within a
particular group of people. So it seems to me that it should, given the
conversations that are part of this facidty. But the other is because I got to
create it....You know, a lot of times, I think those programs have existed for
a long time. And nobody's gone back and thought, given where the field's
at now, what should this look like now. They might create a new
course...Alright, so you create the multicultural course, and now that takes
care of everything. I was fortunate to come here at a point where the whole
notion of multiculturalism as a unit, as a body of literature was already
being challenged... in the field.
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Ellen Donahue: ''You can't help but have faith in people's hope, and their ability to
transform things."
Ellen Donahue grew up in the Midwest, in a working class neighborhood that was
part Irish and largely Catholic. Raised Methodist, she remembers that prejudices among
Protestants and Catholics were a part of the fabric of the neighborhood culture:
You know, I can still remember my Catholic friends and their
mothers were just horrified that I was going to end up in purgatory -which is a place that all I knew was that you burned there forever.
(laughs). And then there were prejudices against the Catholics, and so, it
was... all of those kinds of things were part of the environment that I grew
up in.
When Ellen was very young, her parents used to give her books about other places.
She became fascinated with the different people and places that she read about. Ellen
always thought that when she grew up she would work in Africa. She also remembers
always thinking that she would become a teacher:
My idea was that I would go into the Peace Corps, and I'd get to
work in Africa — a place I've never yet been able to see, but would love to. I
don't know why, I was just fascinated with all the different cultures in that
continent. So I do remember that from...an early on age, wanting to
do...something...to work with people who were different than me.
Although Ellen knows that her affinity for diversity in community came from values held by
her family, she also recalls that racism was part of her extended family and neighborhood
environment.
Ellen remembers always being interested in language. When she was five or six
years old, and again when she was 13. her family moved from the Midwest to California so
that her father could work for a company that designed airplanes. At the time. California
required students to begin Spanish language instruction at a very age, so Ellen began
learning Spanish in first or second grade. Later, the family returned to Ohio where "of
course there was nothing like that." Still, the fascination with languages continued.
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High school in Ellen's community was extremely ttaditional. There was genderbased and class-based tracking, and Ellen was tracked into the home economics program
where she learned things like how to make men's suits and girls' swimvvear. She recalls, "/
never was very good at the cooking part of it, but I became a great seamstress."
I never thought about going to college, And... nobody ever talked
to me about going to college — except for my dad. And my dad would take
me down to the State University. And there was this one place... it wasn't
an anthropology hall, but sort of like a paleontology department, with
geology and paleontology, where they had these...mastodon...replicas...and
I always was fascinated with that kind of thing, which is a part of
anthropology.
In her senior year, Ellen became engaged to her high school boyfriend. She signed
up to enroll in cosmetology school. One teacher in high school talked to Ellen about going
to school at State University. That, combined with the influence of her father and those little
trips to campus, offered Ellen a glimpse of something she could do. As she prepared to
graduate, she thought about what she really wanted to do. and decided to go to college:
/ think it was resistance to these...expectations that everybody else
seemed to have about me, about what kind of person I was, what I was
capable of doing, and what my future vva5. And I decided that / could go to
college, and that I probably didn't want to get married right away.
It was in college that Ellen really became interested in foreign languages. She took
Spanish as her foreign language, and recalls "realizing that there were all these other
worlds available to one if you knew the language." Ellen felt she would master as many
languages as possible. After graduating Ellen continued to enroll in foreign language
classes, including Italian and French.
Even in college, though, Ellen experienced a sort of tracking. The perception held
by many in her extended family and community was that ^one went to college, the purpose
was to get a job; college was viewed as a post-secondary vocational training. Although
Ellen was interested in anthropology, it was not something anyone in her community knew
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anything about, or thought would be a good idea. At first Ellen never imagined that there
was anything beyond getting her bachelor's degree at the state university. She enrolled in a
program that would help pay her tuition, and that combined education, child development,
and human resources. Working with children and adults who then were labeled
"profoundly mentally retarded." she eventually realized that she wasn't suited for a career
in that field. Ellen switched to anthropology, which seemed very different, and discovered a
real interest in education and anthropology:
I've always been interested in history. That's probably what led me
to anthropology...That interest in language, you know...otherpeople, people
from other cultures who were very different than I am. Well, I had — !
loved my anthro classes, but discovered that there were people talking
about connections between education and anthropology there. And I just
wanted to have the opportunity to pursue that in a different kind of
environment.
After earning her bachelor's degree Ellen took a year off from studies, working at
the city newspaper to earn money for graduate school. Then. Ellen moved to the Southwest
and began a graduate degree in anthropology. By then, she also felt the keen desire to leave
home, and do something really different. Ellen especially wanted to be in a more ethnically
and linguistically diverse environment.
Ellen enrolled at a major state university with a reputation for excellence in
anthropology. The institution was also in a much more diverse community than the one
Ellen had lived in up until then. However, the university did not have an anthropology and
education program, so Ellen majored in social-cultural anthropology. Within her first year
of doing graduate work, Ellen was invited to work on an oral history project in a small
Yavapai-Apache community near the metropolitan area. She worked with a professor who
soon discovered her interest in education. Before Ellen knew it, she was enlisted to act as
the tribe's liaison to the local school district, which was a "very heavily Mormon school
district" in the central part of the state. The community had a one-room schoolhouse
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located in an historic fort, and although Ellen was not a certified teacher, she occasionally
taught the 4th, 5th and 6th graders there. While working with the tribe, she became deeply
offended by the injustices she witnessed there:
The district had hired adults from the community to come in and
work as teaching aides to tutor students in reading. Day after day I would
see these women sitting outside in the breezeways on cold concrete benches,
trying to teach the students. The district was receiving federal monies to
provide sen>ices to Indian children, and they weren 't even provided with a
room!
Later, Ellen decided to focus her dissertation on an ethnographic study of language
and culture in education. Through her studies at the university, she was invited to work on a
bilingual curriculum project at Rough Rock. Arizona, a small Navajo community, where she
also collected data for her dissertation. She described the experience as her "real training
ground - a baptism offire for a White girl coming from Ohio." For three years she lived
and worked with the community of Rough Rock. At one point she acted as the school's
bilingual/bicultural curriculum coordinator. In that capacity she collaborated with teachers
and elders to develop Native language teaching materials, occasionally teaching lessons in
the classrooms as she had at the Yavapai school. Rough Rock Community School was the
first community-controlled Native American school in the nation.
Ellen attributes her early experiences at Rough Rock with contributing significantly
to her current perspective on schooling as deeply contextualized in language and culture.
Her close association with the Rough Rock community has now spanned more than two
decades.
After leaving Rough Rock, Ellen worked at a federally-funded bilingual multi
functional center which served American Indian bilingual programs all over the country.
During this time, Ellen married and bought a home. These were the Reagan-Bush years,
and eventually the multifunctional center was de-funded. In 1986, Ellen began working for
the state Department of Education in the Division of Indian Education. Although she
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remained there for three years. Ellen found that increasingly, the agenda of the department
did not reflect her own philosophy and goals:
[W]hen you have a superintendent of education who is an elected
official, that whole operation, that institution, cannot help but be heavily
politicized. And I found myself beins osked to do projects that...number
one, I didn 't feel qualified to do....Number two, I wasn 't really interested in
doing, and it just wasn't a good situation anymore. It was a very
disempowering kind of place to work in.
The one aspect of her position at the D.O.E. that remained important for Ellen was
her involvement with a national Native Language Development Institute (NLDI). which at
the time was being coordinated out of the Department of Education. She was also teaching
as an adjunct professor at the State University. Originally Ellen tried to collaborate with the
university's School of Education to hold NLDI courses on the university campus during
the summers. However, the School of Education provided no support for the program even
though the courses being offered could be used for bilingual and ESL certification.
Fortunately. Ellen's prior association with the Anthropology Department enabled her to find
a temporary home there for NLDI. "/ knew people, and... they were willing to make the
system work, and they kind of had this... history of working with Native people — albeit a
very colonial history — but nonetheless it was a friendly home for NLDI there." Despite
the friendly and welcoming environment, the arrangement was only temporary and each year
Ellen and her NLDI colleagues found themselves starting over to set up the courses on
campus. They wanted to find a permanent home for NLDI.
Dissatisfied with her current situation, Ellen began looking for other options. One
day she received a call from an NLDI colleague who was on the search committee for a
tenure-track professor in the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies at Zephyr
University. Ellen was surprised when her friend suggested that she apply for the position.
'7 was looking for something else. I never thought I was going to be an academic. Never.
I didn't want to be an academic you know, I always saw myself doing applied work."
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After thinking about it for awhile, Ellen decided to apply. At the same time, she
applied for another position to be the education director of a national museum. She didn't
really want to work in a museum, but they were very interested in some of the kinds of
things that she was proposing to do. in terms of its education outreach to Native peoples,
including bring NLDI there. Ellen was offered both positions, but in the end she decided to
join the faculty in CLS:
/ clidn 7 think I wanted to ... work in academics, but when I came
here and I interviewed, and I talked to people, there was a very interested
group of students in.. An the work that I had been doing with American
Indians. People saw the Native Language Development Institute for what it
i.s, this incredible...wonderful program that reaches out to American Indian
people who are supposed to be the constituency of this institution, that's
good for this institution, in terms of bringing new perspectives, and new
kinds of curriculum approaches here — not to mention making it look good
for things like recruitment and retention.
Additionally, Ellen was offered several courses that she really wanted to teach. She
recalled "these were courses that I had taught, could teach, would like to teach." At that
point, Ellen began thinking that maybe she could be an academic and that she might even
want to be an academic, and CLS seemed like the perfect niche for her. "This was a place
that seemed to welcome what I brought to it."
A major benefit of coming to Zephyr University was that Maria Manuel, the cofounder of the Native Language Development Institute, was on the faculty in the Linguistics
Department. Thus, in both departments there were people here who were interested in
institutionalizing the NLDI, and making it a permanent part of the Department of Culture
and Literacy Studies.
When Ellen came to CLS, her first teaching assignment was a required
undergraduate foundations course in bilingual education. It was a course Ellen felt
"perfectly prepared to teach" until she found out that it was cross-listed with MexicanAmerican Studies:
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There were 50 students registered in the class, and most of them
were Mexican-American, Latino students. Almost all of my work had been
with American Indian educators, and in the area of American Indian
bilingual education — although, you know, I had read, of course,... and
you know, I knew the field more broadly than that....In other words, if the
course had been cross-listed with American Indian Studies, I wouldn't have
felt... unprepared at all, because... I had a strong background in that.
But, I didn 'tfeel like I was qualified at all to teach a course with a
title of Mexican American Studies. And SO...I talked to the chair about it,
and she said, "Oh, don't worry, Ellen, it's just..." You know, she said it
was a perf unctory thing that they do this, so that the students coidd get
credit in either one of those things. But I still did not feel very comfortable
about that. Fortunately, I was able to get someone to co-teach it with me
who did have that background.
In 1999. Ellen became the Department Head of Culture and Literacy Studies.
Despite the heavy administrative workload, she continued to teach one or two classes per
year, usually in the areas of qualitative research and in some aspect of multicultural
education. Ellen also teaches courses in anthropology, and because of her degree in
Cultural Anthropology is able to serve on doctoral committees and chair minor committees.
Ellen has continued to co-coordinate the NLDI, which is now housed permanently in CLS.
Each summer the program brings together elders, teachers and scholars from around the
country to study, teach and learn about heritage language education.
Ellen's life and work reflected a strong belief in the deep connection between
language, culture and education, and in social justice as a critical component of diversity.
When I asked Ellen how her current philosophy and perspective developed, she recalled
being very strongly influenced by Marx, and by Marxist theory in her graduate training.
Likewise, while Ellen credits Bourdieu's work on linguistic exchanges with informing her
perspective, she said, "there's not enough hopefidness in it" She is not sure how these
perspectives got translated into one that allows more agency, but she believed that being in
the environment of CLS has very much shaped her perspective. Ellen's most defining
experience, though, was Rough Rock:
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Working at Rough Rock for 20 years, you can't help but have faith
in people's hope, and their ability to transform things...even though so
many things seem like they go on unchanged, but....To me that denigrates
the activity and the human spirit of people like Galena Dick [a bilingual
teacher at Rough Rock], people who live their lives trying to make a better
world for the next generation. Cultural reproduction theory is too
constraining for me. I have to have room for...change in .some of those
theoretical perspectives.
Common Themes Emerging From Faculty Interviews
In Chapter Three I established a theoretical framework for this study's examination
of multicultural education curriculum with three major dimensions: content, process and
orientation. In addition to content, process and orientation, a number of generative themes
and sub-themes emerged from the faculty interview data. As with the student interviews,
much of the faculty data placed an emphasis on interaction as the center of the CLS
curriculum. Many of the themes connected the curriculum not only to interactions within
the classroom and the department, but also with social interactions and events on a national
and global level, thus connecting curriculum to the larger context of society. Table 7.1
shows the organization of emerging themes.
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TABLE7.1

COMMON THEMES EMERGING FROM FACULTY INTERVIEWS

Common Themes Emerging from Faculty Interviews
I. Experience in Education
B. Teaching and Learning Experiences
B. Life Experiences
C. Students as Teachers
II. Curriculum
A. Content, Process and Orientation
B. Implicit Versus Explicit Multicultural Curriculum
C. Theoretical Framework

in.Politics In Education
A. The Attractions of Teaching
B. Fmstrations with Constant Obstacles
C. Political and Work Environment

IV. Diversity
A. Internationalism
B. Multiculturalism
C. Race
V. Where Do We Go From Here?
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In this chapter, themes relating to experience in education and curriculum will be
discussed. Themes related to politics, diversity, and the future of the department will be
discussed in Chapter Eight.

Experience In Education
Life experience — all of it — shapes our philosophy of education. Links between
pedagogical beliefs & practices and a wide range of life experiences ~ both academic and
non-academic — were noted in almost every narrative. Connections to professors' own
teaching and learning experiences and of daily living could be found throughout each story.

Teaching and Learning Experiences
Earlier I have referred to Lortie's (1975) characterization of schooling as an
apprenticeship of experience. This was certainly true in the case of Ernesto, who came to
the university classroom with no prior training or experience in classroom teaching.
Ernesto recalled "learning by the modeling of the professors that I had, some excellent
teachers, some really lousy teachers...,But one tended to borrow fonn those that you
thought made the class both rigorous and interesting,..and you took a shot at it."
In Abby's case, her experiences as a substitute teacher being faced for the first time
with students who were different than herself had a lasting impact on her teaching pedagogy
and praxis:
The kids wouldn 't read what I asked them to read. Wouldn't read.
couldn't read, I didn 't know. But they weren't reading....! didn't know how
to teach children who were different from me. I was accused of reverse
discrimination by my White kids because they said that I was harder on
them than I was with the Black kids.
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What happened was, once we opened that up, we Just swept the
curriculum. And we had each other to feed off, so when one of us had
nightmares, the other one would say, " You know, I think this is okay, look
at this and this," And then we would go awhile and the other would have
nightmares...! think it would have progressed much more slowly and
carefully with Just one of us, but with two of us, we Just went for it.
The experience of teaching in collaboration with another person was so powerful
that since then, Sarah has worked almost exclusively in collaboration with others, and her
classroom curriculum is founded upon creating a community of learners that can think and
work together.

Lije E.xperiences
Not all of the "watershed" experiences occurred in the context of formal education.
Often, faculty traced particular aspects of their teaching pedagogy and praxis to activities of
daily life, or to particular events in their social lives. Ellen believed the connection between
language and culture in her theoretical framework was "probably laid down pretty early,
maybe in the books my parents gave me, and reading about other places." In another
discussion, she described how trips to the university campus paleontology exhibits
stimulated a life-long interest in history and eventually led her to anthropology. Ellen felt
that her interest languages and cultures of people who were different from her self began
with those experiences in childhood:
What comes to mind are two things. One is Just working with
Native people and being deeply, deeply offended by the injustices. I think I
told you about the aides sitting out on the cold concrete. They were getting
paid by the district to provide services and weren 't even provided with a
room...So I think that's a big piece of it.
Early in his professional career, the contradictions Ernesto encountered between
what he observed as a social worker and the patient assessments made by psychiatry
residents in the hospitals where he worked eventually led him to change careers:
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The overwhelming majority of patients were poor, working class,
women. Latinos, African Americans, and so on...And the psychiatrists were
all upper middle class kids...and they didn't have a clue, we thought, of
what they were doing with these patients. They completely ignored any of
the social and cultural aspects of the therapy.
Most of Ernesto's research and teaching in education has centered around issues of
education in cultural contexts, and one of the trademarks of his curricular practices is the
constant presence of those diverse contexts in the readings, in the examples he lectures
about, and in the topics of classroom discussion.

Students As Teachers
Perhaps the most intriguing theme related to the ways in which professors'
experiences in education have impacted their curricular practices was the frequent mention
of how students have served as "teachers." Sarah described the manner in which the
classroom teachers who enrolled in her early master's and doctoral level courses taught her
to trust the knowledge and experience that students brought with them to the classroom:
What happened was, as I developed courses, I developed a
community that followed me from course to course. So that very quickly,
there was this incredible community of teachers that I thought with....And a
lot of those people are the people that I'm still working with now. I mean,
they soit of sought out the university, and by the second or third course,
they were there, and they were there for every course in the three-four
years.... That just opened all the doors here, because I very quickly became
part of a community ofpracticing teachers. I was invited into their
classrooms. I just had all of these connections with them. And they came
with such strong backgrounds as teachers, so it also gave me a real trust in
teachers and in the knowledge that teachers have. And that very quickly
was something that changed how I did the inquiry projects. I think they
gave me much more trust in, if I opened up the curriculum, people had
these incredible connections to make...and I just needed to find ways for
them to facilitate those connections, but not to restrain them into some
direction that I thought a particular course should go.
So then, even when that community was past, and I was teaching
courses for a second or third time, my teaching had already been
transformed, because of being part of a community....Cause you can teach
a course one time, and not listen really well to your students. I think you
can, if you never see them again. But if you see your students over and
over, you have to listen.
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As Sarah has noted, students "taught" her in such a way that changed her
classroom practices. The impact of those early students continues to be evident in Sarah's
curricular practices today. Many of the students interviewed for this study identified
courses they took with Dr. Mills as those where they felt completely in control of the
curriculum and their own learning.
Ernesto related that "Well, the idea for the (immigration) course — actually it
wasn't mine, it was one of my students. I was scheduled to teach it with him, but
unfortunately he got very ill, and so I took over the course." Likewise, when Ellen
reflected upon what has influenced her theoretical perspective, she realized that a significant
influence was "my students, of course, my students. Those are probably the best teachers
we have."
The notion of teachers as facilitators and co-leamers has been widely discussed in
literature related to collaborative learning (Kohn. 1998; Short & Burke. 1991; Eisner. 1994;
Bruffee, 1993; and others) and reflective teaching (Birchak et al. 1998; and others). In an
environment that places interaction at the center of curriculum, it is perhaps not unusual for
professors to see transactions between student and teacher as learning experiences for
themselves. They ways in which curriculum in CLS students and professors collaborate to
construct curriculum will be further discussed in the following sections.

Curriculum
As part of the follow-up of the Project MECCA curriculum analysis, faculty
interviewed were asked specifically to discuss the content, process and orientation of their
own curriculum, and of the CLS curriculum in general. This section considers themes
related to content, process and orientation arising from the faculty interview data.
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class lectures, discussion, supportive readings, study groups, and individual interactions with
students, to insure that all students were included at the highest level that they desired and
were capable of. Throughout the conversation, interaction with students at the center of the
discourse was again the focus even though textbooks was the topic of our discussion.
Sarah also emphasized the dynamic nature of her construction of curriculum for a
course, particularly with respect to specific course content:
When I teach a new class, / put solid content there, but I also tend
to sit back more, to watch what students do with it, and to not come in as
quickly, because I don't want to assume that I know when to come in. I
don't assume...that I have to step in right away, when ! want to see how
something plays out. And so, the second time I teach the course, I tend to
have more structures in place, based on previous experiences that say,
"Here's where people are going to need support." So I feel much better
teaching it the second time. There's more structures there....Which I think
is opposite of what lot of people do....And I think that goes back to my belief
that I have to figure out what learners need....So I tend to stand back more
the first time.
Like Ernesto, Sarah's selection of specific content, including course readings and
engagements, is heavily mediated by her interaction with the students and is highly
dependent upon their interests, needs and concerns related to the course topics. Again, she
has placed students at the center of her curriculum construction and therefore interaction is
the connection between curriculum content, process and orientation.
Abby described the perspective that she brings to the construction of curriculum for
her teacher education students:
It's not the learning how to. It's really helping kids...teachers
helping kids to think...and to use the tools of reading and writing to
negotiate or to mediate that understanding. That's one of the reasons why
it works so well in (this department)....Because...everything that we know
about the use of those tools -- of reading and writing -- depends on
multiculturalism, depends on culture. And Vygotsky, and...constructivism.
It fits together so well.
Like Ernesto and Sarah, the content of Abby's curriculum centers around an
interaction with students. In this case, Abby's goal is to help teachers think about helping
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students to think. The content of Abby's syllabus reflected her orientation toward students.
Phrases such as "Welcome to a course that brings together current and future teachers"
were indicative of the way in which Abby had positioned herself in relation to her students.
Even in the written information, she elected to use "direct" (i.e., "I-you") interactional
language rather than indirect. Throughout the syllabus, pronouns "you" and "your" —
while not exclusive — were prevalent.
Ellen described how the awareness of the CLS students and curriculum as situated
within a larger societal context was also a key component of the CLS -- and her own -curriculum orientation:
One of the things that really impressed me when I came here was
how much more present Mexican American perspectives and voices were,
in terms of — well at least in this department -- people recognizing that
need...that that was our constituency. Whereas, at the university where I
had taught as an adjunct (before coming here), I never really had that
sense...at all. I had lived for so long in this other place with probably an
equally sizeable if not larger Mexican American population constituency,
and had never heard anybody talk about it...in those ways...before. / was
teaching courses on things like school and society, and bilingual education,
and nobody came to me and said, "here are some resources," or "let me
tell you about our students" ~ or "let me tell you about...this — you know,
the community here...the Spanish-speaking community here." It just wasn't
even on the radar screen.
Because interaction is a dynamic social engagement where the content and process
depend largely on the individuals and groups involved, placing interacdon at the center of
the curriculum also makes it necessary that the boundaries of curricular content and process
also be dynamic. Several faculty spoke of curriculum as creating a zone for development of
students knowledge and experience. The zone of proximal development as conceptualized
by Vygotsky (1978) was mentioned by Sarah, Ernesto and Abby as an important aspect of
their theoretical framework for curriculum. Ernesto described how he used Vygotsky's
theoretical framework in the construction of curriculum:
I try to think of assignments that can extend the concepts, and the
ideas that we present in class...And that, uh, make contact with the student
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interests. Since I am selecting most of the readings — if not all of the
readings —for the course. Then I want to create the space for the students
to be able to contribute to the class knowledge by doing research in an
area that they pick. Whatever that may be, but in relation to the class
content, of course. The intent there is to in a sense create a zone of
proximal development between the infonnation that we're discussing in
class and the new readings that they're doing on their own to address an
issue of interest to them, but related to the class content.
Sarah described how she strives to create a balance between challenging students
and supporting students:
What I'm trying to figure out is, "Within this course, what's going
to push people to think in new ways, without taking it so far beyond their
current e.xperiences that they now have to depend on me? " So it's that
whole tension between what's going to challenge them and what's going to
support them...Cause if I challenge too far, essentially, their only option is
to depend on me...if I go too far out of the way from where they're at. If I
stay too close, then it's like when I had my master's, you end up feeling very
supported in what you're already doing, but then, why be there? So that's
the tension I'm looking for....And I know it's going to change from group to
group, but even within a course, it takes me some time....
[BJecause I still always have a syllabus, the content's always there,
but it's more...how to support people in really getting the most out of the
inquiry projects, how much direction to provide, how much to step back.
There are times I'm vague on purpose because I trust the process to play
out, and there are other times I've learned, don't be vague, provide these
kinds of structures. But I also don't want to provide too many structures,
and I want to know what kind of structures to provide that will still let
people make their own decisions....Cause there's structures that restrict
decision-making, and there's structures that support decision-making.
Both Sarah and Ernesto use feedback generated by interaction with students to
mediate the parameters of the zone they create for student learning. This theoretical
perspective again places students at the center of curriculum construction.

Implicit Versus Explicit Multicultural Curriculum
Some faculty noted that as multiculturalism became more infused throughout their
curriculum, it also tended to become more implicit rather than explicit. I wondered how the
multicultural content would then be identifled by students and others if it was not made
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explicit. Ernesto noted that even implicit multicultural content would be detectable. In the
following passage, he describes how this was accomplished in a research project:
Well, I think part of what you're doing now is a way to go about it.
Where you have conversations with the faculty and student, I imagine,
right? Where then, in conversing, you ...a lot of these implicit., for example
implicit reasons of why — of how you create a syllabus for a class... uh...
they are able to explain them. They become overt, so you can talk about it.
So, for example, not only in the classes, but in the research — as
faculty, that's... a major responsibility, right? to develop our research. In
this recent study that I'm doing, on biliteracy, when I developed the study, I
didn't have in mind nmlticultural education... but in the selection of subjects
for the study, of kids for the study, we made sure that we had kids there who
were of different cultural groups. So that it's become, part and parcel of
our approach....So that, even if you don't say, "Well, I've gotta ....make this
a multicultural study," it becomes, as part of the methods, part of the
subjects that I chose, part of the analysis of data...that becomes an
emphasis in the study, as well, okay? If you were to ask me, in a
questionnaire, "Your most recent study, is it on multicultural education?"
I'd say, "Well, not really." But if you were to interview me, like you're
doing now, in a conversation, I'd say, "Yeah, as a matter ojfact, there's a
lot of emphasis there on those issues."
Faculty also identified challenges associated with making multiculturalism implicit
in the curriculum rather than explicit. For some students and faculty, the lack of explicit
multicultural content was perceived as the absence of multicultural content. Sarah described
her experience with the Project MECCA syllabi analysis, where her curriculum was
interpreted as lacking multicultural content because the content was infused throughout the
course:
One of the things I was trying in my teaching was to not have
multiculturalism be a unit. That was very important to me from the
beginning, I came here with that understanding. But...because of that,
when they looked at my syllabus, it didn't look like I was incorporating
multicultural issues. And, when they looked at my syllabus and they said
that...I mean, I was just blown away. So, what that taught me to do vva^ I
had to find vvayjr to be explicit in my syllabus, without it being an explicit
unit....and that's difficidt...you know, when you weave it in. [That's when] I
started adding the multicultural statement.
As faculty discussed their orientations to curriculum, different theoretical
frameworks emerged as an integral part of orientation. Aside from the shared perspective of
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curriculum as interaction and students at the center of the curriculum, faculty traced their
curricular practices to specific theorists and their work. The next section will discuss how
these theoretical frameworks connected to the CLS curriculum.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical frame that faculty bring to their work is often deeply embedded
within the orientation of a department's curriculum. In conversations with the four faculty
interviewed, a variety of theoretical frameworks were discussed, among them constructivism,
critical pedagogy, anti-racist education, feminism, critical cultural studies, cultural historical
framework, socio-cultural framework, anthropological perspective, benign multiculturalism,
and language planning. In addition to identified theories, the already mentioned themes of
interaction as curriculum and students at the center of curriculum emerged in such a way
that I have considered them as part of the theoretical frame that faculty bring to the
department. Ernesto described how "students at the center of the curriculum" fits into his
own and the department's theoretical framework:
One of the things that impressed me when I got here was how
[certain faculty} treated their stiidents.... They treated them very well.. And
they protected them.... You know, if you mess with their students, you have
to mess with [them]. And I really admired that, and said, "You know. I
want to do that, too. I want to create that sort of relationship with my
doctoral students where [ try to create a context for their learning, and also
protect them from the nonsense that can go on in academic settings.... But
also this preoccupation that they have with meeting the students needs,
whatever they may be...so f picked up a lot from these colleagues.
With students at the center of the curriculum, interaction with students then became
identified as the key component to curriculum. Nearly every example presented thus far in
this study has referenced interaction between students and faculty. Another theme related to
interaction that emerged from faculty interviews was the manner in which interaction with
other faculty members created a context for learning for faculty. In an environment that
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brought together people of many different backgrounds and epistemologies, interaction
among peers facilitated changes in individual perspectives as well as the formation of the
group perspective. In the following passage, Ellen described how her theoretical framework
was influenced by her interaction with other CLS faculty:
/ know that I was very much shaped by being in the environment of
CLS. George Cortes's work...talking with George helped me to see ideas
that I'd had, or understanding of things at Rough Rock in a different light....
Sarah Mill's work. I still remember when Sarah and I were both here our
first year. We used to have a conference here — or maybe it
the local
reading council — aiul I was asked to present. Sarah was in the audience.
I was kind of surprised, 'cause I thought, "Geez, I'm presenting on Indian
Education
Anyway, I was going through this thematic unit that we had
developed around a piece of children's literature that related to Navajo
called Sine Down the Moon (O'Dell. 1970) — that's the book, I'm sure you
know it — And I remember Sarah looking at the book, and she didn 't say
anything critical to me about it...But as I got to reading her work, I could
see that I had di.smi.ssed so much in terms of my thinking about reading and
literature study, and how that relates to...historical study and
interdisciplinary study and all that....
Sarah also uses interaction with other CLS faculty to challenge herself to think in
new ways and to reflect on issues that arise in the classroom. She views her access to
colleagues from a variety of sources as a key asset:
If I'm really...stuck, I have colleagues, and it might be the group of
teachers here that I've worked with overtime --1 always had some
collaborative group going, either the research project, or the Literacy
Journal editors ~ I mean, there's always been a group here. And then, I
do have the people I was in the doctoral program with, who are in
universities in other places. We talk regularly. So I have a range, this
range of people that I can think with.
Faculty interviewed described the interaction among faculty as a critical component
in development of the Department's theoretical frame. That is, they reported that the
participation in common experiences helped to establish a "core" philosophical stance.
For example, Abby reported:
All of us have midticultural... um... sensitivities and theories...
So... we saw — I think quite clearly — [did. I mean,... I didn't think that I
was a midticidtiiral e.xpert, but I thought that if I were... if my shoulders
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TABLE 7.2 THEORISTS AND FRAMEWORKS THAT HAVE INFLUENCED FACULTY PERSPECNVES
THEORISTS AND FRAMEWORKS THAT HAVE INFORMED FACULTY l>ERSPECTIVF_S
TIIEOKISTS AND PRACTITIONERS

THEORETICAL FRA.MEWORK/FIELDS OF STIIDV

Barney Closer

Kaihy Short

Anthropology

Mennonite Community

Carl Rogers

Ken & Vecta Goodman

Bourdieii

MethodoLst Community
Mar.xi.st Thcor\'

Caroline Burke

Michael Cole

Constmctivism

Christine Sleeter

Paulo Freirc

Critical Theory

Philosophy

David Berliner

Ray McDennoti

Cultural Production

Psychology

Gary Fenstermacher

Richard Ruiz

Educational Psychology

Retlective Teaching

George Spindlcr

Rudine Sims

Ethncgraphy

Religion

Karry Wolcoti

Ruth Strung

History

Social Work

James Bank.s

Sonia Nieto

Language Planning

Structural historical Approach

James Dulin

Thomas LaBelle

Language Policy

Teacher Research

Jerry Harsie

Violet Harris

Linguistic Exchange

Traditional Nfennonitc Values

Jim Cummins

Lev. Vygotsky

Jim Greenber

Joshua Rshman

John Dewey

I wondered how it was possible to construct a common global theoretical framework
in the presence of such diverse individual perspectives. In particular. I wondered how it was
possible for some of those frameworks to co-exist in the same department. Ellen echoed
the comments of the others when she noted that the diversity of perspective within CLS was
one of the characteristics that made it multicultural:
I think it's just a really great environment to be in, in that way,
people really value what you do bring, and maybe see where there are still
rough edges and gaps.,.But you can learn from them, because we 're all
kind of open.
Still, I wanted to gain a better understanding of what the operating theoretical
framework multiculturalism was within the department. Drawing from a list of theoretical
perspectives recently discussed by a visiting lecturer and adding to it the ones I had heard
mentioned by professors and students, I posed that question to each of the four professors
interviewed. To my dismay, none of them had a definitive response. In fact, most felt they
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perceived the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum as arising out of a framework that
places students at the center of a curriculum defined by interaction within a variety of
theoretical and pedagogical frameworks. The multicultural nature of the department rests
not only upon the diversity of the student body, as noted in detail in the earlier student
interviews, but also upon the diversity of perspectives and approaches that faculty ~ and
students -- bring to their interactions within the curricular context. Furthermore, ideological,
philosophical, theoretical, and pedagogical differences are not only anticipated but also
expected, one might say even desired. Within such a framework, the original model of
curriculum proposed by Project MECCA in 1990 and adopted by me in 2000 seems overly
simplitled. and insufficient to adequately consider the impact of such a highly interactive
framework upon curriculum. Abby noted:
It's just really complicated. And..J think that...a lot of curriculum
theorists have defined curriculum the same way that you have, but because
relationships are seldom measurable...those people evaluating curriculum
take the easy way out, and evaluate what they can. They evaluate what's
measurable, and so they never capture the essence of curriculum.
As Abby has indicated, and as the stories of the faculty and students interviewed
have demonstrated, curriculum, multicultural curriculum or any other kind, is difficult to
detlne in explicit terms. This is particularly true when the curriculum is based upon a
framework that assumes different theoretical perspectives, places students at the center, and
uses interaction as the primary mediator for content and process. Chapter Eight examines
the connections between the CLS curriculum and the social lives of the faculty and students
from the perspective of social movement theory.
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PHASE UI: MULTICULTURALISM - WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Social Movement Theory and the Phenomenology of the Learning
Interaction

CHAPTER EIGHT
SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY

Since education is by nature social, historical, and political, there is
no way we can talk about some universal unchanging role for the teacher...
It is my basic conviction that a teacher must be fully cognizant of the
political nature of his/her practice and assume responsibility for this rather
than denying it. (Freire, 1986. pp. 211-212).

A WORKING DEFINITION OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY

This dissertation has focused upon the interactions inherent in curricular practices.
These interactions — social interactions - take place within the organized social structure of
the higher education environment. As with other social organizational structures, change in
the social structure is usually effected by individuals or groups within the society. The term
social movement theory is generally used to describe the relationship between the progress
of a group whose goal is to effect a transformation or reform of some part of the social
structure of society, and the transformations occurring in the society or world as a whole.
For example, the women's liberation movement, the civil rights movement, and the gay
rights movement, and the feminist movement are all considered reflections of social
movement theory in operation. Freire's (1996) work with the World Council of Churches
was part of the liberation theology movement, which has been widely studied as one of the
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postmodern manifestations of social movement theory. Melucci (1980,1996), who is often
referred to as the major theorist of the "new social movement theory" (Vahabzadeh, 2001)
has characterized social movement as the visible relationship between a group's changing
identity and their relationship with society at large. His conceptualization of the this
relationship as a process of change mediated by conflict closely connects to Reek's (1939,
1974) notion of how thought styles of particular thought collectives become transformed as
they come into contact with the thoughts of other collectives.
Slaughter (1997) has examined the phenomenon of social movement as it occurs
within the organized social structure of higher education. Given the historical connection
between multicultural education and other social movements such as the civil rights
movement (Sleeter, 2(X)2) and the feminist movement, it seems logical to employ the
framework of social movement theory to examine CLS's multicultural curriculum. In
particular, the concepts of identity, interaction and transaction have formed the foundation
for my examination of students' perceptions and experience of curriculum, and faculty's
construction and implementation of curriculum.

INVESTIGATING THE CONTRADICTIONS

What is multicultural education? What is it that makes the CLS curriculum
multicultural? How is the multicultural curriculum developed? How is multiculturalism
defined? The original impetus for conducting faculty interviews was my firm belief that
their lived experiences were as integral to the phenomenology of the learning interaction as
were the lived experiences of students. Thus, in my assessment of the multicultural nature
of the CLS curriculum, I considered the impact of the lived experiences of professors on
curriculum construction and delivery in the same way that I considered the impact of the
lived experiences of students on their perceptions and experiences of the curriculum. Many
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could the examination of curriculum from within the larger context of society, as mediated
by the lived experiences of faculty, and also students, tell about the multicultural curriculum
ofCLS?
In the final round of interviews, student and faculty participants were asked to reflect
upon their perceptions and experience of curriculum from the perspective of its connection
to the larger context of society, or the "world external." Because the connection between
curriculum and social movement theory emerged late in the study, not all of the original
student participants were available at the time of the final interviews. All of the students who
did participate were concurrently teaching at the community college or undergraduate level.
Consequently, in addition to their perceptions and experiences of the CLS curriculum, they
were asked to reflect on their own post-secondary pedagogy and praxis from the global
perspective. This chapter used data gathered from those interviews and from the faculty
interviews to explore the connections between the larger context of society and the lived
experiences of students and faculty on their curriculum construction and delivery.

Research Questions:
The examination of interview data from the theoretical perspective of social
movement theory represented Phase [II of this study. The inquiry asked the following
questions:
PHASE III: Multiculturalism -- Where do we go from here?
4)

How is curricular innovation and reform mediated by the larger socio-cultural
context?
a)

How is the relationship between curricular innovation and reform and the
social lives of university faculty mediated by the larger socio-cultural
context?
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method for examining curricular innovation for numerous themes. In particular, exploring
the connections between professional narrative and curricular content and methodology in
teacher education programs may lend insight into the genesis and development of particular
curricular innovations and reforms which can or have taken place. It can help to define the
roles of particular individuals and groups as agents of change in an institution undergoing
transformation.
At the same time, while factors external to departmental culture may also strongly
impact the efforts to effect curricular change, these relationships are rarely considered in
curricular transformation, and that "even when relationships between the curricula and the
world external to academe are addressed, scholars usually focus on abstract models or very
broad connections, not locating or closely examining the mechanisms of mediation"
(Slaughter, 1997, p. 2). One way to examine these rarely considered relationships is to look
more closely at those "mechanisms of mediation" (Slaughter, 1997. p. 2) from the
perspectives of the individuals involved in the process. Individual narratives connect us to
the larger context (Lortie, 1975; Finkelstein. 1998; Butt. Raymond, McCue, & Yamagishi,
1992; Goodson. 1992). Each individual is uniquely situated and holds a different
perspective within the larger context (Geertz, 1983; Goffman, 1959; Schutz. 1964;
Vygotsky, 1978), and their contributions and pedagogical practices are partially influenced
by that perspective. It is that perspective that each brings to the local culture, to the local
context. Examining the larger context through the narrative representation of individual
professors' experiences and perceptions over time can provide a historically contextualized
understanding of how current-day programs came to be. Lortie (1975), refers to this type
of historical examination as "structural chronology," for it "moves across time periods, yet
restricts its focus at any given point to particular considerations" (p. 2).
As the nation's public school systems serve a population which is increasingly
ethnically, culturally, socially and politically diverse, there has been concern over the ability
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of a mostly middle-class, mosdy White teacher force to meet the needs of all students
(Gregorian, 2001). Although originally concerned with the attributes and preparedness of
the classroom teacher, in recent months the concern has shifted to higher education, and the
ability of teacher education programs to adequately prepare teachers for a diverse classroom
(Vacarr, 2001). In scrutinizing teacher education curricula, however, it is necessary, as we
have done in the K-12 classrooms, to give as much attention to the practitioners whose
"territory" this is as to the methods and materials which they use. In this section I have
chosen to focus upon the role of social movement theory, and how it connects the lives of
teacher educators to curriculum in higher education. Although the ways in which teachereducators engage directly with in- and pre-service teachers may vary, current literature
increasingly highlights the strong influence of socio-political context on the personal lived
experiences of teacher educators and. thus, on the shaping of teacher-education curriculum
and higher education in general. Perusal of any recent issue of The Chronicle of Higher
Education will provide testament to the susceptibility of higher education curricula to
sociopolitical influences from outside of academe (Gregorian. 2001; Hebel. 2001;
McMurtie, 2001; Selingo, 2001; Wilson. 2001).
It has previously been postulated (Goodson, 1992; Hubbard and Power, 1993;
Lortie, 1975; Zeichner and Liston, 1996) that institutional change in academic environments
is unlikely to occur if teachers are not provided with appropriate time and resources.
Slaughter (1997), however, poses a different theory:
Social movement theory tells us that the presence of new and
different students is not necessarily enough to trigger meaningful change in
post-secondary educational curricula.... The intersection of social movement
theory and curricular formation theory argues that new fields of study ~
African American Studies, women's studies. Latino Studies, Native
American Studies ~ should remain closely connected to the social
movements from which they arose. The caveat is that many of these
movements are not middle class, and the successful formula for building
curricula seems to be the construction of knowledge embedded in middleclass social movements, (pp. 22-23.)
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I believe that due to the nature of the teacher-student relationship and the
organizational nature of academic institutions, which seem to be much more susceptible to
influence from national and global political and social spheres of influence (Chronicle of
Higher Education, 2000,2001), consideration of lived experience from the perspective of
social movement theory is critical to the understanding of curriculum and curricular
practices. The themes emerging commonly from the interviews for this study further
support Slaughter's notion that there is a need to closely examine the "mechanisms of
mediation," which, as discussed Chapters Six and Seven, are primarily socially constructed.

Education is a Highly Political Process
Education in and of itself is a highly political process which, while often used by
those in power to suppress freedom, also provides the avenue for liberation in the power of
the individual to exercise independent thought. Freire talked much about the political
implications of education and the impact of the political system on the educational system.
Ly Cam's and Ana Trujillo's stories and highlight the symbiotic nature of the relationship
between politics and education. However, while some might characterize this relationship as
negatively affecting education, the data presented here seem to suggest that the "agonist antagonist" nature of the relationship is mutually benetlcial because it helps to create the
"disequilibrium" (Rosenblatt, 1995) which often leads to learning, and the resulting process
of "conscientization" (Elias, 1976) leads to active work for change in the form of student
dissidence. This dissidence, while it may begin with the students, often then becomes a
societal theme, which often leads to systemic political change.
There are numerous informal and/or variable relationships of interaction between
those directly engaged in schooling (students, teachers and administrators, teacher
educators, and the like) and entities in "the world external" (Slaughter, 1997, p. 3). I have
coined these influences "loci" because, while each entity could be identiHed and placed in
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survived threatened closure because of neighborhood residents' efforts, including a massive
one-day boycott in which only four of 159 students attended school. Rather than support
the widely practiced "no-Spanish" rule in which students were forbidden to speak Spanish
and punished if they did, Davis became TUSD's first bilingual elementary school. Davis
currently participates in a number of research agendas, including several related to bilingual
education conducted by various departments at the University of Arizona. Clearly, the
classroom practices and the curriculum at this school are heavily influenced by the cultural
and political interests of the community in which it is situated.
Likewise, there are many ways in which the national social, cultural and political life
of the country impact education at the classroom level (Crawford. 1992; Kozol, 1991;
Marshall. Mitchell, and Wirt, 1989; Wilson and Segall. 2001; Wirt and Kirst, 1989; and
others). The current frenzy over high-stakes testing (Brennan et al, 2001; and others) is but
one example of how national politics influences classroom structure, as teachers have had to
respond to increasingly confining directives from their districts, who are. in turn responding
to state and federal mandates arising from public pressure. I think back to my
comprehensive examination paper and the story How Big is a Foot? (Myller, 1962), in
which the King wanted to give his wife a bed. Even the author of the original text makes
reference to the influence of national politics on schooling, when he dedicates the book "to
the wonderful metric system, without whose absence in this country this book would not
have been written" (Myller, 1962, dedication).

INQUIRY METHODOLOGY

Because social movement theory in education focuses upon how the interaction
between teachers and the larger sociopolitical context mediated curriculum, I wanted to
situate the data within the interactive context. This concept of an interactive concept is
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consistent with Reek's (1935, 1979) notion of thought collective, discussed earlier. The
theoretical framework that I established required that I envision new ways of presenting and
analyzing data. In order to consider the data from a theoretical framework that placed
interaction at the center. I had to find a way to make the data interact. The traditional forms
of data analysis that looked at data as "snapshots" in time did not tit the interactive
paradigm that I had because those snapshots were static and isolated.

Constructed Conversations
One of the themes that arose repeatedly from faculty and student data alike was the
desire to "have the conversations" about issues and topics related to multiculturalism.
However, it was often lamented that lack of time and opportunity prevented those
conversations from taking place. In listening to the data I noticed that, in actuality, the
conversation was occurring, as what participant Stacy termed a "qiuisi-dicilogue." Stacy
noted that, through participation in the interviews, study participants were having at least
"part of a conversation," and that the only thing lacking was the concurrent presence of
other voices. I decided to try and reconstruct that quasi-dialogue as a part of the inquiry
process.
I developed a technique called "constructed conversations," where the narratives of
individual participants are woven together to emulate what the conversation may have
looked/sounded like if, instead of being interviewed separately, they had been interviewed as
a group. Using the process of line-by-line analysis described in Chapter Two, I coded
transcripts of professors Abby, Ernesto, Sarah, Ellen, and students Carol, Stacy and Bob for
each of the emerging themes that related specifically to the discussion of social movement
theory. Then, I "constructed" a quasi-dialogue by arranging the comments of the various
participants in an order that emerged from the data. Taking the first theme, I grouped all of
the statements from all of the participants into one document. Working chronologically
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voice is also used to introduce these topics. For example, in the conversation about
diversity, I introduce the university-wide degree completion figures through my dialogue.
While it may appear similar to a focus group discussion, the results are actually
quite different, because in this case the participants' input has not been mediated by the
input of others, as would normally occur in a face-to-face conversation (Garfinkel, 1967;
Goffman, 1959; Mead, 1934a,b; Mehan, 1984; Moerman, 1988; Schieffelin, 1986). One of
the difficulties in talking about issues such as race, class, and gender, oppression and
domination is that often, "people don't say what they are really thinking." In considering
the content and flow of the constructed conversation, completely different themes emerged
as prominent.
A brief summary of the categories emerging within the theme precedes each
constructed dialogue. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the themes emerging
from all of the interview data presented in Chapters Six. Seven and Eight.
This chapter is constructed primarily as a discussion, as no new data were collected
for this phase of the study. The exploration of social movement theory centered around
efforts to achieve a kind of "interactive" data mode by manipulating the data using
constructed conversations, as will be described later. In the sections using constructed
conversation, the data is the discussion, just as it would have been if the participants had
engaged in an actual dialogue together. The theoretical framework, the brief introduction to
each conversation, and the brief discussion at the end of the chapter are the only further
context that have been provided. The intent is for readers to take a phenomenological leap
and put themselves in the context of the participants, because that is necessary to fully
comprehend the sigm ficance of the data.
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THEMES RELATED TO "THE WORLD EXTERNAL"

All four professors interviewed were included in the constructed conversations.
However, due to the timing of the interviews, only three of the seven students interviewed
participated in the final round of questions. Thus, theirs were the only transcripts
containing data related to social movement theory. It should be noted that, with the
exception of Ernesto, all the voices represented in the constructed conversations are those of
White participants. Although this configuration occurred by chance and rather than by
design, it resulted in the emergence of critically significant themes during the final analysis
of the constructed conversations. These findings related to the group composition will be
discussed later in the chapter.

Multicultural Education and the Politics of Difference
From the critical point of view, it is as impossible to deny the
political nature of the educational process as it is to deny the educational
character of the political act. (Freire and Macedo, 1987, p. 38).
Our first experiences of socialization are in our families and communities (Taylor.
1997). When we begin school, we bring the social skills and patterns we have developed in
society into the classroom. Thus, transaction at school begins to reflect some of our
transactions in society, particularly as they are impacted by identity and ideology. In
reflecting upon the ways in which schooling serves to reinforce the dominant ideology, the
subversive nature of schooling emerges.
According to several students interviewed, and to published historical studies of
schooling systems in South Africa (Harber, 1988; Jansen, 1999; Perold and Butler, 1989;
Rodney, 1974), India (Neelsen, 1973), Japan (Smith, 1972), Burma (Aung San Suu Kyi,
1997), and China (Apted, 1994; Rice, 1992), and Post-Annexation Hawai^i (Coffman, 1998;
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Coffman, 1973; Takaki, 1994; Trask, 1993; Wist, 1940), in many instances the primary role
of education is to "indoctrinate people into the dominant ideology, and to eliminate all other
forms of ideology" (Wellington, 1998, p. 50). Despite the hidden agenda of the
educational system being "to indoctrinate students into the dominant ideology of the
culture" and to produce "good citizens" to work within existing societal structures, the very
nature of education, in which students are exposed through reading, writing, and experience
to a wide range of ideologies and practices, opens the doors for contradiction, ideological
differences, and dissent. In other words, the same education intended to teach students to
conform to the societal structures led students to recognize ~ and often seek ~ other
possible options.
The influence of politics and culture on schooling is represented in other ways.
Sleeter (1987) has described "learning disabilities" and the special education system as a
reflection of the national political climate, in which classifications have arisen out of larger
political agendas. Multicultural education has often challenged the national ideology of
"one country, one people" (Banks and Banks, 1999, 2001). McDermott (2000) has
suggested that the primary context for constructing theories of learning is in fact to identify
who possesses knowledge and who does not, for the purpose of division of labor. Berliner
(1999) has criticized the press for their bias in reporting and the ways in which it has
impacted public perception about schooling.
Freire (1986) states that "education is by nature social, historical and political", (p.
211) Ana Maria Freire and Donaldo Macedo (Freire, P., 1998) decribed the political nature
of Paulo Freire's work this way:
The revolution as Freire envisioned it does not presuppose an
inversion of the oppressed-oppressor poles; rather, it intends to reinvent, in
communication, a society where exploitation and verticalization of power
does not exist, where the disenfranchised segments of society are not
excluded or interdicted from reading the world, (p. xiii)
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language within those variabilities. I think that my idea of multiculturalism
is more closely tied to anthropological perspectives, especially perspectives
having to do with understanding culture as practices or social processes,
as opposed to cultures as well-defined units.... So that, I tend to then try to
un-package what we relate to culture, and see how it connects with social
class, see how it connects with language, and language varieties, with
particular experiences of people moving from one location to the other, like
through immigration... How schools and going to school helps create
culture, and culture in terms of ways of life, of how people live and engage
life... and so then it becomes a concept that is not unified simply as
multicultural education. It becomes more of a relational concept.
Multiculturalism and highlighting its relationship to concepts like social
class, language diversity, life experiences, and so on.
Yuri:

What is multicultural education to you? What do you think it means?

Abby: Multicultural education is toward developing new understandings... and a
new place and space for all the people in the... who are coming together....
So I don't want to say that it's an acceptance of people who are not the
status quo. White middle class, you know, whatever... male. I don 7 want to
say that it's an acceptance of everyone other than who happens to be in
power. It's a whole lot more than just accepting people who are
"different." It's a recognition that we need all the folks who populate this
space to work and leant... together. But acknowledging our differences and building on them.
Bob:

The way I see multiculturalism is like looking at different cultural
orientations in terms usually of ethnicity and race. But that's maybe Just the
very simple view... But I don't know, if you ask me to write a definition I
would have to do a lot of thinking about it.

Yuri:

Well you don't need to write it, but let's try to talk through it. What do you
think it is? Multicultural education? Multiculturalism? What is that, to
you?

Bob:

Multicultural education to me would mean... An education that is sensitive
to and tends to develop critical awareness and understandings of
differences in cultural perspectives, ethnic perspectives... and different
perspectives that it influence... ideologies and teaching pedagogies. And so
it's a process of developing awareness of... and I think, challenging in a
critical way certain dominant ideologies that tend to be blind spots in many
of us... that I know I trip over and I know even in my language. I mean, we
all probably have those ~ / shouldn't say all — Many of us have those....
But that's what it would be to me, is developing an awareness and critical
active change perspective of those differences... And providing for voicing of
those differences in a classroom. Or a business organization, or an
educational organization.... Providing for different voices, different
perspectives.... Making an attempt to hire different perspectives —That's a
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big issue for us right now. We don't have that many people that are of
different ethnicity, different race, different language. And so we 're trying to
break out of the White club... That's a big issues. We talk the talk, but we
don't walk the walk... That's how I see it.
Sarah: Initially, I saw multicultural education... I probably thought, saw it more
from the perspective of the kinds of books that I integrated across the
courses... and, creating a classroom environment, in which students... all
students were respected and had a place that they could express their
perspective, and have that valued. It might be challenged, but it, also
valued, not dismissed.... Challenged to me doesn't mean it's dismissed, it
doesn't mean it's not respected and valued.... So, I thought probably more
in relationship to student perspectives, and in relationship to the kinds of
books that were integrated across the course.... Then gradually, I think,
more in terms of the professional readings, and part of that was becoming
familiar with what was out there.... Because I was moving from teaching at
an undergraduate into a graduate level, so what I needed to do really was
to update myself on literature Just across the board, because graduate
students clearly can read cu a different level than undergraduates can, and I
knew what I had read in the field, and could keep reading, but that's
different also from identifying what's appropriate for .students... So I had to
do a lot of thinking aboiu, you know, what were appropriate professional
readings articles, et cetera, at a graduate level, for a graduate course.
Bob:

(At Peabody,) I listened very closely to what they were talking about. And
people were using out of the midticultural rubric, the whole idea of different
perspectives... Like, if you were a lesbian. Then your view of the world
would be different than... If you were heterosexual, or straight, for example.
And they were using that under the rubric of multicultural... And I think me
or somebody else pointed out that... And... Multicidtural in certain settings
has very specific meanings. So if you want to generalize differences that
people develop, A critical perspective of. Then you might want to change the
term away from multicultural and have tmder the social perspective... What
the language reads like is social justice issues. What they become involved
in is looking at social justice issues. Areas where disability is involved.
Areas where sexual preference, you know, different things... So we came at
that as a way to generalize all the differences that are inside
"multicidturalism"....Cause I think multiculturalism has a much more
specific framework and I don't...

Yuri:

What do you think institutionalized multiculturalization looks like?

Sarah: I mean, in thinking about that term,....You know... I'm really influenced by
Grant and Sleeters' discussion of talking about an education that is
midticultural rather than multicultural education. For example, in
relationship to a course that I'm teaching, I'll talk about multicidtural
issues, or,... literature that is multicultural, multicultural issues in
children's literature rather than, for example, midticultural literature, or
multicultural education, or multiculturalism. But I've been trying to not
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use it ~ when possible, as an adjective, primarily because I think their point
that,, when, for example, you say multicultural education, multicultural
literature, you act as if it's a certain type of education.... And I do view it as
they do, which is that it should be a perspective that permeates everything....
And for me multiculturalism involves a range of things. It involves my own
recognition of— and for the students I'm working with recognition of — our
own cultural identities.... So I think each person has to identify within
themselves, their range of cultural identities, that define who they are. I
think it's also an awareness of, a sense of perspective, that it's awareness
that there 're other perspectives out there other than your own, and that
none of those perspectives are truth, but instead reflect a range of ways in
which people think about and live in the world, and that it's important to
have an understanding of that range of perspectives.
Stacy: You know, and I too vvajy affected by Christine Sleeter's talk at the CLS
Colloquy in that... Wow, okay, there are lots of ways to look at this....But we
must look at it.
Yuri:

What is the "it" that we need to look at ?

Stacy: Our perspectives. Our own racism. You know, the White privilege that f
come with....And be critical about that....And not necessarily be negative...
but just be critical about it....But I don't think there is such a thing as
midticultural education. I think that there are issues and I think there is
education that should have a perspective, but... and I think everybody
brings their own. You know, I don't know yet how to leach my class with a
multicultural perspective, because / don't yet, haven 7 really developed my
own....But having so many people of so many different races,, in my class is
really going to help.
Carol: First of all, I didn't come to CLS because it had a multicultural curriculum.
, [ came to CLS because I had identified for young English language
learners, that first language literacy and the culture that they come from
were the most salient issues in how they experience schooling... and it was
a good place for that, I haven't been disappointed by any stretch of the
imagination, but I've always... mainly through conversations with you, I've
started to have a much more broader understanding of what multicidtural
education could be, and certainly Christine Sleeter's talk e.xpanded that all
the more. I finally just this Fall got some of those books out, and I'm
disgusted with a big chunk of them, because they really don't help me, you
know, "Oh, people just don't understand that this is a midticidtural
society." I'm like, okay, can we move on? That doesn't help. Not only
because it isn't helpfiil to me, but it's not helpfid to my research... you
know, it's just a waste of my time....l didn't come here because of
multicultural education, but I definitely had an agenda that included issues
of culture....
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Ernesto: [Another aspect of miilticiiltiiralism is immigration J Immigration is the
new vehicle for... for addressing issues of multicultural education. It's
immigration. And the course is in essence to examine the dynamics of
immigration as it pertains to the U.S. or not e.xcliisively to the U.S., and try
to relate those dynamics of immigration and analyze them to education — in
relation to education. Now, there are increasingly more article on
immigration and education — but not that many. I'm always surprised that
nobody else in the college is teaching any course thai concentrates
specifically on immigration, although that's a very hot topic in this country.
The topic of immigration and education then gives you the opportunity to
address also some multicultural issues....including inter-ethnic
relations....which is, which is a very important topic in the literature....So,
the demographic changes, for example, in California, or in Arizona. What
implications does that —have those changes had for inter-ethnic relations,
both within cities or in schooling, in the school systems?... So, it's an
important vehicle for addressing those issues of culture, or multicultural
education.
Sarah: I also think that it is... an awareness... In some ways, that's a knowledge.
Multiculturalism involves some knowledge about other perspectives as
well....But it has to go beyond that, to... also the recognition of, that other
perspectives have really been oppressed....That racism, se.xism, you know...
That there are many kinds of oppression that have taken place towards
particular cultural identities. And that taking a multicultural perspective
really involves a recognition of those oppressions, and finding ways to take
action in relationship to... in whatever vmvi', my own perspectives, the
people that I'm working with reflect racist perspectives, attitudes, as well as
broader social institutions, broader social recognitions. It's also the
recognition that no matter what I'm involved with, no matter what topic's
being considered, that I need to find a way to bring in a range of
perspectives, a range of cultural perspectives. Whether that involves
literature, whether that involves a particular topic.... But... You know, what
are the various perspectives that are available, and how can I make those a
part of whatever I'm doing.... So it involves all ofthos , as well as always
reading both the word and the world from a critical perspective.
Ellen: I think it's a way of life. I think it's an orientation toward the world. It's a
pedagogy in the deep sense that Paulo Freire talks about pedagogy. It's
not a set of methods, it's not something that one does. It's a philosophy ~ I
really like the word pedagogy better because to me that's much more than a
philosophy. It's a way of living in the world. That's what I think it is...
Sarah: I really like Freire's words, that we can't just walk on words, that we have
to really wrestle with them.... And so I see that critical perspective sort of
permeating... the awareness of personal identity, the awareness of—
personal cultural identities — the awareness of a range of perspectives...
trying to incorporate those within taking a strong stand, in terms of
prejudice and discrimination, and racism... And so that kind of cuts across
all of that. It's... that's midtifaceted — But to me, it needs to involve all of
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those,., because, for example, if we let out the recognition of personal
cultural identities, then it's easy to "other" culture, but if you only get tied
up in your own, then there's all the other problems that go along with the
sense of not recognizing other perspectives... but if you also get caught up
in just the knowledge then it's more what Hade and others talk about as a
tourist curriculum, where essentially, you 've got a tourist view of
multicidturalism, where you assume that knowledge is going to solve all
problems, and that really ignores, particularly, issues of race, and other
issues of oppression....So it's gotta cut across all of that for me.
Bob:

Multiculturalism is a realty big issue with me as far as where to come at it
from, and who comes at it from where, and who speaks for whom... and
what's inclusive and what's not... and Just to give you an idea of what we
did at Peabody recently....We have an external low residency model of
master's program. And it used to say multicultural, and we changed it to
say social and ecological... and the reason we changed it — we say now
social and ecological literacies ~ the reason we got out and went away
from multiculturalism is, people were using that word for just about
anything that... it's harder to say it, but it's kind of like it had become and
has become a buzz word for... I mean, the worst thing that I've ever heard
someone say is. " You have the green and the rainbow approach "... the
green and the rainbow perspective... so you can have this perspective that
looks at differences and different perspectives... like environment looks at
the planet and eco... eco perspectives... and I was really was opposed to
that, an said we need to talk about this. Do we mean by midticultural
different racial perspectives, are we looking at race ? Racial ideology
presented? Ethnicity? Gender? Are we looking at all those things?...
Cause nobody could really define it or understand any of that.... So it's a
huge issue, and I'm not really sure how to approach it, other than... My
interest in it is more as to where the students are with it... What their
language and what their terminology and what their ideologies are... And
that's what I'm trying to get a handle on, is where did they come from, and
what is it that happens when we "give them this incentive to do something
multicidtural?" 'Cause I don't know what it is... I mean I know what it is,
but I don't know what it is.... And I don 7 know what it is that they do that
we can understand that now they have this new... thing that they have...
Because, you know, maybe they 're subjected to sometliing, maybe they
learn something new, but I'm confused as to really how that all works, to
be honest.

Abby: The thing that drives me nuts about a lot of discussion about diversity is —
often it's completely too simple, like the holidays, and so forth... and then it
gets a little bit more complicated when people talk about celebrating
differences... but that's still... not adequate. I won't quite say that it's
racist, but it's still not adequate. What we need to be working toward, and
what midticultural education is to me. Is that ail of us, with our particular
ethnicities, quirks, diversities, differences, similarities, create a new order,
create a new way ofbeing....Where power and justice is distributed more
equally, where anyone, any of us, will take the extra minute or the extra step
to listen more closely or to tmderstand, to create from... those multiple
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voices. / like the statement that the depattmem has on multicultural
education, and I think that what I've just said is pretty compatible with that.
Stacy: What does it mean? Well I am learning that there really is no such thing
as multicidtural education. There is something we might want to talk about
in education that is multicultural. Or We might want to talk about issues
that are multicultural in nature....So I don 7 know what multicultural
education is. I think that it's ridiculous that in,... Excuse me, that in my
children's literature textbook that there's a chapter on multicultural
literature... And I taught a class in reading and language arts Juneau at
one time, and the textbook that I used was really... I mean... It's written by
some very well-known people in reading, in content-area reading. And
people I know as well as well as people who are extremely wellknown....There was one chapter on multicidtural education and it was the
LAST chapter.
Abby: I was working with two White guys writing a chapter on teacher education
for the handbook of reading research, and we ended up spending a good
two or three hours trying to talk about this, because in one of the sections of
the chapter, we were bemoaning the fact that we have so few educators —
so few teachers other than White females, and why that might be....And we
were talking about the multiple and diverse population of children, and how
is it that we 're going to have enough teachers for all these children, and
how can we get more teachers of different races and ethnicities and genders
into education. And these nvo guys had never thought of multicultural
education as I was presenting it....They said I was lucky to work in a place
like CLS where we work hard to honor... accept, and build on the diversity
that e.xists in this department... you know, we're very conscious about that.
Abby: So I think that's qtdte a bit of good language around what I think
multicidtural education is without being too definitive, (laughs).
Yuri:

What do you think it looks like?

Abby: a lot like CLS.
Yuri:

Be a little more specific. At the N.A.M.E. conference, one of the papers
presented was a review of all the research on MCE in the last five years. Of
all the papers written, most were research on multicultural education, not
research from a multicultural perspective. What struck me was that for the
most part, the papers were tr>'ing to describe it or quantify it.

Ellen: Right....[ think that it can be put into a box — that's not the way I think about
it — but we can think of it as having certain kinds of literature available to
students, creating certain kinds of classroom structures,... certain kinds of
activities that validate the history and experiences of multiple other peoples
than where we come from. Those are things that in a conventional sense
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you would say [multiculturalized curriculum] looks like.... But really, what
it looks like is not probably we would go into a school and actually
see....Really what it looks like is... It looks like freedom... It looks like
democracy... It looks like a critical consciousness about... historic and
continuing oppression....And it looks like how one acts upon those...
understandings in the world. You know, it looks like social justice. How
can you say, you know, "this is social Justice?" But you can imagine a
vision of a more socially Just world.
Ernesto: Well, I think... to me, what it means is that it is in the foreground....in
terms of topics we researched and scholarly topics addressed by faculty
and students....And, that it is not an addition to the core work of the faculty - "oh, yeah, I forgot, I didn't include anything here having to do with
multicultural ed."... but that [instead}, it becomes... part of the
background, right? It becomes part of the... in a sense, the work routines.
Those topics are addressed as part of the routines of our work... but they
are prominent topics in our thinking.... But to do that, you need faculty who,
who are genuinely interested in developing those ideas... and so that
recruitment of faculty is important... replacing faculty is important. You
don't want necessarily specialists in multicultural ed., but you want...
people who are doing research in whatever area they're doing research —
top people, but you know, who already have a link, in their work, to those...
to those concerns...
Bob:

It has to be critical. That was my big thing. It has to be constantly asking
questions, and somewhat almost in a nuisance kind of way. It can 7 be a
benign..."Yeah, yeah, yeah, we do that, because... Yeah, yeah, yeah, we
have Black histoty month." That to me is not.... That's only maybe one...
one ... checkmark... That isn 't anything... I mean, it's not nothing, but it's
not....Tokenism isn't part of it, is what I'm trying to say

Yuri:

Take what you just said, that perspective on multicultural education. And
let's look a little bit more microscopically. Let's look in a classroom.

Bob:

Okay.

Yuri:

You just talked about it kind of more in global terms... In a classroom, what
would multicultural education be? How would you know... I mean, if you
walked in, you're supervising... In the class you're going to in a few
minutes, when you walk in there and look around, how would... So what
would it look like?

Bob:

Um... It might not look that different at first, but I think that probably...
Well, I'm not sure you could see it so much as in one classroom as it would
be more in the school. I think you would have to have a school with different
kinds of teachers teaching from different language perspectives and
different cultural orientations. And I think this would have to be... kind of
held as a space by the principal to some degree.., and by the faculty as a
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whole.... It's not Just that the principal hires an African American lady as a
third grade teacher and then that diversifies the school. It has to be held at
a much deeper level and commitment, so that everybody's on board with it.
The principal's on board, the teachers are on board... And then you go into
the classrooms and some are better at it than others. But there's a
commitment to using different kinds of languaging, different kinds of
literature. There's a commitment to looking at how the classroom is
structured so that different kinds of voices have... opportunity... In other
words, it's not set up that only kids that have very... solid academic skills
excel in the classroom. And kids that come from low literacy households
are sort of struggling and sent to a special teacher to help them get better
as readers — Now maybe that's part of the program, but there's a way that
everybody works together as a community of learners... to incorporate that.
That would be my ideal. I have been in classrooms where, sometimes
they're very good, they're very active, where, as far as learning going on,
for about 2/3 of the students. But the other third are usually cut out of the
pie, .somehow, they usually aren't able to keep up, or don't understand it as
well....
Abby: Well, one reason that it would be difficult to achieve is because it's always
going to be evolving. I mean, what we ... if somebody... you know, let's say
that somebody had said to the CLS faculty ten years ago, "here's what
you 're going to took like... if you implement this perspective that includes
multicultiiralism and literacy, then this is what it results in."... Nobody
could have said that. We couldn't have said that. We are, it's creating...
We are creating every day what how it is that multiculturalism in literacy is
diverse, is expressed.
Yuri:

Well, how would you know if it wasn't?

Abby: People wouldn 't talk to each other, there would be anger, there would be ...
dysfunction. There would be... cliques, there would be,... people you
couldn't say things to...
Yuri:

So it's more, like... not so much exactly the practices, but the outcome of
them?

Abby: Oh, no it's entirely the practice, it's all practice.... It's how we walk down
the hall every day, it's how we meet and greet, it's how we have our
department meetings, it's how we read each other's work... it's all in
practice.... Why did you say that?
Yuri:

Uh, because I'm not getting it. (laughs)... I think what....When I started this
study, I had an idea, and the only thing [ know right now is that what I
thought isn't true — that's about all I know right now (laughs)....But based
on Project MECCA, I mean, the way they defined multicultur^ education ten
years ago, when they did the origind assessment, was the presence of certain
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specific things, or the absence of them... That was how they determined
whether or not multiculturalization was institutionalized.
Abby: Like what? That's good... I'd like to know.
Yuri:

For example, the presence of certain words... like multicultural and diversity,
and you know, things like that — which — I mean. I think we've all kind of
had a consensus that that's a rather narrow focus to look at, but they needed
something to quantify it.

Abby: Sure... that's fine
Yuri:

And the presence of those topics in the curriculum, that's what defined
multiculturalism....But one of the first things — I mean, almost immediately. I
figured out right away when I did the follow-up was that the presence of
absence of a topic on a piece of paper doesn't define the interaction in the
classroom.

Abby: Right.
Yuri:

And the way that I know that is that there are... there were many syllabi that
didn't have necessarily the presence of those topics where you could
absolutely not say ~ and I knew this from personal experience of having sat
in a class of that professor ~ there was no way anybody cold say that that
was not... a multicultural environment where diversity was the focus... and
yet it wasn't on the paper... so what that told me....And that's why I started
looking more at the interactions. At the same time, people often ask. "Well,
what is it. then?" I mean, that's what teachers that come to school... they
want to learn... You know, on the N.A.M.E. listserv, it's a national
association of multicultural education, and the common question is "How
do I do multicultural education? Can you give me some lesson plans? Can
you give me some activities I can do with my students?"... And they're
thinking that multicultural education is a thing. You know, you can...

Abby: It is, but that's not a sufficient explanation of what it is.... And, you know, I
think Sleeter's helpfid there, and the Grant and Sleeter (1997) book, in the
five categories, orfive descriptions of multicultural education. So, there are
certainly different perspectives, and you lay those perspectives out, and
compare them with something that's more ideal, and each of them come a
little bit short....But I would sure as heck rather see language related to
multicidturalism in a position statement or in a syllabus than I would not,
than I would not want to see it. I mean, that is some kind of evidence, it's
Just not sufficient, or an all-inclusive evidence... so I don't think you have to
get hung up over that. I think you have to say, there are multiple
perspectives, and some people are doing lesson plans, and that's cool... it's
just not sufficient....
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Sarah: Yeah.
Yuri:

And I'm — I don't say "we don't talk about it" as "we should talk about it as a
bad thing or a good thing," but if we talk about everything else, we should
talk about that, too.

Sarah: Mm-hnim.
Yuri:

And for some reason, that doesn't... I'm not talking about here, I'm just -everywhere... it's a really hard thing for people to do. and I'm wondering if...
that... if you see a need for it. or... it seems like a red herring (laughs) or...

Sarah: No. no, I think it's just harder because it's so assumed... (pause) it's just the
way it is....so it's hard to have people be reflective on it because... (pause)...
they don't even know what to reflect on.... So I think that... the teaching... is
much more difficult... because... we know that racism's out there (quiet
laugh)... and so, while it's not an easy discussion, it's easier to raise the
issue, and to talk about it because — I mean, people can clearly identify it as
being there....but what you're talking about now... people can't identij'y it...
so there's nothing to have a discussion about, from theirperspective....so, I
think, in thinking of it from the instructor's standpoint, I'm going to have to
create something fairly dramatic, in terms of engagements, in order for
anybody to even see there's something to discuss... and it's not nece.ssarily
easy to come up with what that is — and — to make it safe for everyone
involved.
Ernesto: I try to approach the idea of multicultural from that perspective. For
e.xample, I think that we underplay, in our courses... in my courses, I'm not
sure about my colleagues... the role of social class in anything that we call
cultural. And the role of relations of power, therefore, in anything that we
call cultural. And so, in thiitking about nudticulturalism, you also have to
think about multiple relations of power, and the role of... especially through
social class relations... how that helps define what is midticidtural. So, it's
a complicated field, but it's rich, I think, in terms of possibilities, and in
work. But rather than approaching it as a unified whole and saying "CLS
is... adheres to critical race theory"... I don't think we do, I think there's
more diversity among the faculty, which faculty emphasize that or other
ways of thinking about it... so I don't think there's a unified concept of
midtictdttiralism that guides our work....But there are certainly strands, or
philosophies, or themes that permeate the work of I think, practically
everybody here in one way or the other.
Sarah: The issue for me always is... I'm very comfortable raising... controversy,
raising tension. I'm not comfortable raising stress, where people shut
down because then while I may feel good that I've raised it (laugh) ... It's
more that I can tick it ojf that I've raised it. It's not that it actually did any
good... 'Cause once people go into stress, they just shut down, they don't
hear you anymore... so you don't actually do anything.... So, trying to figure
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of how they got here?... And again. Here I am a very privileged White male,
I mean, I go ojf to my house, and everything's peaches. But nonetheless, I
think that... to me, multicultural education, students have to be critically
aware of power structures, and how those things play out... And how
privileged we really are To be able to... To be at a university, and not have
to be... you know... be on a battlefield somewhere.
Sarah: But, see part of that forme is respecting learners.... Respecting teachers as
learners....cause if I assume that I'm going to decide for you what it is you
need to learn, and do your thinking for you, for me, that's not respecting the
learner. So I'm assuming that to do any good, to be here at this institution,
you not only need to gain some kind of knowledge on a scholarly basis, but
you need to become a reflective inquirer, because that's the only way that
that stance will — that you gain control of your learning... and that,, you
continue it outside of this institution. So, I mean, going back to Freire's
notion of "how do you get beyond being oppressed?" If you're not a
reflective inquirer who poses your own problems, you're still oppressed. It
doesn't matter how much knowledge you have....So, that is a key, I mean...
how I design a course — how I teach, that's always at the heart of it. The
"how" and the "what" go hand in hand for me, and if I had to put more
emphasis on one, it would be the "how"....Because I think that when people
leave a course, clearly they have to have learned something. They have to
have explored ideas that are interesting and exciting to them, and they need
to have gained a knowledge base. I mean, I think part of the university is
gaining new understandings about the field that you've chosen to study,
Yuri:

How do you think this is the multicultural department? What makes CLS
the multicultural department, especially if there is no such thing as
multicultural education?

Stacy: It's explicit embracing of many, many, many cultures, Of multi... cultures.
And it's explicit philosophy of the professors who embrace... I wouldn 't
want to say encourage "cause that makes it sound like. You know, people
who are difli:rent from people like me. And yet there is an other piece there.
And yes, I do know that it's important to examine our own culture. My own
cidture... 'Cause everybody has a culture... and examine that first. I fitst
haven't gotten too far. Like I said, I got work to do....But... it's good work.
Carol: But what Christine Sleeter's work is, is really cutting edge of how we are
relating to each other on a racial and cultural level. And / had a
conversation last night with my father and my husband about a high school
student who was writing into the daily start who was from Virginia, about
in Virginia they had promoting Ebonics, and that vra5 a way of isolating
African American students from White students, so they ended up in
classes, you know, "and the Black middle class was just completely against
this," And he sees the same thing going on here, with Spanish and English,
and that the people who are Spanish speakers are isolated and you know,
only talking to those groups of people. And,... He said, the issue is not so
much racial as educational... And I said, "But he just said that it was
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racial, because people are talking ~ you know, people are hanging out
with,"... well, it's not even... It is racial, but it's also ethnic... It's
complicated, you know, and I was trying to e.xplain that... But it is racial,
certainly, because you know, you walk into any cafeteria and see who is
sitting with whom, in a high school, you now, and that has to do with
racism. It's not that we have to assign seats to all children and make sure
that they sit — or anything, but having a basic recognition of that is really
important....And I don't have enough articulation enough about this to be
able to e.xplain how it's racial in such a subtle way... And my husband said,
"maybe it's more linguistic, than racial," And he as like well, maybe we
should be saying ethnic, or cultural, and I was like, "yeah, linguistic is part
of it, but it's... you know, there's racism going on, too"....And I didn 't have
the words to explain it. They all knew that this article was wrong, but how
wrong it was and the depth of its wrongness...
Sarah: If I truly believe in a multicultural orientation, and I don't think that
multiculturali.sm is just this body of... you know the titles of ten multicultural
books, and how to recognize stereotypes.... Which is more knowledge base
kind of stuff that you could get from a course. Or you know that,... you
should have multicultural literature in every unit you teach... those are...
sort of knowledge-base teaching practices. But if'you don't come out with
this — with multiculturalism as your orientation, then,... I don't know that
you've gained anything. As a matter of fact I know you haven't... You
haven't gained anything....So, in the how I teach, that perspective has to be
woven through. Now, I don't always know how to do that, but it can still be
my goal.
Yuri: You know. What I've come to... believe after listening to everybody talk. One
of the threads that goes through everybody's conversation... It's not that
"This is the right way," Or "This is the wrong way." It's the continual
reflective practice. So in a way, I would even go so far as to say. Don't you
think that part of what makes this department multicultural is the
embodiment of that reflective practice?... that that's a part of the
perspective... because if you realize that.... You know, first of all you have to
recognize that sometimes you fall down.
Sarah: Yeah
Yuri: That's a part of a multicultural perspective... that recognition... not being
perfect.
Sarah: It's the openness to other perspectives.
Yuri: And to examine when that is and is not being reflected. It's that
examination....That in itself is part of the multicultural orientation
Sarah: The praxis of continual reflection, and...
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Yuri: In other words, I think it's a verb, not a noun (laughs)... And that's something
that's hard to put your finger on. Because often... The implication in a
question like, "What makes it multicultural? What makes the department
multicultural ? Implies that it's a thing that you can identify and label...
Sarah: Right, it's the percent of faculty who are... of this particular., of different
ethnicities, it's the percent of students, or it's the percent of courses, or it's
the percent of units within courses
Yuri: Right... And that's not, I don't think that's really what it is.

Diversity
Because this study focused on the multicultural nature of the CLS curriculum, it was
only natural for diversity to emerge as a theme from the participant interviews. All the
participants touched on the topic in some form, but the most prevalent category discussed
was internationalism. Student comments tended to focus upon the diversity of the CLS
population and their experiences with international students in classes, while faculty
comments tended to focus upon concern abofit whether the curriculum was meeting the
needs of the diverse international student population. Thoughts about the concept of
globalism and multiculturalism related to race, ethnicity. Whiteness, and American
minorities also emerged as themes.

How do race, ethnicitv. and nationality fit into multiculturalism?
Yuri:

The whole issue of diversity... We haven't said the "R" word yet

Bob:

Race.

Yuri:

Race...

Bob:

The "R" word at Peabody College is "requirement"....It just goes to show
the talk about a relative world... Because I know the "R" word ~ It should
be race, where we are, but I always tell them it's pretty amazing that we're
in an institution, that says we're multicultural, and our "R" word is
"requirement."
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Stacy: (One of the classes I had last semester)... First of all the class itself was...
extremely diverse, and maybe half of us were Anglo ... And so that was
very interesting. That was the first time / had that experience, ft was just
fascinating for me to be in a class, and for the professor to be talking about
language, or reading and writing and te.xt, and then to realize that a third
of the people who are in our class were Asian, and that their te.xt is totally
different from our te.xt. I just never even thought about it... how, for
e.xample, a Korean man who is in our class reads Korean — but Korean is
written with Chinese characters! So what does that mean ? I don 7 mean
comprehension wise, but what's the message there, politically and
culturally? ... And so that was very enlightening forme.
Bob:

(In boarding school), I do remember hearing the perspectives that vvav veiy
interesting... like... I remember talking about the slavery issues in American
history, and it never had dawned on me — 'cause you know, when you talk
about slavery with a White person, only with White kids around, it's very
removed. I mean, you have no access to it, you have no... you just talk
about it like it's... .something that happened in the past....But when you have
African American students who are a little bit more uncomfortable, are
uncomfortable with that, and the instructor is really good at asking
questions, that sort of connect... that they raise some interesting i.ssues
about, maybe their family's past... or connections to people they
know....That completely changes your perspective on thing.\-.

Yuri:

Race and education, race in education....We've talked a lot about
multiculturalism, but we haven't really talked about that....It's come up a lot
in the Chronicle of Higher Education.

Abby: What are they talking about?
Yuri:

There is a concern about the decreasing numbers of ethnic minorities in
higher education, especially post-baccalaureate, there's the increased
scrutiny of minority professors, especially in some very mainstream
universities and colleges, and there's been criticism of their pedagogical
practice, and there's been scrutiny of their syllabi... And I'm sure that's
always been true, but at least recently, I've noticed that it's been connected
again, not so much to culture as to race, and so I was just...

Abby: I don't know, / think racism nms very deep. I think... most oj'institutions
and society is influenced by racism in ways that we have very little
tmderstanding of....It's fimny, my tmdergraduate students are so appalled
when I say things like that. And they tell me that it's changing, that with
inter-racial dating and marriage, that people of their generation are not as
influenced by race... and they don't really think that the institutions that they
live in are... you know, like schools....! think they are, I mean, I haven't seen
any evidence otherwise, and I think it's there, and it's deep.
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Yuri:

How will or can a multicultural perspective, or an orientation towards
education do about that, to change that?

Abby: Keep the conversation and the activity going. I mean, what if we never —
you know, what if there wasn 't a place to talk about it? At least I have... I
can legitimately bring up issues of race in my classes as a CLS professor.
Twenty to twetxty-five years ago, if I brought up anything multicultural or
critical or political, people would question how that Jit into a reading
course. So at least there's a place and a space to talk about it.
Carol: It's again something that hasn't been myJ'ocus, so....It's a growing
awareness and it's something that I Just finally feeling like I can grasp and
talk about a little bit....You gave me an article from something like
Educational Researcher. It was long and I didn 't read it for months, and
then I finally read the whole darn thing....And it was, oh, my God, I'm so
glad....And I never commented to you about those articles because I Just
didn't know what to say about them....That question of how much right you
have as a White person to talk about building a multicultural community is
Just so problematic.
Carol: We 're on this very difficult subject now about racism, and what Whites can
do about racism, and it's Just so hard. I've never dealt it directly... you
know, like racism, without coming away from it feeling a lot worse.
(laughs)
Yuri:

Earlier, when I said what needs to happen in CLS, you talked about how race
hasn't been addressed. Yet, I see that as somewhat problematic if... and
again, you're not representing all the White students in CLS, but you are a
White student, in CLS, who has just said that you never come away from a
discussion of race without feeling bad....I see that as a problem if two-thirds
of the students in CLS are White, and I mean, and we have the privilege of
being in a department where one-third of them aren't. There are other
departments ~ you know, at University of Georgia, 96% of the
undergraduates in the teacher certification programs are White. If they have
similar experiences as yours, how can that as an issue ever get to the table?

Carol: Well, we need people tike Jim Banks, I mean, it would have been great to
have him... We need... You know, the discussions, even the discussion is
often unresolved, to have someone that is skilled at leading those
discussions....It's not something that I found lacking in the CLS curriculum,
for my own e.xperience... although I would have liked to be able to give
some quick answers to those (White) teachers (at the school I observed
who didn't know how to work with Black students)....Um, I know it needs to
be there, but I'm not going to push it getting there. I can do...When there's
something really clear that, whoa, this is... this is something that is in my
agenda, this is something that I can't not address, like those groups that
I've talked about, you know, then I'll plunge in, I certainly will, but, I'm not
going to initiate it (laughs), and I... I'm not even sure I know what to say....
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Yuri:

Some of the things that people have been concerned about, like that whole
idea of internationalism, globalism, how that's been constructed....! think
that that might change, alot of things about internationalism and globalism...
Do you have any thoughts about that?

Ellen: I'm not sure what you mean.
Yuri:

One of the things people said (in the earlier interviews) was we need to look
again at our definition of internationalism... In terms of international
students, global education, things like that. I wanted to come back and ask
what that meant.

Ellen: I guess I'm not exactly.... I'm not exactly sure about that. That's something
I need to think more about. Especially in light of September 11....Because
our international students are suffering because of that, and we have to
bring that light into our conversation... And talk about what that means
now, and how it relates to racism and things that we 're supposedly
standing against.... So maybe what we need to do is....Maybe that's the next
conversations.
Yuri:

What?

Ellen: " What internationali.sm is — Globali.sm, I think is the word that you used —
means, in light now of September I L...Last year we talked about it and it
was this kind of celebration type of thing....Which goes back to your
question of multicultural education... Very often where it stops is this
"benign celebration of diversity" without that critical interrogation... of
how diversity becomes subverted, and how it's constantly being challenged,
and that kind of thing....So, you know, maybe that's the next thing that we in
the department need to do...
Yuri:

And what about race... You mentioned race

Ellen: You know, the targeting of certain... Well — You can't say they're minorities
— but certain people in the world that look like something that... is being...
nationally symbolized as... the evil Other....That's what I mean. We need to
really be looking at that and having those kinds of conversations. I know
our students, our international students of color who are... singled out —
All of our students of color, but our international students especially —
Yuri:

So what would multiculturalism look like, in that context?

Ellen: Okay, I'm not exactly sure what you 're asking, so I'm having trouble
getting my head around the question....But given the fact that we have
international students -- People from all over the world — that are part of
the fabric of this society, what does multiculturalism look like?
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Yuri:

Mm-Hmm.

Ellen: Wouldn 7 it be wonderfid if those people that come from all over the world,
if they could be our language teachers, our language resources? If I could
send my children to school, and they go to school with Ukranian speaking
kids, or... you know, kids from anyplace... And the expectation was that
we're not just learning about this other people, but we're going to learn
through that language, and we 're going to become a multilingual society....
I think we could go a long way toward a real multiculturalism if we...
validate the languages of the people who come from all of these other
countries, not only for the sake of those individuals, but for the same of our
lives... To be able to look through... other lenses on the world as a whole.
That would be one small... kind of thing. I think it... It seems small, but it's
probably kind of big.... And instead, you know, what we have are policies
like 203, 227, that try to expunge all of that... beautiful, polyphonic diversity
out of the curriculum.... It would be a totally dijferent way of thinking about
things like immigration... thinking about it as, you know, a genuine value to
the society, not a drain on society, a burden and a co.st....lt would be
turning the present paradigm on it's head....Well maybe that's what we
need to do (both laugh).
Carol: I wish the world was different, I really do, I mean I've lived in places where
there
cultural diversity, and you just lived it eveiy day, you know? I
mean, you didn 't have to wring you hands talking bout it. And what you
end up doing when you get these workshops is it's just a whole lot of handwringing, either people speaking out alot, that are students of color, and
people not finding ~ and White people feeling suddenly totally silenced...
or... White people saying lots of dumb things and people of color being
totally silenced, (laughs) you know, it's just... We 're not there yet, as a
Imman race, you know, we... the discussions aren't there.
Yuri:

Have the number of international students...weil, was it already like that
when you came here, or is it...

Sarah: It's more, lots more... at least, that's my perception.
Yuri:

So, how has that impacted your praxis... or has it?

Sarah: It has forme, dramatically, in the sense — I think that I really needed to
expand my perspective for midticidtural thinking about the groups of
people, particularly groups that have been under-represented in the United
States — to thinking much more broadly about international issues,
identifying international literature, identifying — both in terms of children's
literature, and in terms of international issues... and articles that... and
readings that related to international. So... I would say it's had a real
direct impact... and that's still clearly cutting edge for me.
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Yuri:

How does White culture. Whiteness, or western, you know... fit into the
concept of multiculturalism? How do you see it fitting in?

Stacy:
Yuri:

think that it might be good to put it aside for a little while.
You think so?

Stacy: I think, I don't know, and again, I know for myself and that's all I can say.
Is that having lived in a place that's pretty much White man. And I'd go to
a conference. And I'd go to a big city And I'd call my husband and say,
"Gosh,We live in such an isolated place." You know, there are people of
all colors, and all languages, and all sizes, that are just n the street
corners. You don't think about it when you're in that little White
enclave....So I think it's important to take a look at other cultures....I mean
it's....The dominant cidture of class and privilege has been dominant
since... whenever? 1620? Since....! don 7 know if we can fix that, but I think
that we can enhance looking at other cultures and other languages.
Yuri:

The majority of the money, majority of the educational... attainment... are at
the lighter end of the spectrum

Stacy: Oh, yeah... But we don't like to talk about that because according to the
dominant paradigm, we dealt with racism back in the sixties so it's not an
issue because we have equal education. That's the rhetoric, okay.
Yuri:

I guess what concems me a little bit, it does... It bothers me a little. I mean, I
can't quite figure out....Okay let's say, I'm a White, middle class, female
from middle America

Stacy: Me.
Yuri:

Right. And so, if we say that we want to institutionalize multiculturalism, we
can't exclude Whiteness, because then we would be excluding you....See
what I mean?... And from what I've heard,, that's something that students
struggle with... You know, it's easy for me as a non-White person to say,
"Okay, it's our turn now."

Stacy: Right.
Yuri:

You know, one of the things Freire always talks about is if all you're doing
is turning the oppression around, it's not any better, right?... So I just
wonder like in terms of.... And because of the fact that CLS now has about
one-third of it's student body as international students, that's something
that's more visible now..„I had a colleague in the department say to me, she
felt like a minority.
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Stacy: Well, I mentioned that class that I took in last tenn because it was just like
that. A minority is one way to put it, because I had never been in an
environment like that. I don't think it's a bad thing for a White person to
feel like he or she is a minority.
Yuri:

How do you get people... How do you get the White, middle class...
student... to look at their own... perspective as a part of the multicultural. I
mean. I don't... I'm not... I know you do this, 'cause I've been there, but I
want you to talk about ii....So that when we talk about multiculturalism. It
isn't "everybody else, and not me."

Sarah: Right.
Yuri:

Like it's not outside of me, it's that the perspective includes everybody.
How do you approach that in the classroom?

Sarah: I'm not sure. I mean, I think it does go back to... Starting the course by
having people really think about their own personal cultural
identities....'Cause I think once you mark yourself as a cultural being, that
you become part of the conversation....So, it depends on the course, how I
do that... But f see that essential to seeing yourself as part of the
conversation.
Stacy: But now there's another thing I wanted to bring up. You said, 85% of the
teachers are basically middle-aged White people, women. And our student
body is not like that anymore. And I don't know what we can do about
that....Because you can't make people want to be teachers. It's a real
worry forme just how many teachers we need, regardless of what their
ethnicity is. As I told you, in Alaska we want to hire Alaska Natives. We
want to hire minorities. We want to, but they have to apply....So we can
recruit them, and we can offer incentives, and things like that....! think it's a
huge issue....lt's terrifying, in a way. To think that one. What do we say,
Multictdtural mismatch? A cultural mismatch? Not even multicultural...
But it's also just a sheer numbers problem to me. What are we going to
do? [ think about that, too. I think though that part of that has to do with
the larger political climate? I mean, who in their right mind would go into
teaching these days? Just politically in the United States, and I don't know
if it's all of North America, but it's particularly true in the United States. It
is a profession under siege from all parts of society. My sister's a lawyer.
Yuri:

Well, here, it's derived from a comment made by a student to me,, maybe a
year and a half ago, "I feel like a minority in this department."

Sarah: A White student.
Yuri:

A White student....and that told me something.(laughs). you know... I mean,
I'm not exacdy sure where that comment was coming from but....I mean, it's
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sort of a natural... what is... I think it was Lisa Deipit (1995) — predictable...
points of conflict? (laughs) that's what she called it... and I was wondering...
if you had any comments about that?
Sarah: Well, I think that first of all, that comment is just indicative.., of... a
struggle that student is going through, and that it's a predictable stage —
and I don't like the word stage — but it's sort of... I mean, when your
notions of White privilege are challenged, that's a predictable
response....and hopefidly the student moves beyond that... It could mean
there's something wrong with the program, but it also could Just be...
where that student is. if, in every course we really .start with students' own
life e.xperiences, and with the valuing of those e.xperiences no matter what
they are -- and see those as the starting point....Then I'm not so sure that a
person would feel that way....So part of what that .says to me is, "Are we
.starting a course with our agenda... first and foremo.st... and moving from
there? Rather than starting from student's life e.xperiences and then
challenging to move beyond?... I mean, it's not that you don't challenge,
but it's that you start with where the student is at now and then you figure
out how to challenge... so that's one of the is.sues.
The other thing that / wonder about is... understandings of culture. What
that may be saying to us as a department is... that we're not going back
basically, to say what is culture....and to challenge students'
understandings of culture and to seeing themselves as cultural beings, not
matter what... whatever kinds of identities — multiple identities — you're
talking about... looking at that in terms of culture, because I think many
times... that kind of comment comes from a misunderstanding... of culture.
Yuri:

which is?...

Sarah: Which is that culture is a race. Culture is race and ethnicity....so therefore
I'm not a cultural being...
Yuri:

Right, because race and ethnicity refers to... "others"...

Sarah: Others -- to a person of color -- so therefore if I'm not a person of color,
I'm not a cultural being, and since this whole department is about culture....
I'm out....I mean, that's my own ... reading of where I think some White
students may be coming from....And I would say as a department, that
that's also saying to us, "you need to back up and look at ...what's culture...
and help, all students see themselves as cultural beings... and then go on
and address really hard issues... but from the perspective of "we are all
cultural beings," not from the perspective of "only people of color are"...
Stacy: I think race is a big deal, a very important issue. I also think class is, that's
what to me is very obvious, important.
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Throughout the interview process, participants were asked not only to reflect upon
the past history and current status of the CLS multicultural curriculum, but also to reflect
upon the future directions of CLS related to institutionalized multiculturalization of the
department's curriculum. The final conversation I constructed revolved around the
question. "Where do we go from here?" Just as learning has been conceptualized as a
recursive process, the narratives of study participants often proceeded in a cyclical pattern
wherein thoughts about the future were interspersed among reflections about the past and
present. As with other themes that appeared across the participant data. I used a constructed
conversation to listen to the collective voices of the student and faculty participants as they
spoke about the future steps toward institutionalized multiculturalization of the CLS.

Where Do We Go From Here?
By now the tenets of a student-centered curriculum based upon interaction that
incorporates a diverse range of theoretical and pedagogical frameworks to facilitate
engagement with critical topics and issues facing the students within the larger context of
society has been well established within the field (Apple, 1993. 1999. 2000; Banks. 1994.
1997, 2000; Benham, 2000; Cochran-Smith, 2002; Fine, 1991; Freire, 1973, 1986, 1998;
Gay, 2000; Gilmore and Smith, in review; Gonzales et al, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1994,
1995, 1996; Lipka, 1998; Lipman, 1998; McLaren and Leonard, 1993; Nieto. 1999,2000;
Paley, 1995; Sleeter, 1995, 1996,2001; Sleeter and McLaren, 1995; Smith, 1994, 1995;
Takaki, 1998; Tatum. 1997; Taylor, 1997). Given that fi"amework, the trajectory of the
dynamic multicultural curriculum cannot help but be intimately tied to the influences
resulting from its context within the universit)', the community, and the global context. The
relationships between the curriculum and Slaughter's "world external" were most clearly
evident in the responses of faculty and students to the question, "Where do we go from
here?" Nearly every comment connected curriculum and curricular concerns directly to
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historical or current socio-cultural, political or econoraic conditions. The previously
identified themes of diversity, multicuituralism, the politics of difference, globalism,
internationalism, racism, nationalism, constant obstacles, were all clearly evident. Also
evident were curricular themes of reflective teaching, inquiry-based learning, and multiple
perspectives. The discussion was framed around the question, "Where does CLS go from
here, in terms of multicuituralism, given where the department is now?"

Where Do We Go from Here?
Yuri:

Where do you think, where does CLS go from here, in terms of
multicuituralism, what's next, given where we are now?

Sarah: Right, part of it is I think the discussions that we 're had, and the issues that
you've raised over the years about internationalism, taking and realty
expanding a perspective on multicuituralism to include the perspective on
internationalism. At least forme it is slowly working it's way through how
I teach and how I think, and I think that's true for the department as well.
And some of that has been because people like you raised those issues...
And some of that has been because of the increasing diversification of our
doctoral students, in the sense of more international students. And because
this department has alwctys been one that even — / would say, even before it
had a strong perspective on multicuituralism, what it did have was a strong
orientation to .students, and to seeing students' needs as being at the heart
of what we do.... So any time there's a change in the groups of students that
are part of our courses, there's going to be a change in faculty
orientation... so I think it's a combination of those... so that's one of the
issues that / see.
Bob:

I don't know, I'm not sure, I don't know the answer to that. My sense of it
is that we have to kind of go outside of that, the competitive structure, and
accept the fact that it's not so much what each individual achieves, it's more
what we collectively as a whole achieve and the level of respectability that
we engender toward each other for diJferences....And I know that sounds
really idealistic...
But it's like... The reason I want people of color at school, at my institution
is not because I want... not because I specifically want those individuals
there: it's because I want those individuals in their milieu or their system to
have those opportunities... And the only way to get that is to have those
individuals there.... But once they get there, I very much connect with them
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as individuals. So I think you have to make change incrementally, and you
really have to be for it, and realize that the way change happens is very
incremental. And you're not going to see the main results.... It's like civil
rights didn't lead to a perfect society five years later. I mean, we're still
dealing with huge problems, and I don't think we will see... you know, I
think there will always be a conflict and a discourse a dialog between
people working toward that. Who am i to speak about how it's going to
turn out.
Yuri:

In terms of, where do you see the department going, where do you think it
needs to go, what needs to be done?

Sarah: I think that the discussion that you and I were having which is, "in what
ways is it an orientation which runs across all our course, and in what
ways do we need courses that are specifically focused — like multicultural
education and social justice." I think this department is a good e.xample of
having courses that specifically address nudticultural is.sues head on as the
major focus of the course. And courses where it's ju.st woven through as
an orientation. I think that has developed over time. But I... don't know
that we've sat down and looked at the curriculum and said, "is this playing
out in the way that we want it to?" It's more than, you know, there was a
need for this course, so we developed it; there was a need for this course,
so we developed it. So... so I would say, one of the issues is taking a look at
the broad curriculum and saying "do we have the kind of play that we want
between courses that specifically hit nudticultural issues head on, and
courses where it's integrated?" That's one thing. The second is probably,
revisiting that issue of... what does a fully integrated course look like? You
know, if you're taking a multicultural orientation to learning whatever the
topic is, then that may mean that it's no longer... explicitly evident in the
syllabus, even though if you went across the class sessions, it was. The
third, I think the issue that you're raising about... the issue of
internationalism continues to be one that we need to continue to look at:
internationalism and multiculturalism. 'Cause when this project started I
sure didn't see internationalism anywhere.
Yuri:

I think it was from the perspective of... well, it specified, second language
acquisition, second language learners — well, from an American
perspective...

Sarah: Right, totally... right, yeah... and bilingualism... yeah.... I mean, clearly
we've been talking about it, but we haven't been able to focus on it, and
some of that is just because....we've been living in a very, very difficult
political environment, and when you are -- and I know you can relate to this
— when you're fighting for your existence... when you're fighting for just
basic rights....you can't always address the issues you need to address,
and not... (pause)... not because you don't want to, but because... your
working context is so difficult... and we are clearly in a very difficult
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working context..,, and just very basic rights... that we shouldn't be
spending any time discussing, we're spending an incredibly amount of time
on. I mean, while we've tried a couple of times to address internationalism,
it really hasn't gone anywhere — not because people don't care, I really
don't have that sense... but just... our energies... we've had to go in other
directions.... to protect... students... to protect... just really basic rights as
faculty. Yeah, it's really basic. So... you know, I think... you can't then
always learn and push and challenge yourself in the ways that you want to,
not out of avoidance, but... it's not there. Yeah, so I think that continues to
be an issue.... And an issue you were raising earlier, talking about, you
know, how is it that we really help... White students process,... their own
thinking about their own Whiteness, and White privilege, and White as
culture? It's probably .something that... would be productive to look at.
Ernesto: The future of the department will depend on many factors, some of them
beyond our control.... But it will depend in great part on our ability to be
able to get new lines to hire new professors to come in here, and help us
dejine the department....for both the near future and for the distant future.
Everything depends on that because depending on who we recruit and how
many faculty members we're able to bring in, that determines the students
that we can allow into the program — both the characteristics of the
students, the interests of the students, and the number of students. If we
have a student who comes in and wants to do research on ... adult literacy - a very important topic, especially given the changing demographics and
immigration ~ we have no one on the faculty who's doing research on adult
literacy. We would like to recruit a person who concentrates on that area...
so if that's the main area of research of a stiuient... or interest of a student,
a doctoral student, that student [can] come here.
Carol: Certainly the African American perspective is really not very well covered in
CLS classes. Take Ebonics, I would really have loved a sincere discussion
of the value of Ebonics, So there's things we don't tcdk about.
Yuri:

What are some of the other things we don't talk about?

Carol: Well, we don't talk about racism very well. When James Banks came, I
went to that talk that he gave, and there was only about five people or so
there. It was just like, "Oh, this is obviously a part of CLS," but it's not
something that we had been trying to integrate at all. In the last couple of
years I've seen, you know, the term "critical race theory" begin to be on
people's lips in the way that when I vvaj here the second year, language
ideology was the word on everybody's lips, and part of that was like, family
literacy, and commimity to school links... there's like these tings that we
grasp, and if we imderstand this concept really well, then we 'II get there.
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Carol: I want to clarify that I didn 7 come to CLS thinking that they were going to
teach me anti-racism. That was not what I came to CLS for. But if their
goal is to tndy be midticidtiiral and deal with this question of equity in
schools, then that needs to be hit a lot more directly., there's all this, you
know, kind of... oh, the structure, you know, won't pennit studnets to be
successful, that's taught really well, but the ways to circumvent the
structure, you know, subaltern... that's where we need to go.
Yuri:

So I'm hearing from you, specifically, in terms of multiculturalism...
Specifically you think race, as an aspect of that is something that... it's a
central concem.

Carol: That's one of the things we don 7 talk about, and it is a central concem.
And last week, everybody was like, you know, three or four professors got
up there, and could say really good things about it, you know... Remember
last week when we went to the national academy?
Yuri:

Oh. yeah, right.

Carol: And you know. Penny Rosenwasser, and George Cones, and Ernesto
Vargas, And they all had really critical things to say about this, so they
know a point of entry for this.
Yuri:

Well, why do you think that's important in terms of the educational arena?

Carol: Um... Well, I'll go back to that... those four White teachers who were
standing around going, "You know, we don't know how to teach these
Black children."... And we've got to be able as educators to give good
answers, and not just the lists of... you know.... Jim Banks started giving
some answers, and these are the answers we used to have,. And it was, you
know, lists of "Black children will behave like this" kind of things. And I
think that that's kind of what the White teachers were looking for, might
have been happy with, but / know those weren 7 the good answers,... so
what are the good answers? I think it certainly some of it is getting chance
to obserx'e more African American teachers, you know, things like that.
Really, a lot more talking to teach other about who's successful with these
students, and how do they make it successful, and usually those are very
conscious things. So it's like those... you know the strategies, those bags of
tricks. You know, I talk about that a lot when I talk about how to teach well.
I talk about developing your bag of tricks, (laughs) And that's not a phrase
we talk about in CLS, even though [know it's critical to what happens in
the classroom.
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Abby: When I was doing the work in curriculum and instruction at for my
doctorate, I was really most attracted to Max Goodson in the foundations
department...Michael Apple, Herb Clebart, Al Lockwood...J wanted to be
around people who thought philosophically and critically....Foundational
topics — anything having to do with why we 're here. They answer the big
question "why?" "Why do we have school? " "Does school reflect society
or does society reflect school? " All those kinds of questions....Maxine
Green, she was an philosophy of edperson, that kind of stujf....To me, if
you understand why, then you can think of all kinds of ideas. If all you 're
doing is looking for ideas without understanding "why," then they don't
seem like good ideas.
Ernesto: So that the flrst order ofpriority, I believe, is for us to recruit new faculty
members. We're down to six faculty members. We should have about 12,
given the number of doctoral students that we have. I'm on 50 doctoral
committees, that's vray too many. I should be on 15 doctoral committees,
or 20, not 50.
[As I said before J, the future of the department will [partly! depend on
factors beyond our control...the leadership of the university, the leadership
of the dean's office.... Issues of culture, technology and education.... We
have nobody on the faculty who's addressing those issues, and they're vety
important. We have a person who could really help us address those
issues — but he only has adjunct status.
Sarah: This department is fairly political, but I think we 're pushed in much more
political ways, because of the movements within the country and the state. I
mean, I'm thinking about the law against bilingual education, and against
teaching children their own native language. And also, within this
college....! mean there's been some real violation within the college, and a
lack of...respecting or honoring a midticidtural perspective. So, I think in
the light of all of that, you know, we 've been pushed to be much more
political, to not just see it as something that's embodied in, within a
classroom, but to look more broadly at the broader societal issues, the
broader institutional issues, and the ways that policies are sort of coming
down.
And it's much more comfortable for academics to be able to focus on their
own area of expertise than to think about how the broader society and
institutions are impinging on that. So I see that as a real challenge for the
department.
Yuri:

Where do we need to go from here, in terms of the department, and
multicultural education?...What's the next step?
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Abby: We need more professors, we need to be doing more research, we need to
continue our mission well. We need to have a better infrastructure within
the department for research. By that, I mean we need graduate assistants
for research, we need a secretary that will write grants, we need more
space to store data, better computers, you know, we need to develop our
research and our prize enterprise in a much more sophisticated and
thorough way....But then. I think we need... I would like to see us, if we had
that stujf taken care of then I would like to see us do more... I like what we
do with the community, and I would like to build on that more. I'd like to
have more and better developed collaborations and partnerships in the
community... All the various ethnicities that are represented in the
community.... I'd like to have a literacy advisory council that would be
representative of all the dijferent ethnic groups within driving distance of
the university, and I'd like to conduct teacher research and service projects
under the advisement of those groups... But we can't do that now, we 're
hardly keeping our head above water... no space for new initiatives. But
see, / think that's part of racism. I think that's because of who we are, that
we are being treated this way.
Yuri:

Tell me more about that.

Abby: Well, there's not much more to say, e.xcept that there are people in power ~
I think I said quite a bit about it before — but there are people in power who
need to maintain the status quo, and if an uppity department of women and
minorities can have this much status and prestige and do this well, that
threatens the status quo, so we get penalized, we have less resources, and
we are treated less well than folks who support the status quo. It seems
pretty obvious to me, and to everybody else.
Yuri:

And it doesn't only happen here.

Abby: No — oh I know, it's systemic, this is what I'm talking about, when I say
racism is... you know, it runs deep. Anybody who represents non-status
quo, whether they actually are themselves, or Just advocating, or that's
what their research area is... I had only three women professors in my
entire college career, one was at college, and she was alright, she seemed
to be accepted. But the two who were at [my doctoral imiversityl were
derided by the men. I wanted one of them on my committee, and my
advisor suggested that she not be. It's systemic, it runs deep, it's hard to
unpack, it's hard to recognize in ourselves. That's why the even that I told
you in here, you have a brief quote, was so significant to me, that was my
first opportunity to confront my own racism.... And it's been an issue for
me all my life. My dad, my mom, nobody understands why I want to work
with these poor Black kids. Nobody imderstands why I choose to teach in
urban inner city schools... "You don't have to do that, Abby." Do what? I
mean, my first husband wanted to forbid me from student teaching because
I was in a school that had a bad reputation. The only reason it had a bad
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reputation was it had a heterogeneous population, with some Black people
and poor people.
Stacy: I don't know. I think CLS is struggling because it doesn 7 have enough
faculty. So that's what I see as... It's too thin. / mean, there's too many of
us who... If only we were more demanding... I would like to see that there
would be more facidty... I'm not saying stronger faculty — I think who we
have is just... awesome. Totally awesome.... But I see... I mean, we're just
thin. That's my worry about CLS. I really worry about its basic survival...
It's like, "Please don't go before I'm done."
Yuri:

Why do you think it's important to have a place like this?

Stacy: Because this offers a place where, one. we can have a discussion like thi.s,
or at least a quasi-discussion about this, where the issues are at lea.st on
the table, And they're talked about... And... I don't know very much about it
fonn a theoretical framework. But I know what I'm learning and what I'm
feeling.... If it was a perfect world and suddenly CLS would get, I don't
know, six more people.... Where do I see it? I see it going broader and
deeper, and becoming more critical.... Having more a truissatul having
more, literally critical energy to tackle some issues In the big picture... Or
in our little picture first... And also offer more opportunities for... The class
in critical pedagogy, jor example, or offer the class in... whatever... That
can't be offered now because of... A class in critical pedagogy, for
example... Offer that... It would be great to teach children's literature with a
multicultural perspective. It woidd be great to have .someone of color
teaching that class. Its' not absolutely essential, but it would be great.
Yuri:

What do you think the next big issue will be?

Sarah: For me, the really big issue right now is language and seeing language as
an issue of culture... and figuring out ways within a legal system, a law
that legislates against language, figuring out how classrooms in schools
can still take strong stands and recognize and value and integrate language
as culture.... And still not get into legal difficidty, as well as to figure out
how to do the legal challenge of the law... So the issue is how to take action
within a highly restrictive environment that doesn't jeopardize people's
jobs, but at the same time doesn7 jeopardize kids... I mean, it's a tricky
thing... And there's the long term, which is, "How do you take legal action,
to change those laws?" I don 7 know how much in the future you mean,
because, see I still see that just descending on us right now, and nobody
really knows. You know, the English language classroom, the designation
of... creating these classrooms of English language learners... which
essentially tracks kids... you know, the SEI classrooms... All of that, this is
the first year and so... everybody's milling around... And I don 7 think in
this department we've responded in terms of the courses that we 're
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teaching, in tenns of... the way that that's integrated within our courses....
Because our focus is bilingual education. And it's not that we've lost our...
And that's another tricky thing is, how do we continue to come across as
strong supporters of bilingual education, at the same time recognizing the
reality of the legal context within which teachers are teaching, which
legislates against bilingual education. We have not responded, in terms of
how we teach our courses, and in terms of the courses we're offering.
Yuri:

Do you think part of that might be, though, a shift in the... nature of the
interdisciplinary... I mean, what I see is that it's time to bring in other
disciplines.

Sarah: To help us think about that.
Yuri:

You know, for example, law.

Sarah: That's true.
Yuri:

You're talking about laws and legal things.

Sarah: I don't know. And we don't know how to do that.
Yuri:

I mean, there's no way you can really respond to it except to talk about it
because nobody in this department is an attorney.

Sarah: No. That's a good point.
Yuri:

And so maybe it means re-conceptualizing the working group, as a part of
the concept. And that, because more and more.... I mean some people would
argue that it's always been a political thing.... But right now it's very real in
a way that I don't think that educators by themselves are... necessarily
equipped to address. And so that might mean... you know... looking at
people in educational law, civil rights law ~ You know, I don't know all the
different fields, it's something we don't know —

Sarah: Right. And I think we also need to really go over to English and pull in the
TESOL, the ESL, the EFL, and integrate that with the bilingual. I mean,
we 've tended to push that aside because we have such a strong bilingual,
multilingual focus. And the issue's going to be, "How do we bring in those
perspectives without appearing to, or giving up on bilingualism as... As a
strong belief system, a strong advocacy?" And that's a tension that I think
is going to be very difficidt to talk about. Because, you know, this
department stands for bilingual education. And so, / think that's a
discussion that we're needing to have... and to think about in probably
fairly difficult ways, both in tenns of theory and practice.
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Yuri: We've kind of been talking about this all along. What does multicultural
education look like? This whole study is kind of based on the Banks
premis... In order to teach kids to know, to care and to act, we've got to teach
teachers to do that.
Siacy: Right.
Yuri: So given that.
Stacy: And then also the idea from Sonia Nieto which you 've articulated... It's a
frame of mind, and it's a perspective, multiculturaiism. It's not a unit, it's
not a day in December, It's not a room at the end of the hall. The
multicultural room. I think it's important, I think it's always difficult to go
out and do things they've never done before. But if we were able to have, or
continue to have classes.... You now, maybe it would be a good idea just to
have some, you know, a course or a brown bag session, something tike
that... Just to reaffinn what we care about, to get clear where we need to
begin... And a lot of things have happened internationally and nationally...
So a lot of things have changed.
Stacy: I think it's everybody's job, and, to have a greater, a more specific, but
greater and deeper sense of "other" instead of just sense of self You
know, I look at you, and you look at me, and we have different colored
skins, and so? You know, is that the end of it? I think that it's been very
enlightening jbr me to be in this department surrounded by so many
international students.
Ellen: Right... / think CLS could really be a leader. I mean, I think we have an
experience that we're not hesitant to talk about. It's been good, in a lot of
ways. I think it's been more good than it's been... not good, but in many
vmw it's been a painful growing process... So I think the study that you 're
doing, for example... This would be a wonderful thing to be able to share
with the people that are dealing with theUniversity Project on the Status of
Women and Minorities on Campus... Aj a process of self transformation,
self-critique. We 're not there, yet, by any means, as you well know, but....
That's what I would like to see, maybe. Sharing our story, hearing other
stories. There are some ... some very important -- and rare — kinds of
processes that have been fomented in this department, just in the years that
I've been here ~ well, since it's been a department.... We need to just
continue to interrogate ourselves, because I don't think that we 're
anywhere near that vision of multicultural education that I just spoke about.
We're striving for it, probably always will be.... But if we just keep putting
ourfeet one in front of the other, and we keep growing... Eventually we 're
going to get fiirtherand further toward some of those things that we were
talking about.
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DISCUSSION

One obvious difference between the themes emerging from student narratives and
themes emerging from faculty narratives was the way the two groups perceived and
experienced issues of power and authority. For the most part, faculty references to power
and authority were made in the third person or in the abstract, while student references were
made in the first or second person. For the most part, themes emerging in faculty data also
emerged in student data, and vice versa. The one exception was the theme of constant
obstacles, which emerged primarily in the faculty data.

Themes Related to Content. Process and Orientation
Themes of content, process, and orientation as originally defined by Cortes (1990)
continued to emerge as themes in each faculty narrative even though it was not mentioned in
the questioning. Surprisingly, these themes also were consistently represented across
student narratives. However, in the student narratives these themes did not necessarily relate
to curricular experiences and perceptions. Rather, they emerged as a product of students'
lived experiences in the "world external" (Slaughter, 1997).
One of the key elements identified by faculty as critical to maintaining a
multicultural orientation within the department was attraction and retention of faculty and
students who held that orientation. Students also expressed the need for more faculty in
CLS. In fact, there was 100% consensus on that point from all participants. As with the
analysis in previous chapters of this dissertation, interaction, diversity of perspectives and
frameworks, and students at the center of the curriculum emerged as strong themes related
to curriculum from both student and faculty data. An additional theme that had not emerged
in prior analysis was that of reflective teaching. It is my hypothesis that the juxtaposition of
the narratives against each other allowed this theme to emerge because it emulated the
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reflective process. A second new theme was that of a department-wide common vision.
That is, a vision shared by faculty and students. Although the emergence of the collective
faculty voice was noted in Chapter Four, the shared voice of students and faculty emerged
only in the context of the constructed conversations. This finding will be discussed further
in Chapter Nine. Implications.

Perceptions about Multiclturalism in CLS
Given the stated department mission to provide a multicultural environment for
learning, it was not surprising that virtually every faculty member and every student reported
perceiving the curriculum as strongly multicultural. The primary characteristic that
participants identified as "multiculturalness" was the high level of interaction among and
between faculty and students.
This study began as an inquiry about multiculturalization of a curriculum, but it
evolved into looking at "What are the components that comprise curriculum? What is
curriculum? How do we know what parts make up the curriculum?" These questions
arose partly because of the fact that the initial process/product assessment did not seem to
truly reflect the curriculum. The second phase of the inquiry, then, encompassed the
surveys and needs assessments and initial faculty and student interviews. As the earlier
tables and the composite narrative above reflect, interaction plays a key role in what faculty
and students perceive as "what makes the curriculum multicultural."
Close scrutiny of the professional narratives of the four faculty participants
provided multiple insights into the meanings and motivations behind some of their
curricular practices, including clear connections to Slaughter s (1996) suggested
relationship of social movement theory to post-secondary curriculum development. The
narratives suggested that the challenges presented by all of Lortie's (1975) five themes act
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and the curriculum. However, they also used collaboration and dialogue with colleagues,
self-reflection and writing to connect their own lived experiences and their perceptions about
classroom interactions with their current pedagogical beliefs and practices more explicit.
While these connections, as Anyon (1994) has previously noted, have always existed, it is
through teacher inquiry that these connections become visible to the teacher. Thus,
reflective teaching played a primary role in the multicultural CLS curriculum.

Interaction as A Component of Multicultural Orientation And Process
Every student and faculty participant raised the notion of interaction and
collaboration as a significant influence on their learning process. Marcus and Kitagawa
(1991) have noted the impact of social variables on construction of identity. Reck (1935,
1979). Lortie (1975) and Short (1997) also acknowledge the role of learning communities
or "thought collectives" (Fleck. 1935, 1979) in the development of beliefs and identity.
Ellen described how her interactions while co-teaching with a more seasoned faculty
members who held very different perspectives impacted both her teaching and her syllabus
construction. Although Ellen and the other professor didn't agree on some issues, they had
many good discussions. As noted by others, Ellen described the interactions with other
faculty and with students around controversial issues ~ whether or not consensus was ever
reached ~ as a critical component of the multicultural process and orientation oft he
department. Bob described how interaction with African American students in an American
History class changed his perspective on slavery when he was able to connect stories of real
people to concepts of slavery for the first time. Perhaps the most eloquent reflection about
the nature of interaction in the CLS curriculum came from Ernesto:
Learning does reside in the social interaction, but it can be quite
tricky on how to organize those interactions within the constrained space of
the discourse space allowed within the usual courses. You have to leam
how to respect the student's contributions. One of the things I always check
when I get the student evaluations is how they rated me on respecting them.
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Because I suspect that if they rated me high in that area, then the rest of the
class probably fell into place, and that the class was successfid. "Was the
professor respectful of your contributions to the class?" That is a
preoccupation because I think part of being a university teacher is to be
respectful of the students.
Throughout this study, the narratives of faculty and students supported the impact
of life experience on shaping our philosophy of education, the ways in which commonalities
in experiences helped to establish a "core" philosophical stance for thought collectives
(Reck. 1935. 1979) within each sphere of engagement. The narratives also gave great
attention to dialogue as necessary to effect change, and thoughts about emerging concepts
of globalism which reflect the changing diversity of the students and the curriculum.
Coming from the firm belief that our identity, our pedagogical beliefs, and our
praxis as teachers arise out of our perception of who we are in the world and how we fit into
the world (Schutz. 1964; Freire.1996; Vygotsky. 1978; Smith. 1993), the self-reflective
nature of this inquiry at the same time described and informed the classroom praxis in CLS
in a manner that supported Uberatory education (Freire, 1997).
There was one aspect of the curriculum, however, that emerged primarily in the
narratives of the female faculty participants. While the constructed conversations did
highlight issues of gender and class as critical topics within a fully institutionalized
multicultural curriculum, the impact of gender and, to a lesser extent, class on the
pedagogical beliefs and practices of professors within a multicultural curriculum were
represented mainly in the narratives of Abby, Sarah and Ellen as they related their personal
journeys as educators. Lortie (1975) conceptualized five themes relating teachers' lived
experiences to their teaching pedagogy and practice. The next section of this chapter
examines the narratives of Abby, Sarah and Ellen for themes related to Lortie's five
"attractions of leaching." Although not presented as a constructed conversation, this
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section is included here because of its clear connection to the discussion of curriculum and
social movement theory, which is the focus of this chapter.

The Attractions of Teaching
As the close connection between the politics of education and multicultural
education emerged, the connection between multiculturalism, diversity, gender and class
politics emerged in the stories of the three female faculty participants. Connections between
the narratives of the three female professors and Lortie's five "attractions to teaching" were
quite evident, in particular, the theme of lime compatibility. In this section, I explored the
connections to each of the five themes. In reverse order. The rationale for this reversal will
become evident as the discussion proceeds. I began with a close examination of Abby's
narrative since hers represented the longest tenure in the profession.
Lortie's fifth theme was time compatibility. How did Abby's narrative reflect the
impact of the logistical and structural aspects of teaching on this teacher's career choices'?
The following excerpts from Abby's narrative represent the impact that time compatibility
had on her career decisions:
/ got married between my junior and senior year. I was all set up
to finish my coursework at Michigan State. He lost his job and moved to
Wisconsin. And so I went to Madison and got into school there, and
finished my teacher certification.
when I finished my internship there weren 't any jobs. So I signed
up to substitute teach, and took two courses: Teaching of values and
valuing in the secondary school, with Al Lockwood, and Secondary School
Reading, with Ken Dulin.
Then I started teaching — while I was doing that, I started teaching
at the uh, local college. They needed - because this course vvm required for
certification.
I
teaching college, (pause) So I wanted to start my doctorate.
And at that point, my husband left me. / started going to Madison in the
summers, and taking one class a semester, commuting to Madison. And did
that for a few years. And then did my... took a year of residency to do my
dissertation. Then / came out here.
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At first glance, one might conclude that time compatibility was the primary impetus
for Abby's decision to pursue a teaching carrier because of the many examples relating to
this theme which are contained in her narrative. However, although this theme was wellrepresented in her narrative, I believed that its prevalence was more a function of the social,
political and cultural era during which Abby lived than an indication of the attractiveness of
teaching attributed to this theme. As discussed by Slaughter (1997) and Lortie (1975), time
compatibility is best examined in relation to other themes.
I next considered the theme of material benefits. How have class, gender, and other
demographic factors played a role in the career decisions of this professor? How have
gender differences in material benefits, if any. impacted her experiences as a teacher, and
what effect, if any, has this had on her curricular practices? Abby recalled some of the
differences in the treatment of male and female professors early in her university career:
Back in the old Language Arts clays, I did not have a phone that
would make long distance phone calls. I had to go ask permission to use,
to make long distance phone calls. Junior faculty, and women. I remember
when I asked for a computer. And I was told I would only break it.
In this passage, Abby talked about the ways in which her career as a teaching
professional has been materially impacted by gender. One of the results of this impact
directly related to her curricular practices was her desire to teach a course on gender and
literacy, which has been articulated earlier. For Abby and for many women who entered the
work force at the time she did, material benefit had negative attractions in the manner Abby
has described. During a member checking session, Abby emphasized this point:
I was trying to make the point that as a woman and as a beginning
professor in the college, we had to ask permission to do things that wotdd
be customarily be part of the job. Todccy we would never forbid an
assistant professor to use the long distance. It wotdd not even occur to
anybody here, and yet, the people who were in charge of the college ~ my
department head and the dean — were perfectly comfortable saying to me,
'"If you want to call Washington, D.C. to find out about a grant, I'll do it
for you." I don't think the playing field vvaj exactly even for men and
women in the college in 1976.
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attraction," suggesting that societal ideological frameworks about the role and "work of
women" impacts the curricular change (or lack of change) related to women in academics:
Despite women being at least 30 percent of all college students from
1880 forward, women's studies did not become part of the curricula.
Instead, tum-of-the-century academy responded to the ever-increasing
numbers of women with informally but forcefully gender-segregated
curricula (Rosenberg 1982). Despite the many women in the general
curricula and over the protests of women faculty, women who enrolled in
economics were shunted into home economics, in sociology, into social
work, in psychiatry into psychology and counseling (Rosenberg, 1982,
Abbot 1990). Women were routinely directed to fields associated with
women's work, such as education and nursing. Women's intellectual work
was separated into spheres separate from men. mirroring the division of
labour in wider society (p. 4).
The idea that social order plays a role in curricular innovation is one which warrants
much closer scrutiny, for Abby, Sarah and Ellen all talked about the ways in which her
career as a teaching professional has been materially impacted by gender. What is not clear
from this investigation is whether this variable is one over which individuals have control, or
whether the impetus for shifting ideological stances in order to permit curricular innovation
can only take place at the societal level, as Slaughter (1997) suggests.
Next, I examined Abby's narrative for evidence of Lortie's set-vice theme. How did
this college teacher perceive her work in relation to society, and how was this perspective
reflected in her curricular practices? Abby stated, "It's not the learning how to. It's really
helping kids... teachers helping kids to think... and to use the tools of reading and
writing to negotiate or to mediate that imderstanding." Clearly, service is a strong
attraction to teaching for Abby, and this is reflected in the tone of her syllabus, as well as in
the content of her narrative. Abby further explained:
Service, teaching and research are all tied together for me.
Through research I do service. Service is important, because I want to
leave the world a better place than when / found it. i want more people to
be literate, you know... So yes, it is important, but not because of religion.
You can go deeply to what m y values and beliefs are, which is that we
sfioidd leave the world a better place than what we found it... but not
because the bible says so, or something.
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Lortie's interpersonal theme connected to teachers' desires to "work with others."
How was this theme reflected in the narrative history of one college teacher, and how was it
reflected in her curricuiar practices? In the following passage, Abby clearly articulated the
attraction that interpersonal interactions had for her as a young practitioner. Although
specific references to this theme were much less prevalent than references to other themes,
the details of the content of this event indicate it's perceived importance to Abby. Clearly,
the interpersonal theme identified by Lortie was a strong attraction to teaching for Abby:
I didn't do remedial reading. I didn 7 sit with kids in a classroom
teaching them how to read. I worked with the teachers, set up a tutoring
program, so that kids from the local college, retired or not working
teachers, teachers in the building who were willing to give up fwo hours of
their preparation period, counselors and principals, and seniors who
wanted to get service credit to the high school... all became tutors. And
they worked with kids who wanted to read and write better. And I — we'd
match them up. I had an aide who supervised the space while I was out
working with teachers.
But how do the five attractions all work together? I decided to consider all five of
the themes together as I examined the narratives of Sarah and Ellen. I first examined the
story of Ellen. Ellen also grew up in a working class Midwestern home, although she did
not live on a farm as Abby did:
I grew up in a working — Just a working class,... neighborhood
that was kind of part
Irish and Irish Catholic -- but working class, I
think would identify the. uh... the neighborhood that I grew up in, and
there were prejudices against Protestants... you know, / can still
remember... my Catholic friends and their mothers were just horrified that
I was -- and I was, too — I was going to end up in purgatory, someday...
which is a place that all I knew was that you burned there forever. And
then there were prejudices against the Catholics, and so, it was... all of
those kinds of things were... were part of the environment that I grew up
in.
My whole — kind of high school was... certainly, gender-based and
class-based tracking.... I experienced that very, very... very severely. I don't
know if I've ever... I ever told you this in class or anything... I vva^ tracked
into this home economics program. I learned how to make men's suits. I
learned how to make girl's bathing suits. I never was very good at the
cooking part of it. But I became a great seamstress. And when I...
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ready — I also got engaged to be married. When I was ready to graduate
from high school, I thought / was... I was signed up to go to cosmetology
school. That's what I was going to do. I never thought about going to
college, and... nobody ever talked to me about going to college — except for
my dad.
And my dad would take me down to the State University. And
there's this one place called Orton Hall, which is sort of like a paleontology
department? With geology and paleontology? Where they had these...
mastodon... things.... and I always was fascinated in ... in that kind of
thing, which is a part of anthropology.... But I think it was those little trips
to campus. And I still remember one teacher in high school who ... talked
to me ~ you know, about going to .school at State.... So there was this little
glimmer that.... it was .something I cotdd do....
But I think it
resistance to these... e.xpectations that everybody
else seemed to have about me, about what kind of person I was, what I was
capable of doing, and what my future was.... And .somehow, I think that all
kind of came to the fore as I began to graduate from high .school, and think
about what I wanted to do. And I decided that / could go to college, and
that I probably didn 7 want to get married right away. And... so... you
know, my boyfriend and I broke up, and I went to college straight away out
of,, out of high school. I graduated in June from high school, and started
college.... And, if there's one disappointment, it's that.... State was a great
place to get an education. And I... have fond memories of going there.
But I wish that I.... It never occurred to me that there was anything beyond
that. I mean, getting into the state university was a big thing.
I took a year ojf to earn some money. I worked at a city newspaper
while I was going to college, and then I was also a waitress. And f took a
year ojf, and just waited, waited. And when I... once I got into
anthropology... I made that decision kind of late... 'Cause again, even in
college I was getting tracked into sort of... Well, it was like, you go to
college to get a job. It was a vocational — it was a post-secondary
vocational e.xperience, and so you had to have something that was going to
get you a job, and God knows, anthropology is... not anything anybody I
knew -- thought was a good thing to do.
Sarah's story describes a similar life trajectory up until her junior and senior years
in college, when interactions with several professors caused her to challenge the traditional
social paradigm for women in her community:
Because / grew up in a very traditional Mennonite commimity and
family, both... the assimiption was that as a woman, that my primary
responsibility wm in the home, and that you only had a career only to sort
of... imtil you had kids, or if you needed to support yourself (laughs)
to be blimt... And so there were only two options for me, either to be
a nurse or a teacher... and I wasn 't going to be a nurse (laughs). So, I
mean, that to be frank, that's originally where my interest in teaching came
from. I always knew I wa5 going to college. My parents are not high
school graduates, they both dropped out in eighth grade. So it wasn V a
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discarded as a primary factor, was actually the most significant of the five themes in her own
story. She explained:
Time compatibility. I think this is rather significant. I left college in
1969. Now, I want you to know that I went around to different professors
asking them what I might do with a college degree... And the only answer /
ever got was "be a teacher." I wanted to be a lawyer. My father and the
people in my church and my school counselors thought that I would be in
school for too long and nobody would many me if I went to law school. So
they all encouraged me to be a teacher.
That doesn't come through here. What comes through here is like
you aren 't really sure... And what I want you to understand is, in
retrospect, I in no way regret what happened. I am very happy with what
I'm doing, and I've been very happy with my career....
But literally, in the late 60s, nobody to whom / had acce.ss, no one to
whom I would turned for advice, would encourage me to do anything but be
a teacher.... Or, my dad said a secretary. In high school he made me take
secretarial courses as well as college prep courses, so that I would have
something to fall back on.... And I think this is really important, given other
quotes that you have in here with regard to women's access and women's
decisions.
I didn 't have any choices. I didn 't have any. I mean, if I had been a
real rabble-rouser.... I didn't know what else I could do. /
the oldest of
five children, living on a farm. Nobody else had ever been to college. They
didn 7 know what possibilities there are. And in fact, most of the teachers in
my high school had gone to small church related colleges. They all thought
University of Michigan was too big. They thought I woiUd get lost. They
didn 7 think I would make it. My... you know, I was involved in my little
protestant country church, and the minister there, with whom I was close,
said, "Go to Adrian or to Albion, or to Methodist church-related colleges
in Michigan," and "Abby, you'd be a wondetfid teacher." And... I can 7
remember the class they give you for career in high school they give you a
test for careers, to advise you.... "Be a teacher."
Nobody said anything else other than be a teacher or be a
secretary. I e.Kplored medicine a little bit. I had a job in a hospital one
summer. I thought about, talked about, asked people about being a medical
doctor. Well, (they said), "you could be a nurse." Well, / knew I didn 7
want to be a nurse.
My memory is, I tried everything I could to find out what my options
were... and I heard "be a teacher."
Not surprisingly, close scrutiny of the professional narratives of female professors
provided multiple insights into the meanings and motivations behind some of their
curricular practices. Abby tells us that the challenges presented by all five themes Lortie
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suggests act in concert to effect curricular change, curricuiar innovation, although not ail
curricular change is necessarily "explicit."
In this section I have attempted to connect the "world external" (Slaughter, 1997, p.
2) to the curricula through examination of the narratives of the three female professors for
evidence of Lortie's five attractions to teaching themes. Lortie (1975) has noted that the
"meanings teachers give to their tasks, and the sentiments they generate while carrying them
out" (p. viii) are reflected in curricular design and practices. Throughout their narratives,
Abby, Ellen and Sarah relate multiple experiences with diverse populations, many of which
were noteworthy because of the challenges that those encounters presented to the traditional
paradigm they had grown up with. Through close examination of their narratives I was able
to identify curricular connections to the "mechanisms of mediation" in the lived
experiences of Abby. Sarah and Ellen. That is, I identified how interpersonal interaction,
service to society, continuation of thwarted goals, material benefits, and time compatibility
act ~ both positively and negatively — to effect curricular innovation and reform as
Slaughter has suggested. More importantly, evidence strongly suggests a connection
between the decision of all three women to challenge the dominant paradigm for
expectations of women during the era in which they were raised, and their strong
commitment to social justice issues. Even though they all represented the ethnic
"majority" culture, they were all minoritized in some way because of gender and also class.
One possible reason that the narratives of Abby, Sarah and Ellen so strongly
reflected Lortie's themes is that all three professors entered the teaching field during the
same era that Lortie first conceptualized his framework.
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CONCLUSIONS

The third phase of this study re-examined the narratives of faculty from the
perspective of social movement theory in order to contextualize the curriculum within the
social lives of the faculty. It explored Slaughter's (1996) suggested relationship of social
movement theory to post-secondary curriculum development by linking the themes
emerging from the professor's narrative history to concepts and practices reflected in their
course syllabi. Based upon the findings from earlier phases of the study which placed
students ~ as well as interaction ~ at the center of the curriculum. I extended the notion of
social movement theory even further by integrating the narratives of students into the
constructed conversations which formed the basis for my exploration of curriculum and
social movement theory. The inquiry used individual narratives to connect the "world
external" (Slaughter, 1997. p. 2) to the curricula. The "meanings teachers give to their
tasks, and the sentiments they generate while carrying them out" (Lortie. 1975. p. viii) are
reflected in curricular design and practices. While many other factors may have
contributed to the formation of the department, this phase of inquiry focused primarily upon
information provided by faculty members and students, in recollection.
The third phase of this study examined curriculum from the perspective of social
movement theory to contextualize the curriculum within the social lives of the faculty. It
appears that, as this inquiry has evolved, I have taken multiculturalism as one aspect of a
curriculum, and focused upon it, in an effort to find out what curriculum is. The impetus for
this inquiry was a concern about the multicultural nature of the curriculum, but the
implications go far beyond that. They speak to the nature of curriculum in general. They can
be generalized far beyond just multicultural education, and although it does give us a good
tool for looking at how curriculums are/can be constructed to embody a multicultural
perspective/orientation towards learning, it is not limited to that.
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Earlier I was concerned that the discussions focused upon the narratives of the
students seemed to trivialize the curricular aspect of the study. That is. the connection
between those narratives and the curriculum was not explicit enough. In re-thinking the
perspective on curriculum, coming from the perspective of multiculturalism as one aspect of
the curriculum, and the one aspect that I chose to focus upon for this study, the narratives
and their relation to curriculum and curricular practices seem to fall into place much better.
Process/product views of curriculum — including such manifestations as syllabi —
are static in nature. They establish one truth, one standard, one goal (or set of goals). If it is
true that everyone is different and if we embrace that concept, then our view of curriculum
also needs to needs to be more dynamic and not static. In the Department of Culture and
Literacy Studies, a curriculum which engages such a highly diverse student body works
because it is dynamic, so that despite differences, challenges, or conflicts at particular
"snapshots" in time -- the general picture is one of approximating success. In fact, both
faculty and students interviewed consistently described their academic experiences as
"successful." Furthermore, ideological and pedagogical differences were not only
embraced, but also expected, in an environment structured around continual interaction to
engage the topics and differences that arose within the socialized context.

NEW QUESTIONS

Chapter Nine will address implications for future research, theory and curricular
practice arising from this study.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Multicultural Curriculum as an Interactive Process, A Transaction
between Teacher, Student and Text
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to explore the multicultural nature of the curriculum
in the Department of Culture and Literacy Studies (CLS), an interdisciplinary graduate
program in education at Zephyr University, a major research institution in the Southwest
United States, [nitiated in response to my own experiences of cultural discontinuity as a
student in the department and fueled by reports of similar experiences from other foreign
and minority colleagues, the study considered the notion of multiculturalism in academia
from several different perspectives. First, it used traditional process/product methodology to
quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the content of course syllabi, texts and other
resources. Second, it used the phenomenological process of focused life histories look
closely at the extent to which culture and history impact a student's perception and
experience of a multicultural curriculum. Third, the study explored Slaughter s (1997)
suggested relationship of social movement theory to post-secondary curriculum
development by linking the themes emerging from the narrative professional life histories of
professors to concepts and practices reflected in their course syllabi. The study sought to
situate the multicultural CLS curriculum within the larger social context with which it
interacted, and examine its impact from the multiple perspectives of faculty, students, and
institutional curricular structures. The over-arching question addressed was: How is a
multicultural orientation toward education reflected in the ciirricidum and curricidar
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practices of one interdisciplinary graduate department in education? The theoretical
framework for this study's examination of multicultural education curriculum was adapted
from the framework used for Project MECCA (Cortes, 1989), which included three major
dimensions: content, process and orientation.
Truly a phenomenological study in which findings led to new questions and further
exploration, the study was conducted in three phases. Phase I examined the curriculum as
represented in course syllabi. Phase 11 looked at data from student and faculty surveys and
in-depth, focused interviews (Seidman, 1998). Phase III re-examined interview data using
the process of constructed conversations.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Phase I
Inquiry Design and Research Questions
The first phase of inquiry was designed as a follow-up to the syllabi analysis
conducted in 1989-1991 under the auspices of Project MECCA, a Training and
Development project conducted under the auspices of the federally funded Title VTI
Training and Development Grant program. The syllabi analysis utilized traditional
process/product methodology to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the content of
course syllabi, texts and other resources for CLS courses taught during the calendar year
2000. Additionally, it compared the results from the 2(X)0 analysis to the earlier analysis
conducted in 1989-1991. in an attempt to discover the long-term effect of faculty
participation in the Faculty Development components of Project MECCA. This phase of
inquiry addressed the research question:
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I)

What is the evidence of institutionalization of multicultural knowledge and
methodology in the curriculum?

Findings
The analysis of textbook data forCLS graduate courses offered during the calendar
year 2000 clearly indicated that since the initial study was completed in 1991. there had been
a dramatic increase in the use of texts with a multicultural focus. Twelve separate tlndings
emerged from the data, many of which supported the characterization of the curriculum as
"multiculturalized." At the same time, this process/product assessment of the curriculum
did not seem to fully reflect reported student perceptions and experiences of the curriculum.
Two issues needing further scrutiny were inclusion of technology as a multicultural tool and
authorship of multicultural materials. The fmdings of the syllabi analysis also suggested
that the lack of consistent professional development and/or mentoring support provided to
adjunct faculty had a direct negative impact on the integration of multicultural content and
knowledge and methodology across the curriculum.
Does the increase in use of multicultural materials reflect an increase in the
integration of multicultural knowledge and methodology into the curricula? This question
could not be answered simply with the data provided by the textbook analysis. The issues
raised by the process-product analysis of syllabi suggested that further examination of the
curriculum was needed, and that analysis should include such qualitative components as
student and faculty interviews and/or surveys. Using Just such methodology, the second
phase of this study considered how the integration of multicultural knowledge and
methodology into the curricula was qualitatively perceived by students and by faculty.
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with a majority of White students reporting that there were "no problems" while most
minority students reported specific problems encountered. Both faculty and students
perceived students as the center of the curricular interactions, and faculty and minority
students commented on the need to explore "Whiteness" as a multicultural issue. Overall,
the interaction of teacher, student and text overwhelmingly emerged on surveys as the
central and key ingredient to the "multicultural" nature of the CLS curriculum. Additionally,
student survey responses to the request for demographic data raised some interesting
questions related to multiculturalism. particularly highlighting the need to consider cultural
identity and diverse definitions of ethnicity and culture in our conceptualization of
"multicultural." I explored the phenomenology of the learning interaction further by
examining the data from student and faculty interviews for connections between curriculum
and their lived experiences.
The themes emerging from the student interview data clearly linked students'
perceptions and experiences of curriculum to their individual and shared cultural-historical
perspectives. Issues of identity, agency and voice are further framed by students'
perceptions of power, authority, and paradigm within the curricular context, and all of these
factors influence how students perceived and experienced the multicultural nature of the
CLS curriculum.
The data were gathered from four CLS tenured full professors in focused life
history interviews to consider the impact of their lived experiences on their curriculum
construction and delivery. Strong themes emerged connecting the curricular dimensions of
content, process and orientation. Clearly, the faculty interviewed perceived the multicultural
nature of the CLS curriculum as arising out of a framework which placed students at the
center of a curriculum defined by interaction within a variety of theoretical and pedagogical
fi-ameworks. Furthermore, ideological, philosophical, theoretical, and pedagogical
differences were not only anticipated but also desired.
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In addition to content, process and orientation, a number of generative themes and
sub-themes emerged from the faculty interview data. As with the student interviews, much
of the faculty data placed an emphasis on interaction as the center of the CLS curriculum.
Many of the themes connected the curriculum not only to interactions within the classroom
and the department, but also with social interactions and events on a national and global
level, thus connecting curriculum to the larger context of society. Generative themes
emerging from faculty data related to experience in education, curriculum, politics, diversity,
and the future of CLS.
The stories of the interviewed faculty and students demonstrated the difficulty of
defining multicultural curriculum in explicit terms, particularly when the curriculum was
based upon a framework that assumes different theoretical perspectives, placed students at
the center, and used interaction as the primary mediator for content and process.

Pha.se III
Inquiry Design And Research Questions
Phase in of the study examined the connections between the CLS curriculum and
the social lives of the faculty and students from the perspective of social movement theory.
As they spoke of their personal and professional life trajectory, every participant
made connections between a number of historical socio-cultural or political events and
environmental conditions and the paths their lives had taken. Clearly, they connected their
lives to their curricular beliefs, practices and experiences. The final phase of inquiry sought
to examine the multicultural CLS curriculum fi-om within the larger context of society, as
mediated by the lived experiences of faculty, and also students. In the final round of
interviews, student and faculty participants were asked to reflect upon their perceptions and
experience of curriculum from the perspective of it's connection to the larger context of
society, or the "world external." This phase of inquiry asked the following questions:
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4)

How is curricular innovation and reform mediated by the larger socio-cultural
context?

5)

What unique data can a multiple perspective analysis of multicultural curriculum
provide, and how can this information be used to facilitate curricular innovation and
reform related to a multicultural and anti-racist culture of teacher education?

Findings
In order to consider the data from a theoretical framework that placed interaction at
the center. I developed a technique called "constructed conversations," where the narratives
of individual participants are woven together to emulate what the conversation may have
looked/sounded like if, instead of being interviewed separately, they had been interviewed as
a group. The exploration of social movement theory centered around efforts to achieve a
kind of "interactive" data mode by manipulating the data using the constructed
conversations. Although the data examined was the same as for the previous constant
comparative analysis, different themes emerged from data in the format of constructed
conversation. Whiteness in multiculturalism emerged as a prominent theme in the
constmcted conversations, as did race, class, and the politics of difference. Internationalism,
globalism, and obstacles related to institutionalizing multiculturalism, though previously
identified as themes, emerged as much more prominent than they had in the initial constant
comparative analysis. As with the previous analyses described in this dissertation,
interaction, diversity of perspectives and frameworks, and students at the center of the
curriculum emerged as strong themes related to curriculum from the constructed
conversations.
Perhaps the most sigm'ficant new theme to emerge fi-om the constructed
conversations was that of a department-wide common vision. That is, a vision shared by
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faculty and students. Although the emergence of the collective faculty voice was noted in
Chapter Four, the shared voice of students and faculty emerged only in the context of the
constructed conversations. An additional theme that had not emerged in prior analysis was
that of reflective teaching. It is my hypothesis that the juxtaposition of the narratives against
each other allowed this theme to emerge because it emulated the reflective process.

DISCUSSION

How Are We Multicultural?
What has this inquiry revealed about curriculum, and about multicultural curriculum
in particular? Quite simply put, everybody's different, and because curriculum is in the
interaction, how it looks will depend upon who is involved in the interaction at any given
moment Whether focused upon learning styles, different abilities, ethnic, racial, sociocultural. or socioeconomic diversity, an increasingly wide body of literature on education
attests to the fact that indeed, "everybody's different." What does that mean, in terms of
curriculum? In terms of the CLS curriculum, it works because it is dynamic, not static, and
therefore is able to embrace and capitalize on "everybody's different" interests, needs,
expectations, experiences, perspectives, strengths and weaknesses. Here, I resist using the
word accommodate because it implies a deficit perspective.
This is not to say that the experience and perceptions of graduate students go un
contested. Within the dynamic setting, there are often many points of contention, that is.
there are many ideological, philosophical, and experiential "spaces" which may be
"contested spaces" at various points in time. Just as in biology and physiology, a dynamic
"structure" needs tension to remain dynamic, it is the contested spaces in the curricular
environment — in essence the tension or, as which keeps it dynamic. One might even go so
far as to consider those locations of disequilibrium (Dewey, 1938; Rosenblatt, 1977, 1995)
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multicultural?" If "institutionalized multiculturalization" of the curriculum can be said to
exist in the presence of consistently recurring incidences of cultural discontinuity, then what
is it that makes the curriculum "multicultural?" Again, the contradictions between what
students reported about their experiences and how they described or defined the department
seemed key to unlocking this dilemma of conflicting perceptions.
Just as multiculturalism has been defined as a process by the professors and
students, the unpacking of "what multiculturalism in curriculum is — what it looks like,
sounds like, feels like" ~ is a process. My own process of gradually coming to understand
curriculum as a multicultural process from a multicultural orientation reflects this. As each
new phase of the study unfolded, I became aware of new theory in the literature, and
connected to new understandings, new bodies of thought, as I moved through the process.
One of the consistent findings across the data from the student and the faculty
consistently point to the dynamic nature of the CLS curriculum as one of the major
components of the "multicultural nature" of the curriculum. The CLS curriculum was
perceived as dynamic, not static, because it arose out of the interaction between faculty,
students and text, it was constantly changing to embrace the perspectives and needs of those
who are present, and that because of that it is successful. To coin the term used by Peabody
College (B. Connelly, March 21, 2002), the curriculum might best be described as "social"
or "socialized." rather than multicultural. That is, the true multicultural curriculum connects
students with a wide diversity of perspectives and positions in their social world, not only
making them aware of the diversity of the world, but also leading to action in the social
world that is meaningful, purposeful, and that promotes social justice.
In a conversation with a professor from another university related to the structure of
her course in multicultural curriculum design, she noted that having the syllabus online
really changed the way she conceptualizes the curriculum and the syllabus. Because the
online syllabus was updated regularly, it was dynamic, not static. As issues and interests
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arose in class, the syllabus -- and thus the curriculum -- was constantly being molded to
embrace those needs (C. Sleeter, personal communication, December 8. 2001).
In a conceptually "dynamic" curricular environment, the syllabi may be viewed as
"snapshots" in time. They are static representations, and in that light the discrepancies
between "what is represented on paper" and "what is real" at any particular given moment
almost seem logical. Likewise, the socio-cultural perspective which faculty and students
bring to the curricular setting are part of the "tension" that keeps the setting dynamic.

The Phenomenology of the Multicultural Learning Interaction
The primary characteristic that participants identified as "multiculturalness" was the
high level of interaction among and between faculty and students. Every student and faculty
participant raised the notion of interaction and collaboration as a significant influence on
their learning process. First, all narratives supported the impact of life experience on
shaping our philosophy of education, the ways in which commonalities in experiences
helped to establish a "core" philosophical stance for thought collectives (Reck. 1935,
1979) within the immediate environment of the department. Second, the narratives of
students and faculty all gave great attention to dialogue as necessary to effect change, and
thoughts about emerging concepts of globalism that reflected the changing diversity of the
students and the curriculum. Participants also described the interactions with other faculty
and with students around controversial issues -- whether or not consensus was ever reached
— as a critical component of the multicultural process and orientation of the department. The
connections and interactions between the experience and perceptions of the individual
students and faculty, the curriculum, and the "world external" were made visible to
participants through reflection upon those interactions."
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What IS the Contradiction?
From the very beginning of this study, I noted that contradictions drove the
investigation. One day, in her role as my research advisor, Ellen Donahue noted, "I'm not
sure what those contradictions are, but perhaps as the pieces are put together, they will
emerge" (E. Donahue. April 8,2002). With each new phase of inquiry, the character of the
contradictions seemed to change, until, by the end of the study, I was not sure what the
contradiction was. The query began with my experiences of cultural discontinuity, and was
fueled by reports of similar experiences from some of my foreign and minority colleagues.
To be frank, I was trying to figure out "what was wrong," because I didn't enjoy those
experiences. I thought that perhaps a good look at the curriculum might uncover the ways
in which those discontinuities were being created, and that having that information would
enable us. as a group, to "fix" the problem so it didn't happen anymore. What happened
instead was that clear distinctions emerged between cultural discontinuity experienced by
some students, and perceptions about contradictions between theory and practice within the
department that emerged, much more subtly, in narrative data, for example, the fact that the
same student who stated, "I owe a great debt to CLS" in describing his doctoral experience
also stated, "This is not critical pedagogy." hints that even within the interactive, studentcentered. reflective curricular practices of CLS multiculturalism wherein all students feel
equally empowered is a goal that is not always reached. Although they cannot be included
for ethical reasons, other evaluative comments that student participants asked not be
divulged also spoke to the issue of theory-practice contradictions.
The contradiction that has been driving the study ~ that was ever present yet hard to
define explicitly ~ was this: Multicultural orientation toward curriculum does not mean
resolution of cultural discontinuities. I was assuming - albeit, unconsciously ~ that if there
was cultural discontinuity, that meant the curriculum somehow was not multicultural, or not
multicultural enough. That was not true. In fact, cultural discontinuity is more likely to be
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expressed, that is, made explicit — as in the ways students talked to me about their
experiences of it ~ in an environment where there is a multicultural orientation toward
learning. This is because part of that orientation — as demonstrated by the narratives of
CLS faculty and students interviewed ~ is recognition that there are different perspectives
and orientations. As Sarah Mills stated, one might not necessarily agree, but it was
important to recognize that "your perspective isn't the only one out there." In that manner,
the curriculum based on a multicultural perspective brings difference to the surface, rather
than the other way around. In some ways, it even capitalizes on differences, rather than
trying to "resolve" differences.
This is not to say that there are not issues — serious issues — in CLS and elsewhere,
that need to be addressed, that are not currently being addressed. As mentioned earlier,
students did make some evaluative comments, but asked those comments not be included in
the data presented in this study. While students uniformly perceived the CLS curriculum as
multicultural, some students also admitted that they felt unable to raise some issues due to
the perceived expectation of collaboration, which was interpreted as the need for harmony.
Nader (2001) has previously commented about the dangers of "coercive harmony." I think
in that light, the constructed conversations in Chapter Eight do bring some serious issues to
light that could, if that chapter were treated as a sort of "needs assessment" for the
department, then become an agenda for what issues to focus upon.

IMPLICATIONS

The results of this study have provided a number of implications for theory, research
and practice related to multicultural education.
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Implications For Research
A shift in the paradigm used to conceptualize multicultural education requires a
concomitant paradigm shift with regard to research methodology. The theoretical framework
that I established required that I envision new ways of presenting and analyzing data. In
order to consider the data from a theoretical framework that placed interaction at the center. I
had to find a way to make the data interact. The traditional forms of data analysis, that
looked at data as "snapshots" in time, did not fit the interactive paradigm that I had becau.se
those snapshots were static and isolated. To meet this need, I developed two new methods
for data analysis and presentation, the composite narrative and the constructed conversation.
The third methodological implication which emerged from this study was the use of
multiple perspective analysis of data as an effective curriculum assessment and evaluation
tool. All three methods are described here in further detail.

Research From Multiple Perspectives
This study explored the multicultural nature of a department's curriculum from
three different perspectives. The process/product analysis explored curriculum primarily as
it is represented in print forms such as syllabi and texts. It provided quantifiable data that
could then be used to compare curricular innovations and reform over time. The
phenomenological process of focused life histories illuminated connections between the
lived experiences of individuals involved in curricular engagements to the construction,
implementation, perception and experience of that curriculum. The interactive methodology
and analysis used to explore social movement theory provided connections between the
curriculum and the larger context of society within which it is situated. Together, the
multiple perspectives provided a deep, rich description of the curriculum that would not
have been possible through any single method of exploration. Furthermore, the findings
generated from the multiple perspective research design reflected the complexities of the
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thinking." In considering the content and flow of the imagined conversation, completely
different themes emerged as prominent, and clear issues related to multicuUuralism
emerged.

Further Implications of the New Paradigms
In considering the place of research in the context of a global community, and from
a multicultural perspective, these new paradigms for data analysis allow us to imagine
conversations across boundaries that have not previously been possible due to cultural,
national, ethnic, social and political barriers. They model such conversations in a nonthreatening manner, thus creating the potential for like dialogue in real life. Composite
narratives and constructed conversations provide a "starting point" for conversations of
difficult and dangerous topics that emphasize each participant's strengths and awareness of
other, while at the same time providing a safe space for each participant to explore their own
knowledge and meanings of the topic. They allow us to consider specific problems and
issues from within the same socially mediated context that they exist in real life.
The data from this study clearly reflect the interactive nature of multicultural
education, in essence, that multicuituralism is in the interaction. These are but two possible
methods for working "interactively" with phenomenological data. As the paradigm for
assessing curriculum continues to shift, researchers will need to continue to develop
methods for data presentation and analysis that reflect their theoretical framework.

Implications For Practice
This study has conceptualized multicultural curriculum as one grounded in
interaction among students and teachers of a diverse range of pedagogical and philosophical
perspectives and practices, an interaction that is focused on students at the center of the
interaction. However, within that interactive paradigm, there is clearly space for
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contradictions — strong contradictions ~ between theory and practice. How do we
understand them? In terms of implications for policy and practice, once we understand
those contradictions, we can consider what we need or want to do about them. In particular,
the results of this study indicate a need for reconceptualizing what curriculum is and how
we evaluate curriculum.

New Models of Curriculum Evaluation are Needed
There is a need for new models of curriculum assessment based upon current
paradigms about "what curriculum is." A process/product approach to curriculum
assessment fails to consider the interaction which is at the center of curriculum. The model
of assessment needs to include the teachers or professors, as well as the students and the
resources or paper/pencil curriculum.
This study has provided a lens that other people can look through to examine
curriculum and curricular practices from a new perspective. One of the eventual outcomes
of the study could be evaluation criteria that integrate the examination of curriculum and
curricular practices from both phenomenological and process-product perspectives.
Concurrently, we need to begin thinking more globally about teacher education curriculum.
While there is now a national certification process for teachers and a national accreditation
process of teacher education programs (NCATE), even the most cursory examination of
curriculum in different locations which was performed ancillary to this inquiry revealed that
the variance from campus to campus and even from classroom to classroom in teacher
education curriculum is vast. Multiple perspective analysis of curriculum and curricular
practices could be a first step toward understanding how indeed we "identify teacher
education candidates who are able to acquire the knowledge, skills and perspectives needed
to become insiders within the communities in which they teach" (Banks, 1998, pp. 20-21).
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These challenges actually present us with a unique opportunity to consider our praxis and
reform it in ways that address the existing contradictions.
Multiple perspective analysis also provides another benetlt related tot he assessment
of curriculum: It allows us to compare the results provide by var>'ing methods of curricular
assessment, and to consider

New Paradigms for Curriculum Construction and Implementation are Needed
If we place interaction at the center of the curriculum, then we need to look at how
we are actualizing that interaction. What structures are we using, and are these structures
that promote interaction, or are they the same old structures, which we now discuss and look
for feedback on? Are we considering that feedback as the interaction, or is the interactive
component deeper than that? For example, Sleeter (2001) uses an interactive on-line
syllabus as a multicultural tool. The syllabus is not just posted on the internet, it is actually
interactive in that it links the students to information and activities, it updates regularly, it
answers questions, etc. It is designed to meet a diverse range of student interests, needs and
abilities. What is the process of the process-oriented curriculum? If we continue to use the
same old paradigms for curriculum construction and implementation, then any curricular
changes will be limited to process/product parameters such as specific resources and
activities, rather than addressing curriculum at it's deeper sociological (Sleeter. 1995, 1996,
2001) structures.

Prioritizing Multiculturalism
Placing multiculturalism at the center must mean Just that. If it is a priority, it needs
to be a priority across the board. IVot having time to engage in the conversation makes true
institutionalization of multiculturalism difficult or impossible, because the
transaction/interaction that takes place in the conversation is the institutionalization.
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For both students and faculty, at every point where multiculturalization was
perceived to be in place were the points where the dialogue/conversation/interaction
occurred. If there was interaction, multicultural orientation was perceived to be present
regardless of the content of the curriculum in terms of texts and materials. While some
students voiced strong disagreements with particular resources, if the opportunity to express
those conflicts was present, they still perceived the course to have a fairly solid a
multicultural perspective. Student participants noted that at times, even when the text was
not multicultural, but the course, the experience was. Perhaps the processes/activities of the
course were not multicultural, but the course experience was.

Race, Ethnicity, and Culture Matters
Also across the board, the presence of a diverse group of people was noted as a
primary factor in creating a multicultural environment and curriculum. Again, interaction
with others who expressed different perspectives played a large role in determining the
individual's own perspective -- even if they did not agree with the other perspectives
presented. What this means in terms of practice is that demographics also matter. While
CLS has made a committed effort to maintain a highly diverse student body, the same
cannot be said of the college or of the university.
Multiculturalism cannot exist in isolation; it cannot exist in a vacuum. In order for
it to be institutionalized, it ttuly must be infused throughout every aspect of the institutional
experience, at the level of curriculum, surely, but also at the level of faculty, staff, and student
diversity. Furthermore, the responses of students indicate that those who are most deprived
of a multicultural learning experience when the demographic diversity is not present are
White or majority students. While this perspective does not speak to the issues of
oppression, exclusion, racism and prejudice that were frequently mentioned in minority
student narratives, it does again highlight the impact of micropolitics of the social interaction
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on the curriculum, as discussed in earlier chapters. In this context, social Justice as a
component of the multicultural orientation toward learning becomes not an option, but an
imperative. As Ellen noted earlier:
/ think that it [multicultural education] can be put into a box —
That's not the way I think about it, but....We can think of it was having
certain kinds of literature available to students, creating certain kinds of
classroom structures...certain kinds of activities that validate the history
and experiences of multiple other peoples than where we come
from..,.Those are things that in a conventional sense vou would sax it looks
like
But really, what it looks like is not probably what we would go into
a school and actually see. Really what it looks like is, it looks like freedom.
It looks like democracy. It looks like a critical conscioimiess about historic
and continuing oppression...and it looks like how one acts upon those
understandings in the world.
You know, it looks like social justice. How can you say, you know,
"This is social Justice,"...but you can imagine a vision of a more socially
ju.st world.
Implications For Theory
In order to place students and teachers at the center of curriculum, and to place
interaction at the center of the multicultural education model, we have to have a paradigm
that places interaction at the center. We can begin with the models such as those proposed
by Banks (1994, 1997) and by Sleeterand Grant (1997) but we have to envision different
ways of applying those models. If we keep using the same paradigms for curriculum, then
using a different model won't change anything. We have to change the paradigms, change
our expectation of who. what and how knowledge is constructed, who. what and how
curriculum is established, who. what and how curriculum is transmitted, expressed,
experienced.
Wer have to change our expectations of authority in the classroom. In her narrative.
Sarah Mills described the value she placed upon "what teachers know," and how it impacted
her decisions about when to move in and when to leave control in the hands of the students
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in her curriculum. Changing her expectations about who controls the curriculum
completely changed her curricular practice.
We have to change our paradigm for what constitutes knowledge, and how
knowledge is constituted/constructed. For Sarah Mills, teachers brought with them a
history of good teaching experience, "that allowed her to trust what they knew." CookSather (2002) argues that the same needs to be done for all students. Like Sarah and
Ernesto, teachers and professors need to legitimately include students in conversations
about policy and practice, rather than simply asking for their opinions as a gesture:
Because of who they are, what they know, and how they are
positioned, students must be recognized as having knowledge essential to the
development of sound educational policies and practices. Because of who
we are, what we know and how we are positioned, we need to authorize
students' perspectives by changing the participant structures as well as the
participants in policymaking and practice-shaping conversations about
education, (p. 12)
We have to move the location of power. In his narrative, Ernesto described creating
a space for students to contribute knowledge — not their opinions -- to the class. By
conceptualizing students as possessing knowledge. Ernesto changed the paradigm of
interaction in the classroom.
We have to begin to talk about Whiteness, White privilege, and undoing some of
that privilege in the classroom. Part of multiculturalism is undoing some of the privileges
that people have been accustomed to. because acceptance of other perspectives cannot co
exist with those privileges. The dynamics of power, authority and paradigm in relation to
curricular interaction need to be examined not just from a political perspective but also from
a personal and social perspective, because that's how they are primarily expressed in the
classroom context. Slaughter (1996) has previously noted that often when we look at the
dynamics of the larger social and political context, we look at their impact only on the larger
level and we fail to consider their impact at the classroom curricular level. We do not look
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1. Maybe we're asking the wrong questions.
I began this study by wondering why contradictions existed. Why were there
contradictions between theory and practice? Why was there cultural discontinuity? Perhaps
those were the wrong questions. A multiculturalized curriculum doesn't deny the fact that
there can be contradictions within it. This study has identified several contradictions
inherent in the curriculum and curricular practices of one department. Having done that, we
now have the opportunity to critically examine tho.se contradictions and engage in dialogue
about them. Specific answers will begin to reveal themselves as those conversations
continue.

2. Contradictions between theory and practice do exist.
How does the theoretical perspective on multiculturalism differ from the practical
perspective in terms of curricular content? As the stories of the students and faculty in the
Department of Culture and Literacy Studies demonstrate, contradictions in theory and
preactice do exist. As I began to put the pieces of the puzzle together, the nature of the
contradictions became more clear. The reasons for these contradictions are huge. It was as
though I were asking, "Why is there racism in society?" "Why is there discrimination
and segregation?" "Why do these things persist?" As educators, as students and teachers,
we operate within a system that is intricately connected to the much larger context of society
as a whole, and as such system that is Just an organ of these larger things that are diffuse
throughout the social world. The entire field of sociology of education is devoted to
considering these connections as they relate to education. Examining the curriculum from
the perspective of the social lives of students and professors has illuminated some of the
ways that those larger forces are brought to bear in the lives of the faculty members and the
people who create, who produce and reproduce the institutional culture . For example, the
fact that CLS has not had the opportunity to have a study like this is reflective of some of
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the institutional "politics of difference" inherent in the institutional setting. Ellen Donahue
noted,:
What would we be able to do as a group, having this infonnation
that you're providing through your study, what would we be able to do if we
had more time, if we weren't driven by the holy trinity of research, teaching,
and service...if we had time to be more critically reflective on our
practice...all the things that we talk about teachers needing to do to
implement change ? Those are the kinds of things that I think are holding
us up from really getting in there and grappling with and addressing those
contradictions.
There are many ways in which schooling and teaching experiences themselves act to
shape pedagogical beliefs, as teachers' views of themselves and their roles as teachers are
mediated by the interactions inherent in the tasks of teaching and learning. In her
sociological study of classrooms, Anyon (1997) found that such factors as the relationship
of the teacher to the community, the power discourse of students, and the economically
based relationships of teacher to students were all forms of social relationship that influence
the pedagogical relations in a classroom. These aspects of social interaction are primarily
focused upon relationships or dynamics of inequality, wherein perceived power and
authority help to define the respective social roles. This dynamic of inequality was nowhere
more experienced than in my personal struggle to present constructive or evaluative data
related to the very depanment where I was a student. I readily acknowledge that the same
research conducted by someone outside of the department may have produced different
conclusions. While that does not make these findings less valid, it places them in the
appropriate socio-cultural context, as all phenomenological research should be.
This study began as an inquiry about multiculturalization of a curriculum, but it
evolved into looking at "What are the components that comprise curriculum? What is
curriculum? How do we know what parts make up the curriculum?" It started with the
contradictions between the perceptions that I was hearing about -- the perceptions and
experiences of some students — primarily foreign and minority students, and what I have
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called the "conventional wisdoms" about CLS, that is. what's "known" or "knowable" about
the department, and trying to match those two characterizations of the department.
As this inquiry has evolved, I looked at multiculturalism as one aspect of a
curriculum, and focused upon it, in an effort to find out what curriculum is. The impetus for
this inquiry was a concem about the multicultural nature of the curriculum, but the
implications go far beyond that. They speak to the nature of curriculum in general. They can
be generalized far beyond just multicultural education, and although it does give us a good
tool for looking at how curriculums are/can be constructed to embody a multicultural
perspective/orientation towards learning, it is not limited to that.
Earlier I was concerned that the discussions focused upon the narratives of the
students seemed to trivialize the curricular aspect of the study. That is, the connection
between those narratives and the curriculum was not explicit enough. In re-thinking the
perspective on curriculum, coming from the perspective of multiculturalism as one aspect of
the curriculum, and the one aspect that I chose to focus upon for this study, the narratives
and their relation to curriculum and curricular practices seemed to fall better into place.
Process/product views of curriculum — including such manifestations as syllabi ~
are static in nature. They establish one truth, one standard, one goal (or set of goals). If it is
true that everyone is different, and if we embrace that concept, then our view of curriculum
also needs to be more dynamic and not static. In the Department of Culture and Literacy
Studies, a curriculum which engages such a highly diverse student body is perceived as
multicultural because it is dynamic, so that despite differences, challenges, or conflicts at
particular "snapshots" in time — the general picture is one of approximating success. In fact,
both faculty and students interviewed consistently described their academic experiences as
"successful." Furthermore, ideological and pedagogical differences were not only
embraced, but also expected, in an environment structured around continual interaction to
engage the topics and differences that arose within the socialized context.
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3. Apples and Oranges
Multicultural Education is not eradication of cultural discontinuity. Cultural
discontinuity will always exist, because we come from a multitude of cultural backgrounds.
In fact, if we adopt the CLS definition of "multiculturalism" which places students at the
center of a curriculum built around interaction among students, professors and texts of
diverse cultural, pedagogical and philosophical perspectives, then in a truly multicultural
environment, cultural discontinuity will exist by definition. We have been assuming that if a
curriculum is culturally responsive (Cochran-Smith, Davis and Fries, in press; LadsonBillings, 1994. 1995a, 1995b, 1996; Delpit, 1995)
Having a multiculturalized curriculum does not mean that all the issues around
diversity have been resolved. It simply means that there is an environment which embraces
discussion, reflection, and challenging of those issues. The constructed conversations in
Chapter Eight highlighted what the really urgent issues in CLS related to diversity are.
However, those are not the same as whether or not the curriculum is multicultural.
In terms of why I conducted the study and what has come of it. perhaps by
facilitating those "quasi-dialogues," some of those issues have been pushed — just a little bit
— forward. I remain frustrated about issues of race and class within the department, but I
think rather than focusing on why they have not been dealt with, this study has offered new
ways to help those issues come to the forefront — for example, by engaging in new forms of
research, entertaining new paradigms for examining curriculum and for working with data ~
that will raise those kinds of issues to the surface in ways that the old paradigms did not.
That is a conclusion I can live with. It's not what I wanted, in terms of my hopes and
dreams for how my experience in this department would have been, but it is what seems to
be a productive and constructive outcome of that experience that hopefully will contribute
and has contributed to the field. Hopefully, this study has moved the conversation about
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institutionalized multiculturalism in academe forward. And for now, that has to be enough.
We are moving the mountain...one stone at a time.

When I think of my life so far through the confusion of memory and j
the emotions of hope and of fear, the image keeps coming to me of an old !
Chinese legend I first heard when I was 10. at a time when the darkness of |
the cultural revolution was just beginning to lift:
A long, long time ago there was an old man living with his children \
I in a mountain village. They lived a very happy life, with only one big \
j problem. They had to climb over a big mountain to go to the field every j
1 day.
I
So one day the old man decided to move the moimtain. With his \
i children they began chipping away pieces of rocks eveiy day at the foot of j
I the mountain.
i
A wise man passed by and asked, "How do you think you can move \
\ the mountain?"
\
The old man said, "Probably I won't. But you see, I have children. \
i My children would have children. And they will continue, and the moimtain I
1 will be moved."
\
I

\
Tiananmen Square is just another attempt to move the mountain, i
; Maybe we failed, but we have not given up. . . and the mountain will be |
; moved.
i
— LiLu, Beijing. December 1993 |
i
excerpted from Apted (1994) ;
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APPENDIX A:
INTERVIEW GUIDELINES
PART I. POTENTIAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - FACULTY
Interview Part 1;

Professional Life History

This interview seeks to establish a context from which to consider the participant's
teaching and learning experiences in CLS. In keeping with the phenomenological belief that
our perceptions and experiences in the present are mediated by our past environment and
lived experience, the first interview focuses upon developing a general life history of the
participant.
1.

Tell me about yourself, your growing up time, your
experiences.
a.
What is your first memory of schooling?
b.
How old were you?
c.
What was the situation?
d.
Who else was there?

family, your schooling

2.

What was your college experience like?
a.
Tell me about your undergraduate learning experiences.
b
Tell me about your graduate learning experiences.

3.

How did you come to be a teacher?
a.
What motivated you to become a teacher?
b.
Who ~ if any — were the people who influenced
decisions?

your career

4.

How did you come to CLS?
a.
Can you give me a little history of your own educational and professional
experiences and growth that brought you to this department?
b.
Why did you choose to affiliate with a department like CLS - what were the
attractions (philosophy? People? Location? Etc.)

5.

What are your goals and aspirations as a professor in this department?

6.

What do you hope to gain from participation in this study?

7.

What are your hopes for the department, as far as outcomes from this study?

Interview Part 2;

Details of Teaciiing Philosophy and Course/Svllabi Construction
and Recollections of Project MECCA, and the CLS Context

Here I will .seek specific information about the participant's teaching and learning
experiences. If possible. I will try to elicit from them a detailed "picture" of their teaching
and learning experiences, hoping to uncover some of the underlying political and social
structures that framed these experiences. I will ask faculty to comment upon their course
curricula and in particular, their syllabi. Further details about teaching philosophy and
pedagogical beliefs may be explored, as necessary to clearly understand the construction of
course syllabi and course activities.
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Sample Questions:
1.

What do you remember about your participation in Project MECCA?

2.

What types of activities did you participate in, and what was the outcome of those
activities?

3.

How do you see Project MECCA in the over-all context of CLS at the time? (Include
thoughts on departmental, college, university, and global professional climate).

4.

In the Project MECCA needs assessment, you identified
(read from
MECCA report) as your areas of need or concern related to multicultural education.
How did participation in MECCA help with those identified needs/goals?

5.

What long-term impact, if any, did MECCA have on your course curriculum and
syllabus?

6.

What needs do you still have related to multiculturalization of your course curricula
and syllabi?

Interview Part 3;

Reflection on the Meaning

In this interview, I will ask participants to reflect particularly upon their experiences as
professors. The major intent will be to elicit information which may provide enlightenment
and understandings of the social and political contexts, and ramifications, of their schooling
and teaching experiences, as it relates to curriculum innovation and reform. I will explore the
connections between past, present and future.
Sample Questions:
1.

Qne of the themes which has emerged in this work is the need to examine what has
happened in CLS. in relation to curricula, in the context of the larger political and
professional climate. Can you talk about that, and how you perceive it affecting what
happens in CLS?

2.

Where do you
a.
b.
c.
Where do you

3.

see yourself going in the future?
As a teacher?
As a Learner?
As CLS Faculty?
see CLS going from here?

Interview Part 4;
Exit Interview
Member-Check/Participant Co-Evaluation of Data
Prior to the final interview, participants will have been given copies of the transcripts
from their first three interviews. In this final interview, participants will meet to provide
additions and/or corrections to previous data collected, and to discuss key concepts which
have been uncovered in the course of the previous interviews. I will provide as background
information a summary of some of the information collected in response to specitlc questions
such as "What is the purpose of school?" List of emerging themes, and key word count
analysis will be used as supporting documents to guide the conversation. Participant will be
asked to reflect upon the themes emerging from previous data collected, and on some basic
terminology which is used in the previous interviews. While / can speculate about what some
of those terminology and key concepts might be, I cannot say definitely because the concepts
and terms will arise out of the interview data which is collected.
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Potential Questions;
1.

Now that you've had a chance to review the transcripts of our previous conversations,
are there any corrections or additions you'd like to make?

2.

Do you feel that your goals for participation in this study have been met?
a.
In what ways were your goals met, or not met?
b.
Why or why not?

3.

Can you reflect on the possible outcomes from this study?
a.
For yourself?
b.
For the department?

4.

Where do you see CLS going from here?

5.

Is there anything else that you would like to tell me?
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PART II.
Interview Part i:

POTENTIAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS - STUDENTS
Professional Life History

This interview seeks to establish a context from which to consider the participant's
teaching and learning experiences in CLS. In keeping with the phenomenologicai belief that
our perceptions and experiences in the present are mediated by our past environment and
lived experience, the first interview focuses upon developing a general life history of the
participant.
Sample Questions:
1.

Tell me about yourself, your growing up time, your
experiences.
a.
What is your tlrst memory of schooling?
b.
How old were you?
c.
What was the situation?
d.
Who else was there?

2.

What was your college experience like?
a.
Tell me about your undergraduate learning experiences.
b
Tell me about your graduate learning experiences so far.

3.

How did you come to be a teacher?
a.
What motivated you to become a teacher?
b.
Who — if any ~ were the people who influenced your career decisions?

4.

How did you come to be a student in CLS?
a.
Can you give me a little history of your own educational and professional
experiences and growth that brought you to this department?
b.
Why did you choose to affiliate with a department like CLS - what were the
attractions (philosophy? People? Location? Etc.)

5.

What are your goals and aspirations as a student, and as a teacher?

6.

What do you hope to gain from participation in this study?

7.

What are your hopes for the department, as far as outcomes from this study?

Interview Part 2;

family, your schooling

Details of Teaching and Learning Experiences.

Here I will seek specific information about the participants teaching and learning experiences
in CLS. If possible, I will elicit from them a detailed "picture" of their teaching and learning
experiences within the department, hoping to uncover some of the underlying political and
social structures that framed these experiences.
Sample Questions:
1.

What CLS courses did you take between January I, 2000 and December 31, 2000?

2.

In the courses you took, how was "multiculturalism" incorporated into the teaching
and syllabus design?

3.

If the courses you took were revised to enhance the topics related to language
development and multicultural education, what form of revision would be most
valuable?

4.

If the courses you took were revised to enhance the experiences of students in CLS,
with particular focus upon the multicultural nature of the department's philosophy
and the diversity of its student body, what forms of revision would be most valuable?
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5.

The goal of an integrated multicultural teacher education program was to prepare
education professionals to meet the unique needs of an increasingly ethnically,
culturally, and linguistically diverse student population. As you understand the goals
of integrated multiculturalization of the curriculum, what special problem areas or
needs have you encountered?

Interview Part 3;

Reflection on the meaning....

In this interview, I will ask participants to reflect upon their experiences as teachers and as
learners. The major intent will be to elicit information which may provide enlightenment and
understandings of the social and political contexts, and ramifications, of their schooling and
teaching experiences, particularly as it relates to the multicultural nature of the CLS
curriculum. I will explore the connections between past, present and future.
Sample Que.stions:
1.

One of the themes which has emerged in this work is the need to examine what has
happened in CLS, in relation to curricula, in the context of the larger political and
professional climate. Can you talk about that, and how you perceive it affecting what
happens in CLS?

2.

Where do you
a.
b.
c.

3.

How relevant
has the CLS curriculum been in facilitating or hindering your
educational and teaching goals

4.

Where do you see CLS going from here?

see yourself going in the future?
As a teacher?
As a Learner?
As CLS Faculty?

Interview Part 4;
Exit Interview
Member-Checit/Participant Co-Evaluation of Data
Prior to the final interview, participants will have been given copies of the transcripts from
their first three interviews. In this final interview, participants will meet to provide additions
and/or corrections to previous data collected, and to discuss key concepts which have been
uncovered in the course of the previous interviews. I will provide as background information
a summary of some of the information collected in response to specific questions such as
"What is the purpose of school?" List of emerging themes, and key word count analysis will
be used as supporting documents to guide the conversation. Participant will be asked to
reflect upon the themes emerging from previous data collected, and on some basic
terminology which is used in the previous interviews. While I can speculate about what some
of those terminology and key concepts might be, I cannot say definitely because the concepts
and terms will arise out of the interview data which is collected.

Potential Questions;
L

Now that you've had a chance to review the transcripts of our previous conversations,
are there any corrections or additions you'd like to make?

2.

Do you feel that your goals for participation in this study have been met?
a.
In what ways were your goals met, or not met?
b.
Why or why not?

3.

Can you reflect on the possible outcomes from this study?
a.
For yourself?
b.
For the department?

4.

Where do you see CLS going from here?

5.

Is there anything else that you would like to tell me?
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APPENDIX B:
MECCA MULTICULTURALIZATION PROFILE (MMP)
©Cortes, 1990. Reprinted by permission.
( 1 ) General Course Description
(a) To what extent does the course description highlight the multicultural aspects of the
course?
(b) How many specific topics/terms/concepts are used in the course description
identifiable as or related to multicultural education?
(c) Does the course title reflect a multicultural emphasis?
( 2 ) Course Format
(a) What specific processes related to multicultural education (e.g. inclusions
of/concern widi various learning or communication styles) are detailed in the
syllabus?
(b) To what extent is the course student-directed?
(c) What is the ratio of individual to group work?
(d) What use is there of films/tapes/guest speakers on multicultural topics?
(3) Evaluation
(a) What evaluation process is directed specifically at group work?
(b) What room is there for students choice in class projects?
(c) What provision is made for formative evaluation (e.g. dialogue Journals, papers-inprogress, ungraded examinations)?
(4) Topics
(a) What percentage of time in the course is given to the consideration of multicultural
topics?
(b) What specific multicultural education topics are mentioned in the list of
topics/schedule of readings/weekly assignments, etc.?
(5)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Readings
Do the required readings include multicultural sources?
Do the recommended readings include multicultural sources?
Is there provided a bibliography that includes multicultural sources?
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Reviewer
Date

CLS#
Title
SenVYr

MECCA MULTICULTURALIZATION PROFILE (MMP)
Recording Sheet
(I)General Course Description
(a) (Low) 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-lO(High)
(b) (Few) 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-lO(Many).
(c) Yes
No
( 2 ) Course Format
(a)
(b) (Not at ail) 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 (Completely)
(c) (Indiv.) 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10(Group)
(d)

(3) Evaluation
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4) Topics
(a) 10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90- 100
(b)

(5)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Readings
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

How many?
How many?
How many?

Which?.
Which?.

(3) Evaluation
(a)
Evaluation process directed at group work
(b)
Evaluation process directed at individual work
(c)
In-class exams
(d)
Take-home exams
(e)
Peer evaluation
(f)
Self-evaluation
(g)
Student choice in class projects
(h)
Dialogue journal/learning log
(i)
Electronic Communication (listserv, MOO. etc.)
(})
Papers in progress
(k)
Volunteer teaching hours
(1)
Rigid attendance policy

)
(a)

)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Topics
Specific Multicultural Education topics mentioned

Readings
Specific multicultural sources in bibliography
Bibliography provided
Self-Selected readings
Literature study groups

Yes
Yes
Yes
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APPENDIX D:
SCALED SCORING RUBRIC
Reviewer
Date

CLS#_
Title
SemA'r
Instructor(s)_
MULTICULTURALIZATION PRORLE - 2000

SCALED SCORING RUBRIC
(i)General Course Description
(a) To what extent does the course
description highlight the multicultural
aspects of the course?

Low
High
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0

(b) How many specific
Few
Many
topics/terms/concepts are used in the
course description identifiable as or related 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0
to multicultural education?
(c) Does the course title reflect a
multicultural emphasis?

Yes

No

I

0

(2) Course Format
(a) What specific processes related to
multicultural education (e.g. inclusion
of/concem with various learning or
communication styles) are detailed in the
syllabus?

Few

Many

(b) To what extent is the course studentdirected?

Not at all
Completely
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0

(c) What is the ratio of individual to group Individual
Group
work?
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0
(d) What use is there of films/tapes/guest
speakers on multicultural topics?

Few
Many
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0
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f3>

Evaluation

(a) What evaluation process is directed
specifically at group work?

List A - Z

(b) What room is there for students choice Not at all
Completely
in class projects?
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0
(c) What provision is made for formative
evaluation (e.g. dialogue journals, papersin-progress. ungraded examinations)?

(4)

Few
Many
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 1 0

Topics

(a) What percentage of time in the course
is given to the consideration of
multicultural topics??

Not at all
Completely
0
(calculate percentage)
100

(b) What specific multicultural education
topics are mentioned in the list of
topics/schedule of readings/weekly
assignments, etc.?

List A - Z

(5)

Readings

(a) Do the required readings include
multicultural sources?

Yes

No

1

0

(b) Do the recommended readings include
multicultural sources?

Yes
1

No
0

(c) Is there provided a bibliography that
includes multicultural sources?

Yes
1

No
0
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APPENDIX E;
MODIFIED KEY WORD COUNT PROTOCOL
2001 © Yuriko C. Wellington
Key Word Count methodology will be used to determine the frequency of
appearance of generative words in the transcripts analyzed. To arrive at these figures, data
will be analyzed in the following manner:
Beginning with the first transcript of the first participant. I search the transcript for
the presence of each of the following 20 previously identified multicultural words or
phrases:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Multicultural
Bilingual
Literacy/Children's Literature
(Critical) Pedagogy
Culture
(Second) Language acquisition
biliteracy
art
Ethnicity
technology

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

international
diversity
global
immigration
minority
women
Spanish
social justice
emerging populations
under-represented

These words are all counted using the "key word" function in Microsoft Word,
version 6.0/95 or version 2001 for Macintosh. Then. I read through the transcript, listing
any additional key words reflective of multicultural topic or focus which I noticed more than
once.
When counting frequency, the root of the word is used, and visual confirmation of
adherence to the topic meaning is accomplished by reading the phrase widiin which each
word appears on the screen. Lexical appearances which are "out of context" or used for a
different meaning are not included in the count.

For example, the word "wonder", a

synonym for question, is not counted when it appears as a root of the word, "wonderful".
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The frequency tally for each word is repeated. If a different tally is recorded, then the count
is repeated a third time and the matching tally is recorded. If three different tallies are
recorded, the middle tally is recorded, but the count is not repeated.
different tallies received from three trials.

Rarely are three

For all key words for all transcripts, the

maximum number of different tallies received for three trials is usually two.
Then, taking the second transcript of the same participant, I repeat the process of
reading through and listing key words. I add to the list any key words from the second
transcript that had not appeared in the first transcript. Going back to the first transcript, I
count any new key words which were identified in the reading of transcript #2.
Then, taking the third transcript, I repeat the key word search, using all the key
words discovered in transcripts one. two and three. I then repeat the process of adding on
new word counts for transcripts one and two, for words discovered in transcript #3. this
process is repeated for each transcript until all transcripts have been searched for all key
words.
After all key words are counted in each transcript, I add the word counts in order to
arrive at a cumulative count for each word. I then arrange the words in order from the most
frequently occurring to the least frequently occurring, based upon the "cumulative" count.
In any case where two words have the same cumulative count, the word which appeared first
in the first transcript is listed first.
When examining key word usage across participants, tlrst the transcripts of each
participant are analyzed as described above. Then, using the cumulative word counts for
each word, all words from all participants are listed in order of descending frequency. The
frequency of a word is derived by adding together the cumulative counts from all
participants for that word. In the case where two words have the same cumulative count,
words are ordered by date collected, with the earliest data collected being listed first.
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APPENDIX F:
FACULTY CURRICULUM AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY
CLS Curriculum Analysis: Project MECCA Follow-Up Study
Needs Analysis For Multicultural Education - FACULTY SURVEY

Name
I This survey is a replication of the original needs assessment which was performed as
I a part of Project MECCA in 1989-1991.
To Tully comprehend the effect of participation in Project MECCA over time, it is important to
know how you have integrated a multicultural perspective or multicultural issues in your
teaching and syllabus design. To this end this needs analysis is designed to identify
preliminary data.

1.

How do you incorporate "multiculturalism" into your teaching and syllabus
design? Place a (v) in relevant responses:
Rationale or Purpose of your course(s)
Overviews
Specific Objectives
Specific Multicultural Texts
Articles
pother print or
^online
resources
Student Activities or Projects
Guest Lectures
Fieldtrips
Other (describe)

2.

Do you collaborate with other faculty members vis-a-vis multicultural
education? Circle your response:
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

3.

If the courses you teach were revised to enhance the topics related to
language development and multicultural education what form of technical
assistance would be most valuable?
Please rank your responses I to 9 with "I" being the most important:
Review and search of the literature
Audio/visual resources
Analysis and critiques of textbooks
Consultant services
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Attendance at appropriate conferences
Syllabus re-Writing Team (similar to that provided by Project MECCA)
Cooperative syllabus design strategies/seminars with other faculty
^within the department
^outside the department {check ONE)
both
Observations of your classes
Other (describe)

4.

As you understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the
curriculum, what special problem areas or needs have you encountered?
Please write your answers on the back of this sheet.

5.

What special skills or resources would you be willing to share (for example, in
a colloquium) with other faculty members? Please write your answers on the
back of this sheet.
MAHALO NUl LOA for your KOKUAl
Please return completed form to Yuri Wellington NO LATER THAN —

Monday, April 16.
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If your major and/or minor is outside of STE, please indicate it/them here
How would you describe your cultural and/or ethnic background? Describe all that apply:

6.

Race and/or Ethnicity
^Cultural Heritage/Background
Nationality (i.e. citizenship)
^Gender: Female
Male
Transgender
Se.xualiiy:
Gay
Lesbian
Bisexual

Other (describe)

SECTION II: This section asks about your CLS experiences/perceptions, and needs related to multicultural
education.
7.
What CLS course(s) did you take between January I. 2000 and December 31, 2000? (List only

classroom-based courses, whether on or off-campus.
Do not list Independent
study or Field Experience). Include non-CLS courses if taught bv CLS faculty
(eg: EDUC 601).
Course Number Cour.se Title

8.

lnstnictor{s)

In the course(s) you took, how was "multiculturalism" incorporated into the teaching and syllabus
design? Place a C^) in qll relevant responses:
Rationale or Purpose of course(s)
Overviews
Specific Objectives
Specific Multicultural:
Texts
Student Activities or Projects
Guest Lectures
Fieldtrips
Other (describe)

Articles

— Feel free to elaborate on this response.
9.

^other print or

^online resources

Attach additional pages if needed —

If the courses you took were revised to enhance the topics related to language development and
multicultural education what form of revision would be most valuable?

Please rank your responses I to 9 with "1" being the most important:
Specific Objectives
Specific Multicultural Texts
resources
Student Activities or Projects
Guest Lectures
Fieldtrips
Other (describe)

Articles

— Feet free to elaborate on this response.
10.

^other print or

^online

Attach additional pages if needed —

The goal of an integrated multicultural teacher education curriculum was to prepare education
professionals to meet the unique needs of an increasingly ethnically, culturally, and linguistically
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diverse student population. As you understand the goals of integrated multiculturalization of the
curriculum, what special problem areas or needs have you encountered? Please write your

answers here, and attach additional pages if necessary.

MAHALO NU! LOA for your KOKUA!
In order to preserve anonvmirv. please return completed form IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED
to the CLS OFFICE... NO LATER THAN - Monday. April 23.
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